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COMING ATTRACTIONS
As you can surmise from the photograph of
the pile of unopened forms, nearly 9000
readers-20% of Stereophile's circulation
responded to our questionnaire in the June
issue, which went into detail about what you
liked and disliked about the magazine, as well
as asking for some hard information about
yourselves. Every respondent who enclosed
his or her name and address will receive afree
copy of Stereopbile and was entered into a
drawing to win an expense-paid trip for two
to Santa Fe to meet JGH, LA, and the rest of the
magazine staff. Hi -Fi Show organizer Laurie

There are some also some tasty equipment

Evans, suitably blindfolded, reached into the

reports in October: J. Gordon Holt on the

well-shuffled pile of forms on July 8and drew

Conrad-Johnson Premier Seven preamplifier;

out the winner: Paul Tatman, of Red Bluff, CA.
We are looking forward to Paul and his wife

Amis Balgalvis on the Classe DR-9 amplifier;

visiting us at the end of September.
We hope to include an analysis of the results
of the survey in the next issue. The main thrust

Thomas J. Norton on high-end CD players
from Marantz and California Audio Labs; the
Audio Cheapskate on amplifiers from Superphon and B&K; and yours truly on the VIL

of the October issue, however, will be the

100W monoblock tube amplifier and the

return of "Recommended Components." Completely updated and revised, this listing of the

Audio by Van Alstine PAS preamplifier.

equipment Stereopbile's reviewers and editors

Audiophile Audition radio program, tune in

can wholeheartedly recommend should prove

on Sunday, September 4, when John's guest
will he our very own J. Gordon Holt!

an invaluable guide through the minefield of

And if you listen regularly to John Sunier's

hi-fi aspirations.
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John Atkinson

liple

ne
mitt
of the things endured by engineers

to review amplifiers for their 'inherent sounds.'

journalists involved in the design
and discussion of high-end compo-

There are still plenty of interesting things to

nents is the seemingly endless attacks from

tures, power, cost effectiveness, beauty, etc" (Of

those who, for whatever reason, feel that there

course, Daniel Shanefield is not quite as author-

is something unhealthy, even vaguely immoral,
in the whole idea of wanting to listen to music
with as high aquality as possible. The Listen-

Gordon Holt or Harry Pearson of TAS.)
There has been, Ifeel, considerable progress

talk about in reviewing amplifiers, such as fea-

itative apublished amplifier reviewer as, say, J.

ing Studio's Clark Johnsen reminded me

in amplifier design in the 57 months since Dr.

recently of aletter from Daniel Shanefield that

Shanefield's forlorn letter. But, to judge by Ken

Ipublished in the January 1984 issue of Hi-Fi

Kessler's "Industry Update" in this issue, things

News & Record Review which illustrates the
whole genre: "It is utterly useless to write an

haven't changed. Ken reports the publicly expressed views on reviewers of Ross Walker,
Chief Executive of Quad Electroacoustics in

amplifier review based on listening tests. If
there were anything other than mere frequency

the UK, manufacturers of electronic products
response variation, it might be interesting ... that, to an extent, are designed down in quality
most hi-fi magazines will.. .
forswear attempts
rather than up. By this Imean that, when it is
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pointed out that aQuad product could be bet-

Using the design of amplifiers as the field of

ter in any specific area, the response from the

combat, he argues that in acompetently de-

company is that their customers don't need

signed amplifier, capacitors, cables, the quality

preamps with lower noise floors or better
separation, speakers that can play louder, or

of the power supply and its connections,

amplifiers that can source more current into

whether or not acircuit is hard-wired or laid

low-impedance speaker loads. And that to

on aprinted circuit board, whether acircuit
has low or high levels of overall negative feed-

make their products capable of doing these
things means unnecessarily high prices. In

construction or not, all will be irrelevant to

other words, there is alimiting performance

sound quality as they produce no effects that

back, whether an amplifier is of dual-mono

below which improvements are not audible;

will show in either traditional tests of, for ex-

it would be immoral to ask customers to pay

ample, total harmonic distortion, or in anull-

for performance they will not benefit from.

ing test such as the one proposed by David

This is a free country, and no criticism
should be attached to acompany like Quad for

Fidler.? Dismissing the preference that many
have for tube amplifiers as ataste for added

so straightforwardly making known its philo-

second-harmonic distortion, Mr. Self con-

sophy (see also "Manufacturers' Comments"

cludes that subjective reviewing is therefore

in this issue). Indeed, in my experience, Quad

largely amatter of hearing what is expected to
be heard, that "more expensive" will always,

products have good aesthetics, are well-made,
have an excellent reputation for reliability
(following a recent series of equipment
breakdowns and failures in Santa Fe, Iwish a
larger proportion of high-end companies paid
alittle more attention to quality control), and
if, in this observer's opinion, their electronics

therefore, equate with "better," and that it persists for the same reason that parapsychology
does: that "there will always be people who
will believe what they want to believe rather
than what the hard facts indicate."
Hard facts are, of course, what are produced

could sound better, they do sound excellent
at the asking price. They just don't sound as

by the likes of Mr. Self, who mentions in his

good as Iwould want in my own system.

ataste for objectivity probably have better

Which doesn't bother me: Ican buy some-

things to do than dispute every tendentious

thing else.
What does bother me is when acommentator

report." But as awriter of tendentious reports,
Iask where is the objective data that proves

tries to enforce such arestrictive view as the
law, as is the case with awell-written article

that people who hear differences between
amplifiers—and we do, don't we?—are suffer-

report that "most competent engineers with

in the July '88 issue of Electronics & Wireless

ing from self-delusion? A look at Mr. Selfs

World magazine, entitled "Science & Sub-

published writings in the last few years in-

jectivism in Audio Engineering." ,In it, Douglas
Self, aBritish engineer working in the pro

dicates that he relies heavily on steady-state
tests, based on the assumption that the signal

audio industry, attempts to lay waste to the
whole field of high-end audio. He makes what

in time. But, other than the fact that they

on the face of it is avery effective case that we

are easy to carry out, why should such measure-

are all self-deluders or charlatans and that, if

ments alone be the arbiter of quality? 3

waveform is apure sinewave, infinitely wended

not quite crooks, engineers working in highend audio have dubious moral standards: "the
man who pays thousands of pounds [Sterling]
for apreamp can only be described as aHi -Fi
victim. ..
it is surely a morally ambiguous
position to persuade nontechnical people that
to get areally decent sound they have to buy
£2000 preamps and so on, when all technical
orthodoxy indicates that this is quite unnecessary."
IAsimilar but less thorough article by the same author appeared in the August 1988 issue of Hi-Fi News & Record
Review

6

2Ste Stereopbile Vol.10 No.1, pp.85, 100. á 189; Vol.10 No.3,
p.19; and Vol .10 No.5, p.25. While David Hailer correctly
points out that his ICA will reveal every distortion and change
effected on amusic signal by an amplifier, interpretation of
the results is fraught with problems, as linear errors due to
phase shift at the frequency extremes with all amplifiers—
except Hafler's own XL-280—conceal those duc to nonlinear
mechanisms. If ru add circuitry to (MOW the masking linear
effects, as with the Baxandall nulling test mentioned by
Douglas Self, then how can you be sure that this is also not
obscuring the very errors you seek?
3To be fair to Douglas Self, he does suggest that the inter.
modulation test suggested by R.A. Belcher of the BBC, first
described in aBBC monograph and then in Wireless World.
May 1978. pp 36-41. which tests the audio path at all frequen.
cies at once. may be more effective at revealing differences
between amplifiers. (My thanks to James Boyk for first pointing
me toward this test.)
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B&W's Model 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&W"s Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.

In 1982, HFN/RR presented its Audio Award
to Peter Walker, designer of the Quad electrostatic loudspeakers, father of the Ross mentioned above, and aman who possesses the

to throw the baby out with the bathwater. (In
asteady-state test, the way in which the signal
changes with time is removed; yet music consists of that very information.) Of course 1am

rare ability to reduce aproblem to asuccinct

sure that Mt Self would argue that such method-

expression of the essentials. 4 During the
course of an interview John Crabbe and Icarried out with Peter, published in the July '82

ological reductionism is the very basis of
Scientific Method: this analytical engine—
where an observer puts forward ahypothesis
concerning the nature of reality, then organizes

issue of HFN/RR, he suggested to me that it
was perfectly possible to design an electronic
component that would pass every steady-state

appropriate experiments set up to test the

test of goodness—it would have suitably low

provide the framework for further speculation—

levels of harmonic and intermodulation distortion, its frequency response would be fiat, it

has served as the trustworthy bedrock of all
progress since the time of Descartes.

validity of the hypothesis, the results of which

would pass asquarewave intact (and on pure

Unfortunately, it can happen that scientific

tones, it would even pass the Haller nulling test

objectivity nevertheless leads to erroneous

with flying colors)—yet its effect on amusic

conclusions. First, although measurements will

signal would be immediately noticeable, even
objectionable.
This mystery component would be an

always have some connection with sound
quality, the connection can often be tenuous;

amplifier whose gain varied with signal level;
in other words, acompressor or expander. A

subjective nature of interpretation can render

steady-state measurement using arepetitive

when those measurements are interpreted, the
an "objective" test rather less so. Second, you
will never be sure that, by minimizing the

waveform allows the unit to stabilize its gain

variables under test and by making the test

and it acts as any other "perfect" amplifier. On
music, however, you hear the aberration in its

procedures practicable, you have not changed
the situation so much that the results will not

response immediately. It was Naim Audio's
Julian Vereker who suggested to me adecade

for example, that "scientific" listening tests of

ago that, in his opinion, many of the subjec-

the kind demanded by Stereo Review readers,

be applicable to real life. It is on this small rock,

tive shortcomings of amplifiers which never-

the followers ofJulian Hirsch and David Clark,

theless "measure well" are related to this kind

often founder. To make the test performable,
it can become too far removed from the real

of behavior. He suggested that an amplifier
which gave 0.1% THD at 1W output and at

experience.

100W output would sound very much better
than one which featured 0.0001% THD at 1W

Third, consider an imaginary scientist who
decided that the subjective impression of

and 0.01% at 100W. The first amplifier's trans-

"color" correlated to spectral purity. He would
therefore publish work along the lines of Mr.

fer function remains constant with level; the
second, despite the low levels of distortion in

Selfs, proving to his satisfaction that there was

absolute terms, is actually 100 times worse at
the high level, indicating that the circuit is in-

frequency of light that corresponded to what

herently behaving more like acompressor

people mean by "brown." You can imagine his

no such color as brown, there being no single

than an amplifier, with only the corrective

anger as people obstinately continued to refer

nature of negative feedback allowing it to ap-

to things being colored brown, and even made
value judgments as though such acolor had
areal existence. He had "proved" its non-

pear to work with continuous tones. But with
music, the ear knows!
In a series of "Comment" articles some
years back in HFN/RR, Iargued that as the

existence—doubtless, he wrote articles for all

reproduction of music was amulti-dimensioned

ing any notice?

process, to reduce it to two for ease of testing,

The answer, of course, as in the case of Mr.
Self and all such naysayers, is that their initial

as in atraditional steady-state test, was perhaps

the right journals—yet why wasn't anyone tak-

world view is too limited. The hypotheses that
4To give you an cum*, when tuking about amplifier design.
Peter expressed the opinion that it was all "Ohm's Law and
common sense," something that both has stuck in my mind
ever since and has proved to be true.
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they set up fail to contain the spectrum of
human experience Even if traditional measurements did imply that all amplifiers sounded the
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HPC
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

CPC
CO PLANAR COPPER
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Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do abetter job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high-purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system
HPC and CPC cables are designed by. and manufactured exclusively for
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942 i
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same, but most people report that the opposite
is in fact the case, then—assuming that acon-

Capra's examination of the subjective nature

spiracy theory along the lines of "manufacturers and press consciously or unconsciously

"The patterns scientists observe in nature are
intimately connected with the patterns of their

of objectivity in his book The Iiirning Point:

are hoodwinking the public" is as valueless as

minds; with their concepts, thoughts and

all other conspiracy theories—the only con-

values. Thus the scientific results they obtain
and the technological applications they investigate will be conditioned by their frame
of mind."

clusion to draw is that the men behind the instruments may be looking in the wrong direction. It reminds me of the old story of the
drunk looking for his keys under astreet lamp.

Exactly! The state of the art is not advanced

A passerby joins in the search, and after a

by arejection of the opinions of those who

fruitless few minutes, asks where the drunk

may not be technical but who actually make

has dropped them. "Over in the bushes,"

use of the end-products. Dr. Johnson once

answers the drunk, "but it's too dark to look
there."

wrote that one doesn't have to be acarpenter
to be able to judge the quality of atable: Iwant

There is awider point to be made concern-

engineers to make better tables, not to spew

ing Mr. Selfs conclusions. The danger lies not

forth tracts, no matter how well-written, tell-

in his beliefs but in his insistence that those of

ing me that my need for abetter table is proscribed by orthodoxy.

us who rejoice in all the different shadings of
sound quality possible from amplifiers—those
of us who not only recognize "brown" but appreciate all the different browns bequeathed

A controversial area hinted at by Douglas
Self was that if all subjective differences are imaginary, then those who write about those dif-

us by the Almighty—should cease to do so. Mr.

ferences will be influenced by arbitrary factors,

Selfs beliefs are asubset of my own since, if

such as xenophobia. You can see from Mr. Van
Den Heuvel's letter in this issue, for example,

differences exist, it is quite possible for those
differences to be small enough to be unnotice-

that he feels that my value judgments in

able, whereas Mr. Selfs world view, like Dr.

Stereophile owe more to my British nationality

Shanefield's, allows for no other. But apart

than to the intrinsic merit of the products I

from its dictatorial tone, for us to accept without

recommend. The accusation is absurd, but I
would like to say that the recommendation of
any product in this magazine is based primarily on its ability to play music. That inevitably

question the complacency inherent in his
article is to welcome stagnation. If every area
of amplifier performance can be "proved"
to be effectively perfect, in that it doesn't

means that some components Ihave written

affect the resultant sound quality, then the

positively about will have been made in the

reductio ad absurdum conclusion is that
amplifiers must have reached perfection; je,
apart from recording problems and the fact

country of my birth, though of those that have
had the longest tenure in my reference system,
only the Linn turntable and the SL600 have

that there is still apair of loudspeakers in the

sang-pure UK bloodlines.

chain, it should be impossible to distinguish
between live and recorded sound. Iam sure

Audio Research SPIO, Krell KRS2, Mark Levin-

that he wouldn't actually put it like that, but
the logic of Mr. Selfs arguments—with every

My preamplifiers over the last five years—
son No.26—have all been American, as, with

is at least as adequate as it need be—leads ir-

the exception of the VTL 100W monos, have
been my preferred power amplifiers, the Krell
KSA-50, KSA-100, and Mark Levinson No.20.

revocably to such aconclusion.

And when it comes to CD playback, my favor-

relevant parameter, present-day performance

Concert-going reveals its absurdity.
A self-serving "technical orthodoxy," as
defined by Mr Self, seems to be more concui led
with preserving the status of engineers suffer-

ites—the CAL Tempest, Stax, and Accuphase
players—are two-thirds oriental. Of my favorite cartridges, the Koetsu Red is Japanese, as
is the Linn Troika (by way of Scotland).

ing from afailure of imagination rather than

But yes, Iam biased, if by "bias," you mean

with reproducing music in the home. But, as

that as aresult of my experience, Ihave arrived

the BBC's Hilary Lawson said in 1985: "Science

at certain beliefs. Ibelieve strongly that, with

is there to be used, not to dictate what is true."

the exception of such models as the Magnepan

Mr. Selfs article illustrates physicist Fritjof

SMGa, Thiel CSI, Synthesis LM210, Spica TC50

Stereophile, September 1988
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Deal He FIdekty Systems Incluchng
Compact DIsc, FM Stereo Rado,
Amphkers, Actme Loudspeakers,
Full Remote Control and
MIA Room chstrlbuton systems

BOOTHROYD STUART

MERIDIAN
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

and Angelus, Snell Type Q, and Vandersteen

of the Mobile Fidelity CD of Dark Side of the

2C, the UK leads the world in designing afford-

Moon, Kevin Conklin finds that having the ab-

able, true high-end loudspeakers, though my
enthusiasm is tempered by the inevitable Mans-

solute phase correct has asignificant effect on
the music. Which brings me to abook by the
aforementioned Clark Johnsen that should be

atlantic price increase which renders them
less competitive in the USA. However, putting
to one side the B&W 801 Matrix, UK designers

on every stereophile's reading list. Entitled The

seem to suffer from acollective failure of nerve

the history of Absolute Phase audibility, expanding into amore general exposition on some of

when it comes to cost-no-object design. The

Wood Effect, it is athorough examination of

laurels here are firmly grasped by such Ameri-

the wrong turns taken during the development

can models as the Infinity IRS Beta and Apogee

of sound reproduction, one such being the
abandonment of the 78. 5

Diva, which couple the delicacy of imaging
and tonal accuracy featured by the best UK
designs with realistic dynamic range and the
ability to reproduce low frequencies with true
weight and extension.

Clark 8 makes absolutely clear his position
on the importance of absolute polarity reversal: "Whoever cannot recognize Absolute
Polarity, shall be deemed SUPERFLUOUS,"

And when it comes to vinyl disc replay, the

which seems alittle too absolute, considering

only two turntables Ihave heard that would
tempt me away from my Linn are the Versa

that JGH is one the least superfluous audio
commentators around. But why should polari-

Dynamics and the Goldmund Reference,
neither of which Ihave any likelihood of being

original event is reproduced as an acoustic

able to afford. So the Linn it remains.
With electronics, Ifeel that the US still leads
the way, particularly in preamplifier design,

ty matter? If an acoustic compression at the
rarefaction when the recording is played back,
electrically there should be no difference at all.
Additionally, the eminent acoustician Helm-

where some models achieve the impossible

holtz stated in 1862? that "the quality of the

trick of maximizing neutrality and transparen-

musical portion of acompound tone depends

cy without losing sight of the ability to play

solely on the number and relative strength of

music. Though this latter is something the
British have always rated highly, their preamps

its partial simple tones and in no respect of

have tended to fall short on the first two as-

their differences of phase," and many people
feel that Helmholtz said all that needed to be

pects, leading to arather "ragged" presentation

said on the subject.

of the music. And Istill believe that it takes a

However, as documented by Johnsen in The

very good solid-state design to equal the per-

Wood Effect (and also in an article Iwrote for

formance regularly offered by tubes.
If these attitudes are dismissed as bias, then

HFN/RR in 1980 8), nearly all the academic

so be it. But rest assured that Iwill continue
to call 'em as Isee 'em in my reviews, and

work performed since Helmholtz suggests that
the human ear can detect acoustic polarity dif-

when aspeaker comes along that stomps all

ferences, although all research indicates that
the effect is sometimes subtle. (The book's title

over my beloved SL600 in the areas that it ex-

comes from work carried out in 1957 by Charles

cels, or equals it in those areas and offers
realistic bass extension and dynamics, then I

L. Wood of the Defense Research Laboratory,

will gladly switch allegiances, no matter what
that speaker's country of origin—though the
Acoustic Energy AEI and Celestion SL700 I
review in this issue are most definitely English,
I'm afraid.
A topic addressed in HEN/RR's interview
with Peter Walker was whether or not reversing asignal's polarity, its so-called "absolute
phase," would be audible or not on music.
Though JGH is pretty much convinced that
some people can detect polarity differences,
he admits in this month's review of the Infinity
IRS Beta that he himself cannot; in his review
Stereophile, September 1988

5Absolute Phase should not be confused with relative phase
when the speakers are out of phase with each other. Johnsen
here appears to confuse the two on p.15 of The Wbod Effect,
where it seems obvious that in the passage quoted from Jens
Blauert's Spatial Hearing (MIT Press 1982), Blauert is talking about speakers being out of relative, not absolute, phase.
6The author is aHarvard Physics graduate, with published
academic work in the fields of image processing and the
measurement of sight objects. He has worked on holography,
surveillance satellites, the Mars Lander camera, and the Orbiting Space Telescope. He now runs "The Listening Studio"
in Boston and recently founded The Modern Audio Association to advance the state of music reproduction art "without
commercial gain or pressure."
7On ¡be sensations of tone, H.L.F. Helmholtz; Dover, 1954.
8 "Listening Tests and Absolute Phase," HEN/RR, November
1980.
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who found that asinewave, clipped on one
side of the time axis only to render it asym-

thorough examination of the apparent philo-

ferences here.) The Wood Effect contains a

metrical, took on adifferent timbre when its

sophy of the Audio Engineering Society, as ex-

polarity was reversed.) Work by Stanley Lip-

pressed through the choice of papers to reprint

shitz in the late '70s, 9 using carefully organized

in its Journal. Johnsen implies strongly that

double-blind testing, confirmed that areversal

only the results of research work which conforms to orthodoxy will benefit from awide

of absolute signal polarity will be subtly audible on music to a99% confidence limit! (Indeed, it is one of the few things that can be

dissemination in the JAES, and that that orthodoxy sticks strictly to Helrnholtzian theory

reliably detected with double-blind testing.)

in denying the importance of phase effects at

There is even amechanism agreed upon as

all. There is, of course, the notable exception

to why the ear should be able to detect the
supposedly undetectable The nerves attached

of the published work by Stanley Lipshitz et
al referred to in footnote 9—Stanley's for-

to the frequency-discriminating hair-cells in

midable mind brooks very little obstruction

the inner ear only fire on the positive-going

in its chosen path—but Idon't think it coin-

parts of the waveform, indicating that the ear
acts as ahalf-wave rectifier. It will thus pro-

cidental that Douglas Self behaves as expected

duce adifferent output to the brain on asym-

in his E&WW article in attempting to cast

metric signals if the absolute polarity is reversed.

doubt on the Lipshitz findings on the audibility of phase errors. Once the door is opened

A music signal, unlike asinewave, is not sym-

acrack, then it could be pushed open even

metrical about the time axis, other than that
over the long term there are equal amounts of
energy on either side, and it would be ex-

further, and—heavens!—amplifiers might be

pected that if an original compression was
reproduced as ararefaction, you would be able
to hear it.
What does it sound like? "Wrong polarity
is the muffling distortion," writes Johnsen, and
it seems generally agreed that to listen to a

found to be audibly different after all! Better
to dismiss the whole subject altogether, and
if that means dismissing something such as absolute signal polarity that has without question areal effect on the quality of reproduced
sound, then so be it.
Thus is the thrust of Clark Johnsen's tour de
force, and if you feel that the reality of the mat-

recording with the wrong polarity is to suffer

ter is not so, then let me conclude with a

from alack of realism, alack of body to in-

quotation from the BAS Speaker by David

strumental tone, alack of integration within
the soundfield, and less natural-sounding

Moran, once of dbx and President of the
Boston Audio Society, which also concludes

applause. Unfortunately, as there is no necessity for engineers to preserve absolute polarity

nion, exactly how "technical orthodoxy" is

during the production of arecording, arecord-

more concerned with preserving establish-

The Wood Effect. It neatly illustrates, in my opi-

ing has a 50% chance of being wrong. In

ment attitudes than with improving the quality

fact, as reported in The Wood Effect, which in-

of music in the home:
"These are interesting times in audio. The

cludes considerable documentation of the subject, Japanese-pressed LPs even have alternate
tracks in opposite polarity!

smoke that is blown is now being couched in

The aspect of Clark's book that Ifound

language of marketing. Waveforms of oboes,

the language of science, and no longer in the

fascinating, and one which ties in with the

discussions of room acoustics, etc., with foot-

general theme running through this essay, is
that despite the evidence for its existence,

notes to the JA ES et al., will be given, along
with contentions that clarinets will suck in-

despite there being almost no opposing evi-

stead of blow if speakers are not properly

dence, the engineering establishment seems

phased—all couched in terms of, 'You've

to dismiss the matter of the ear's sensitivity to

heard hype before: this is science.' "

absolute signal polarity. (One would almost

The Wood Effect, by R.C. Johnsen, can be

think that we were talking about amplifier die

obtained for $7 postpaid from The Modern
Audio Association, 23 Stillings Street, Boston,

9 -A little understood factor in A/8 testing." The RAS Speaker,
March 19'9. followed by "On the Audibility of Midrange Phase
Distortion in Audio Systems - (with John Vandainxn and Mark
Pocock)JAa Vol.50 No.9. September 1982
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MA 02210.

(617)357-8040. From November

1, it will cost $7.95 plus $1.05 shipping and
handling.
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EXCELLENCE
I
NANY
LANGUAGE.
"... Absolute Spitzenklasse..."
Stereoplay Magazine, Germany
—Hans Ulrich-Fessler

"...Een Seneus Produkt..."
HiFiNideo/Test Magazine, The Netherlands
—Hans Goddijn

"...Un Nuovo Reference Standard..."
Stereoplay Magazine, Italy
—Sandro Ruggieri

...Superior Sound Quality .
Digital Audio & Compact Disc Review
Magazine, The United States
—Ken Pohlmann

4) 1988 Philips Consumer Electronics Company.

PHILIPS.
PERFORMANCE
T
HE WORLD
S
ALUTES.
"Absolute Spitzenidasse"—a performance rating of "top
dass"—is how one of Germany's leading audio magazines
rates the newest Philips CD player.
The Swiss called one of Philips' newest components
"a new dimension in sound."
After examining the engineering, technology and
design in Philips' latest CD component, Japan's premier audio
magazine had praise that approached envy
Throughout the world, Philips of the Netherlands
has long set the standards for audio and video performance.
It was Philips who invented the audio cassette, the laser
optical video disc and, most recently, the compact disc.
Now we introduce Philips to the U.S. with these expert
opinions as references and as the promise of what's to come.
For more information, and
for your nearest Philips dealer, call 1-800-223-7772.
WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.
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PHILIPS

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.

A rip -off

Dolby's invention is made by one company

Editor:

only and you might not want to overemphasize

Ripping off the artistic style of Ralph Steadman

a certain product without collecting ad

for your June cover seems appropriate for the

revenue. But iblcom 4has just popped up and

subject of DAT. It conveys perfectly your atti-

dbx Iis still in use; more such systems might

tude toward art and an artist's vulnerability

arise if engineers thought it economically
worthwhile.

to duplication.
Iwould expect no less of apublication that

Indeed, Harmonic Mundi USA uses 30ips

reveres audio equipment far beyond its level

analog, with no noise reduction, for all play-

of music appreciation. Be damned the artist

back formats, even CD. And Ihave yet to read

as long as you get your DAT.
Considering the price of your publication
and your claimed circulation, Ithink you

anegative comment about the sound quality

could have afforded Mr. Steadman's services.
But then you guys have always had trouble tell-

version couplet extracts its sonic toll, agood
reason to be careful. And using high-quality
analog for compact discs, it is possible to go

ing the difference between arip-off and the
real thing.

Sam Petty
Tampa, FL

The future of digital?
Editor:
Iread John Atkin.son's "Industry Update" comments in the May issue with great interest and
abit of distress.
His wide-ranging discussion touched on
many, if not all, of the technical trials and
tribulations of the professional side of digital
audio, but neglected the easiest, most convenient answer: analog.
That's right. At the 1986 AES convention, 1
heard comparisons of aDolby SR/Ampex reelreel recording with three digital ones—all

of that company's recordings.
It has been reported that each data-con-

through only one analog-to-digital process
(mastering) and one digital-to-analog conversion (in the consumer's CD player), regardless
of the amount of signal processing needed, for
minimal "digititis." And, of course, employing
analog for LPs allows one to avoid digital
sampling, and thus digititis, altogether—surely
the best result of all!
Adrian atom
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA

Music isn't analog
Editor:
I'm sorry, but Ican't resist the temptation to
say acouple of things about Marc Richman's
"Audio is analog!" letter in the May '88 issue.
Although audio may be analog, music isn't.

made from the same microphone feeds. While

Music exists only in the brain; everywhere else

one of the digital tapes (Mitsubishi) didn't

it's just sound, or some representation thereof.

sound bad, it was clearly not the first-place
contender. The analog combo won hands

And the brain, although equipped with analog
sensors, is adigital processor. Besides, music,

down; there was no tape hiss and no modula-

not audio, is what this game is all about. If the

tion noise (and, of course, no digital artifacts),

music makes your heart sing, then the format

just clean, dynamic music.

doesn't matter much. And if the music doesn't

So, why didn't you cover this technology?
Isuppose one factor is digital high-tech nature,

work for you, then the format doesn't matter

which fits right in with this future-gazing age.

at all. In this instance, the medium is not the
message.
Robert Rowton

You can get lost in the slop of number crunch-

Albuquerque, NM

ing: quantization, interpolation, extrapolation,
integration, etc.—a myriad of sins that has

Publish less often

nothing to do with music and shouldn't matter

Editor:

to its reproduction. And it's true that Dr.

Ienjoy Stereophile immensely. However, the
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price is approaching unaffordability. May Isug-

are almost exclusively reviews of CDs. While

gest publishing bimonthly and halving the an-

1am not in the camp that hates CDs and believes

nual subscription rate?
Monmouth Recording Co.

that audio is exclusively analog (my Sony 705
works as well as my Linn Axis/K-9, it is just different), Ienjoy both good records and good

Freehold Township, NJ

CDs. With some recordings, Ithink the CD is

Ronald B. Freeman

Good Heavens!

better and on others Ilike the LP (Is this an admission that with respect to some recordings

Editor:
When Isubscribed to Stereophile, Idid not

CDs? Let your readers know when the vinyl

Iown both?) Why not review both LPs and

realize that, as anew subscriber, Iwas obliged

is better than the silver and vice versa.' This

to write and give you my views on your periodical. After having reviewed the letters in my

would be particularly helpful when arecord-

first four issues, Ihave learned that all of your

are still available.

subscribers feel compelled to give you their
evaluations. Because Ido not want to be left
out, Ithought that Ihad better tell you my

be harder and harder to find. My record dealer
at the best classical music shop in Houston tells

t
houghts.

me that his store may cease stocking LPs

ing is remastered but the old analog pressings
Along the same lines, Iworry that LPs will

First, Isubscribed to Stereopbile without

within the next two years. In the coming years

having previously purchased an issue. Putting

Stereophile could perform avaluable service

aside the question of whether that was prudent,

by helping its readers (who cannot travel to NY
to buy records; Vol.11 No.4) find out where

Iwas interested in subscribing to learn more
about audio equipment. lb my surprise, Ihave

they can find good LPs, assuming that some-

found that Ienjoy Stereopbile's articles on
music. Next to my cherished Gramophone, I

one is still pressing them.

have found your reviews of recordings to be

of equipment—so far Ilike the mix of high-

the most useful. From the point of view of

end and affordable products. Iam not about

learning about new recordings, Iplace Stereopbile higher on the list than such publications

to go out and buy apair of No.20s and aVersa
Dynamics 'table, but Ilike to know what is

as Opus and Ovation, which Ihave tried but

out there. Further, if you do not cover tweaky

As for your bread and butter—the reviews

no longer read. In this area Stereo Review,

connectors, power-line conditioners, etc., who

High Fidelity, and Audio are not even remote-

will? On the other hand, areview of aproduct

ly close. Only Fanfare, which is dedicated
almost exclusively to reviews of recordings, is

like the Denon TU -800 is helpful because you
brought to my attention acomponent which

worth looking at, but mostly because of the
number rather than the quality of reviews. I

is an excellent value.

find the intelligibility and reliability of your

the publication because it is "golden-eared"

reviews to be better than Fanfare, and second

and appears to have aprejudice against prod-

only to Gramophone. That is not bad considering that Stereo/011ie is essentially an equip-

think acomponent should sound. Good heav-

ment magazine.
In particular, Ienjoy "Building aLibrary,"
which is worth more than apound of reviews

Iget achuckle from readers who criticize

ucts that do not sound the way your reviewers
ens! What is areview for if it does not disclose
aprejudice against products which do not
sound acceptable to the reviewer?

from some other publications. Ialso greatly

As far as Iam concerned, if someone wants

enjoy your interviews with artists and in-depth
articles such as the excellent "Virgin at Abbey

to read areview of the latest Pioneer 20W

Road." Such apiece gives the reader insight

"good clean power with zero distortion from

receiver so that he can read that it provides

into the music as well as the technical aspects

20Hz to 20kHz," let him read Stereo Review

of the recording. Keep up the good work.

and High Fidelity. Although one reader says

In terms of your reviews, Iwould like to
make two comments. First, whenever possible
comparative reviews are preferable. This, of
course, is the principal value of "Building a
Library" Second, in some issues your reviews
Stereophile, September 1988

IYou must have anticipated this comment. Idrafted this letter
before receiving the June issue, and it has been stored in my
word processor for acouple of weeks. In 4,l. II No.6, several
reVit,VCIS did cavity what Iwould like to see more often: they
let the reader know when the vinyl was superior to the CD.
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest. accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Or call us at (416) 751-4525

High performance Down to earth

11111.1111.1.1u811,1

that Stereopbile is too expensive, why pay as

in Vo1.11 No.6 (Tune 1988) referenced "a useful

much as anickel to read over and over again

audio-related bulletin board" operated by

that all CD players and power amplifiers sound
identical?
With the onslaught of CD, it will be even

Madisound. I've searched all material available
to me concerning computer-accessible bul-

more important for there to be some publica-

you publish its phone number?

tion that appreciates the difference between

I've been subscribing to and reading Stereopbile for over three years and have enjoyed

an LP-12 and a$250 CD player. Even though
Ihave not been convinced that all CDs are

letin boards and can't locate that one. Would

each issue. It's the only high-end publication
Iread. Periodically, I've seen mention of The

decidedly inferior to the LP, Ihope that Stereopbile will stress analog components and will

Absolute Sound in your magazine and out of

serve as avoice for those who still want a

curiosity finally purchased an issue, although

source of LPs and good equipment to play

its high price had previously turned me away.

them on. If you don't, who will?

(I know that sounds strange coming from

Name withheld on request
Houston, TX

someone who has purchased about $20,000
worth of hi-fi gear and 5000 records in the last
20 years, but Ido have priorities.) Iwas shocked

Solid-core again
Editor:

at the malicious barbs thrown your way! I've
never seen such references by you to them in

Iread AG's article on solid-core wire with great

your magazine. The editor(s) of TAS must not

interest and curiosity (Vol.10 No.4). Could
speaker-wire technology be moving in afull

realize how such comments negatively affect
their credibility. Icongratulate you for not

circle back to small-diameter, plain copper
wires? Ithen read Dick Olsher's rebuttal in

another issue of TAS if it cost $1.

being drawn into such crap. Iwouldn't buy

\bin No.6. Ithen found the letter from Allan

Martin D. Hock

Fetherolf about his experiments in Von° No.9,

Chicago, IL

and felt that it was time for me to give it atry
After all, Icould easily afford Radio Shack wire

Tbe Madisound bulletin board operates 24

and banana plugs!
Ihave been using original Monster Cable

bours a day and can be contacted at (608)
836-9473. Set your communication para-

speaker wire between my Harman/Kardon

meters to 8-bit characters, Istop bit, no parity,

Citation 19 amplifier and Bozak Symphony

full duplex; 300, 1200, 2400, and 9600bps

speakers. Ihooked up the 20-gauge wire to

can all be detected.

—JA

one side and left the Monster Cable on the
other. That way Icould easily switch from side
to side for comparison using the balance knob

Notunagnetic copper
Editor:

on my preamp. After ten minutes of testing,

Iread with great interest reader Ron Paquette's

using three different tapes, Irediscovered the

description of demagnetizing "interconnecting

reason that Iwent with Monster Cable in the

cables and speaker wires" (Vo1.11 No.3, p.15).

first place! The 20-gauge wire muted the

Another approach to this problem is to use
conductor made of nonmagnetic materials. I'm

sound, cut off the bass, and destroyed the
highs. The difference was glaring and Icould

fond of copper myself.

find no redeeming qualities when Icompared
it with Monster Cable. All in all, Ithink that

Robert W. Hayden
Plymouth, NH

I'll wait until the cable that AG tested is
available locally, and in small quantities, before

DO's true vocation

Itry solid cable again. Come to think of it, I'll

Editor:

get someone else to try it first ...

After Mr. Olsher's attempt to design aspeaker

Rick Siegert

and now his attempt in the July issue to

Castle Rock, CO

evaluate speaker cables, has anyone suggested
to the poor man that his true vocation might

Where is Madisound?

be found in aslaughterhouse?
Raymond Stanton

Your report on the Santa Monica Hi -Fi Show
Stereophile, September 1988
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•
In Science, Elegance Equals Simplicity
The elegant CONCERT V is quite simply
our statement of how oloudspeaker from
Scandinavia's largest loudspeaker company
should perform, sound and look.
Available in black-stained ash or
mahogany veneers.
Audio from Denmark.

uamol•-•
.
B4dy 3A

Permblook. L60062

Ha ha ha ha ha!

for themselves. As for me, Iam cancelling my
subscription. Stereophile is amatter of quan-

Editor:
Ha ha ha ha ha ...01sher's Folly you should
call it. Ican't believe you would call Dick's

tity over quality.

Harijanto Bambang
Parma,

OH

cable debacle aserious report. He must have
been drinking his bathwater. I've never read
such nonsense in an audio publication, even

Confused & disappointed

when it was intended to be tongue-in-cheek.
(One wonders if, indeed, that was the case!)

Ijust finished reading the Olsher report on

Any science-minded high-school kid could
have written amore accurate and meaningful
cable report. This beats Stereo Review's amplifier debacle—easily. Dick Olsher is brain-

Editor:
speaker cables. Iwas very confused and disappointed by his methods and conclusions. Not
because Ithought he was wrong, it just was
extremely bad reviewing. Iwas going to write
only about how bad it was and why (and how)

damaged without any question. But keep up

Ithought he could have done better (not that

the great humor—he's killing me! Ican't wait
to see what his next big project will be—

Ishould be qualified to tell him how to do

maybe he'll send all us readers aCD or LP of
his wife's actual voice!!!
Idare you to print this!

his job—but that is how ridiculous the review was). Then Iread the replies from manufacturers AJ van den Hul and company, and
thought, enough said.

Richard A. Hathaway

Something still bothered me, however,

Los Angeles, CA

about Stereophile in general. Larry Archibald's
"Final Word" column was astatement about

Shame!

your concern re. not getting equipment for

Editor:

review Wow! Are you that double-blind? You

Shame on Mr. Olsher's speaker cable review!

rake people or companies over the coals with
amateurish reviews and then expect ahard-

Ican no more believe the much-mentioned
"golden ratio" has an effect on the sound quali-

working and dedicated small company to sub-

ty of aspeaker cable than does the phase of the
moon!

mit its product (free for three months) to one

Also, if the MIT MH750 cable sounds as bad
as Mr. Olsher would have us believe, how
could he have used it as his reference for years?

abilities are completely unknown.

Should we also question the validity of his past
reviews /
recommendat ions?

of these "reviewers" whose qualifications and
Wake up and smell the coffee! Just because
you don't get the review doesn't mean the
company and its product are good, bad, or indifferent. Perhaps Stereophile has developed

Steven W. Peasley
Kentwood, MI

No qualifications!

beyond what JGH intended, eh? Believe me,
its not your circulation numbers. It's the small
number of reviewers, and their "experience,"
"knowledge," and ability as "audiophiles" and

Editor:

"evaluators," not writers, Iwould question.

Stereophile is getting worse with every issue.

They obviously are professionals in the
writing, but I'm not as convinced in the other

The problem is that your magazine doesn't
have qualified staff like The Absolute Sound.

two areas. Perhaps I'm overreacting, but it is

For example, Dick Olsher's work is totally
sloppy and unwise. To quote what he said in

amajor concern and the reason you can't get
small companies to submit product. Iknow
what my product can do, what it can't, what

Vail No.7 about Straight Wire TMC: "Although the bass of the TMC is better than that
of the MR-32, overall Iactually like it less."
What does he mean?
I'd like to strongly suggest that areviewer

its strength is, what its weakness is, etc My fear
would be that an inexperienced reviewer
might miss the boat and report on the product
inaccurately.
Rick Roberts

should be aware that not every cable will fit
every system. A cable is certainly systemdependent.
Isuggest that Stereophile's readers forget
about Dick Olsher's work and listen to cables
Stereophile, September 1988

Simply Physics Inc., Houston, TX

Olsher, or Lumley?
Editor:
After all the claims and counterclaims, Ihad
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hoped that Dick Olsher's report about loud-

conspicuously missing from the issue?

speaker cables would unravel truth from

Iunderstand that the notorious Peter Aczel

fiction, as it were. Iread the article in quiet
fact, Enid Lumley was impersonating Mr.

intends to evaluate cables in the next issue of
his resurrected The Audio Critic. Perhaps Aczel
will do what Mr. Olsher couldn't—and pro-

Olsher.
The brief—if slightly disorganized—lecture
on applied loudspeaker-cable theory at the

the controversial cable question.
Or perhaps—with its tail between its legs—

expectation, and came away wondering if, in

vide some sorely needed enlightenment on

beginning of the article gave one the impres-

Stereopbile will approach the issue again, this

sion that perhaps Mr. Olsher intended to at-

time from arational perspective.

tempt to relate some scientific measurements

Gene Steinberg

to the sonic performance of these cables. Since
"low-level noise currents" didn't seem to relate

Edison, NJ

to audible impressions, this approach was

Well, that's what you get for publishing the

abandoned without further ado.

results of carefully performed and exhaustive

Before visiting never-never land, perhaps

listening tests that question the status quo. I

Mr. Olsher might have measured the signal at
the amplifier terminals, then at the cable ter-

am sure that we will continue to receive let-

minations, just to see how it differed. Then,

that a little more hard criticism, as in Mr

if the high frequencies suddenly became tizzy

Steinberg 's letter, would be more welcome

ters commenting on this review, but Imust say

or the bass bloated, some correlation would

than unsupported name-calling. 7b bring up

be found. Straight Wire purportedly uses

some details offact, when Dick Olsber said

measurements to explain how their line of
cables handles amplifier signals. If they can do

better than that of the Straight Wire MR-32

it, why not Mr. Olsher?
Also, the controls of the test seem entirely

that the bass of the Straight Wire TMC was
but he liked it less overall, be meant that
although be found the bass to be better the

inadequate. Why not take two mono ampli-

cable was less good tban tbe MR-32 in other

fiers, known to be in top condition, and hot-

areas of performance and be liked it less. I

wire or bridge them right to the loudspeaker

would like to point out that the adjective Dick

terminals? With no cable intervening, any
sonic degradation from that source would be

used to describe the overall performance of

virtually eliminated. Then the sonic perfor-

the MIT cable was 'good," bis point being that
while once of reference quality, it has been

mance of the loudspeakers with that direct

overtaken by more recent, sometimes less ex-

connection could be compared with the

pensive, designs. The potentially litigious

results of the various cables.

manufacturer is, in fact, an advertiser there

Without such acontrol, there is no way of

being no connection between review ratings

knowing the true sound of the systems used

and whether or not amanufacturer supports
Stereophile by taking out advertising. Iwould

in the test. How could one be certain if acable
that sounded especially good might in fact be

also like to state for the record that whether

contributing some unknown coloration to the
final result?

or not we bave to buy aproduct in order to

Also, it might have been interesting to add

review it bas no bearing on whether that prod-

kind sold at Radio Shack or distributed by such

uct gets agood or a bad review. Finally, the
TARA Labs cable recommended by Dick bas
changed distribution, Sound Connections

accessory firms as Recoton. Since the highly

having supply problems with the Australian

rated TARA Labs cable seems shorn of fancy
adornments, perhaps a selection of other

at 4445 Cartwright Ave., Toluca Lake, CA

seemingly ordinary products would provide

91602. Tel: (818)766-6929.

some interesting results.

And now Dick would like to say afew
words ...

afew low-tech cables to the mix, such as the

In light of the above, though, Ican well

company. TARA Labs can now be contacted

understand why a"leading" cable manufacturer seemed so upset with Mr. Olsher's

¡feel compelled to respond to acouple of the

review. Could that leading manufacturer, by

Manufacturers' Comments concerning the

the way, be the one whose advertising is so

Loudspeaker Cable survey in the July issue of

Stereophile, September 1988
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MONITOR
AUDIO

Vigliascerning appreciation for the
experience of good listening, music lovers in
18 countries have demanded Monitor Audio
loudspeakers for excellence in engineering
and esthetics in sound and form
Monitor Audio has earned its enviable
reputation as one of the world's premier
creators of audio loudspeakers with accolades
such as the 1987 Loudspeaker of the Year
Award
Manufactured in England and designed to
reproduce the stunning reality of compact
disc and digital recordings, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers employ the world's most
advanced metaldome tweeter technology
matched to closely toleranced components
Cabinets are finished in the finest realwood veneers, among them mahogany, oak,
walnut. rosewood, teak and the uniquely
stunning Kenya Black
"Best Buy"" recommendations show
Monitor Audio to have the added virtue of
value for money
Audition the entire line for its breathtaking
accuracy, wide dynamic range and
n
unparalleled clarity.
peaking volumes for an audiophile's
pride of possession since 1972, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers are asuperior
sound system's voice.
•Model R352, 'best loudspeaker'
What Hi-Fi 9Awards 1987
" Hi -Fi Choice 1986/87
"Best Buy" Awards

Symbol of quality

Made in England
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT
In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20,
Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1 Tel (4 fi) 831-4741
ELECTRONICS INC.
I
IU.
S.
A.: P.
O.
Box #1355 Buffalo NY14205 Tel (4 t) 831-4741

IÇEVRCI

Stereophile In general, such comments are

But when two conductors in the same leg are

cases of ruffledfeathers and do not deserve

brought closer together, the mutual induc-

to be dignified with either defensive or ag-

tance increases the total inductance and thus

gressive responses. But when a substantive

the impedance of the circuit.

—DO

point made in areview is challenged, Ibelieve
that a response is in order
Let me first deal with the good Doctor van

Bravo LA!
Editor:

den Hul. The basic issue is the sound of the

Bravo to Larry Archibald for his "Final Word"

van den Hul cables and my finding that the

column in \bill No.7. Never in my life have

SCS- 2 and SCS-6 cables' performances
through the upper octaves came uncomfortably close to that of the 10-2 Romex. Why that

Iwitnessed such abrilliant and totally dedicated example of the "stick to what you believe
in" theory, regardless of the consequences.

should be the case is, of course open to discus-

LA deserves nothing but the highest praise

sion. Apparently, Dr van den Hul can see no

for the solid position taken against manufac-

role for the skin effect in this, and attempts to

turers irate about the totally "tell it like it is"

prove mathematically that the skin effect is,
in fact, of no consequence at all—at least up

reviews that appear in Stereopbile. Ihave the
ultimate respect for Stereophile's philosophy

to the audible frequency limit of 20kHz. I

of publishing what is without adoubt aquali-

agree with Dr van den Hul that cable-gener-

ty magazine.

ated phase delays in the audible bandwidth

You've got me for life!

are small (though not as minuscule as be

Kenneth J. Annibale

believes). Because of the skin effect and cable
inductance acable may be modeled as a low-

Mineola, NY

pass filter witb non-linear phase shift. For a

Vile attacks

20-meter loop of 2AWG copper wire, Iesti-

Editor.

mate the phase shift at 20kHz to be on the

In reading several copies of Stereophile, Ihave

•

•

•

order of 10° (primarily due to inductive reac-

noticed in "Letters" atrend toward vile and

tance). Using the following equation, the cor-

hypercritical attacks against your selection of

responding phase delay in seconds may be

equipment for review, your writing style, and

obtained: Phase Delay= P/360F, where Pis

your viewpoints. Some criticize your attention

the phase shift in degrees, and F is the cor-

to reasonably priced equipment by inferring

responding frequency If you want an answer

that you are diluting your content with these

in microseconds, multiply the result by afac-

products. Yet at the same time others contend

tor of a million. Substituting 10° into the

that your adherence to writing about products

equation, the phase delay turns out to be

which no one can afford is elitist and has no
place in the real world. Additionally, some

about 1microsecond. Such adelay is not supposed to be audible. Yet, Ihave found ex-

believe that holding on to an outdated tech-

perimentally that soundstage focus does correlate well with conductor size: as individual

nology such as the analog record is not avery
contemporary attitude, while others feel that

conductors are reduced in size (to apoint),
image cohesiveness increases. Which are we

play them shows areduction in your commit-

to believe: our ears or our calculators? Whatever the reason, fat conductors appear to be
unhealthy for audio applications.
Finally, David Salz and Steven Hill of

your attention to CDs and the machines that
ment to the high end and its ideals.
While Ihave no doubt that these individuals
speak sincerely from the heart, Ifeel that they
should exercise more understanding of your

Straight Wire claim that the proximity effect

policies and the fact that your reading au-

does not work; that impedance is actually

dience encompasses audiophiles of different

reduced rather than increased when conduc-

budgets and ideologies. Personally, Ihave

tors are brought closer together It is true that

progressed to the level where Iown Rowland

when the go and return legs of a cable are

and

brought closer together inductance is reduced.

speakers. Ienjoy these products very much,

Krell

electronics

and

Martin-Logan

This happens because the current flows are

but Ihave also owned Sumo and PS Audio

in opposite directions; the mutual inductance

products and, at the time of ownership of

reduces the overall inductance of the circuit.

these, experienced no less pride then than
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ARISTON ACOUSTICS...
Just out of this world.

ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd.
PARAMUS PLAZA IV,
12 ROUTE 17 N,
SUITE 309,
PARAMUS, N.J. 07652
201-845-9265
TLX 4970296SAP N.J.
FAX 2018450719

Ariston Amplifier—fully remote
controlled stereo integrated amplifier —
$399; Ariston Image loudspeakers —
two-way bass reflex loudspeaker, 100
watts handling—$439/pair; Ariston &
Deck—semiautomatic with auto lift
off—$279; system price $1,117.

now. Ibelieve that a crucial quality for an

For years Ibelieved you could get good

audiophile to possess is open-mindedness.

sound with Maggie speakers, Hafler kits, and

How else is the audiophile to find the initiative

AR turntables. Let's face it, these are mid -fi
components. They just keep you calm until

to search out and audition products which
might bring him/her closer to the experience

you get into the real thing. If you want good

of the real thing? This open-mindedness is a
virtue which makes Stereophile such anew

sound, you have to pay for it.

and refreshing experience each month, and is

sound than records. If you like CDs better, buy

Stop crying about how much better CDs

also astate of mind that we at the 'Pampa Bay

aCD player and play until your heart is con-

Audiophile Society are working hard to promote in west central Florida. No, we don't
always agree with observations we read in

tent. The plain fact is that the best records

Stereophile, but it is believed that your writers

sound better than the best CDs. Ican understand how you think aCD player sounds better than your $200 turntable with generic car-

have certainly reported on observations they

tridges. Ihave yet to hear anyone tell me they

have noted on their systems at agiven time.

sold their SOTA, Linn, or VPI turntable for a

Most audiophiles have made observations that

CD player. As for scratched records, anybody

acomponent may sound excellent in some
systems but not in others. All readers should

who doesn't know how to handle records
without scratching them should have their
subscription cancelled.

take this in consideration when they judge a
review in any magazine.
Ibelieve that Stereophile provides its readers
a valuable service, giving audiophiles a
guideline to choose the components for their
musical enjoyment.
Keep up the good work.
Jeffrey S. Deuitch, Founder and President

Stop crying because your favorite piece of
audio gear got abad review. The purpose of
this magazine (I hope) is to expose you to all
kinds of different equipment. It is not designed
to boost your frail little ego by convincing
you that you bought the right piece of audio

Tampa Bay Audiophile Society, Brandon, FL

equipment. If you bought it, you must have
liked it.

...& crybabies

300 was agreat amp. It proved to me that I

Editor:
I'm tired of the crybabies who write in to your
magazine. Please tell them to grow up.
Stop crying about how much equipment

Leave Harvey Rosenberg alone His Moscode
could have great sound at an affordable price.
Iwish Icould buy mine back.
Finally, no—I'm not going to tell you what
my system is.

Reginald G. Addison

costs. If it costs too much, don't buy it. Your
readers are jealous! They know they desperately want to own IRS speakers, Jadis amps, Audio
Research preamps, and Goldmund turntables.

Washington, DC

The Carver or the egg?
Editor:

They can whine all they want to The manufac-

Yet another chapter in the eternal "chicken and

turers are not about to sell these products for
less than they can get. If they don't like high

egg" debate rears its head: "Which came first:

prices, they can subscribe to Stereo Review.
Julian Hirsch will tell you that you don't have

sound like other people's, or his speakers to
look like other people's?" Does anyone out

to spend alot of money because it all sounds
the same. Always remember, you may not get

there know?

Bob Carver's desire to make his amplifier

Robert Wilson
Tyne and Wear, England

what you pay for, but you always pay for what
you get.

Breunig & the WTA

You want proof. Look at Sam Tellig, The
Audio Cheapskate. He reviews the Jadis JA-30

Ican't describe how much Iappreciated

at $4300/pair, owns Quad speakers, and lusts
after the Versa Dynamics turntable at $12,000.

Tempered Arm in Vol.11 No.6. This is the

Editor:
Christopher Breunig's review of the Well-

Why does he review this high-priced equip-

second time Ihave enjoyed Mr. Breunig's views

ment? Because low-priced equipment is dull.

of this product. (The first time was Vol.9 No.8

It's dull to listen to and it is even more dull to
read about.

ONE combination.)
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The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz. with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion. transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON NY 13904-0096

After following his instructions by simply
using 3steps-

and spray-painted most of my left hand and
forearm fiat black during the construction

1) Use both counterweights.
2) Use asingle-strand wire from preamp
ground to apan of WTA gantry.
3) Remove the armrest. Make an armrest
secured to the armboard.

phase of this tweak.
Which led me inexorably toward the real
challenge outlined by CB—constructing a
counterweight that rides as close as possible
to the pivot. With the blood dried from

—the sonic improvement is dramatic Accord-

building the armrest, Iset out in pursuit of tiny

ing to Mr. Breunig, you not only get atighter
and deeper bottom end, but asharper overall

plastic bap,gies and fine shot. Ifound the
former easily, and the latter at the local gun

focus and more tangible soundstaging. Ihave

shop (#9 was the smallest available). The trained

found this to be true: only afew adjustments
make music even more enjoyable. As areader

killer behind the counter was obviously offended that Iwould use something designed

and audio enthusiast, I'd like to recommend

to blow away innocent creatures for cultural

to readers who have the same tonearm that

purposes, so Ifinally admitted that the one

they give it a try. They may have a sonic
surprise.

pound of #9 shot was really needed to mash
afinch that had nested in my tweeter. He was

Thanks again, Mr. Christopher Breunig.
Der Chang

delighted.
Dealing with Rambo V was the easy part.

Santa Ana, CA

Breunig & fingers

Pouring #9 lead shot from aplain brown bag
into a6cm baggie was alittle harder. Igot
roughly half of it into the baggie, and we're still

Editor:

crawling around on our hands and knees with

Being intermittently rational, Ihave decided
not to hire Louie the Brick to break Christopher
Breunig's fingers one by one. But there were

tweezers picking up the rest of it. Love you,
Christopher.

moments .

to anchor the bulging (but still unwieldy) bag-

That accomplished, next came the attempt

Irefer you to pp.147-149, Vol.11 No.6—a

gie full of shot just behind the pivot. Forget it.

chatty little discourse on how to improve the
sound of the Well-Tempered Arm by applying
afew minor little "tweaks."

hours of fussing, Icould not get the same (le,
correct) stylus pressure after Ianchored the

Tweak #1, grounding the arm, was apiece
of cake. I'm delighted when 1can sharpen a

Ido have reasonable patience, but after several

baggie as Ihad before Ianchored the baggie.

pencil without amputating athumb, or change

This was when Ibegan thinking in earnest
about Christopher, Louie the Brick, and,

alightbulb without destroying the TV recep-

possibly, what Rambo V does in his spare time

tion for several square blocks. But even Ican
ground the WTA. However, Ireally didn't hear
anything substantial by so doing.
Pumped up by that mechanical process, I
charged on to replace the (allegedly) twangy
armrest. Iwas not happy with the celluloid
types Itried, so, calling on all my engineering
skills, Ifashioned an approximate duplicate
from cardboard (snipped from the back of a

Never fear, Californians are creative. Iwent
back to my trusty piece of cardboard and my
bloodstained razor blade and fashioned a
rectangular box (2.5cm x2.5cm x8cm) with
two 2.5 x2.5cm end-flaps. Iused aone-hole
punch to center holes in the box on two facing
sides, then assembled the box and one end
with tape.

pad of paper), using arazor blade to cut-and-

Having removed the WTA counterweights,

score and fiat black spray paint to give it acertain aesthetic acceptability. I "V-ed" the

Ithen pushed the box (empty) onto the back
of the WTA via the two holes. Next Irotated

topline more severely than Christopher suggested in the drawing, but otherwise meekly
followed his armrest plan. Ithink it sounds a

having fashioned a paper funnel after my

bit better. If it does, it is in the (general) area
of eliminating apinch of hardness in the up-

the box to where the open end was up and,
baggie-filling experience, loaded the box full
to the brim with #9 lead shot (spilling only
25% of it this time—such is progress!). Itaped

per mids and highs. On the downside, I

the open end closed, rotated the box so the

wounded myself severely with the razor blade,

length was generally parallel with the turntable
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AV ol
Fewer

Teac introduces amachine designed for people more interested in music
than in black boxes The Teac AD-4
/Cassette Deck Combo. On the left side «ire
installed our latest programmable compact disc player On the right weie included one of our
top of the line auto-reverse cassette decks with Dolby Band Cnoise reduction: To funher simplify
things, tve made them both work via awireless remote control A16-selection program lets you pick the
selections you like on acompact disc and rearrange them in any order you prefer on your cassette
you can even listen to adisc while you're taping from an outside source
The Teac AD-4 All you ever wanted in acompact disc player;
all you ever wanted in acassette deck all in one place.

TEAC.

Made In Japan By Fanatics

top, and pushed it all the way under the arm

it. The problem is that very few classical lovers

gantry to the pivot. The loaded box weighs
about 75gm, and the punched holes are avery

buy LPs and as aresult few stores stock agood

tight fit over the WTA arm tube—so the box
stays where you put it, sans adhesive tape.

supply—note the Wherehouse store right
there in Torrance."
Gentlemen, what is the truth here?

My cartridge weighs 6.7 grams, so Iapplied

Robert 1. Bethune

the heavy WTA counterweight, which balanced
at 2gm tracking pressure when positioned
far enough forward to almost touch the gan-

Torrance, CA

try. Net, not as divine acounterweight solution as CB's (his has more weight more forward), but much better than one or two

JGH & excuses
Editor:
For J. Gordon Holt to make excuses for the inexcusable failures of high-dollar stereo stuff

counterweights distant from the pivot. Con-

["As We See It," Vol.11 No.6] is inexcusable Are

versely, mortals can actually do this—and
make it work.

you suggesting that a failure-prone, inade-

This, fans, really does make adifference.

quately tested assemblage of untested parts
that sells for 7, 8, or 10 thousand dollars sounds

CB's observations were as mine—much tighter

so much better than aKrell, Levinson, C-J, RR,

bottom end, much more precise focus, better

etc., that it's worth the inconvenience and ex-

transients, and (if anything) abroader/deeper
soundstage with more precise location of information. Well worth the agony!

pense? Indeed, that it's the price one must pay
to be on the cutting edge?

Let me note that Iconsider Bill Firebaugh to
be both a master tinkerer and a master
designer—and the WTT/WTA combo to be a
superb component, without benefit of any
modification madness (I could remove my selfconstructed trappings and still adore Bill's
work!). But the counterweight mod (especially) is worth trying for any of us who actually
think we can outdo an original genius.

Well, maybe you should consider the possibility that listening to recorded music isn't
acontest, it's apleasure And no achievement
in fidelity of reproduction can make smoke
and expensive sparks apleasant experience.
But wait, maybe I'm wrong. Lots of people
don't know they're having fun 'til they puke.
"Hey, it was great, we were commode hugging
and the $14,000 gamma amp was meltdown
city."

Bill is in Japan these days, so Iam going to

As for those who seek the status conveyed

copy Jack and Karen Sumner of Transparent
Audio Marketing, who distribute the WTT/

by the ownership of expensive, unreliable,

cated (to the best in audio) folks, and Iwill

maintenance-intensive devices of any sort,
they deserve exactly what they get and what
it costs.

pay attention to their comments and observations—if any.

In closing, old does not gold make when it
comes to ears.
Eugene 'Ilse

Do Ihate Christopher? Of course not. Ioffer
him agrudging, partial salute—with what's left
of my one good hand.

Knoxville, TN

WTA. They are great listeners and truly dedi-

Lawrence M. Cassidy

What is the truth?

Costa Mesa, CA

Editor:

Excuses, excuses
Editor:
Having been involved with high-end equipment for the last 25 years, Ihave always found

In response to the letter from J.D. Griggs in

true what JGH says in the final paragraph of "M
We See It" in June: "If yours makes it through

Vo1.11 No.5, Irecently wrote to Mr. Jim Urie,
VP Sales and Dist., of PolyGram Records to in-

the first week of daily use, it will probably be
at least five years before it needs repair." In fact,

quire as to the truth regarding the alleged recall
and subsequent destruction of PolyGram's

the usual experience is about 24 hours under
load, provided that the product works right

vinyl recordings. Two-three weeks later, I

out of the box or doesn't catch fire the first

received ahandwritten letter from Mr. Urie

time you plug it in. He knows and Iknow that
circuits and devices which are likely to fail will

stating that". ..we don't destroy (or for that
matter recall) any LPs. Why would we care
what format we sold as long as people will buy
Stereophile, September 1988
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"Skin effect"
is a phenomenon
which causes discontinuities in the
behavior of electrical
current as it flows thru
the core and outer skin
of an audio conductor.
This effect causes much
of the distortion, poor imaging
and poor dynamic contrast
in most conventional speaker
cables.
LiveWire Black prevents
these problems by using 6
surface-only conductors.
These technically sophisticated conductors have a
single layer of .254mm OFHC
copper stranded around a
polypropylene core.
Audition LiveWire Black
at your nearest Audioquest
dealer and he'll show you
how to keep your music skin
deep and beautiful.
P 0. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

Tel: 714/498-2770 Fax: 714/498-5112 Tlx: 205864

should provide at least a 24-hour burn-in

high-end sound from the Maggies. Inow have

under load for their gear before shipment. I

agood room for MGIlls (22' x18') and no wall

respectfully submit that this is neither expen-

behind the listening position. The MG1Ils are

sive nor difficult to do, especially when small
numbers of units are involved.

4' from the rear wall and 6' from side walls and

So let's cut the nonsense about complex

Ihave been unable to correct the lack of body
in the upper midrange and low treble. The

quality-control measures costing too much.
This simple measure doesn't, and would very

focus of imaging has also been aproblem.

quickly reduce failure rates to acceptable
levels.
Christopher W. Hammond, VP
Manhattan School of Music, New York, NY

improved the sound more than recent pur-

Maggies, JGH, & break -in

But following Mr. Atkinson's suggestions has
chases of components (Audioquest 404 BH
cartridge, Adcom 555 amp, etc.). Having the
speakers further apart with the tweeters on tbe
outside toed-in the correct amount, has finally

Editor:

displayed what the MGIIls are capable of do-

In his review of the Magnepan 2.5, JGH re-

ing. The image focus is solid, bass is phenomenal, and the upper-mid problem is all but
gone.

marked that he thought it inappropriate for
the manufacturer to expect the consumer to
tolerate abreak-in period before the full per-

Ican now sit back and enjoy listening to

formance of the product is realized. My

music without having to analyze various fre-

SMGas, which are now three weeks old, and

quency problems. It appears that JGH could

which, not incidentally, Isought out and listened
to largely because of the review in Stereopbile,
have improved substantially in the low-end

learn afew things from JA. Isure did!
Don Hoffman
Hayward, CA

and up into the midrange. Isee this as anything

Bias &JA

but aproblem.
Consider this: Today Ican purchase apair

Editor:

of shoes that are my correct size, yet Iwill not
be surprised to find after aperiod of wear that

Although Ihave never met John Atkinson,

they have "improved"; that is, they have

ings for Stereopbfle are execrable to the point

become more comfortable from use. Such
break-in could not have been performed by

that it seriously made me think twice about
renewing my subscription.

the manufacturer, nor by anyone else but me.
In fact, Ifind it rather gratifying that the SMGa,

His continuous bias for British equipment—
equipment that does not deserve aquarter of

which brought me distinct pleasure right out
of the box, and which at $495 absolutely

ridiculous, boring, and unacceptable. For ex-

shames anything near its price point, will make
itself better just by virtue of my using it. That

ample, his claim that the Celestion SL600 is the
best box speaker ever made and his glorifica-

is agood deal if ever there was one.

tion of Monitor Audio's speakers simply prove

Adam C. Renz
New Rochelle, NY

Maggies & JA

who may very well be anice person, his writ-

the space it is given in your magazine—is

that Mr. Atkinson is irremediably biased or
totally deaf. The way things are going with this
man, Iam actually surprised that the Celes-

Editor:

[ions are not considered better than Infinity's
IRS Beta or IRS V.

John Atkinson has solved my great dilemma.
His review of the Magnepan MG2.5/R in the

JA's elucidations—which are starting to in-

June issue was alife saver. I'm so glad that JGH

fluence the rest of the magazine's staff.

was not the only reviewer of this speaker. As
amatter of fact, his review was awaste of time

agree with everything that is published in your

and paper. His mind was made up before he

Unfortunately, these are only asmall part of

You will appreciate that Ican not expect to

heard them. He didn't bother with taking the

or any other magazine But then, the ideas and
comments put forward by the writers must

time to work out all the room-placement problems with these speakers. This is critical with

must not be blatantly biased because the prod-

make sense, must be rational, and most of all,

these and other "planars": Mr. Atkinson ex-

ucts reviewed come from the country of the

plained in step-by-step detail how he obtained

writer. ..1 sincerely hope that Stereopbile will
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NOW:
Even greater purity and performance
from Audio Research electronics.
You invested in Audio
Research electronics
because you heard the
difference in accuracy,
detail and dynamics.
Music simply sounded
less reproduced, more
real, on all input
sources. Now you can
extract even more of the
performance you paid for:
with new LitzLine interconnects and LitzLine'"
speaker wire from Audio Research.
LitzLink and LitzLine both incorporate the
same oxygen-free copper Litz wire used
for critical point-to-point internal wiring in
Audio Research preamplifiers and power
amplifiers. Winding configuration and conductor size are the outcome of methodical experimentation and careful listening
tests by the people who know Audio
Research electronics best.
The greater tonal neutrality, transparency
to low-level detail, ambient richness and
dynamic expressiveness you'll hear with
LitzLink and LitzLine aren't due to arcane
wire theory or marketing hype. They're
simply the result of painstaking attention
to detail and quality component materials—
like all Audio Research equipment.
HIGH DEFINITION® MUSIC REPRODUCTION

Assembly procedures,
solder formulation and
termination connectors
were all researched to
insure exceptional performance as well as
reliability. LitzLine, for
example, is terminated
with proprietary lugs
featuring heavy gold
plating over a
machined oxygen-free
copper base designed to
allow easier hookup as well as greater sonic
purity. You won't find them on any other
speaker wire.
In short, every detail of new LitzLink and
LitzLine is the outcome of careful listening
to music—not preconceived notions about
wire design. The result is adifference you'll
not only hear, but enjoy. And while LitzLink
and LitzLine were developed expressly for
Audio Research electronics, other highquality electronics may benefit as well.
Ask your authorized Audio Research dealer
for an audition of new LitzLink and LitzLine.
Let your ears do the rest.

audio research
corporation
6801 .,r1111,jite (Joel% Parkway
Pqapc>ks. kihrinesota 55430
•
r
612/566-7570
-• .

return to its pre-JA era so that, next time, Iwill
not have to grieve over whether or not to

Cable leftovers, and my interconnects were all

renew my subscription.
A. E. Van Den Heuvel

very carefully selected from the highest quality
Radio Shack stock.

Johannesburg, South Africa

My speaker cables are eight-year-old Monster

Ithink there is something to be said for a

As to why Ihave continued to recommend the
Celestion SL600, see my review of small

system that cost atotal of roughly $750. Iused
to own aCrown IC-150 and aCrown PSA-2,

loudspeakers elsewhere in this issue.

and although my speakers then were alittle
lower on the evolutionary ladder, that was a

—JA

In the Cheapskate tradition

nice system. But it wasn't so much nicer as to

Editor:

merit the difference ($1975) between those
electronics and those which I currently
cherish.

Iwould like to exult briefly over the merits of
moderate -fi systems thrown together rather
cheaply, but listened to with the deepest of ap-

So, for all of you who covet the products

preciation. Of course, Ishould preface my ex-

you see in the pages of Stereopbile, as Ioften

ultations with acaution that this sort of thing

do, keep an eye on the classified ads, check

can be extremely disappointing, and should
only be attempted with patience and good

your local used-audio store, buy old spare
parts, and you might wind up as satisfied as Iam!

humor. It also helps to have the benefit of

Barnaby Chancellor

some professional experience in speaker

Parksville, NY

design.
First of all, as ademonstration of the finan-

A momentary ...

cial blight with which Ifind myself faced, I

Editor:

have no turntable Ihad to decide awhile back
between cassette and record as aprimary format, and as the owner of an automobile, 1

The review of Pink Floyd's A Momentary
Lapse of Reason in Vol.11 No.6 was exactly
that, plus inaccurate and picky.

opted for the cassette as being more useful. I

George Tedrow

have not yet found asuitable turntable for use

Crooksville, OH

in my car. (I record albums at afriend's house)
My source material comes thus from a
bottom-of-the-line Fisher (horrors!) dubbing
(more horrors!) cassette deck. Well, what do

...1apse of reason
Editor:

you want? Ihad $80, and after alittle har-

Upon receiving Vol.11 No.6, Iwas quite happy
to see areview of the latest Pink Floyd release,

anguing, the salesman at Crazy Eddie's wanted

A Momentary Lapse of Reason. Or was I? It

to get rid of me, and he wasn't about to give

was immediately apparent that Kevin Conklin

me aTandberg.
All that notwithstanding, my front end is an
old Dynaco PAT4, much beloved, and with

knew little about Pink Floyd or the music. His
review had anumber of inaccuracies which I

perhaps 90% of its features functioning prop-

hope to address here.
It has been five (not seven) years since the

erly. My amplifiers are awonderful pair of

last Pink Floyd record, The Final Cut, was

Dynaco Mk.111s, which function quite nicely,

released. Like its predecessor, The Wall, it was

thank you. My speakers are averitable smorgasbord of mismatching. The bass comes from

virtually the work of Roger Waters. Much of

two old, and rather large, full-range Cerwin
Vega cabinets, which now house only their

the not so positive principles of hypocrisy,
bigotry, arrogance, and materialism. Obviously,

original foam-edge 12" woofers, and my

what Waters is saying here is that with all the

custom-installed (ha!) Philips 12dB/octave

lives lost in the last several wars, wouldn't you

three-way passive crossovers. On top of these
Ihave two small cabinets housing Altec Lan-

mistakes so as not to repeat them? "What hap

sing coaxial 8" Model 409 ceiling speakers, to

the material on these two releases centers on

think we would have learned enough from our

cover the midrange frequencies. On top of

pened to the postwar dream? What have we
done?" These are valid questions Waters has

these (here's another weak link) Ihave a
double-element piezo tweeter for each side.

raised. If KC is bothered by this, then maybe
he should be reviewing artists like Wayne

One must compromise at times, mustn't one.

Newton, Bobby Vinton, or the Oak Ridge
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DIVA VOTED "BEST SOUND"
AT THE NEW YORK STEREOPHILE HIGH END HI-FI SHOW

IDUETTA SIGNATURE VOTED "BEST SOUND"
AT THE 1988 SANTA MONICA STEREOPHILE HIGH END
HI-FI SHOW

Audition Apogee's
New Signature Series
at your Authorized Apogee Dealer_
The DIVA will be exhibited at the Milwaukee Art Museum in The World of Art Today" from May 4
through August 28, 1988

35 York Industrial Park, Randolf, MA 02368

TEL 617-963-0124

TELEX 928121 APOGEE RAND

Boys. Waters paints quite agloomy picture in

such highly regarded literary skills.

the end by referring to "1%vo Suns in the
Sunset." This is clearly not the style of David
Gilmour.

"Momentary is hardly awashout." For one
thing, Momentary is much more melodic than

KC refers to much of this as "gloom and
doom." tcannot argue with this, but, after all,
these are real-world issues. Much of the
negativism posed by Waters is no different

Idid have to chuckle at his comment,

previous Pink Floyd releases. Finally, the
listener can mentally relax and enjoy the music
without constantly trying to ascertain the
message within the complexity of the lyrics.

than most evening news programs or the front
page of virtually any US newspaper. Like many

At times it appears Gilmour was uncertain as

other Pink Floyd fans, Itoo was hoping Waters
would (by now) have all this sarcasm and bit-

but to generalize the instrumentation "which

terness out of his system. Occasionally alittle

ment, is abit too harsh. It would surely help

"hope" does come through, but essentially
Waters hasn't changed, as evidenced by his
latest release, Radio Kaos, in which he jokingly
suggests we have only four minutes left due
to the "big red button" being pressed.
To suggest that the mood of Momentary is
essentially the same as previous Pink Floyd
releases indicates that KC did very little listening before committing pen to paper. It is
significantly more positive; what is more ob-

to how to maintain the flow from song to song,
knows not where it's going" as adisappointif reviewers such as KC would be more specific
with their criticisms.
KC does aserious disservice by listening
only to the CD version, then doing ahatchet
job on its sonic quality. He should have known
better than to assume the latest CD release
could sonically compete with such older Pink
Floyd LPs as The Wall.
The only Pink Floyd cut I've heard on CD
on my system is "Shine On You Crazy Dia-

vious is how it parallels Gilmour's last release,

mond," apersonal favorite. A direct compar-

About Face. Gilmour is indeed running the
show. Nick Mason and Richard Wright are fine

ison with the LP immediately indicated virtually every note on the CD was abruptly

musicians, but hardly the driving force behind

truncated, while on the LP, the notes gradually

the band in its later years. Without Waters as

faded away; this was most evident on the saxophone. My observations of this CD are very

acontributor, this cannot be classified as work
done by Pink Floyd. For increased sales and
concert promotions, it makes sense to use the

similar to KC's comments on the Momentary

Pink Floyd name, but for all intents and purposes, this is another Gilmour release.

sion almost make the listener believe the band

Itoo see "The Dogs of War" as an outtake
from The Wall, but hardly an embarrassing
failure. Other than this cut, nothing else on
Momentary resembles the work of Waters.
And what does KC mean by uninteresting
lyrics? As long as country and western music
continues, Idon't think even the worst rock

CD. Lack of spaciousness and severe compreswas crammed into acloset during the recording. Return to the LP, and suddenly sounds
appear like they are coming from everywhere.
By the way, my system consists of the following: Linn LP12/Ittok/Talisman, ARC SP-10 II,
Adcom GFA-555, Adcom GFT-555, Dahlquist
DQ-10s rebuilt with Dynaudio drivers and
Audio Concepts crossover boards

band could win the dull-lyrics award! 2 To

John A. Fox

claim literacy as hardly astrength of Pink Floyd

Thcson, AZ

further indicates how inaccurately KC portrays
the band. It is obvious he cares little for the
subject matter in the songs, but to infer that

Peter's on target

Waters and Gilmour lack the skills of good
writers, as required to communicate their

Peter Mitchell's "Industry Update" in July was
right on target!

ideas, is ludicrous. It would be interesting to
see what musical artists KC believes to possess
2The lyrics of good CAW songs are worth rather more than
acasual dismissal. In fact, Iregard country music, insofar as
it expresses the thoughts, hopes, feelings, and experiences
of working people, as the truc folk music of 20th-Century
America, which is probably why it seems to be so universally
despised,
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Editor:

Readers will recall our response to JA's critique of the Bainbridge Colossus CD of Rachmaninov's Cello Sonata (6272), in which
distorted playback was detected (Vo1.11 Na 5).
Lou Dorren and Iadvised at the time that certain manufacturers of compact disc players
were not adhering strictly to the so-called "red
39
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Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-6661
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book" when designing the D/A section.

find normal in one of the larger states.

Apparently, the problem is even more

It is difficult to explain to them the reasons

widespread than even we originally thought.
The research conducted by Stanley Lipshitz

for our "failings," and, frankly, I've given up
trying. On the other hand, certain of the more

and John Vanderkooy certainly bears this out.

enlightened manufacturers have been very

Now then, what do you suppose is going on

receptive to the explanation of the British

in the front end (A/D) sections of professional

scene. In any event, Mr. Kessler's report can
only assist in these matters—because his explanations make sense!

or semiprofessional digital audio recording
devices? If Ihad thought that the major players
in the professional game could be trusted with

At first sight, it occurred to me that the omis-

the new baby, then the Colossus design would

sion of the names of the two unsuccessful

have never been commissioned in the first

American manufacturers mentioned in the ar-

place!
Unfortunately, both Lou Dorren and Iwit-

ticle was backpedalling on Mr. Kessler's part.
After some reflection, however, it occurred to

nessed firsthand the debacle created by the
hardware engineering community over quadra-

putting these two luckless companies in the

phonics. We view the current state of affairs

spotlight—after all, the factors pertaining to

an opportunity for asystem such

me that no useful purpose would be served in

play amajor role in the art of sound recording

their lack of success may indeed have been
completely beyond their control, and not

and reproduction. Our glass is half full. ..and

simply due to either poor product on their

as

gaining!

as OUIS to

Brad S. Miller
Incline Village, NV

parts, or ineptitude on the parts of the importers or dealers.
The factors that dictate success in Britain

Outstanding Alex

(which Ibelieve to be the most competitive of

Editor:

the high-end countries) are indeed complex;
despite my yeats of experience, lam still amazed

itlarc's Alexander Nevsky recorded using the
Colossus is just plain outstanding. Iplayed it
using aCD player that can make you wince, yet
the sound is outstanding. Using abetter player
yields even better sound. The Colossus system

that "shoddy rubbish" —is it mere coincidence
that Alvin Gold seems to love it?—seems
to sell in increasing quantities, yet outstand-

is the future. Ican be happy with CDs made

ing products, despite good reviews, sincerity
on the parts of importers and dealers, and

with this system.

good publicity, fall by the wayside every now

Thank you Stereophile—Stereo Review will
insist that it is all in our imaginations
Charles J. Gaton
Bayport, NY

Concise Kessler

and then.
Howard Popeck, Managing Director
Subjective Audio Ltd., London, England

But bland John
Editor.

Editor:

While record reviews are even more subjec-

As one of Britain's oldest established high-end

tive than those on equipment, Imust complain

dealers, Ihave to say that Ihave never read a

about one Iacted upon (by buying the CD) in

more concise and accurate appraisal of the

the June '88 (Vol.11 No.6) edition. David B.

British high-end scene (malaise/dilemma!)

Alfvin raved about a new recording of
Beethoven piano sonatas played by John

than Ken Kessler's "Industry Update" in the
June issue—Stereopblle and Mr. Kessler should
be congratulated on its publication.

O'Connor. What adisappointment!
First, there was the interpretation. Bland, or

From time to time, Ihave been in conversa-

"non-fatiguing," as Alfvin put it. And the

tion and correspondence with certain large

piano, aHamburg Steinway, was lacking in
clarity and tone. The combination of bland

(anonymous) American manufacturers who
seem to take the view that the UK, being a
fresh market, is ripe for dramatic expansion.

playing and woolly sound was enough to nearly put me to sleep.

They are clearly disappointed that UK im-

Fortunately Ihave the old Edwin Fischer live

porters and retailers alike are incapable of

recording (now on CD, Hunt CD 513) for

generating the sort of sales which they would

excitement, Kempff for sheer brilliance, and
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Geiseking for all the above. O'Connor makes

but not necessarily accuracy.

Beethoven sound like cocktail music when

Yes, Ierred in referring to the piston action

compared with any of the above. O'Connor
represents all that is wrong with contemporary playing. He is obviously attempting

of adriver. Its movement vector relative to the
axis to the listener is important only in that

to satisfy everyone by playing the notes, and

polar-response patterns that fall off as the fre-

not by adding any hint of personality to the
music. Shame on him, and on you for recom-

quency rises. Crossover designs can include
arising curve to accommodate this, but it is a

mending him.

Franz Klitza

mixed blessing. The hot on-axis response

Vallejo, CA

must be dealt with. The dilemma of every
speaker designer is how to make the image

A response to aresponse
Editor:
Thank you for your considered reply to my

most drivers, regardless of type, have off-axis

believable and at the same time make the
sweet spot wider. Iam amused by hi-fi salesmen who move the listener's chair one inch

letter in the June issue of Stereophile. First, I

to the right or left, and then ask, "There now,

think that we can agree that there is no such

doesn't that sound better?"

thing as "Absolute Fidelity." In other words,

By the way (back to the Radford report,

somewhere, some distortion makes the
reproduced result different from life. It is the

Vol.10 No.6), Dick says that "Harry James's
trumpet (Sheffield Lab 3) was displaced to ex-

task of the listener to determine, for himself,

treme left, almost at the left speaker." Using

the type and degree of distortion which he
finds tolerable. Once he has determined that,

both the vinyl disk and the CD, Icaptured
some solo notes at random on astorage scope,

he should buy equipment which will produce

and measured dB relative for left and right

only the type of distortion he can live with,
and the absence of it he can afford. For exam-

channels at the CD output or at the pre-amp
phono level output (tape output jack, after

ple, those listeners who consider that the

RIAA). The right-channel Harry is anywhere

lessening of dynamic impact is intolerable may

from 7 to 12dB lower than the left-channel

like Klipschoms; those who consider that the

Harry.

lessening of accurate imaging and sound-

In other words, assuming speakers with an

staging are intolerable probably won't. Basically, equipment exists not for the reproduction

efficiency of 94dB and aroom loudness level
of 100dB, the left channel was running 4W, the

of music per se, but for the reproduction of

right anywhere from 0.25W to 0.8W. How

recorded music. It is afine point but acritical

wonderful! Dick was complaining that Harry

one to bear in mind.

was standing right about where he was sup-

With regard to your comments on the recording of Mrs. Olsher's voice, Iagree that her voice
is something that Dick is familiar with as an absolute. He is also aware of the distortions
(departures from absolute accuracy) which are
inherent in the recording. However, his
reviews do not deal with how well asystem ac-

posed to be! Right on, Radford!
Subjectively, by the way, the left channel has
a"direct" sound, and the right channel has a
"reflected, and mixed with studio acoustics"
sound.
John, you said it. If I'm right, Dick should
not be reviewing for the magazine.

curately reproduces the "distorted" recording,
but rather how well asystem accurately repli-

R. C. Mazzucca

cates her live voice The issue being disregarded

Well, I've always found that for sharp posi-

Nanuet, NY

is accuracy as an absolute. Dick's focus has

tioning of an image over to one side, you ac-

become one of the effect of anew component

tually need an amplitude ratio of 20dB or

on achain of components which synergistical-

more between the two channels. 7-I2dB dif-

ly combine to create the illusion of her live
voice. If the recording is in itself more or less

ference, in my opinion, should not result in

than the whole then the components which

aposition "to extreme left, almost at the left
speaken“ as described by Dick, so it does sug-

give the illusion of reality are themselves less

gest that the Radford was exaggerating stage

or more than the whole, and have contributed

width somehow, perhaps by having crosstalk

a"friendly" and synergistic distortion to asub-

that is inverted in polarity. It's still agreat

jective listening experience, creating pleasure

album, though!
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ELITE'
PD-91 FULL
18-BIT CD PLAYER.
If you're still not completely satisfied with
CD sound, if you have the nagging feeling
something's still missing.. you're right. 14-bit,
16-bit or even -floating"18-bit CD players simply
cant deliver all the rich potential of compact
disc sound.
ItS time for alittle Home Improvement—
abrilliant improvement at that.
Meet the Elite-Series PD-91.The compact
disc player that lets you hear CD sound in its
fullest glory
The PD-91 employs 8-times oversampling and full 18-bit linear twin D'A converters
to yield an amazing 16-fold improvement in
retrieval ofambient cues, harmonic detail and
-air" around instruments and vocalists It's an
improvementso dramatic your ears will perk
up instantly

lb build aplayer
this superior demanded incredible attention to
detail. Example: The PD-91's
analogue circuitry is pure Class Afor
lowest distortion and highest musicality
Inside. you'd see four separate power supplies
and eleven voltage regulators— to keep critical
small-signal audio information free from
interference.
To additionally minimize electrical interaction, portions of the PD-91's circuitry are
defeatable—like front panel illumination, headphone amplifier and the analogue output
section when digital outputs are being used.
The PD-91 incorporates an outboard power
transformez PioneerS exclusive toppci-plated
honeycomb chassis and special ceramic
components to combat extraneous vibrations
that can destroy signal integrity
The PD-91S special linear motor delivers
the world's fastest track access (1/2 -second
%bu also get flexible seven-way programming,
full random play, and, of course, full remote
control. Optical as well as coaxial outputs
make the PD-91 future-perfect as well.
Want instant Home Improvement in your
music system? Then come treat your ears to
the PD-91. For your nearest Elite dealer, call
1-800-421-1404.

01988 Pioneer Demonic, (USA) Inc. ,Long Beach, CA

INDUSTRY

•
USA: Peter W. Mitchell
The physical standards for the CD format imply amaximum playing time of 74 minutes and
23 seconds. According to legend, this figure
resulted from Sony chairman Akio Morita's
wish to fit Beethoven's Ninth Symphony on
one disc, together with the need for the disc
to be smaller than five inches so that CD
players could fit into a standard car-radio
cutout. Pila, aGerman CD pressing plant, was
the first to discover away to surpass this limit
and make an 80-minute CD.
The standard specifies that adjacent rows of
microscopic pits are to be 1.6um (microns or
micrometers) apart (about 63 millionths of an
inch). It is this uniform spacing that causes a
CD to diffract light into arainbow spectrum.
But in the world of manufacturing, physical
specifications always have tolerances that
allow for imperfections and variations in
physical processes. The plastic of the CD, like
most materials, expands slightly when hot and
contracts as it cools. So the track pitch is
specified by the CD standard (the "Red Book")
to be 1.6um, plus or minus 0.1um. By carefully
setting the track pitch at 1.5um instead of 1.6,
Pilz can fit over 79 minutes of music on adisc
Similarly, the rotational speed of the CD is supposed to be regulated so that the track passes
under the laser at aconstant linear velocity
(CLV) of 1.25m/s, le about 4ft/s. (You can impress your friends by telling them that the pit
track in aone-hour CD is nearly three miles
long.) However, the standard allows avelocity
Stereophile, September 1988

range from 1.2 to 1.4m/s. Since most CDs are

16 and 15 bits is very slight, but an obvious

less than an hour long, they usually are made

loss of transparency occurs at 14 bits, while the

at the fastest speed, elongating the pits, which

8-bit recording has ahigh level of quantizing
noise. Tracks 52-56 demonstrate the sound of

makes them easier to read and minimizes the
effect of microscopic flaws. When maximum

digital overload, with input signal levels peak-

playing time is required, the speed is set at the

ing at 0, +3, and +6dB.

slow end of the permitted range, 1.2m/s. By
combining slow rotation with narrow track

The booklet's French-to-English translation
is comically bad ("restitution" for "reproduc-

pitch, and by extending the track as far out
toward the edge of the disc as possible, the

tion," "tension" for "voltage," and "jazz grass"

playing time can be stretched to about 83
minutes.

involved with CD players will want the two-

As the pits are squeezed closer together it
becomes harder to manufacture the disc with

for "bluegrass"), but everyone who is seriously
disc Digital Test set from Pierre Verany. This
is not the first uniquely valuable test CD from
France. For several years the handiest general-

an acceptably low percentage of defects. (New

purpose test CD has been the Pierre Verany

CDs are supposed to have a"block error rate"
less than 220 per second, well within the

Compact Test (PV-784031). It begins with a

error-correction capacity of all players.)
However, even adisc that meets this standard

steam engine through bird-songs and banjos

as it leaves the factory may not track on some

well-recorded sampler that ranges from a
to pipe organ and orchestra, followed by basic
tests for channel identification, phasing, and

players. Many CD plants refuse to make extra-

three tracks for lab measurement (linearity,

long discs because of concern that asignificant
percentage may be returned by consumers

white noise, and pink noise).

who can't play them.

(like the 1
4 -octave pink-noise bands on several
/
other test discs) can be used with asound-level

Digital Test (PV-788031-32), aremarkable
new 2-CD set from the French company Pierre

The highlight of the disc is track 20, which

Verany, includes comprehensive tests of aCD

meter to measure the overall frequency
response of asystem. Instead of pink noise, the

player's ability to play these extra-long CDs.
Disc 2of the set has test tracks cut with pitch

Verany Compact Test disc uses asinewave tone
that is rapidly warbled in frequency within

values from 1.5 to 1.7Úm, tracks with velocities
from 1.4 down to 1.2 m/s, tracks made with

/ -octave bands that range from 16Hz to
4
1
20kHz. Like pink noise, this minimizes the

various combinations of track pitch and velocity, and tracks that combine 1.5um pitch with

could distort ameasurement. But since the

large dropouts to challenge aplayer's errorcorrection capacity. Modern CD players easily

build-up of acoustical standing waves that
signal is actually amodulated tone, any distortion is identifiable by ear, especially at low fre-

pass all of the error-correction tests on the

quencies. Rolloffs and distortion in awoofer

standard Philips test disc used by reviewers;
Verany provides amore challenging test, with

or subwoofer are especially easy to identify.
With a little practice, the ear can learn to

dropouts up to 20 times larger. And since a

recognize differences in volume level from

multiple dropout is a much harder errorcorrection challenge than asingle isolated

band to band, so that you actually can evaluate

block of lost data, the disc contains paired
dropouts of various sizes.
Disc 2of the Verany set, like the CBS CD-1
test disc, will henceforth be an essential part
of the arsenal of every equipment reviewer.
Disc 1contains 73 minutes of well-recorded
musical samples, test signals, and educational
demonstrations that many audiophiles will

aspeaker's frequency response, and identify
certain flaws (such as woofer-cone breakup
occurring an octave or more above the crossover frequency) entirely by ear.
During the last two years Ihave used the
low-frequency portion of this track to evaluate
the deep-bass performance of well over ahundred full-range speakers and subwoofers at
Consumer Electronics Shows and Stereopbile

want to hear. For example, in tracks 43-46 a

Hi -Fi shows. The number of speakers that per-

segment of Dvorak's "New VVorld" symphony
is recorded with 16-bit quantization and

form well in the bottom octave is distressingly
small. Many speakers roll off gradually below

repeated with 15-bit, 14-bit, and only 8-bit

50Hz, producing progressively higher distor-

quantizing. The audible difference between

tion at lower frequencies, making it difficult
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THE ADCOM GFP-555
PREAMPLIFIER

A remarkable combination of exceptional performance,
flexibility and value.
The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding—by any
measurement or listening criterion. For example, Stereophile*
calls it "one of the most satisfying preamps around in terms ot
overall tonal balance ...You can go back to it after afew weeks
and still feel it to be basically right; it reveals most associated
equipment as more colored than itself."
At the same time, the GFP-555 is surprisingly affordable.
Again, from Stereophile: "It is unclear from close examination why it should cost only $500. . it outperforms several
competitors from the $2500 bracket."
Here are just afew examples of how we did it. The GFP-555's
gain path includes the most innovative state-of-the-art linear
amplifiers ever used in high fidelity components, and is simple
and direct from input to output.
The speed of the gain stages is almost fifty times faster than
CD or LP signals. And the noise and distortion measurements
are incredibly low. Direct coupling makes possible afrequency
response from below 1Hz to beyond 400,000 Hz.
Superb construction, incorporating regulated power supplies
with large filter capacitors, provides superior performance no
matter how widely the musical signal or AC line voltage may
fluctuate.
As for flexibility, you can listen to any source while taping
from another. There's an unusual number of inputs and
outputs, plus adjustable phono gain and capacitance.
If you'd like the full story of this remarkable preamplifier
and the review from Stereophile*, please write. Of course, the
fastest way to hear its demonstrably superior combination of
sonic performance, flexibility and value is to visit your nearest
Adcom dealer.

ADCOM
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC,
Pointe Claire, Quebec Het 4X5
•Vol 9No 7(November 1986)

to define what their useful lower limit is. Some
well-behaved speakers cut off cleanly at their
lower limit, producing only silence below
about 35 or 40Hz (examples: the ZSE 380 by
Mitek and the Innovative Technologies ITC-1).

UK: Ken Kessler
Time to don protective clothing: the high end
is under attack in the UK.
So what's new about that?, you wonder,
considering that everyone from Stereo Review

But some "full-range" speakers, such as the

to the mass-market operators (manufacturing

Acoustat Spectra 22 and Thiel CS2, produce

and retail) to The Sensible Sound to your sister-

gross distortion when fed signals below 40Hz.

in-law has written off high-end (je, expensive)
audio as lunacy.

With such speakers it is not sufficient to add
asubwoofer if you want true full-range performance; you should also use an electronic
crossover to keep low frequencies out of the
main speakers.
My "Best Buy" award for subwoofers goes
to the Velodyne ULD-12, the smallest and

As with any specialist pursuit, those outside
the field think that the pursuits/pursuers are
irrational. Ask any woman married to afanacal golfer/angler/football fan what they think
of the husband's use of weekends. Or why a
carbon-fiber rod is better than a length of

cheapest ($900) of aline of good subwoofers.

bamboo.

The price includes adistortion-reducing servo

why you own six lenses and two bodies.
The vitriol I'm worried about, however,

and apower amplifier, making it something of
abargain since the system produces genuinely

explaining to anon-photographer

comes from within the specialist sector. We all

clean, undistorted low bass extending to 18Hz.

know what afragile industry this is, and what
That's not just an advertising claim; when I we don't need is internal rot. At the moment,
auditioned it, the whole room shook at 18Hz,
hi-fi in general is under attack in the UK with
and the reproduction remained uniformly
a recently published claim that CDs "fade
strong and clean throughout the 20-40Hz oc-

away" in five to eight years, all of the national

tave, with no trace of the frequency-doubling

papers and TV news programs covering the

distortion that most speakers produce in that

scandal with afervor that's bound to hurt the

range.

still-young format. Personally, I'm not bothered

Pierre Verany CDs are available in record
stores, but if you can't find them or don't want

about CD, because I've got more LPs than I
could play one at atime in five years of con-

to wait for your dealer to order them, you can
buy them direct from the distributor (Harmonia Mundi USA, Mail Order Dept., 3364
South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90034). For quickest service, phone (213)
559-0802 and use acredit card. The price is
$17 per disc, plus tax and shipping.

1It started in the June 29 edition of the British Guardian
newspaper with aconsumer affairs article which included
arepon, based on aquote from aspokesman for Nimbus, that
the ink used to print the label information on the back— fe,
the lacquered side—of the disc, over time would oxidize the
reflective aluminum layer. The Guardian claimed that its story
was supported by Mobile Fidelity, who use an inert gold rt-fleclive coating in their Ultradiscs. According to Billboard (July
16, 1988), however, MF's Herb Belkin retracted his corroboration, saying that though CDs may indeed oxidize, this was after
100 continuous hours under conditions of 98% humidity
and lzir temperature." Shades of video-disk laser rot!
A subsequent report by Barry Fox, in the British magazine
Wbicb C.Ornpaa Disc, revealed details of the Japanese research
work commissioned by Mobile Fidelity. A sample of
aluminum-hacked CDs was subjected 30 times to an aging
cycle consisting of: 2hours at 65°C (149°F) and 95% humidity;
12 hours at 40°C (104°F) and 95% humidity; 2hours at mrc
(-22°F). Most of the CDs apparently became unplayable, the
error rate increasing by a factor of thousands! (The gold.
backed discs were unaffected.)
It was also stated in Billboard that Nimbus, who claim in
this age of CD production over-capacity that they have lost
customers to competitors who don't maintain as stringent
quality-control standards, now say that the problem concerns
only "a tiny fraction of the total output of CD software. - It
is fair to point out that Billboard, as the trade journal of the
record industry, would reflect its readership's interests in
downplaying the phenomenon, if it exists.
Upon hearing of this "problem," !played through some of
the oldest CDs in my collection (obtained in late '82), with
the Meridian Pro CD player, looking for telltale flashes from
the error light. There didn't appear to be new errors, but Isuggest Stereopbile's readers keep an ear out for any problems
that may develop with their older discs, particularly if the disc
refuses to play at all, and write to let me know what happens.
—JA
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secutive listening. What Ido fear, though, is
the way this CD scare will put precious customers off investing in hi-fi altogether. Believe

would soon be recognized. If amp X isn't
worth $3000, it won't sell, and company X will

me, it won't suddenly create astampede back

soon be out of business. And if amp Y at $1000
blows away its $3000 competitors, then it will

to vinyl.

sell in vast quantities at the expense of the

As this news only broke aday or so ago as
I write, it's too early to determine how
manufacturers will respond, or—more import-

dearer amps. While Iadmit that there are exceptions to the rule that "You get what you pay
for," I'm hard-pressed to find areplacement

antly—how consumers will react. An engineer

for my Koetsu Red Signature which betters it

Iworked with in my retail days told me just

for less, or the Apogee Divas, or Stan Lambda

yesterday that he was dismayed at how the

Pro headphones, ad nauseam. Ijust find it

tenor of hi-fi purchasing had changed, with
more and more people being concerned less

amusing that, in the same month Alvin adopted

and less with quality than with quantity. This

the mantle of Ralph Nader, he went ga-ga
over anew Krell amplifier and felt compelled

Shock! Horror! CD revelation, while great for

to sign off with aremark about alesser com-

selling newspapers, will do nothing to renew

petitor being better value. Value, I'm afraid, is

the consumer's faith in audio products, despite

no substitute for performance.

the fervent denials of "CD rot" by the majors.
The only figures we've been given, besides the
limited five-to-eight-year lifespan, is that less

Ihave before me apress release (May 1988)
and aletter printed in Hi-Fi News & Record
Review (July 1988) which directly attack the

than 5% of discs are subject to the rot, and that

credibility of British reviewers and of high-end

current production will yield only 1%, with

equipment by association. The latter is an im-

eventual fadeout. Apparently, the culprits are

portant point, because the manufacturer with

the glues used and the type of ink employed
for the label side of the CD. It's said to cause

the venom is not competing in the cost-no-

the metallic layer to oxidize. As Isaid before,

object arena, selling instead quite affordable
products. Ordinarily, Iwould treat this as abit

it's too early in the crisis for me to have

of silliness akin to, say, Volvo savaging the

anything definite to say, but I'm sure you'll get

reviewers who worship Porsche, but the

similar stories Stateside.

analogy is weak: car manufacturers seem far

(If that's not enough to induce paranoia,
maybe Ishould tell you that this same engineer

less paranoid than hi-fi manufacturers when

has noticed a frightening increase in the

it comes to the press. But you get the picture
The company concerned about the evil of

number of CD players needing new lasers,
now that the earliest machines are nearing the

and—by

1500 or 2500 or however many hours they're

goodies is Quad, acompany which is to the

supposed to last. The shocker is not the fact
that the lasers need replacement, but the cost.
He said that he has to quote f100-£120,
$180-$220, for parts and labor. ..and that's on
machines which only cost £250.)
What bothers me more than this latest jolt
of confidence in CD are the on-the-record
stabs appearing in the hi-fi press, and Iin-

the specialist press, its reviewing techniques,
extension—its

love

for exotic

UK exactly what McIntosh is to the USA. Like
its US counterpart, Quad has areputation for
reliability and back-up service which is second
to none. The company is conservative. It has
unrivaled brand loyalty. It was, up until the late
1960s or mid-1970s, the brand to buy in the

clude Alvin Gold's recent tirade in this maga-

UK. Like McIntosh, Quad has settled into a
niche, and its products appeal to aspecific type
of buyer. That buyer is not aCello/Duntech/

zine (Vol.11 No.6). 1don't want to spend this

Audio Research/Mark Levinson/Krell type of

column criticizing AG; I'm sure he feels,
like Jimmy Hughes of Ift-Fi Answers, that it's

customer, or a solid-core-cable-wielding

perfectly proper to convince readers that
high-end equipment is arip-off and that they
can do just as well elsewhere for negligible
tariffs. My answer to that is simple: You—and

tweak.
Ross Walker, son of the great Peter Walker,
is the main spokesperson for Quad, and he's
as witty and urbane an individual as I've ever
met. Straight out of Masterpiece Theatre, he's

by "you" Imean those prepared to spend the

the only person Iknow who can smoke an

sums needed for ownership of esoteric

oversized stogie without looking like apawn-

equipment—are not fools, and any thievery

broker or longshoreman, and he's one of the
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few who can wear one of those striped shirts
with a white collar without looking like a

the accolade. Paragraph 2, however, Iwill
quote in its entirety:

banker. Fies also the man who said "We sell

"One worrying aspect of the survey was the
number of dealers who said that amplifiers

people what they need, not what they want."
Which suggests that Ross—or Quad—is not
without ego.
Ido not "know" Ross Walker in the social
sense. We have absolutely nothing in common
except for hi-fi, and even that's doubtful. I've
met him only at hi-fi events, and Ihave never,
Irepeat never, had less than acordial exchange

sound better on agood shelf or table Obviously they are the non-Quad dealers."
Hey, Ican handle that. It's Ross being wry
and witty and illustrating his attitude toward
subjective listening.
But then adegree of inconsistency appears.
The next paragraphs deal with arave of the

of words. (Maybe I'm spared because Iwor-

Quad ESL-63 which had appeared in aFrench

ship his father.) But, on the other hand, Ihave
never been in his presence when he hasn't

magazine. To which is added: "The magazine

made some minor stab at the hi-fi press or the

has well balanced editorial on both live and
recorded music together with hi-fi. It is apity

"hobbyist" sector. His latest target—Ross is a

that there is no English language equivalent."

popular public speaker—appears to be Peter

Whoa there, boy. Weren't you quite happy
with Hi-Fi Choice afew paras back when they

Belt, but there is no mistaking Ross's general
attitude Cables, stands—you name it, he'll put
it down.

published asurvey favorable to Quad? Did you

But think about this: Here's aman represent-

policy, through your US distributor, in arecent
issue of The Absolute Sound (which, Ross, is

ing afamily concern which once had no competition at all. 20 or 25 years ago, if you lived

not comment favorably about reviewing

an English-language magazine), an issue which

in the UK and wanted the best, it was Quad;

just happened to publish afavorable review of

afew others collected Quad's crumbs. Come
the High-End Revolution, and Quad decided

the ESL-63? In other words, it's okay to
publish a review in a primarily subjective

not to play for silly-money customers. Fair

magazine like TAS, but only if the verdict is

enough. With the exception of the universally

positive? Are we to understand that magazines
are okay when they publish agood review, but

acclaimed ESL-63, Quad products are decidedly
not high-end. Or, and this may appeal to Ross's

are irresponsible/unbalanced when they

nicotinal leanings, they're good but no cigar.

don't? Hardly good sportsmanship, eh?

I'm not naive enough to fail to realize that
Ross is simply selling his company's products.

Now Idon't recall the Quad ESL-63 getting
any bad press in the UK, though the reviewers

I'd have absolutely no respect whatsoever for
any manufacturer who doesn't believe that his
wares are the best—of their type. Ross takes
it astage further.
I've long held that the UK is probably the
world's best source for mid-priced hardware.
So why feel the need to abuse those who
market products in the next sector up, or those

don't fall over backward for the electronics.
Yet Ross distrusts us. Which brings us to his letter in HFN/RR, aresponse to readers' letters
about the dearth of reviews of Quad equipment in its pages. (Keep in mind that HFN/RR,
after possibly Gramophone, has what is probably the largest number of Quad owners among
its readers.)

who dare to rave about products in the next

Ross's letter explains that "Quad products

sector up, when you're doing so nicely in your
own patch?

have not been reviewed by HFN/RR because
we have refused to supply them and HFN/RR

First, the press release, which while Iassume

have been kind enough to respect our wishes

was written by Ross, may not have been, of

when they could have simply borrowed
amplifiers from our dealers. We do not submit

course. The first paragraphs are about the
pleasure the company had in announcing that

product for review because we strongly

Hi-Fi Choice (the British magazine) conducted
asurvey revealing that Quad products were

disagree with present review policy" So who

rated by retailers as the most reliable, with one

ucts on hand than they'll ever have space to
review. Ross obviously feels that Quad doesn't

loses? HFN/RR doesn't; they have more prod-

of the quickest turnarounds for repairs, and
were the most consistent in terms of perfor-

need the coverage, which suggests even more

mance Mazelltri, Ross; I'm sure Quad deserves

strongly that the company survives because
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of brand loyalty. No, the only losers are the
readers who'd rather have an impartial opinion
than aretailer's sales pitch.
Ross sums it up as follows:".. .
the disagreement over review policy is entirely amicable.

WEST GERMANY:
Markus Sauer
The most important difference in the development of the high end between the US and Germany is that in Germany, prior to the '70s,

Each side believes the other to be wrong and

there had never been asignificant upscale seg-

the only problem is finding time for us all to
sit down and sort the matter out." What Ross

ment of the consumer audio market. The US

is adamant about is the change in policy over
the decades from measurements-only, "good-

Dynaco and Acoustic Research for the slightly
less well-heeled. In Germany, there was only

news" merchandising to subjective listening.

Braun (the consumer audio part of which

had Marantz, Fisher, JBL, and McIntosh, with

I'm sure that all manufacturers would like to

has since been taken over by the American

see ahi-fi press which only publishes rave
reviews. But if, as he states, we're simply agree-

firm a/d/s), which sold more on its excep-

ing to disagree, why the digs? Why the charges

quality, and only to acertain kind of clientele.
Thus, the consumer was never shown that

of incompetence? Does he think that presentday magazines are all going to rush back to a
"specifications are everything" situation? After

tional, Bauhaus-inspired styling than on sound

there were very audible improvements to be

specs have been disproved by listening tests?

gained from spending anot inconsiderable
part of his disposable income on something

Oh, Iforgot. Listening isn't important.

as unlikely as astereo system.

More to the point, isn't it time that Ross

Then came the Japanese, and with them a

realized that people would just as soon have
what they want as what they "need"? Or that

reinforcement of the common conception of

what they need might not be what Ross thinks

electronic lifestyle The only hi-fi magazine of

audio gear as alow-cost addition to the new

they need? Ihave to hand anumber of ab-

the time Hi-Fi Stereopbonie, was excellent in

solutely fresh Quad amplifiers, not one of

its coverage of classical music recordings and
became quite adept at measuring ever-de-

which will drive the Wilson WATn or the
Apogee Divas in amanner I'd adjudge to be
satisfactory, though they work atreat with

creasing amounts of distortion. But otherwise

Celestions and others. Am Ito assume that I'm

upheld by Stereo Review, wherein loudspeakers

it more or less conformed to the concept still

wrong for using those "difficult" speakers

matter and electronics, aside from power re-

because his amplifiers will not drive them, or

quirements and features, don't. Then, in the
mid-'70s, the first copies of magazines like

that they're not what I"need"? That the
speaker designers are wrong for creating such
difficult loads? Does Ross think that any

Stereopbile and The Absolute Sound began to

reviewer would be daft enough to review, say,

down theory in action, even before it was con-

aQuad 405-2 into aspeaker withal ohm load

ceived). They bore news of strange concoc-

and asensitivity of 78dB?

tions and, even more important, introduced

Why can't Ross simply admit that he makes
fine products for acertain type of customer,
but that others would prefer something with
more of ahigh-end flavor? I'm sure that Ross,

find their way, slowly, to Germany (the trickle-

new concepts of judging hi-fi gear. 'lb choose
something on the basis of an audition was a
concept quite alien to most people.
Occasional Mark Levinson or Audio Research

if he reads this, will offer some juicy, succinct—

amps appeared,

nay, devastating—reply, but abattle with Ross
is not what I'm hoping to achieve. Rather, I'd

Magneplanar or Koetsu. These things were
white elephants, fitting with generally ac-

together with the odd

like to see him put his money where his mouth
is and come up with an amp that blows away

as, say, the World Trade Center would with

cepted ideas of audio gear in Germany as well

the very products the press adores, or with a

downtown Santa Fe The German mass market

cost-no-object ESL that rivals the best high-

had evolved in a direction distinct from

end speakers across the frequency spectrum.

developments in the rest of the world. The

Or, failing that, he should simply and truly

Japanese completely dominated the electronics

"agree to disagree," and let those who want
something more out of their music get on with

market, while Dual and Thorens took care of

their quests.

more expensive and sounded better because
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they held their speeds better; to spend more

It reflects in the price. You also get amuch

on a turntable than for aTD 126 was considered afoolish extravagance.
The only real outlet for the creativity and

wider choice of veneers than in the US, where
you're lucky to find anything other than
walnut. In Germany, four or five veneer op-

entrepreneurism of an aspiring designer dur-

tions are standard.

ing the early '70s was in the loudspeaker field.

That was the mass market (which has im-

A particular German sound developed, the so-

proved beyond recognition in recent years).

called "Taunus-sound," named after the region
where most of its proponents were located (a

What about the high end, Stereophile's raison
d'etre? Well, this brief historical prelude

phenomenon comparable to Boston in the US

hopefully gives you an idea of the environ-

and Cambridge in the UK). These included

ment facing young designers who, beginning
in the mid- '70s, began to make names for

Acron, Braun, Canton, Heco, and Pilot. Speakers were designed not for esoteric enthusiasts

themselves with products aspiring to high-end

(the definition of an esoteric enthusiast being
someone who will place his speakers where

goals. People like Uli Rahe (Rabox), Helmut

they sound and image best, not where they

labor), Andreas Franck (Outsider), Dieter

best fit in with the furniture), but for the so-

Burmester (Burmester), and Friedrich Backes
(Backes & Mueller), among others, defined the

called real world.
German living rooms are in general quite
well damped—wall-to-wall carpeting, heavy
furniture, draped windows. The design goal

Brinkmann and Reinhold Wachowaik (Audio-

German high end.
They had to educate the customer, introducing him to the idea of seeking (and paying for)

was aflat overall room response in the treble

audible improvements, instead of resting with

(giving an "analytical" sound), necessitating

the status quo. They had to overcome the
market situation described above, where if you

astrong on-axis treble lift. Since most of these
speakers were used with cheap turntables and
inexpensive electronics (transistor, of course)
which more often than not sounded quite

inserted atruly neutral amp or speaker, the

thin, they were designed to compensate for

to replace several components and spend lots

this thinness with a fulsome bottom end,

of money all at once. They had to compete
with the best of what the rest of the world had

usually achieved in the cheapest possible way

chain would probably sound unbalanced—
meaning that to get into the high end, you had

by using amagnet too small to properly damp

to offer. (Germany must be one of the most

the natural resonance of the bass driver. The
result was the classic boom'n'tizz box—and

crowded high-end markets in the world; rare

they sold in incredible numbers.

make it to these shores—usually sooner.) They

And because the magazines (of which there
were afew more by the late '70s, already leav-

is the component that does not sooner or later
had to get the design and finish perfect right
from the start; the German customer will not

ing Stereo Review far behind) recommended

part with his money for something that does

that for abalanced result you should spend
about 50% of your budget on loudspeakers,

not look like afamily heirloom. They had to
make their gear perfectly reliable And, at least

there was generally alot of money available for

until recently, they had to overcome the audio

speakers (relatively speaking). Since the driver

version of our post-WWII inferiority complex

lineup was pretty much standardized (10" or
12" paper-cone woofer, 11
2 "dome midrange,
/

(long may it last!): If it was German, it couldn't
possibly be as good as foreign gear.

/ "dome tweeter), much of that money went
4
3
into the quality of the external finish. To this

Doesn't sound very inviting, huh? In fact,
it had all the makings of asurvival-of-the-

day, Idon't think the manufacturers of any

fittest situation, except there was no one who

other country achieve so consistently high a
standard of finish. The veneer and real wood

could have survived; everyone was struggling
to be born. All those who made it under these

are never anything less than perfect. In recent

tough circumstances shared two common

years, lacquer has become fashionable for
loudspeakers, with high-gloss piano black and

agenerous helping of financial and commer-

traits. First, their adventurism was paired with

white often as standard options—done by

cial common sense. "Me, too" simply wasn't

some of the same firms who actually paint

good enough.

pianos, so there are absolutely no corners cut.
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reel ossgnet lc structure removed

in the upper regions of the high-end market.
That's easy to explain: the market isn't large

(see Stereopbile Vol.10 No.8), which costs
more because it requires more parts, but gives

enough to begin with (remember, we have
roughly one third the population of the US,

benefits in noise and resolution. The Outsider
class-A amps feature negative internal im-

and significantly fewer yuppies), and imports

pedances; they can be adjusted to the actual

account for avery large slice of that market,

load and phase characteristics of the loudspeakers used. Klimo Audio holds up the tube

so you're not likely to sell anything in large
numbers. There's no German counterpart to
PS Audio. You just have to make more per unit
to get your R&D back and make aliving.
For example, there are actually two German

honors with their Merlin preamp (beautiful to
behold for eye and ear) and output-transformerless power amps. They also manufacture

turntables that sell for Goldmund Reference

the only all-tube tuner currently in production,
the Ertanax (price is of the if-you-have-to-ask

money: the ltansrotor Reference (acrylic, steel,

variety).

brass, lots of chrome, and adefinite candidate

And just wait '01 you hear about loudspeak-

for Audio Playmate of the Month; sounds

ers. Full-range horn systems; active loudspeak-

good, too), and the Outsider La Macchina (a

ers with the most outlandish feedback sys-

platter which doesn't weigh much less than

tems; tube direct-driven electrostatic tweeters;

the Liberty Bell, but with its integral glass stand

laser-cut Kevlar cones; ceramic dome tweeters—

the thing somehow manages to look elegant
and ethereal; again, sounds great).
Amplification is mostly transistor. Most

technology is alive and well and running amok
in Germany, with stunningly good results
(well, mostly).

designers are young enough to have grown up
with them, so they feel naturally inclined to
use them. Ibelieve at the moment only Bur-

With this first "Letter from Germany," Ihope
to have whetted your appetite for more infor-

mester has achieved any degree of notoriety

stallment will deal in more detail with amplification components, and will also include
afew words on CD.

in the States; Ihope this column will help overcome this sorry state of affairs. Burmester has
started the trend toward balanced operation

mation on German high-end gear. The next in-

Introduced in 1983, the conrad-johnson
model PV5 preamplifier set anew standard of performance among preamplifiers
under two thousand dollars. It so
dominated that field that three years
later when amajor high-end
journal listed the reference
systems of four of its
new reviewers, three

Fi•n
ally,

apreamp
under $2000
that outperforms Afternearly
years, someone has
the conrad- fivefinally
surpassed the PV5.
Announcing the conradjohnson PV5 johnson
PV8 all vacuumP\f5s.

9

tube preamplifier Setting anew standard
of performance at $1685.

the
e conrad-johnson group •
2800 RDorr Ave •Fairfax VA 22031- 703-698-8581
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THE BALTIMORE

WASHINGTON

HIGH END
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SHOW

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

OCTOBER 21, 22,23
THE HIGHEST OF HIGH END SOUND!
Yes, it's yet another Hi -Fi Show, the fourth
in our series—but this one takes place in
College Park, Maryland, just 25 minutes
from either downtown Washington or
downtown Baltimore, and just off the infamous Washington Beltway.

College Park Holiday Inn
10000 Baltimore Blvd., College Park,
Maryland (just north of 1-95 on US Route
1). Exit 25A off the Washington Beltway
(Interstate Route 95). Plenty of parking
within walking distance of the hotel.

COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
As you can see, the exhibitors are signing
up right and left (no pun intended for this
election year), and we expect this to be
one of our greatest Shows. They'll all be
there—the industry greats, the designers
of fabulous high end equipment, the editors and writers from Stereophile, live
music to calibrate your ears.. .You'll learn
more in three days than the next four years
of shopping from store to store. Don't miss
this show! Everyone will be there.
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Send me

usUleptood for all three days ($15.00 at the door)
tickets to the High End Hi -Fi Show at $12.50 each.

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
0 Check enclosed
Card. No.

Charge my E VISA E Mastercard E American Express
Exp. date

MAIL TO: HIGH END HI-FI SHOW, P.O. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87502
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"The increased resolution, transient
response, ambience recovery and presentation, enhanced bass response, and
dynamic range are something you
simply have to experience to believe."
Audio Magazine

June, 1988

Wadia Digital
aMedea Ltd. company

Represented worldwide by
W & W Audio, Inc.
4821 McAlpine Farm Road
Charlotte, NC 28226
704/542-8600
1988, Wadia Digital Corporation

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig

0

np.154 of the June 1988 issue of Audio,
Isee an ad for The Mod Squads Prism

CD player with this Anthony H. Cordes-

man quote: "The Prism is significantly more
open and dynamic than any other CD player
Ihave heard to date."
Run out and buy one. ..
right?
But wait! On p.159, there's this Cordesman
quote: ". ..
the Sonographe is, to my ears, the
best CD player to hit the market."

Almost as good as some of the best full-size
CD players in existence at the time, and better
than most.
The best biggies have improved considerably in the last two years. So has the Sony
Discman! Sonically, the new D15 is not far
behind some of the best players around, including Sony's own hot number, the $1800
CDP-707ES.
When you consider that the D15 is less than

Better than the Prism?

an inch thick, weighs under apound (with the

Probably not. No dates or sources are given

new insertable, rechargeable battery), and that

for the quotes, but the Sonographe was likely
first—older machine.

(list is $359.95), you really have something.

the D15 typically sells on the street for $299

That's what you get when you rave about

The new D15 is an even greater triumph

something—quotes taken out of context. In
this case, wrenched from the context of time.

than the D7S—it's been refined, aesthetically

Therefore, the following CD player recommendations are good for this month only. The
quotes expire on September 30, 1988, or the
day your next issue of Stereopbile arrives,
whichever comes first. And any quote in an ad
is automatically invalid.
Next month Imay have anew favorite CD
player. The new Adcom machine is coming—

and ergonomically. It's awork of art. It reminds me of the original Olympus 0M-1
camera—small, exquisite, tastefully done, so
totally right in the way the controls are arranged. It's the kind of thing that only Sony,
in the world of hi-fi, seems to be able to pull
off with such aplomb. That's why they are
Sony and the others are not. lèchnics, lbshiba,
eat your hearts out!
The temptation with aDiscman-type player

NEC-based. You know how Ilike NEC machines for their detail.

is to dismiss it as unsuitable for serious listen-

Or come late fall, Icould be back pushing
analog—I have more to tell you about the AR

ing. On the train, maybe. On the road, okay.
But in the home? Nope. So Itook the Disc-

turntable. Wreaks have truly turned this 'table
into atiger.

man—snuck it is more like it—into my high-

A few months ago, after receiving my

end dealer friend's showroom. And while he
was answering the phone, Iconnected it to a

Monitor Audio R952s, Iwas really down on
CD. Now Iam somewhat less so—having

Jadis JP-80 preamp, apair ofJA-80 amps, and

received first the Sony Discman D15, then the

"Sounds good, huh, Rudy?" Iasked, as my
dealer friend walked into the room.

Harman/Kardon HD800. Not that the H/K
HD800 is the machine for me—it isn't, for
reasons I'll explain in amoment—
But it might be the machine for you.
Wait, hold the presses! The Marantz CD-94

Wilson WATT speakers. A modest system.

"oh, all right for CD."
Sony D15 CD player

has also arrived.
First, though, the. ..

Sony Discman D1S
Long-time sufferers—er, readers—of this column will remember my rave of the Sony Discman D7S two years ago. Imarvelled then that
a machine so small could sound so good.
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CRITICS' CHOICE
81 Speaker Base
by FIRM

Sonically superior. Elegantly simple.
Raises speaker 10. Each base holds 50
pounds of sand. Equipped with Simply
Physics' Tbne Cones for better damping.
Constructed of internally braced, highdensity fibre board. Satin black finish.
$350 apair + S12 S&H

"SPIKE-IT"

Replaces spikes supplied
with the 801 Matrix. 2" high Simply
Physics' lOne Cones with mounting blocks
provide secure, rigid stability as well as
excellent mechanical coupling to base.
Set of 8. $89
Send check or money order to

ARCICI MARKETING COMPANY

2067 Broadway, Suite 45, New York, NY 10023
"rl: (2121 724-6021

DEALERS INVITED

EPOS ES 14
LOUDSPEAKER
..the 14s are superbly coherent
loudspeakers ..."
Stereophile, Vol.!! No. 6, June '88
" ..these speakers are unequaled in so
many aspects of their performance
Hi-Fi Review Buyers Guide, Sept. '87
" ... the Epos is better than the vast
majority ofspeakers ..."
Hi -Fi Heretic, No. 9.

108 STATION ROAD,
GREAT NECK,
NEW YORK 11023
516-487-3663
GREAT BRITISH
HI -FI IN AMERICA
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"It's not the Sony CDP-707ES," Iexulted.
"It's the incredible, shrinking Discman!" Iwas

of Rachmaninov's Second Symphony. You
need to plan your listening carefully.

positively shrieking with delight. Later, some

Yet two hours on acharge is enough to get

other 'philes joined us and we played the

you from La Guardia to O'Hare. And enough

Discman again, this time comparing it with

time for me to listen to one disc on the train

some other modest equipment. Accuphase CD

going into New York in the morning, another

player. Versa Dynamics turntable. That sort of

on the train back to Connecticut in the eve-

thing. And yes, the limitations of the Discman

ning. It's a tradeoff. You lose long-play be-

were apparent.

tween charges, but you gain lightness and por-

Specifically: constricted soundstage, dimin-

tability. And you can always buy the optional

ished dynamics, only just so much localizzition

battery pack. (An extra pop-in battery plus

and detail. But the Discman did not sound

charger costs $14.95.)

bad. Timbres were more or less right. Of the

True, it does take awhile to master the key

four 'philes who later joined us that evening,

operation—since all functions, including

three said they would run out and buy one.
And the fourth said he'd buy one for his wife.

pressed into so few keys. But that's inevitable

Ha! These are guys who own Rowland, Krell,
Jadis, that sort of stuff.

21-selection programmability, have to be comAnd how can you get mad when Sony adds
such nice touches as alight that lets you read

In me own 'umble system at home, the D15's

off the disc information in a darkened

limitations were less ...well, limiting. Icon-

automobile or on aplane with the lights low?

nected the D15 to aSuperphon CD Maxx line
amp, apair of Ftotel RB850 bridged amplifiers,
and apair of Monitor Audio R952s—these the

Or when they add afeature like a"Hold" button, which locks all the keys so you can't accidentally push them and stop or skip the disc.

speakers which render the sound of some CD

They've thought of everything, including an

players unspeakable Lo, Ifound Ipreferred the

optional remote control for home use when

Discman to the sound of the Mod Squad
Prism, which Ithen had on loan.

can play

True, the Prism eats the Discman alive in

the player is running off AC adapter. And you

3.

discs straight in, without an

adapter, since the Discman D15 is atop-loader.

terms of depth and soundstaging. But timbres

This final thought. Since no CD player I've

seem more true with the Discman D15-1

heard comes close to beating analog at its best,

found the Sony more listenable. (And yes,

you're going to have to compromise anyway.

Steve McCormack, the polarity was correct.)

Why not compromise alittle more, compared

There is arumor around to the effect that
Sony engineers, for at least the last two years,

to the very best CD machines, and get the convenience of the Discman? Ithink it's good
enough to be the only CD player you need.

have been messing around with methods for
making solid-state gear sound more...tubelike
the Discman D15 sounds. Icouldn't believe it

Harman/Kardon HD800
CD Player

at first—this is sound Imight have expected

Now where does that leave the Harman/Kar-

from atubed player: the treble is so smooth,

don HD800?

Well, they've succeeded. Because that's how

so sweet, so totally free of any edginess. (The

Sorry, but Ican't think of aclever transition

Discman D15 is asingle-DAC machine, 16-bit,

from the Sony to the H/K, except to say that
this, too, is a very good player. A full-size

2x oversampling, by the way.)
I'd like to find something to complain about,

player, not aportable And the ergonomics are

but Ican't. True, you have to buy the separate

not quite up to Sony standards, but then who

DP-100 battery pack for $39.95, which adds

else's are? What you get with the H/K is avery

bulk and weight to the unit, if you want six

good-sounding CD player that lists for $529

hours plus of play from asingle charge. The

and probably sells for less where you live,

small, insertable battery that now comes with
the player is good for only two hours of con-

because H/K is now available at such chain

tinuous play between chargings. And they
mean two hours, as Ilearned when Itried to
get through two CDs, each over 60 minutes.
Idied before the end of the fourth movement
Stereophile, September 1988
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number of sources.)

stores as Crazy Eddie. H/K, it appears, has

Whoever produced it, the new H/K HD800

taken amore, well, let us say populist turn.
When Ireviewed H/K's first player, the

is afine-sounding machine and aworthy suc-

model HD100, afew years ago, Isaid at the

cessor to the HD100. And if it's not quite state

time that it might be the best-sounding player
available then from amajor manufacturer. H/K

can buy it from Eddie, from whom you would

mentioned that in an ad for their new players,

have to be crazy to pay full list.

of the art, well, the price isn't, either. And you

Many CD players come with astory these

which prompted me to call for areview sample

days—this circuit or that circuit, 18 bits, 4x,

of the top-of-the-line HD800.

8x,

What the original H/K HD100 had, along

16x oversampling, optical coupling,

whatever—just to give the copywriters (and

with the NEC 650, was the ability to resolve
detail. (I believe that first H/K machine was

Julian Hirsch) something new to write and rave

NEC-based. If Ihad to guess, from the Max-

about.
The HD800 is a 16-bit machine with 4x

ell batteries in the remote, Iwould hazard that
the HD800 is produced by Hitachi. But, of

oversampling. Nothing unusual there. What

course, the various parts can come from any

the copywriters seize on is the fact that there

..remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm ts abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides e
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable

u.

rcirauigr II

BIM\

(R)

music ...above all.
••

AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
Paradigm Electronics Inc., -1141 Weston Rd 5. Weston, ON MOL 2S8

are no op-amps, with their integrated circuits,

Of course, this means that you could connect

in the analog output section. Instead, the
HD800 (and the other new H/K CD players)
use all-discrete circuitry. Is this what's respon-

the H/K HD800 directly to apower amplifier,
for acheapo, CD-only system. Or you could
run your H/K HD800 through a. .

sible for the excellent sound? Maybe. H/K
claims that op-amps take remnants of the con-

Superphon CD Maxx Line Amp

version process and produce alot of ultrasonic
crap—intermodulation distortion.

When 1received my sample of the CD Maxx

Or maybe the good sound results from the
addition (on the HD800 only)of what they call

laugh or cry. It looks so strange. Who would
want this—a $329 line amplifier that looks

the Charge Coupled Interface. H/K's Richard

rather like

Powell describes this as "a floating circuit that

Iconfided my thoughts to Superphon's Steve
Nelson, who simply said, "Listen for awhile."

takes information from the DIA converter, one
bit at atime, and ferries it across to the analog

from Superphon, Ididn't know whether to

a $69.95

piece of video equipment?

Istill think this piece of equipment is

section." Sort of like the River Styx. Analog

strange-looking, andl wonder how it will sell.

and digital sections are thus said to be sepa-

Ihope it sells well, because it deserves to: the
CD Maxx is astate-of-the-art line amp for

rated, as the living world is from Hades. (I said
that—he didn't.)
Sometimes when you get a player that
sounds detailed, you also get aplayer that
sounds forward, even aggressive—the otherwise admirable, now discontinued NEC CD
650, for instance. There's some of that in the
H/K HD800, perhaps, compared with the
Sony Discman D15 (or Sony's other current
players). But Iwouldn't call the sound of the

under four hundred bucks! It sounds so good,
and so superior to the line stages you find in
most modestly priced preamps (le, under
$1500) that Iwas astonished.
As far as the strange looks, well, that's Stan
Warren's style. His bag is designing inexpensive equipment that sounds as good as it
possibly can for the price point. And if it has

H/K strident. It's clear, clean, detailed, with

to look abit weird, then it looks weird. Actually,
Iquickly got used to the Maxx's strange appear-

good, although not excellent dynamics and

ance, because there is amethod to Stanley's

soundstaging. Idoubt there are many other

madness.

players at this price point which approach this

For starters, the unit has aplastic top, front,

level of performance.

and back—with wooden side panels and

If there is any hesitation in my mind, it's this:
If your system is already awee bit forward—

could not shake loose from his lair, would un-

your amplifier and/or speakers—the H/K

doubtedly state that the plastic case sounds

could come off sounding abit clinical in your

better than metal all around. Maybe it does.

system.
A CD player is like acartridge: it should be

metal bottom. The reclusive Stanley, whom 1

All controls are located on the top of the
unit, which shortens the signal path and avoids

chosen carefully for how it sounds in your

any long mechanical linkages. Everything

system. No two players sound exactly alike,

about this unit has araison d'etre, although

although many players sound so close to one

Superphon, with typical modesty, refuses to

another that Imight not be able to distinguish
them. The Harman/Kardon HD800 is rather

explain itself to the consumer, who might be
baffled rather than buffaloed by this piece of

like the Ortofon X5-MC cartridge Ireviewed

gear.

afew months ago: alittle bright and forwardsounding, perhaps, and best-suited for "tiredblood" systems that could use ajolt of Geritol.
Operationally, the machine is quite userfriendly, with asensible complement of features. No silly Favorite Track Selection, or
Shuffle Play, or anything like that. The machine is easy to learn, easy to use. My only two
quibbles are the lack of adigital out and the
fact that there is just one (variable) output—
the signal goes through the volume control.
Stereophile, September 1988
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When California Audiotábs decided to make a
World Class CD ;11 '
Player they
turned to „
"Our understanding of analog
Gold Aero I •
7>i circuity lead us to the Vacuum Tube.
for the
Tubes have inherent properties
which prove far more suitable for
tubes.V
use in the output sections of CD
Why? —
players then any currently available
solid state components.With greater
linearity and gentle behavior when
subjected to stress,
the vacuum tube has
proven to be the ideal
device for the analog
stages of aCD player.
Since quality is our
number one concern
we use Gold Aero
Vacuum tubes. And we
recommend you use
them too."
President, California Audio Labs
Art Paymer

IECHNOLOGY
GROUP
2129 Venice Blvd.. Dept. C
Los Angeles, CA 90006
FAX (213) 737-2401
In CA (800) 556-6700
Outside CA (800) 421-4219

li

Audio Labs

III"7231 Garden Grove Blvd.
Suite F. Dept S9G
Garden Grove, CA 92641
,(714) 894-9747
_

Iknow of no better way to improve the

Philips. Under product manager Ken Ishiwata

sound of your CD player than by running it

and active mode — ie, with and without line

and his team—Ken being aJapanese who has
resided for some years in Belgium—International has made an audiophile name for
itself. The best Marantz products (seldom seen

amplification. (This is not your month, Steve.)
The CD Maxx also costs less than the Mod

on this side of the Atlantic until now) combine
European sound quality with Japanese build

Squad Line Drive.

quality.

through the CD Maxx, which, unlike the Mod
Squad Line Drive, operates in both apassive

It is atribute to the quality of the CD Maxx

Now under new ownership, Marantz Com-

that Icould detect no deterioration of sound
using the active mode. Ihave not yet tried it

pany, Inc. (USA) is bringing in some of these

in Rudy's $25,000 system, though.

ponents, including the CD-94 CD player,
CDA-94B outboard digital-analog converter,

There's atemptation for people to assume

products: the upmarket "94" series of com-

that all line-level stages are more or less the

DT-94 DAT recorder (fingers crossed), and two

same, and that it doesn't matter what you run

integrated amps: the PM-94 and PM-84.

your CD player through. 'Taint true, and all it
will take is ten minutes with Maxx to convince

Regular readers may remember Ireviewed
an early version of the PM-84 and liked it, par-

you of that. Maxx, incidentally, will take in
your tuner, your tape deck (with a tape
monitor loop), and one additional auxiliary
source, which could be aphono -only stage
(like John Curl's new, phenomenal Vendetta
SCP-2 /SCP- I,at 51895/stereo pair). Or you
can connect your existing preamp—preferably
from its tape out, so you are bypassing its line
stage and volume and balance controls: use the

ticularly the power-amp section. Irecommended the product. What did Marantz Company do? Decide not to import it! Now it's
finally available, along with its big brother, the
PM-94, which I'll get to in a while. Meanwhile, what should cause real excitement is the
Marantz CD-94 CD player.
Ilusted after aCD-94 since first seeing it at

controls on the Maxx. You may be surprised

the Summer 1987 CES. It finally arrived, days
before the 1988 Summer CES. Worth the wait!

to hear just how crummy your preamp's line
stage really is. (That is where alot of preamps

Marantz's sumptuous "rose gold" finish with

This is a beautiful machine—finished in

let you down, as Iam finding out more and

rosewood side panels, or "black satin" with

more with the Maxx.)

oak panels. Go for the gold.

Ilike Mass, the Son of Stan. He's good to the
last bite—or bit. Or close to it. With most line

The CD-94 is a Philips-based—indeed,
Philips-made—player, produced in Japan at

stages, you lose something or other: definition,

the Philips-owned Marantz factory. Sixteen

detail, imaging. Maxx lifts the veil, and does
nothing whatever to make aCD player sound

bits, 4x oversampling, and said to decode all

strident. Unless, of course, the player is stri-

machines don't. Digital and analog filters get

dent. Maxx helps do away with the dregs.
Look, why bother with all these expensive

16 bits—hinting, of course, that some "16-bit"
rid of the high-frequency garbage (spuriae)
produced by the conversion process.

kludges? Or expensive players of any kind? (I

The player's aheavyweight-28 pounds.

may change my mind after Iget the Marantz
CD94 unpacked and give alisten.) Get yourself

That's more than three times the heft of astock

aSony Discman D15 and hook it up to aCD
Maxx. Sit back, enjoy the sound, and watch
your friends spend money on expensive
players that are rendered obsolete within six
weeks, if not sooner. This is one way to enjoy

Magnavox CDI3650. Finish is immaculate, and
smoothness of operation places the CD-94 in
an exalted category alongside such upmarket
(aves as the Accuphase players. We are not talking about plastic chassis, plastic drawer, tackylooking front panel, etc. Luxurious, elegant,

Cheapskate CD. It may not be analog, but you
can't swing analog over your shoulder.
I'll take 'ern both. Maxx and the Discman.

Marantz CD -94 CD player
In the rest of the Free World, outside North
America, Marantz International is part of
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SUMIKO, INC. GIVES BIRTH TO SEXTUPLETS

BORN: May 15, 1988
TIME: 7µseconds
WEIGHT: 6grams
PLACE: St. David's
CITY: Berkeley, California, USA
NAMES: A T, BvdH, SvdH, IA T, IIB vdh, and IIIS vdH

Sumiko, Inc. is delighted to announce

the arrival

of

sextuplets. Bursting on the scene are three fresh faces from
each side of the family: Talisman and Alchemist. They are
instantly recognizable by the characteristic drooping snout
that has marked their forbears. Distinguishing features
include the van den Hul type Istyli with which they are
shod, and a red badge on the brow of each little critter.
Blessed with fine lungs — surely the result of new highenergy magnets and ultra light coils — they

are

of

remarkably sweet disposition. We invite you to listen to
them all at a nursery near you, your local Sumiko. Inc.
dealer.

SUMIKO, Inc.
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705 (415) 843-4500
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this player looks like it's worth spending the

at its best. Or even at its second best. But no

money on. And it is.

one in the record industry is asking my opin-

The back of the player gives you three ways
out: analog (which is what Iused), digital out

ion. Most of the new classical and jazz software
is digitally recorded. Might as well have it on

via coax, and digital out via optical cable (the
option you use with the Marantz CDA-94 out-

CD, which, in many cases, is the only way you
can get it anyway. The Marantz—and the CAL

board unit, which Ididn't have). For my listening tests, Iran analog out into aSuperphon CD

Tempest II—make CDs listenable, even en-

Maxx and pair of B&K ST 140 mono amps. I
also used the Marantz PM-94. Speakers were

as involving as great analog, they can be satisfying nonetheless. The trouble is, you not only

joyable. If CDs are not as subtly detailed, not

the no-nonsense, tell-it-all Monitor Audio

have to pay a premium price for the discs

R952s.
First, though, Ishould tell you about how

(compared to LPs), you have to spend money
on aplayer.

Itrotted the CD-94 down to adealer and set
it up for an audience of three ciigitophobes and

the Marantz CD-94, Ihave met an expensive

one digitophile (who had sunk over $4000 into
astring of mods to a Magnavox CDB650).
Associated equipment included lots of Cheapskate stuff—Wilson WAT'a speakers with new
Entec subwoofers, Rowland 7 amps in balanced mode, Rowland Coherence One pre-

That's how my position has changed. With
player Ithink is worth the money. As for the
Tempest II, you won't go wrong with that,
either. But at $1800 list (with discounts likely the rule rather than the exception), the
Marantz CD-94 represents better value.
The magic of the Marantz is in its sound-

amp, Jadis JP-80 preamp and JA-80 amps.
The owner of the modified player began to
appear ill, but quickly recovered.

staging—there's alot of it—and its ability to
create aconvincing sense of the "palpable

"It's damned good," he said of the Marantz

ers. This is coupled with asmoothness of fre-

CD-94.
"It images," said one of the 'phobes.
"It sounds almost analog," chirped another
partisan of the LP.

presence" of instrumental and vocal performquency response that is almost, but not quite,
tubelike.
When the time came to send the player back
to Marantz, Isent them acheck instead.

Several other CD players were on hand, including the California Audio Labs Tempest II,
Sony CDP-707ES, and Accuphase DP-70.
Compared with the Marantz, the Accuphase
seemed overripe—too rich in the upper bass
and lower midrange in an attempt to sound

Monster Cable CD Rings
The CD rings developed by Sims Vibration
Dynamics are now available in anew version
from Monster Cable, as well as from Audio-

like analog. The Sony '707ES was close—

quest and Euphonic Technology. The new
rings are wider and thinner than the old, and

neutral, dynamic, with good soundstaging and
imaging. But, subjectively (and all of us

blue rather than reddish brown. (A few players,
mainly car units, had difficulty with the old

assembled agreed), the Marantz was marginally

rings.) Steve Sims tells me that the new rings
show little sonic improvement over the old.

better at capturing the atmosphere of arecording: there was more sense of air around the instruments and performers, and hence the

If you have old rings, you can certainly leave
them on and use them up.

sound seemed less artificial. The Sony's no

Yes, Iuse the rings, which Inow appreciate

slouch, though. Finally, although this was

more than ever with my new Marantz CD-94.

brief, the CAL Tempest II seemed to be the

Itried not using the rings (so expensive!) with
newly purchased CD—going naked, as it were

best of all—all the qualities of the Marantz plus
alittle extra smoothness and holographic effect, thanks, perhaps, to tubes. Again, though,

But every time Idid, Ibecame dissatisfied with
the sound. I ringed the discs and found

it was close. And keep in mind that the Cal

relief—less stridency, more smoothness, more

Tempest II sells for over $1000 more than the

detail, better dynamics.

Marantz.

Its good to see that Monster will be
distributing these, too (in fact, manufacturing

Am Inow prepared to take back everything
Ihave said against digital—and the compact
disc in particular? Not quite Istill prefer analog
Stereophile, September 1988

them and supplying them to other distributors). This helps ensure their acceptability and
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availability. Recommended. But Istill wish
they cost less.

Marantz PM-94
integrated amplifier
And now, back to Marantz.
Should you buy amatching PM-94 integrated amplifier to go along with the CD-94?

Marantz PM-94 140 watt/channel
mosfet integrated amplifier

That's hard to answer. Without adoubt, this
$2900 model is the finest integrated amplifier
I've auditioned, and the most beautifully

and, for me, it remains a weakness of the

finished, beautifully built integrated Ihave ever
seen.

and less expensive unit. There's good detail,

But nearly three grand for an integrated? You

and the soundstage depth and width are cer-

PM-94. Improved, of course, over the earlier

can buy some fine preamp/power amp combi-

tainly what most non-audiophiles would judge

nations for under $2000 from the likes of Ad-

as adequate But compared with many separate

corn, Aragon, B&K, Counterpoint, PS Audio,

preamps, including many which cost under

Superphon, and others.
This misses the point, though. The Marantz

$1000, like the Superphon Revelation Basic II,

PM-94, with its tone controls and other con-

available NYAL Superlt, there is something

venience features, isn't going to appeal to the
hair-shirt minimalist audiophile. Instead, the

the MFA Magus, and even the no-longer-

PM-94 may be the perfect product for the. ..

reined-in about the sound. It doesn't really
open up. Also, it lacks body. With the Shure
Ultra 500, the sound was, in my judgment, a

audiophobe!

little thin and wiry.

Not that the PM-94 is without audiophile
appeal. There are settings for both high- and

probable PM-94 buyer, who is probably more

None of this, though, is likely to bother the

low-output moving-coils. Purists can route the

into digital than analog anyway. And compared

CD and phono inputs directly to the amplifying circuits, bypassing the (excellent) tape-

with other integrated amps, the phono section
is quite good. The problem with this unit is the

dubbing, balance, and tone controls. (Tone

price, which invites comparison with sepa-

controls are also defeatable with other inputs,

rates. And it's comparison with separates that

without bypassing the balance and tape-dub-

leads me to say that the appeal of the PM-94

bing facilities.)
Sonically (and subjectively) the PM-94 has

must be necessarily somewhat limited.

its

drawbacks.

It seems somewhat

too

And yet (JA will love this, and so will readers
who hate it when I'm indecisive), Ilike this

polite—rolled off on top and lacking both in
bite and sparkle. And the bass is not the

product alot. The sound quality of the am-

strongest, tightest, or deepest Ihave heard.

would make available some Quarter A mono-

You might do better in all the above depart-

blocks. And yes, Ican see recommending the

ments with carefully chosen separates.

PM-94 to non-audiophiles, particularly classical
listeners who will appreciate the midrange

But wait—the midrange is glorious. The
PM-94 sounds class-A—which Marantz claims
it is, up to aquarter of its 140Wpc (into 8ohms)

plifier section is so good that Iwish Marantz

sweetness and the forgiving quality of the
treble.

rated power. ..
hence the proprietary name

The PM-94 is so well built as to appear

"Quarter A." The PM-94 has abeguiling sweet-

almost extravagant—this is amonster of an

ness that can only be described as musical. It

amp, weighing 51 pounds. There are construction features like heavy copper plating on the

is almost tubelike-1 say "almost" because it
is sweeter than most tube amps I've heard, but
at the same time lacks the holographic effect

internal chassis for alow-impedance ground-

produced by certain tube amps. Incidentally,

the controls operate flawlessly. Ihave ahunch

ing plane and immunity to electrical noise, and

the amp runs warm—not hot—and you want

that most of the PM-94s purchased now will

to give it adequate ventilation.

still be working in another 15 or 25 years.
Who's to say you're not getting your money's
worth?

What about the preamp section? That was
the weakness, Ithought, of the original PM-84,
72
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The most advanced compact disc
in the music industry today! Since
1983 Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab has
been committed to creating the
ultimate audiophile version of
commercially produced compact
discs.
The
years
of
research and investment have
resulted in the development
and release of the ULTRADISC
compact disc. The 24K Gold
ULTRADISC is a dramatic
breakthrough in the con'
sumer music market.

Capable of generating
music far above current
audio standards, it is setting new highs in listening
pleasure. Current releases
on ULTRADISC: Pink Floyd The Dark Side of the Moon,
Huey Lewis 8( The News Sports, Joe Jackson. David
Grisman, Power 8( Majesty.
Jethro Tull, and The Allman
Brothers. Upcoming releases
Include: Blind Faith Cream,
Moody Blues and more

For a complete, FREE catalog
write or call TOLL FREE 800-423-5759

ei:re::::::elitY
dl vision of MFSL INC.

1260 Holm Road • Petaluma, CA 94952 • 707-778-0134

Advertisement

NEUTRALITY
CLARITY
PRECISE FOCUS
Exclusively In Audio Cable From
In less than adecade, highperformance cable has emerged
as acritical component in any
quality audio system. Since the
early-1980s, MIT has been the
acknowledged leader in
superior audio cable. This
audible superiority results
directly from leading-edge
computer design capability,
rigorous testing and aunique
understanding of the physics of
cable performance.
MIT cable delivers neutrality,
clarity and precise focus
because it is designed to
virtually eliminate "phase noise".
Phase noise includes all forms
of frequency and phase
instability, and is an inevitable
by-product of audio cable that
is not phase correct. In fact, all
other audio cables suffer
significantly from phase noise.
Only MIT cable is designed to
be truly time aligned, phase
coherent and thus, noise free.
The result: MIT cable does not
alter the sound as do other
audio cables.

Alit

In adramatic comparison of
MIT's superiority, MIT ran
head-to-head tests of one-meter
lengths of MIT MI-330 vs. solidcore straight wire, employing a
sequence of music tone bursts.
Despite past regard for straight
wire, and some observers
actually recommending its
direct application in audio
cable, comparable lengths of
straight wire simply cannot
compete with MIT cable on
crucial phase noise
performance.
These test graphs, which
illustrate only one of aseries of
music tone bursts, provide visual
proof of MI-330's overwhelming
phase noise superiority. From
the instant each music tone is
retriggered, MI-330's defined
transmission is obvious. Equally
important is what occurs before
each music tone starts. This
brief but critical time segment
(to the left of the arrow in the
exploded view) is supposed to be
absolutely quiet.

Advertisement

Note that MI-330 is essentially
quiet just before each music
tone starts, as any audio cable
must be for sonic accuracy. The
length of solid-core straight
wire, like other cables which are
not phase correct, is noisy when
it should be quiet. It is
victimized by phase noise—
stored energy which overrides
and literally destroys quiet
passages. Simply, true quiet
passages cannot survive through
incorrectly designed cable!
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noise
of tone bursts. Note the
AMMON-significant phase noise to the left
of the arrow which is before the
tone burst starts.
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MIT MI-330 I
im length):
This graph also shows one of a
series of tone bursts. Note that
the MI 330 is noise free to the left
of the arrow which is before the
tone burst starts.
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noise
free

By comparison, MI-330's quiet
passages and clearly defined
wave form mean that the music
starts and stops exactly when it
is supposed to, yielding amore
holographic sound stage,
intertransient silence and
minimal distortion.
MIT now offers unequalled
neutrality, clarity and precise
focus in two cable families:
MIT and PC-SQUARED.
MIT is simply the finest
audio cable money can
buy, and includes the toprated MI-330 interconnects
and MH-750 Music Hose
speaker cable, MH-650
Junior Hose and the
remarkable limited edition
MI-330 Shotgun and
MH-750 Shotgun cable
series. PC-SQUARED
provides exceptional
performance, approaching
MIT, but at areduced cost
in PC-2 interconnects
and PC-18 speaker cable.
Minimal phase noise is
but one significant
advantage of all MIT
products. For more
information on MIT and
PC-SQUARED product
lines, and amore technical
discussion of phase noise,
please write for data to:
Transparent Audio Marketing
Route 202, P.O. Box 117
Hollis, ME 04042

Music Interface Technologies A/1
Distributed by Transparent Audio Marketing

Ri 202, Box 117 •Hollis, ME 04042 •(207)929-4553

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
INFINITY IRS BETA LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt
Five-way, four-piece satellite/subwoofer dynamic speaker system. Rated frequency response:
25Hz-44kHz +2dB. Minimum recommended amplifier power: 75Wpc. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m.
Drivers (per side): 412" cone woofers, 1large EMIM, 1EMIM, 1EMIT, 1Super EMIT. Level controls for uppermost 3drivers & woofers. Crossover frequencies: 70Hz, 700Hz, 4kHz, 8kHz.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Subwoofer crossover network: electronic (line-level), with hardwired feed to fullrange amplifier. Dimensions: woofer columns 65" H by 15" D by 16" W; upperrange panels (including base) 65" H by 17" W by 17" D. Weight: 1550 lbs, system. Price: $10,500.
Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: Infinity Systems, Inc., 9409 Owensmouth
Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818) 709-9400.
In 1966, two avid audiophile/music lovers—a

Five years later, we got arevised version to

nuclear physicist named Arnold Nudell and an

test. By then, the SS-I had become the SS-IA.
It was athree-way system consisting of asingle

airline pilot named Cary Christie—labored
over weekends and evenings for 18 months in

le servo-controlled woofer in acubic en-

Nudell's garage to put together the world's first
hybrid electrostatic/dynamic loudspeaker sys-

closure, plus two separate screens combining
six largish electrostatic midrange panels with

tem. It cost them $5000 for materials, launched

about the same number of electrostatic tweeters
ranged in asingle horizontal row and aimed

acompany (New Technology Enterprises), and
helped contribute to the popular myth that all
of the really important audiophile manufacturers got started in somebody's basement or
garage.' The system was marketed as the Servo-

in half adozen different directions to "average"
their HF beaminess. The tweeters were designed
and built by the Jantszen company, which had

Statik I, for the princely sum of $1795. (At the

had many years to debug the design, but the
Infinity-designed midrange panels were far

time, the most expensive loudspeaker listed
in Stereo Review's "Stereo/Hi-Fi Directory"

from bug-free. They had atendency to arcover at high listening levels, and when this

was JBL's "Metregon," at $1230.)

happened, the spark would burn ahole in the
diaphragm and the sharp edges around this

It was in 1968, though, when this fledgling
enterprise went "legit," with funding from out-

from then on became asource of weakness,

side investors, the rental of industrial space for

causing arc-over at much lower volume. Ad-

afactory, and adoption of the name Infinity
Systems, Inc. (If you're good at mental arith-

mittedly, our sample SS-IA was a"pre- pro-

metic, you may have reason to surmise that

range-panel failures we experienced during
the course of our tests did not augur well for

1988 is Infinity's 20th anniversary). The first

duction prototype," but the number of mid-

review of the SS-1 appeared in our Winter,

the system's viability as acommercial product.

1968 issue, and it was an unqualified rave But

Nonetheless, Iwas immensely impressed by

we had to return the system to Infinity shortly
thereafter. We did so grudgingly.

the SS-IA's sound when it worked, describing

Despite the subsequent release of two "affordable" hybrids, the models 2000 ($239) and

"most accurate" speaker systems available.
(The other, reviewed in the same issue, was the

1000 ($119), Infinity Systems remained con-

FMI J-Modular.)

it (in my review, Vol.III No.9) as one of the two

spicuously inconspicuous in the audio field

Infinity apparently never did solve the prob-

until 1970, when they were "discovered" by
High Fidelity magazine, which gave the SS-1

lem of midrange-panel breakdown. Instead,
they bypassed the issue by abandoning the

an intemperately enthusiastic review.

electrostatic approach entirely. In 1976, after

IThis is consistent with the equally popular myth that people
will beat apath to the door of anyone who invents abetter
mousetrap. They will, but only if the inventor spends half a
million dollars on advertising and promotion.

they introduced their EMIT, the name being
an acronym for "Electro -Magnetic Induction

using the Strathearn planar driver for awhile,
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Infinity IRS Beta loudspeaker
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ducer with an etched voice-coil, EMIT was

woofer. A second voice-coil was connected

later supplemented by amidrange version,

via asecond pair of speaker wires to what

called EMIM, and both became the basis of all

amounted to afeedback circuit in the elec-

subsequent loudspeakers from Infinity, other

tronic crossover, which compared the cone's

than their beer-budget models, from car-

actual motion with the input signal, and

stereo speakers to the huge $45,000 IRS V.

automatically corrected for any discrepancy.

At abit over $10,000, the IRS Beta should by

The Beta uses amuch more sophisticated form

all rights be apoor cousin to the "flagship" IRS

of servo control. One of the four woofers in

V. After all, higher price buys higher quality,

each column has ahigh-quality accelerometer

right? Particularly when the same manufacturer makes both models. But put that ques-

attached to its cone which measures the cone's
changes in motional velocity. Asecond pair of

tion to the people at Infinity, and you get alot

(lightweight) wires carries the accelerometer

of hemming and hawing and scrabbling of toes

output back to the crossover unit, and the

in the dust. No, they won't come right out and

signal is compared with the input signal, the

tell you the IRS Vis better than the Beta. (See,

difference being applied out-of-phase to the

Iresisted the urge to make aTerrible Pun.) But
neither will they tell you the Beta is beta than

signal to correct for the discrepancy. (The
woofers are said to be closely enough matched

the IRS. (I couldn't resist!) But the implication

that the behavior of one will be typical of all.)

is clear; the folks at Infinity are proud of what

Because the servo control involves alarge

they've pulled off in the Beta. And not without

amount of negative feedback, signal polarity

justification.

is crucially important. The servo connecting
plugs are polarized, and can only be con-

The IRS Beta is afive-way design, with the
usual cone woofers (eight 12" in all) and aver-

nected one way, but if the bass amplifier is

tical array of five EMI drivers on each of two

polarity-inverting, or if the woofer cables are

separate upper-range panels. These drivers
have acronymic appellations of LEMIM (large

reversed, plus for minus, the negative feedback
becomes positive and the system will go into

midrange), EMIM (midrange), EMIT (tweeter),

violent full-power oscillation at around 35Hz,

and SEMIT (supertweeter). All the crossover
filters for the EMI drivers are contained in the

which is (I can assure you!) one of the most

bases of the free-standing panels, as are the
level controls for the three uppermost drivers.

you will have ever heard! This can also happen
if everything is phased properly but the bass

(The two LEMIMs are the only drivers without

amplifier has very high gain, which explains

level controls, which is okay because all the

the "Open Loop Gain Comp" switch. So,

frightening (and potentially destructive) sounds

others have them.) An electronic crossover

regardless of how absolutely certain you may

(supplied) contains an active low-pass section,

be that your bass amp is noninverting and has

with response-contouring controls for the
woofer towers, and apassive (straight-through)

the right gain and the speaker cables are properly polarized, you should always set the

signal path for the upper-range panels. The

crossover's Woofer Level control all the way

Beta system must be bi-amplified, although it

down before turning everything on the first

is unusual in that it feeds the full audio range
to the upper-range amplifiers.

everything is okay. If it isn't, arising roar will

On the electronic crossover are awoofer
level control, acrossover control—labeled

time, and raise the level slowly to ascertain that
warn you to turn the control down again
before the woofer cones turn inside out, and

"low-pass filter"—which changes the woofer

to reverse the polarity of the speaker cables.

low-pass turnover, a "high-pass filter" that

Test one woofer channel at atime so that, if

establishes the system's LF cutoff frequency,
abass contour control (for rising, falling, or

which channel is bass ackwards.

flat response below 40Hz), and a woofer

you get oscillation, you'll know for certain

polarity switch. On the rear of the crossover

Nota bene: The crossover's front-panel
Polarity switch does not have the same effect

is atoggle switch labeled Open Loop Gain

as reversing the woofer connections. It re-

Comp, which is essentially again-compen-

verses the woofer polarity independent of the

sating switch for the bass amplifier.
Imentioned earlier that Infinity's original

feedback loop, so it does not change the

hybrid systems had a "servo-controlled"

versa. The Polarity switch is used only to
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negative feedback to positive feedback or vice
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achieve correct absolute system phase, in con-

nects were Monster M-1000s, speaker cables

junction with the upper-range panel polarity,

were Monsters and AudioQuest Clears. Program

when (for example) the preamp/control unit
is polarity-reversing. Infinity's instructions

material was some of my own and others' orig-

stress the importance of overall absolute phase,

inal tapes, and CDs and analog discs from Sheffield, Opus 3, 'Nam, and Reference Recordings.

but 1seem to be one of those people who are
stone-deaf to absolute phase. My advice: Try
to phase the system properly, just in case your

some preliminary listening to the Betas with
the FET-10 preamp, the SA-1s on the upper-

Prior to the visitations, LA and Ihad done

ears are polarity-sensitive, but don't worry if

range panels, and aMark Levinson No.23 and

you can't hear the difference. You're in good
company.

adbx BX1 (in turn) on the bass towers. The

Three Infinity staffers descended upon us

sound was excellent but not exactly what I
would call superb. When Nudell arrived, he

prior to my tests of the Beta. First, chief design

insisted that we try using tube electronics. He

engineer John Miller arrived to modify our

even brought along one of his own Audio
Research SP11 preamps (the man owns five of

speakers—removing their overload protection
circuitry—and to install and check them out.

them!), just in case we didn't have one gather-

The protection mod on my Betas was done

ing dust in the corner. We didn't, Arnie Bal-

because the Infinity people felt they could
trust us not to abuse them and because, ap-

galvis currently giving house-room to our

parently, the overload protection causes a
slight degradation of the sound. (Considering

ARC's M-300 amplifiers on hand, and these

Stereopbile Santa Fe's record to date—six
woofers and two tweeters trashed in amere

Mk.II SPI!. However, we did have apair of
were pressed into service until, after about half
an hour, one of them blew ascreen fuse and
died. (Evidently atube let go, but with eight

three years—I would say his confidence was
misplaced.) But Ihad, and still have, some

of them in each amplifier, we were not about

misgivings about reviewing amodified version

was the culprit.) Fortunately, we had just taken

of the Betas. If Infinity is not prepared to sell
have preferred to test astock pair. As it is, I

delivery of apair of the new VTL 300W tube
monoblocks.
With the solid-state electronics, the sound

have no way of knowing how much the overload protection affects the sound, and, as a

same electronics through the Sound Lab A-3s.

the unprotected version to consumers, Iwould

to take the time to try and figure out which

was rather dry—more so, in fact, than with the

consequence, how much better my samples

With the SPI 1and the VTLs, the sound was

may have sounded than the average produc-

transformed, becoming much more liquid,

tion speakers. (Perhaps Infinity can enlighten

open, and musical. Did this mean the tubed

us about this, in aManufacturer's Comment.)

electronics were better than the solid-state

After Mr. Miller left, Infinity president Arnie
Nudell and senior veep Leon Kuby arrived, to

ones, or just different? In fact, subsequent

re-tweak the loudspeakers and "make sure

slightly more accurate than the SPI I, but there

bypass tests confirmed that the FET-10 was

everything was working right." Having the

was no denying that, with the SPI!, the Betas

manufacturer install his speakers for us is not
exactly SOP at Stereophile, nor is it at all

sounded more musically natural. Nudell confirmed that the Betas, like Infinity's other top

unusual. Iusually undo most of what they've

systems, were designed in conjunction with
Audio Research tube electronics, so it was

done after they leave, anyway, because my
priorities for reproduced sound tend to be dif-

hardly surprising that they sounded alittle less

ferent from that of most manufacturers. But

decent with solid-state electronics, no matter
how "accurate" these may have been. This
report, then, applies only to the sound of the

in this case, such undoing was minor.
Equipment used for these tests included the
Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge in the Versa Dy-

Betas with some of the best tubed electronics

namics arm and turntable, aStax Quattro CD

available. Ithink Ican state with confidence

player, aPCM-F1 digital tape system, Thres-

that the system must be so used in order to

hold's FET-10 preamp and line controller and

fully exploit its performance capabilities.

SA-1 power amplifiers, an Audio Research SPI 1
preamp, and pairs of Audio Research M-300

It must also be said that the Betas need alot
of breathing space. Because the woofers are

and VTL 300 mono amplifiers. Audio intercon-

capable of moving ahell of alot of air, they
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should be placed well away from the room

thuds when playing analog discs. But after he

corners, to avoid as much as possible the

left, Iturned down the bass level, moved the

generation of standing-wave resonances. The

woofer towers about 6 farther out from the

upper-range panels, too, should be at least 4'
out from the rear wall, to permit their fullest
reproduction of depth. Even more distance is

room comer, and shoved my sofa around until
the low end Iwas hearing was as smooth and
extended as Icould get it. Guess what? The LF

needed in front of them. Because the panels

filter was no longer necessary on discs. Yes,

are so high, and the drive-units occupy quite

there were still many records from which you

alarge chunk of vertical space, the listening

could hear very deep noises in the back-

seat should be at least 8' away from them, and

ground, but the noises were under control.

preferably several feet more, in order to give
the wavefronts sufficient distance to integrate

They were neither prominent nor annoying,
and even added ameasure of realism to the

properly. Like the IRS Vs, these are simply not

sound because the noises were present dur-

small-room loudspeakers; using them in any-

ing the original performance The moral of this

thing less than abig room is awaste of much

is that the most bass is often not the best bass. 3

of their purchase price.

Shortly into my private listening tests, I

Four driver-balancing adjustments may

noticed that Iwas consistently running the

seem to pose aformidable setup challenge, but

preamp's balance control to one side of center.

the job is alot simpler than it may appear. To

Ihad also been starting to observe that the

begin with, the EMI controls have rather

system's imaging wasn't as good as it might

limited range—only about ±2dB from center,

have been. Phantom images were broader than

and the system is designed to be close to
"right" with all of them centered. Usually, little

life, and were rather unspecific in lateral place-

change in any of them will be required, and

suspected: Center bunching was rather loose,

ment. Playing amono disc confirmed what I

the final tweaking should be done over a

and seemed to wander ever so slightly with

period of some weeks, using awide variety of

changes in the music. Itried rotating the bal-

recordings known to have been carefully

ance control from extreme to extreme, so as

engineered for realism. (That rules out all product from major record companies.)

other. There was adefinite difference, all the

to listen first to one channel only, then the

ing aspect of Beta setup, because of the

more obvious when using pink noise as asignal source All the drivers in both panels were

number of interacting controls provided. With

operating, and apparently at the proper sen-

aclaimed lower limit of 25Hz, and (by my own

sitivity levels, but it was not possible to make
the two channels sound alike by adjusting their

Woofer adjustment is by far the most daunt-

measurements?) fiat response down to at least
20Hz, these are quite capable of revealing stuff
on recordings that you didn't know was there

balance controls. It sounded to me as though
the crossover between one set of LEMIMs and

and were better off not knowing. Ihave heard

the EMIM above them was out of whack: ei-

and read criticisms of Infinity's bass towers as

ther the LEMIMs were going out too far or the

being sodden and heavy in quality, and, in-

EMIM was going down too low. (The differ-

deed, when Nude11 was here, he set up the

ence was too great to be compensated for with

woofers for what Ifelt privately to be too

the individual driver level controls.)

much of agood thing. The instructions for the

Reversing the speaker cables, left for right,

Betas suggest that one should never operate

confirmed that this was not due to adifference

the subsonic (high-pass) filter wide open when

in input signal; the problem remained in the

listening to LPs, and with the system setup

same speaker. Interchanging the speaker units

Nudell left me, the unfiltered bottom revealed
all sorts of obnoxious rumbles, thumps, and

caused the problem to switch sides. The panels
were unquestionably different. No wonder the
imaging was mediocre!

2 In fact, Icould not tell what the Beta's lower limit was,
because my oscillator does not range below 20Hz, and the
system (in my room) produced as much output there as at
100Hz! The subjective effect of avery strong 20Hz is at once
awesome and nauseating: awesome because of the impression of incredible power it gives, and nauseating because it
apparently does nasty things to the ear's balance-sensing
semicircular canals. Iestimated that five minutes of exposure
to it would have cost me my lunch,
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That nobody had picked this up during the
3To be fair to Arnie Nuclei!. he set the bass level in Gordon's
system using master tapes and CDs as reference material. The
absence of subsonic spuriae with these sources, and the
generally clean nature of their very low frequencies compared
with LP, allows the subwoofers to be set higher without sounding unnatural.
—JA
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two previous days of listening seems hard to

could sound much better than they do.

believe, as it was not at all subtle once Istarted

The word that most aptly describes the In-

listening for it. (Though Arnie Nudell's listen-

finity Betas is "awesome." These loudspeakers
have agreater capability for standing one's hair

ing seat was off to one side of the central
listening seat.) But there's the point. It has been
said that audiophiles tend to hear what they
expect to hear, but less recognized is the fact
that we are often amazingly oblivious to what
we don't expect to hear.* But was the problem
Ihad found aresult of poor quality control,
or adefective crossover part, or something
else? John Miller messed around in both crossovers with asoldering iron while he was here;
could he have miswired something? Imay

on end than any system Ihave ever heard. Igot
goose bumps from recordings of solo accordion and harmonica, which is unprecedented,
since Inormally consider neither of them to
be thrilling instruments to listen to. These
speakers sounded as if they were made for big,
dramatic musical works of the kind that inspired the high-fidelity movement from its
very inception. (Why US audiophiles so often
use their $20,000 systems, with 200Wpc of

never know what happened. What Ido know

amplifier power, to listen to "original baroque

is that Arnie NudeII was horrified at the news

instruments," solo guitar, and vocal sextets, is

when Iphoned him about it, and got another
(also modified) panel to us almost overnight.

beyond my comprehension. Are Americans
the only people in the world who would not

Iassumed that, when the replacement panel

see anything ludicrous about using aStinger

arrived, it would be asimple enough matter
to determine which of my samples was out of

missile to kill afly on the wall") The Betas had

whack. Just listen to the new one against the

ing of power, and aremarkable effortlessness

tremendous dynamic range, an incredible feel-

other two, with pink noise, and throw out the

during the loudest passages. The overall im-

one that didn't match the replacement. What
Ifound instead was rather distressing, to say

pression they gave of real, live music was some-

the least. The new panel did not match either
of the originals!

Yet, quite unlike other immensely "impressive" speakers Ihave heard, these were equally

Instead of two different sounds, Inow had
way between the other two made it impossible

at home with small-scale, intimate musical
works. The Wilson Audio Beethoven violinand-piano sonata recording sounded almost

for me to ascertain with any certainty which

as realistic as the time Dave played the original

three. The fact that the new one sounded mid-

thing that must be heard to be appreciated.

of the originals was "right" and which was

tape through his factory reference system. In

wrong. So Igave Infinity the benefit of the

fact, the fiddle sounded abit more natural to

doubt, and culled for rejection the one which,

me through the Betas, which is to say it almost
in my judgment, sounded the least agreeable.
could have been right in the same room with
Whether it was more or less typical of average
me.
production, Ihave no way of knowing. But 1
In terms of harmonic structure—accuracy
must say Iwas shocked at the variability I of timbre—the Betas are going to be hard to
found between three samples of the Beta's
beat. When something is this close to the
upper-range panels. There is no way this system will ever be able to provide tight, naturalwidth imaging with that kind of QC!

proper tonality, then it becomes hard to
describe its "sound" as such. Heard through
the Betas, every instrument seemed to have

Not surprisingly, the Beta's imaging was now

just the "right" combination of weight and tex-

substantially better than it had been, but it still
wasn't as stable or specific as Ihave heard from

ture. Cellos, piano bass, and large brass instruments—whose sounds are most slighted by

many other speakers. Icannot believe my

the majority of audiophile speakers—were

Betas are imaging as well as they could. But—

reproduced by the Betas with breathtaking
authority and power, and the effect that had

and here is the point to continuing with the
review—I also find it hard to believe they
4 Iam reminded of aCES exhibitor some years ago who was
proudly promoting anew noise-reduction system with ademo
in which his decoder was switched out of circuit. For my part.
Imust confess that Ihave on occasion listened blissfully to
several minutes of astereo recording before realizing Ihad
the prcamp set to Mona
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on the apparent dynamic range of orchestral
(and piano) music was quite dramatic.
Bass was positively awesome, with the
5JGH! For shame! Thus to equate muscle with music is
unworthy!
—JA
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capability of producing abuge sound from

conditions, the A-3s have the edge on realism.

large-scale kitchen-sink works like the Mahler
8th and Mozart Requiem. Properly balanced

the Sound Labs which can verge on irritation

There is also aquality of brightness Ihear from

and contoured, the Beta's low end seems totally

under the wrong circumstances, but which

absent most of the time. Then an unbelievably

contributes agreat deal to the illusion of you-

deep sound comes from the system, and the

are-there reality when under control. This was

floor shakes. As the floor of my listening room

one of the biggest differences Iobserved be-

is concrete, Iknow this is impossible, but there
were times when Iwould have sworn it was

tween the speakers. Whether the Sound Labs

happening. (What was shaking was probably
my sofa.) And the quality of that bass was just

is moot, but there is no doubt but that the
Betas sounded more agreeable, and more

as impressive as its quantity. Only the Syn-

musical under more conditions and with

have too much of it or the Betas have too little

thesis subwoofers have equalled the Beta's

more program material than do the A-3s. The

low-end detail and focus in my listening room,
and nothing Ihave heard has surpassed either

Betas have, if anything, a slight deficiency

of those in that area.
Oh yes (ho hum), the matter of soundstaging. The only systems Ihave heard that can

through this range (around 5kHz), which may
conceivably account for the Sound Labs'
superior aliveness.
In short, Ilove these speakers, and Icannot

touch these for soundstage presentation are a

imagine anyone not being absolutely blown

few mini-monitors. With good recordings, the

away by their performance. If you can afford

stage almost literally "floats" between and

them, and have the space, buy them. If Icould,
and had, Iwould. But if you do, be prepared
to give up any smug preconceptions about the

behind the speakers, and the awareness of side
walls beyond the speakers and the rear wall
behind them is more definite than Ihad believed possible. Only in imaging specificity is

superiority of solid-state over tubes. A good
transistor amp will work fine on the woofers,

the Beta less than impressive, and we know

but only with the best tube preamps and

now why that is. (At least, in the case of my

upper-range power amps will these speakers

samples.)
Is the Beta a winner in every respect?

of which they are capable. Also, make sure

Almost, but not quite. It does not have quite

your panels are at least similar in sound.

the "snap" of such full-range electrostatics as

Perhaps my experience with three of them was

deliver the remarkable musicality and realism

the Sound Lab A-3, which is capable of mak-

unusual, but then again, it may not have been.

ing sounds seem palpably, in-the-flesh alive.

Consider yourself warned!

Without adirect comparison, this small deficiency is hardly noticeable; the Beta sounds

Forget it. There isn't any that Iknow of. S

The Infinity Betas' pricewise competition?

very convincingly real. Under side-by-side

MARK LEVINSON No.23 DUAL
MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER
Lewis Lipnick
Rated power: 200W minimum continuous sinewave power into 8ohms, both channels driven
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.1% THD; 400W minimum continuous sinewave power
into 4ohms with both channels driven from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.2% THD. Peak
output voltage: 67V at rated line voltage into 8ohms. Frequency response: 4Hz-140kHz (-3dB).
Input impedance: 50k ohms shunted by 1.5nF. Voltage gain: 26dB. Power consumption: typically
225W at idle, 1200W rated power, 8ohms. Dimensions: 81/
4 "H x17 1
/
2"W x14 3
/
16 "D (excluding
front and rear handles). Weight: 100 lbs (46kg). Price: $4700. Approximate number of dealers:
45. Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc., 2081 South Main Street, Rt.17, PO Box
781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896/344-9300.
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Mark Levinson No.23 amplifier

Idon't think anyone reading this review would
disagree with me if Iflatly stated that live music
cannot be accurately reproduced. But if Ialso

the No.20 amplifier in alocal audio shop Even
though Iwasn't familiar with the rest of the
system incorporating the No.20, the innate

said that Ihad found aproduct that goes quite

musicality of this amplifier came through loud

far in closing that elusive gap, how many of
you would take me seriously? Not too many,
Isuppose. But over the past year and ahalf, I

and clear. What was to come next? The No.23,

have come across three products that, in this
musician's opinion, bring the listener closer
to the live performance than ever before possi-

of course.
$4700 is not peanuts, but one can spend
much more on an amplifier of lesser quality.
According to Mike Wesley, Vice President of

ble. The first is the BMX,Series Two 801 Matrix

Product Development, Madrigal's design target
for the No.23 was to design a "practical"

Monitor loudspeaker (reviewed in Vol.10 No
9); second, the Mark Levinson No.26 preamp

amplifier, at aless than obscene price, that

(reviewed by JA in V)l.11 No.5); third, and the

cal, in this instance, referred to an amplifier

subject of this review, the Mark Levinson No.23
amplifier. Imust confess that, prior to the new

design that could drive any type of speaker

Levinson designs currently comihg from Mad-

up too much musical finesse and refinement.

rigal, Iwas never impressed with the sonic and
musical qualities representative of the Levinson
name. This well-built solid-state equipment
leaned toward adetached, uninvolved, lean,
clean presentation. To be more specific, Iand
many other musician/audiophiles found it
grainy, thin, glassy, two-dimensional, and
generally unmusical. So when Iheard that

would also sound very good. The term practi-

load at realistic sound levels, without giving
According to Mike, the No.20 is more refined
than the No.23 (it certainly ought to be; it costs
more than twice as much), but is not as practical in all cases, since it is less power-capable
(100Wpc), and has less voltage-swing capabilities than the No.23. Ihaven't heard the
No.20 in my own reference system, so Ican't
comment on these differences. Ican say, how-

Madrigal had taken over Levinson, and was

ever, that the No.23 is the most musical ampli-

producing anew line of equipment under the
Mark Levinson name, my interest was piqued.

fier I've had the opportunity to audition in
my home.

The first hint that something significant was

Even if Ididn't have prior knowledge that

taking place was upon my first encounter with

amusician had ahand in designing the No.23,
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Iprobably could have guessed. Kevin Burke,

Besides being manageable in size, and quite

Chief Engineer at Madrigal and the one most

elegant in appearance, the No.23 only runs

responsible for design of the No.23, is also a

warm to the touch, and uses very little power

bass trombonist. Istole about an hour of his

(225W) at idle So if you are one of those peo-

time at the June CES, getting down some of his

ple in the colder climes who expects your

ideas concerning the art of musical reproduction. In his words, "a piece of audio equipment

amplifier to double as aspace heater in your
listening room during the winter, you'll be

must convey much more than just the musical

seriously disappointed. 2 The No.23 utilizes

information; it also has to recreate all of the

completely independent power supplies for

energy, impact, and life present in live music."

each channel. Each of these supplies bifurcates

Icouldn't agree more This type of philosophy
in equipment design is sorely missing through-

into additional power supplies: alow-current

out the high-end industry. But unless designers

current output-stage supply (unlike the No.20

pre-regulated supply, and an unregulated high-

have had the experience of creating live music,

class-A amp, which is fully regulated through-

as has Kevin Burke, Idon't see how they can

out). There are 12 30-amp, 250W-rated bipolar

begin to understand the mechanics necessary

output devices per channel, as well as anovel

to accurately reproduce it.
It should be mentioned, however, that

circuit that prevents overload into any gain

Burke is not the only person at Madrigal who

stage. This "Controlled Clipping Circuit"
(Madrigal's terminology for a soft clipping

has experience with musical performance Phil

design) eliminates any audible sonic deteriora-

Muzio, Chief of Operations, is aguitarist, and

tion caused by clipping by controlling clipping
characteristics at apoint just below that where
the amplifier would clip naturally. A great deal

studied music at the Yale School of Music.
Mike Wesley is aformer French horn player.
And there are others who have played instru-

of attention has been given to protection for

ments at one time or another, and make it
a practice to regularly attend live musical

the No.23, so if something does go wrong, it
will probably never damage your speakers.

events. Although the engineering department
at Madrigal does the basic design work on prod-

The other day, Iaccidentally unplugged the
amplifier during aloud orchestral passage, and

ucts, extensive listening is done by everyone

the unit unceremoniously shut itself off,

on the design and marketing staffs. Their in-

without any thumps or other horrible sonic

put, according to Wesley, is "taken to heart"

pyrotechnics.
The No.23 can be operated in single-ended

by the engineering team, thereby insuring that
no product designs are finalized before all par-

or balanced modes. For balanced operation,
two XLR connectors are provided at the rear

ties involved are satisfied with the sonic and
musical results. This listener is certainly satis-

of the unit. lb convert into single-ended con-

fied. In fact, Icould easily write abook about
the musical and sonic qualities of the No.23,

figuration, shorting straps (provided) must be
inserted between pins one and three of the

but since Idon't have the time, nor you the
desire to wade through volumes of verbiage,

amplifier through two female Camac inputs

I'll just have to curb my enthusiasm.

XLR inputs. The signal is then fed into the
located directly above the XLR receptacles.
Connection to speakers is accomplished via

Technical highlights
When compared with other similarly priced

two sets of five-way binding posts. Unfortunately, these are located quite close to the

and powered units available (je, Krell and

bottom rear of the amplifier, therefore mak-

Rowland Research), the No.23 actually appears

ing connection with dual sets of spade lugs (if

small. But looks can be deceiving; this "pocket

you're going to bi-wire) difficult, if not im-

rocket" of an amp is heavy (100 pounds).
However, those readers concerned with the

1Upon discovery of the No.23, Lynn•Jane nodded her head

domestic intrusion factor needn't be worried.
In fact, my wife, Lynn-Jane, didn't even notice

and said, "not bad." High praise indeed. She also likes the way
it sounds. So in domestic terms, the No.23 is batting athousand. It also has the rare distinction of being very low in her

it quietly sitting behind one of my B&W Matrix

M1F rating (Marriage Interference Factor), and quire high in SAP
(Spouse Acceptance Factor).

monitors until Ipointed it out to her. ,
Internally and externally, the quality of construction and attention to detail are excellent.
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2When Ihad the Rowland Model and Krell KMA-200 amps
in my listening room last winter. Inever once had to open the
central heating vents.
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possible. Iwould suggest, therefore, if you in-

difference! llansients had much more visceral

tend to bi-wire your speakers with the No.23,

impact, and the overall sound quality had

that you ask alocal shop or the cable manufacturer to terminate the two cable pairs into one
spade lug at the amplifier output (as both

more energy and drive, while also becoming
smoother, clearer, and more transparent. The

Madrigal and LiveWire did for me with their
CPC and Clear speaker cables).

Sonic and musical impressions

soundstage opened up by about 50%, and
everything took on amuch more lifelike quality. AC-line cord orientation made asignificant
difference, and was best determined by checking potential between the amplifier chassis and

When Ifirst turned on the No.23, Ithought the

ground through use of avoltmeter. My recom-

sound was decidedly on the dark and some-

mendation, if you decide to purchase aNo.23,
would be to spend the extra two hundred

what thick side. But after about 20 minutes,
the overall character became more neutral and

bucks for aDistech Power Bridge Il cable, a

clear, losing any hint of aheavy or covered
quality. 3

worthwhile investment. The No.23 also likes
to be placed on its own dedicated AC line (I
have four 20-amp dedicated circuits in my

Both my reference B&W 801 Matrix Monitors and the Martin-Logan Sequels (which
Ihave just received for review) work very well
with the No.23, but since neither of these
speakers presents avery difficult load, Icannot

listening room). It will, of course, work well
when fed from aline common to other components, but if you're really interested in getting the best from this (or any other) amplifier,

vouch for this amplifier's abilities to drive very

Isuggest you investigate the feasibility of

low impedances, such as those encountered
with Apogee Scintillas and Duettas. The low-

adding a20-amp dedicated circuit.
Three different bi-wired speaker cable configurations were auditioned between the

end capabilities of the No.23 are in clear evidence with the 801 Monitors; on apar overall,
or even better than the legendary Krells. While

No.23 and my B&W 801 Matrix Monitors. The

it is not quite as tight abass as the Krells pro-

quite good on pop selections, adding lots of

duce, it appears to be more harmonically

zing and punch. It didn't do so well with orchestral, choral, solo voice, and solo piano

correct, focused, and integrated with all of the
other musical information. There is also more

first, Straight Wire Music Conductor, sounded

recordings; the overall quality took on an un-

air displaced at the speaker on heavy bass tran-

naturally forward and hard perspective.

sients with the No.23 than the Krell KMA-200;

Madrigal's own CPC Ribbon did not do very
well at all. The sound was thin and bright, with

the No.23's low-frequency extension and impact is about the deepest and most visceral I

a detached quality of bass that also lacked

have encountered, except for the few times I

pitch center. It was actually quite irritating to

have had to sit directly in front of the bass

listen to for any length of time. Third, and the

drum while playing aconcert with the National

best cable of the lot by leaps and bounds, was

Symphony. And in those cases, Iwas wearing
earplugs.

LiveWire Clear—open, clear, harmonically accurate, very detailed, and extraordinarily

As in my previous reviews of pre- and power

dynamic. This cable is now permanently in-

amps, Idecided to try different combinations

stalled in my reference system, and was the
one used for this review. Also for this review,
most program material was on CD, using the

of power cords and AC filters. The Adcom
ACE-515 was first in line, and did not decidedly improve or degrade anything. It sounded
different (slightly darker and rosier), but not
necessarily better. Next was the Straight Wire
PP-8. Results here were not so good. The

California Audio Labs Aria (revised) and lianpest
Il players, and an Adcom GCD-575. The twobox Tempest Il is unquestionably the finest CD

resultant sound was thin and peaky, making

player I've heard, and well worth the $3000
price tag. The Adcom GCD-575 is not far

the amplifier sound somewhat anemic (which

behind, and arelative steal for $600.

it is not). Next, and most surprising, was the
Distech Power Bridge Il power cord. What a

own solo performances (Gunther Schuller's

3lhave found that the No.23 sounds best when left on continuously. It doesn't draw much Mice at idle, so you won't have
to float aloan to pay your electric bills.
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Additionally, Iused some master tapes of my
Contrabassoon Concerto recorded with the
National Symphony Orchestra, American Composers Orchestra, Bavarian Radio Orchestra,
85

etc) in order to judge ultimate accuracy of the
No.23. Although Itried different interconnects

used with other manufacturers' preamps, the
combination of the Levinson No.26 preamp

between line-level sources and preamps (in-

with the No.23 in balanced configuration is, in

cluding van den Hul, Straight Wire, Cogelco,

my opinion, the only way to go. Iauditioned

and Distech), my favorite, and the one ulti-

the No.23 in both single-ended and balanced

mately used for this review, was HPC intercon-

modes with the Krell KRS2 and Rowland

nect from Madrigal.
Some people say you can't have your cake

heard. (Of these two preamps, only the Rowland

Research Coherence One, and liked what I

and eat it too. Well, they're wrong this time.

Research is capable of operating in both single-

Of course, the No.23 isn't perfect; nothing is.

ended and balanced configurations; the Krell

But it is the first amplifier I've heard that

is limited to single-ended operation.) But the

doesn't somehow adversely affect the music

incredible musical reality, and overall sense of

While it may not have the wrap-around- thelistener on-stage perspective of the Rowland

"rightness" with the No.26 made the other
contestants sound artificial and electronic by

Model 7, the pick-the-speaker-up-and-throw-

comparison. The No.26 and 23 duo doesn't

it-across-the-room tightfisted bass control of

sound like electronics in any way, shape, or

the Krells, nor the forward midrange and

form. There is aliquidity and palpable realism

euphonic qualities indigenous to the finest

to the sound produced by this combo that far

tube designs, it has soundstage capabilities,
harmonic accuracy, top-to-bottom coherency,

surpasses anything else I've ever heard outside
of aconcert hall.

dynamic impact and nuance, and overall
refinement that, in my opinion, redefine the

like, not exaggerated or frequency dependent.

state of the art in amplifier design.

Soundstage dimensionality is amazingly lifeRather than presenting an artificially forward

For those of you firmly entrenched in either

or recessed midrange, acommon problem in

the tube or solid-state camps, this product
should finally make you come out of your

amplifiers that can make everything sound like
it's in your lap, or coming from the next county,

bunkers and shake hands. The war, in my

the No.23 reproduces anatural and believable

opinion, is over. If you're still stubbom enough

soundstage that places instruments and voices

to adhere to the theory that either technology

properly within lateral, vertical, and three-

is inherently superior, or that the colorations

dimensional fields that change with every

you prefer from these designs are more important than accurate musical reproduction,

recording. If the recorded soundstage is as fiat
as apancake, low, and very narrow, that's what

then don't bother reading any further; you'll
be wasting your time. But if you're really in-

you'll hear. But if the recording is produced
with agreat deal of depth and natural am-

terested in getting as close to the original

bience, the soundfield can extend well behind,

source as possible (as is yours truly), the No.23

beyond, and above the speaker boundaries.

just may be your answer.
But there are qualifications to be made here.

But even more important, and unique to the
No.23, is its ability to allow the listener to "see

The No.23 is atrue sonic chameleon, repro-

around" instruments and voices, giving them

ducing only what it hears coming down the

the material density that makes you feel as if

line. If your interconnects or ancillary equip-

you could reach out and touch the musicians.

ment are not the best, it won't turn garbage

One good example is the Telarc CD of the

into roses. What it will do, however, is separate

Faure and Durufle Requiems (CD-80135) that

sonic aberrations from the musical informa-

happens to not only be a fabulous performance, but an especially three-dimensional

tion, so the listener can still enjoy the performance, even though there are problems else-

recording to boot. (For those skeptics who

where in the system. Many of the sonic "nasties"

find CD totally unacceptable, Isuggest that you

common to early (and even some current)

listen to this recording with the CAL Tempest

digital recordings are, for the first time,

II, the Levinson No.26 and 23 duo, and the

separated from the musical material. It may not

B&W 801 Matrix Monitors. If this doesn't im-

make them more listenable, but it will allow

press you, the accurate reproduction of live

you to see the musical forest through the

music is probably not on your agenda.)

digital trees.
Although it is an excellent amplifier when

contained on this disc before, it was as though
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Although Ithought Ihad heard everything
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the Levinson equipment brought the perfor-

from the softest passage to the most aggressive

mance to life for the first time. Icould not only
detect that the chorus was behind the or-

outburst; it's the first amp I've heard that accurately tracks the dynamics produced by a
full orchestra. It doesn't glare when the going

chestra, but that the singers were placed on
tiered risers. Individual voices were rendered

gets rough, nor does it dry up when the volume

with amaterial quality one only hears at live

is turned down. The only other amplifier I've

musical events. There was more hall ambience
retrieved, and aclearer image of stage dimen-

mance is the Rowland Model 7, but it can

sionality and less of a"perspective signature"
(ie, on-stage vs from-the-audience) with the
No.26 and 23 than with the Rowland Research
and Krell preamp/amp combinations. Additionally, the harmonic structures of the massed
singers and orchestral instruments never
became blurred or confused, even in the
loudest passages.
This brings up another quality unique to the
No.23: it can reproduce aggressive transients

heard that approaches this type of perforsound slightly hard at the upper end of the
dynamic scale, and tends to compress soundstage dimensionality on very aggressive
transients.
Harmonically, the No.23 is neutral. The resonant envelopes surrounding instruments are
well defined, and individual performers'
nuances and harmonic shadings are realistically reproduced. There are, of course, other
amps that do agood job at reproducing the

at the top of the dynamic scale, without

timbres of instruments and voices, but not as

obliterating delicate lower-level harmonic
structures. In live music, there are many times

successfully as the No.23. Except for synthesizers, and other purely electronically pro-

when one group of instruments or voices is

duced sounds, all musical tones have two

playing at full fortissimo levels, while others

parts: the initial attack, and the body of the

are subordinated to much lower levels. Gustav

tone. Some amps (mostly solid-state) get the

Mahler was famous for writing extreme

harmonic structures of the attack correct, but

dynamic contrasts in his symphonic works, injecting aunique manic quality into his music

screw up the tonal body, giving everything a
hollow and electronic quality. Others (mostly

Listening to the third movement of Mahler's
Symphony 7(James Levine/CSO, RCA CD RCD

tubes) represent the overall tonal body correct-

24581), the bizarre and extreme dynamic con-

ly, but screw up the attack, blurring instrumental and vocal transients. The No.23 gets

trasts between woodwinds, brass, and strings

both of these right; the first time for my ears.

that occur simultaneously take on awhole
new dimension with the Levinson electronics.

Perhaps that's why it seems to pass so much
more musical life and energy through to the

After hearing this recording with the No.26

listener, such as with the colorful recording of

and 23, everything else sounds restricted and

Ancient Dances of Hungary (Clemencic Consort, Harmonia Mundi HM 90.1003). Sonically,

artificial; brass, woodwinds, and tympani now
bark out from an agitated but quiet background of string pizzicati, just as the composer
intended. No one plays Mahler like the Chicago
Symphony, and this amplifier is the first I've
heard that accurately recreates that orchestra's
energy and drive.

this CD is a must for those interested in
unusual instrumental timbres, and one that I
have used for every product review to date.
Until now, Ididn't know how much Iwas
missing; the Na23 lifts amurky veil that brings

And as far as overall dynamic capability is

those funky sounding wind, string, and percussion instruments right into my room,

concerned, the No.23 also seems to go from
soft to loud and back again more quickly, and

without making them sound unnaturally hard
or forward. All of the different instrumental at-

with more control, than other amplifiers I've

tacks are clearly differentiated (you can really hear the "honk" at each attack of the double

had achance to hear. It doesn't appear to run
out of gas, and never sounds strained, even
during the most demanding transients (and
play my music at the levels that Ihear while
performing on stage—rather loud). The sense
of openness and clarity achieved must be

reeds, the dull "ping" with the mallet instruments, and the bite of the viol bows), but
without any hint of electronic edge. And the
general wheezing and buzzing of all these early

heard to be believed. And just to add icing to

instruments is reproduced with remarkable
clarity.

the cake, the No.23 does not change character

Nor is there any sense of sonic grain evident
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with the No 23, also afirst for me. The subject

tical sense, however, there are afew nits to

of grain always seems to come up in reviews

pick. Since many buyers of this product will

of high-end audio gear. Although there real-

probably wish to bi-wire their speakers,

ly isn't any such thing, the analogy is valid.
Painters use combinations of brushstrokes that

Madrigal should consider doing what Krell and

are not perceived as separate entities by the

twin sets of output terminals. It probably

human eye from adistance, the finished prod-

wouldn't cost the manufacturer more than a

Rowland have already offered their CUMOITIM:

ucts being a"gridwork" of minute components

few bucks to add this useful feature and would

placed upon the canvas. As long as this grid-

make bi- wiring with the No.23 awhole lot

work is visible, no matter how fine, any ab-

easier. Another thing that bugs me more than

solute sense of liquidity and continuity is im-

alittle is the use of Camac connectors. Iknow

possible. So it is in electronic musical repro-

they're supposed to make better electrical con-

duction. Iview this "sonic grain" as agridwork

tact than the standard RCA jacks, and ultimate-

upon which the various electronic "dots" are

ly cause fewer problems, but they're apain to

suspended. Some electronics produce larger

deal with, especially if the buyer is interested

dots, some smaller, but just about all present

in trying several different interconnect combinations between preamp and amp. Ihave

some degree of grain. Not the No.23 and 26.
No grain, no "screen-door" gridwork to get

neither the time nor the patience to send all

in the way, nothing between music and listener.

of my cables up to Madrigal to be re-terminated

Truly an amazing accomplishment.

with new connectors. Even if Ihad, Iwould be

For only the second time in its four-year
history, our musicians' audio/listening group
was in total agreement. (The other instance of

forced to use Camac-to-RCA adaptors for all
other non-Levinson products. Why can't Levinson use the same standard as everyone else?

such unanimity was in the case of the excellent
B&W 801 Matrix Monitors. Four members of

Overall conclusions

our group now own these speakers.) The

Listening to the No.23 and 26 together put me

Levinson No.23 and 26 set anew standard in

closer to the real thing than Ihad ever been

musical reproduction. On direct comparison
with the more expensive Rowland Research

before They simply did not get in the way of

Model 7and Krell KMA-200, we felt that the

amplifier; used in conjunction with the No.26

No.23 came out the least colored sounding,
and most musically honest. While most of us

preamp, it becomes outstanding. Readers who
think they need golden ears to appreciate such

really liked the palpably close perspective af-

products are wrong. If you like the sound of

forded by the Rowland Research, we had to
admit that it definitely colored the sound,

No.23. But if you're more interested in chasing

the music. By itself, the No.23 is an excellent

live music, Idon't see how you can dislike the

glossed over more details, changed character

your tail with the latest proclamations from the

at different dynamic levels, and generally

audio gurus on high, or are one of those who
believes all amplifiers sound alike (as do some

presented amore editorialized picture of the
musical performance It still, however, remains

members of the audio press), the finer qualities

one of my favorite amplifiers, and one that I
would like to own. The Krell, while very clear,

of this product will probably go over your
head. It's possible to spend agreat deal more

dynamic, and controlled, sounded somewhat

money for alot less quality, although Iwill ad-

nasal and lacked the finesse and refinement of

mit that $4700 for an amplifier is not cheap. But
when one considers that this amplifier outper-

the No.23. Although the No.23 is capable of
resolving the finest harmonic nuance, it is not

forms other units costing twice the price, the

a wimp. It could best be described as the
"Chicago Symphony" of amplifiers: the sound

perspective changes. In fact, if you've been
thinking about dropping ten grand for one of

isn't always loud, but the sense of drive and

the heavies in power-amp country, consider

energy is always there, without sacrificing the

buying aNo.23; and with the bucks left over,
pick up aNo.26. As far as this listener is con-

most subtle textural shadings.

cerned, actions speak louder than words—I'm

Shortcomings

putting my money where my mouth is, and

The No.23 does not, in my opinion, exhibit

buying 'ern both.

any significant sonic shortcomings. In aprac88
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KINERGETICS KCD-30 CD PLAYER
Dick Olsher

KInergetIce KCD-30 CD player
4x-oversampling, 16-bit CD player. Output level: variable via front-panel control up to 4volts.
Dimensions: 19"W by a75" H by 12.6" D. Weight: 14 lbs approx. Price: $1495. Approximate
number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer: Kinergetics Inc., 6029 Reseda Boulevard, Tarzana, CA
91356. Tel: (818) 345-2851.
Compact Disc has finally arrived. According to
the Electronic Industries Association's Consumer Electronic Group, 7.1 million players have

As audiophiles, however, we must set ahigher
standard. Idon't like to talk about Platonic ab-

been sold from the medium's launch through

solutes; music, being asensory perception, is
subject to widely varying individual interpreta-

1987, and factory sales should "skyrocket" to
4.8 million units this year. In the immortal

but of how our unique ear/brain system,

words of Thomas P Friel, vice president of this
organization, "The CD has democratized
superb music—making it available to virtual-

tions. It's not just aquestion of musical tastes,
together with our experiential base, digests
reproduced music Audiophiles on the whole,
Ithink, are pretty finicky about reproduced
music and have low-indigestion thresholds.

ly everyone—and this is what's behind its continuing growth." Right on, Mr. Friel! After all,
the masses do deserve abreak from tape cas-

What we're after is an existential approximation of reality. I'm forever searching for that

settes. CDs are more dynamic and more ex-

system that for me approximates the sound of

tended at the frequency extremes. There's no

live music.

wow and flutter, and usually no tape hiss—

So Imight as well lay bare my anti-CD bias.

except possibly whenever (God forbid) an

In its present format, Ithink that the CD repre-

analog master tape is used. Imean, wouldn't

sents amusical dead end. Please don't mis-

you rather see your mother-in-law listen to a
$199 CD player than to acomparably priced

understand me, this is not an anti-digital bias.
At asampling frequency of, say, 100kHz, I

cassette deck?

think that CDs would be clearly superior to

Ialso happen to agree with Consumers
Union. Hey—no chuckles, please. These guys
really know how to test washers and dryers. We

analog. But with abandwidth limitation of
20kHz, CDs cannot accurately reproduce

have assembled their Class A recommended

musical waveforms. So why do CDs sound as
good as they do? Because they perform so well

appliance system and are very happy with it (ex-

in the traditionally important areas of repro-

cept for slight metallic colorations through the

duced music: frequency-response accuracy,

upper octaves). This consumer-oriented organization recently advised its readers that all CD

signal/noise ratio, dynamic range, and pitch
stability. And also because, as psychoacousti-

players souna pretty much alike; one should

cians often remind us, waveform fidelity is

purchase aplayer strictly on the basis of the

maybe not that important aconsideration.

number of bells and whistles desired. Sound

Serious waveform glitches whose correspond-

advice indeed. After all, for someone who

ing group delays exceed about 0.4 milliseconds

has already purchased Consumer Union recommended speakers and amplification, the front

have been experimentally determined to be
audible But because composers refuse to com-

end really does not matter that much anymore.

pose music with pure sine tones, and because
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music is all about transients, Iworry about

the vinyl bandwidth extends to about 40kHz,

such things.

or twice that of current digital source material.

Luce and Clark measured the durations of

No matter how perfectly linear DACs become,

the attack transients of various non-percussive

no matter how supremely uncolored the filters

orchestral instruments. The durations ranged
from 14 to 85 milliseconds. Present digital pro-

and analog gain stages, ultimately the CD will
have to face its gravest nemesis—that brick-

cessors are simply not fast enough to encode

wall bandwidth limitation.

all of the high-frequency components that
make up these transients. A classic, oft-cited

At this point you may be surprised to find
out that Iactually enjoyed the KCD-30. Not

example is that of a5kHz squarewave A proper

right away, however. First, let me tell you that

squarewave, when viewed on awide-bandwidth scope, has extremely sharp corners.

CD13650 deck. As such it retains all of the 650's

This same squarewave encoded onto aCD

convenience features, including aremote con-

the KCD-30 is a heavily modified Philips

would look drastically different; would look,

trol. Also retained are the original digital cir-

in fact, more like a 5kHz sinewave than a

cuitry with adual-channel 16-bit DAC and 4x

squarewave. The Fourier transform of this
squarewave shows its spectral components to

oversampling digital filter. A new analog board
has been provided, with discrete solid-state

be an infinite series of cosine waves with fre-

gain stages and aDC-offset cancelling servo,

quencies of 5, 15, 25, 35, 45kHz, etc. As you

obviating the need for series coupling capa-

can see, only the first two components could

citors. The distortion-cancelling circuitry in-

be encoded by a digital processor with a
20kHz bandwidth.

troduced in the KCD-20 is also used here.
'Ricked away along the edge of the board is a

There is another mechanism of transient
distortion in CD players which has to do with

sounding caps—all of these things being in the

folded section of wire, an IC, and some "bad"-

Players of the current generation use acom-

negative feedback loop of the analog gain
stage What this does is to add an out-of-phase

bination of digital and analog filtration to

replica of their characteristic distortions to the

the low-pass analog filter following the DAC.

reduce the steepness of the low-pass filter. But

inputs of the gain stage, thus erasing distortion

even athird-order filter is not transient-perfect, and one can expect ringing and overshoot
on transient waveforms. Don't be fooled by

products these components may have generated

specifications that claim linear-phase response
out to 20kHz. Linear phase in itself is anecessary
but insufficient condition for minimum transient distortion. Both linear phase as well as
agentle roll-off into the stop band are required. Steep roll-offs much greater than
6dB/octave will produce waveform distortions

earlier in the signal path. The amount of feedback was apparently optimized by ear in order
to achieve the cleanest and most transparent
reproduction possible. Although this is not
mentioned in the instructions, the DIP switches
on the board do provide some control over
the amount of feedback. Their use should be

no matter what the phase response is like. For-

explained in detail; audiophiles are smart
enough to benefit from such tweaks.
A volume/balance pot controls the output

tunately, players with sufficient computational

of the analog gain stage, rated nominally at a

speed and power to perform all of the required
filtering in the digital domain should soon be

hefty 4 volts. This allows you to drive an

on the market.

ternal line-level preamp. However, you need
to know that the output stage is not buffered;

Ithink the generic sonic problems of CDs

amplifier directly without the bother of an ex-

are largely attributable to such artifacts. Ihave

the output impedance varies from about 1to

never been satisfied with the extreme treble

2000 ohms as the pot is turned from closed to

from CDs, say above 10kHz. And even more

fully open. This may account for the poor sub-

significantly, musical textures are not as round

jective impression in the treble when the

or whole as those from analog sources, being
somewhat threadbare. And finally, the repro-

KCD-30 was driven directly into acouple of
amplifiers. Gone was the obtrusive brightness

duction of acoustic space is generally not as

of the KCD-20. Instead, the treble was closed-

palpably convincing as on analog. Why should

in, somewhat turgid, and darkly colored. From

analog be better than digital in these respects?
Well, for one thing, with agood MC cartridge

about 5kliz and up, harmonic textures did not
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sound very natural. Having first listened to the
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KCD-30 in such a configuration, Icould
muster little enthusiasm for it, and long put off

Test Record I(CD-7900). This is arecording
that I'm very familiar with on vinyl. The com-

improved dramatically (though not to the

parison between vinyl and CD proved most interesting. Control of Therese Juel's sibilants
was quite good, the bass was excellent, and the
soundstage presentation was very transparent.

point where Iwould rave about it in absolute
terms), and so did my enthusiasm for the

aslight loss of soundstage depth. This depth

finishing this review.
With the Threshold FET-10 line-level
preamp in the chain, the quality of the treble

player. The most outstanding sonic features of
the KCD-20 were duplicated here in spades.
The soundstage was consistently very trans-

But it was obvious that there was more than
compression gave the soundstage a twodimensional representation. The palpability
of individual instruments within the sound-

parent and exceptionally well focused. On

stage also suffered in comparison with analog.

Gothic Ibices (Hyperion CDA-66039), the image
specificity of Emma Kirkby and friends was

Spatial outlines were not as round as they
should be, and despite the excellent focus, this

superb, as was the delineation of the highly

in great measure ruined for me the illusion of

reverberant church ambience. All of this,

live music in my listening room.

together with wonderful transparency, made

Ibriefly compared the KCD-30 with the

for an enjoyable experience. Kin iTe Kanawa's

Sony CDP-705ESD, which is aworkhorse in

chanting voice (Chants DAuvergne, London

JGH's system. Ifound the Sony to be much

410 004-2) was nicely textured and focused,

brighter, in fact much too bright for my tastes,

as were the beautiful interplays of oboe and

not as transparent, and noticeably more

clarinet. The Sibelius Second with Neeme Jarvi
(BIS CD-252) never sounded any better.

muddled in the midrange. The deep bass is the
only area where I'd pick the Sony over the

Dynamics were handled effortlessly, and or-

Kinergetics. The KCD-30 is also much better

chestral complexities were resolved without
congestion or confusion. This was also the

well), and, as far as Ican recall, is the best-

case with the Ashkenazy Sibelius First (Decca

focused player I've lived with to date.

414 534-2). The string tone here was naturally

On balance, one would have to weigh the
KCD-30's transparency and focus against its

lush, and the brass timbre caused very little

focused than the CAL Aria (a Philips mod as

distress. Even the Sheffield Lab West of Oz

residual artificiality in the treble, soundstage

(CD-15), which Inever much cared for simply
because it is trashed by the direct-to-disc LP,

depth compression, and loss of life-giving
image palpability. And after having consumed

sounded decent for the very first time. And

mass quantities of CDs in the process of this

what of Nimbus's natural sound? Elgar's NlVorks

review, I'm quite ready for the not-so-quiet
(ticks and pops, you know) bliss of analog. But

for String Orchestra (Nimbus 5008) were
revealed to be slightly g,rundgy and veiled

in the universe of CD players, this one is ex-

through the upper adds, which may very well
be afunction of the Calrec Soundfield mic used.

cellent, and well worth the upgrading cost

The sonic limitations of the KCD-30 were
most clearly revealed for me on the Opus 3

of the fabled Moffat, the KCD-30 has been the

from amass-market player. With the exception
most enjoyable CD player I've lived with.

$

SUMO ATHENA PREAMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton
Solid-state stereo preamplifier. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz +0.1dB, 15Hz-500kHz +1,5dB.
RIM accuracy: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.25dB. Input impedance: 47k ohms (standard phono), 100 ohms
(moving-coil; adjustable with plug-in resistors). Input capacitance (phono): 100pF. Input overload:
165rnV (MM), 8mV (MC), unlimited (high-level). THD: 0.005%. S/N ratio: 85dB (MC), 80dB (MM),
100dB (line). Maximum output: 20V rms. Dimensions: 19" W by 1.75" H by 8.75" D. Weight:
8lbs (estimated). Price: $649. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Sumo, 21300
Superior Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818) 407-2427.
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Sumo Athena preamplifier

Sumo is one of ahandful of American audio

treme high end and amoderate but noticeable

manufacturers dedicated to producing mod-

reduction in dynamics.
Amplification stages of the Athena are all

erately priced products aiming for high-end
sound; their most expensive product is the

discrete and all class-A, as, in fact, are most

Nine Plus, at $1199 (although amore expen-

discrete solid-state preamps these days. Ahigh-

sive Andromeda!! is imminent). When Iheard

current toroidal power transformer is used, its

Iwas scheduled to review the Sumo Athena,

fiat profile allowing the preamp to assume its

Ilooked forward to the opportunity. A Sumo

slim design. Sumo makes apoint of the Athena's
dynamic headroom and freedom from over-

Nine (not aNine Plus, which Ihaven't auditioned) had been my front-line power ampli-

load. Overall build quality is very high, but not

fier afew years ago. It was an excellent budget

in the class of super-priced preamplifiers.

amplifier whose only serious shortcoming was
its limited 60Wpc power output.

Although I'm not abig fan of front-panel in-

The Athena is, at present, Sumo's only pre-

put indicator lights, their use here does make

amplifier (their previous model, the Electra
Plus, has been discontinued). It is aimed at the

the position of the selector switches clear (despite some minor bleed-through of the light
to adjacent positions). Both the volume and

audiophile looking for the basics without the

concentric balance controls are stepped poten-

frills: standard balance, volume, tape (two, with

tiometers. They can be set between steps with

dubbing in either direction), high-level, and

alittle care, which is fortunate since the grada-

phono stages. Gain is adjustable, via an internal

tions in the 10 to 1o'clock settings (the most

switch, to accommodate nearly all cartridges,
from low-output moving-coils to their higher-

used positions in my system) are 2.5 to 3dB—a
bit coarse. Iprefer continuous controls.

output cousins, as well as moving-magnets. A

Igenerally leave preamplifiers on all the

low-frequency filter is provided to cut the

time, and did so with the Athena as well. But

response of the phono input below 70Hz with

for those who don't, the Sumo preamp has no

afirst-order slope—a rather high cutoff but a

turn-on or turn-off pulse; the output is muted
for 15 seconds at turn-on to allow for stabiliza-

gentle filter action. A bypass switch eliminates
the high-level stage from the signal path when

tion of the circuitry—a welcome feature.

desired. Whether or not you can use this will

Associated equipment used in auditioning

depend on the gain in the rest of your system;

the Athena included the Well-Tempered Arm

your circumstances may differ considerably

on aVP! turntable, Grado MCX and Dynavec-

from mine. For that reason Idid most of my

tor 17D pickups (a vintage, but little-used sam-

auditioning with the high-level stage in-circuit,
acondition under which there's plenty of gain

its very fiat high end and otherwise good over-

for any home system Ican envision.' The pri-

all performance in the Well-lbmpered Arm),

ple, this particular pickup chosen primarily for

mary sonic result of bypassing the high-level

PS Audio 200Cx and Sumo Polaris amplifiers

stage of the Athena was aslightly sweeter ex-

(and, briefly, the Motif MS100), Epos 14 (pri-

IAlso note my conunents in the PS Audio 4.6 review on possible impedance impacts caused by bypassing in the output
stage, aparticular problem with long interconnects Idid not
encounter this problem with the Athena.
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marily) and VMPS Tower II/R (briefly—to fill
in for the low-end limits of the Epos) loudspeakers, and Monster M-1 loudspeaker cables
and M-1000 interconnects. Preamps used for
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comparison included the Klyne SK-5A and PS

soundstaging were satisfying, although Idid

Audio 4.6 (with and without the optional

note some loss of the three-dimensionality

M-500 heavy-duty power supply).
Listening to the Athena with CD driving its

and depth which Iknow to be on this recording. Percussive bass and bass guitar (Professor

high-level stage was ear-opening. My notes are
full of vivid adjectives. Detailing was excellent,

Johnson's Astounding Sound Show, Reference

but without obvious exaggeration. Nojima
Plays Liszt (Reference Recordings RR-25CD,

Reference Recordings RR-24, among others)

reviewed in Vol.11 No.4) was exciting and alive;
even Nojima's flying fingernails tapping the
keyboard on certain selections were clearly
evident but not distracting. The drum set on
the Hi- Fi News & Record Review Test Disc
(HFN 003) was punchy and dynamic, and the
big drum on Kodo (Sheffield Lab CD-KODO)
was little short of awesome. Nor was simpler
material slighted. The superb sampler from

Recordings RR-7, and Three- Way Mirror,
were deep, solid, slightly but not excessively
warm, and convincing. But Idid note, on program material with significant high-frequency
energy, asmall but noticeable degree of grain
causing aslight smearing of the extreme high
frequencies, combined with some forwardness and "etching" in the lower treble—the
brightness region.
Ialso noted some reduction in what other
reviewers have dubbed "intertransient silence,"

Dorian Recordings was reproduced with an

aterm used to describe the gaps between tran-

open, airy, transparent quality.

sients—the brief flashes of silence and near

Idid note avery slight tendency to brightness through the high-level stage, and some

silence which might almost be called "antitransients." The partial "filling-in" of these

foreshortening of depth and three-dimensionality, but, overall, it was an exciting, involving,

obscuring the fine details necessary for afully

yet neutral sound. Going to bypass (on those
recordings with enough output to permit it)

three-dimensional soundstage, and flattening
perspectives. The Athena's shortcomings were

did, however, cause a(previously noted) reduc-

not severe in the context of amoderately priced

tion in dynamics. Normally that would get my
suspicions flowing. Was the high-level stage
exaggerating dynamics? Or was some unac-

preamp, but were nonetheless evident on careful listening and comparison with at least one
other competitive product, the PS Audio 4.6.

counted-for matching problem (remember im-

The latter was itself bettered by the Klyne

spaces reduces transparency and focus, subtly

pedance mismatches?) compressing apparent

SK-5A in all these parameters, although Ifelt

dynamic shadings in the direct mode? Frankly,

the PS to be closer to the Klyne than the Sumo

Iwas enjoying the reproduction too much to

in the quality of its high-level phono input.
Much of the above listening was done using

agonize over the point too long.
The PS Audio 4.6, in comparison with the
Athena, was abit more subdued through its
high-level inputs, unbypassed. It didn't have
the overall thrust and drive of the Sumo
preamp. Yet it was slightly sweeter, equally de-

the PS Audio 200Cx power amp. This didn't
seem entirely fair to the Sumo since the PS preamp might be expected to perform synergistically with the 200Cx. A Sumo Polaris was on

tailed, and just abit more three-dimensional.

hand and was pressed into service to crosscheck the results. Although the Polaris slightly

When the PS's optional M-500 power supply

softened the extreme top end and was itself

was added, it was a different story, the PS

not as transparent as the more powerful, ex-

becoming nearly as dynamic, more open, and

pensive 200Cx, in general the overall results

with noticeably more depth. But we're talking

were similar. A Motif MS100 driving apair of
VMPS Tower II/Rs was also thrown into the
mix (it had been used for much of the CD lis-

almost twice the cost here. Used with CD input, the Athena is astrong contender for top
honors in the budget preamp sector.

tening). This combination softened the bright-

There was, it turned out, anoticeable dropoff in my enthusiasm for the sound of the

ness region (the VMPSes are abit laid-back
there), and slightly sweetened the high end.

Athena through its phono stages. My initial im-

But still my conclusions were not substantially

pressions, using the Grado into the phono stage
at the low-gain setting, were reasonably favor-

altered: the standard phono gain stage of the
Athena is competent, listenable, and of reason-

able. On Ojebokoren/Cyndee Peters (Opus 3

able quality for the price, but its limitations

77-04), the overall sense of space, balance, and

ultimately got between me and the music.
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The moving-coil stage of the Athena, using

add-on M-500 power supply ($495 extra),

the 17D pickup, had acharacter very similar

which definitely puts its moving-coil stage into

to the lower-gain phono input, allowing for
cartridge differences of course. Noise levels

the big leagues. The Athena is strictly comeas-you-are.

were very low, the sound lively and open. La-

My conclusions about the Athena are mixed.

teral imaging was excellent, but some reduction
of depth was noted (though some depth re-

The Sumo preamp is an excellent, exciting performer with CD. For those concentrating on

mained on recordings with significant amounts

venerable vinyl, the Athena strikes this reviewer

to begin with). Overall balance was slightly
warm through the bass and midbass, albeit

cept for afew nagging shortcomings that kept

as acompetent performer in its price class, ex-

with good low-end weight, and was abit etched

me from the enthusiasm its CD sonics seemed

(though not hard) at the top. The limitations
noted in my comments on the high-output

to warrant. The Sumo is well-made and -finished, has areasonable balance of strengths

phono position were no worse than before,

between its low-level and high-level phono

but my feelings about them remained. Moving-

stages, and atruly notable high-level line stage.

coil performance was, overall, very respectable

But it didn't push all the right buttons for me.

for apreamp at this price, but well removed

None of its phono -stage failings were extreme,

from the open, transparent, three-dimensional

certainly not at the price, but it had the misfor-

character of high-end, generally high-priced

tune to be reviewed concurrently with aclose

competitors. An extensive comparison with

competitor which was significantly free of

the PS Audio 4.6 with its standard power supply
proved more to the point. Neither struck me
as truly transparent and neutral with amovingcoil pickup; the PS erred in the direction of

those failings.
Some of you who are building your systems

softening and rounding, the Athena was more

here and there in the phono stages, the rest of
us might join you. But not yet.

sparkling and open but also somewhat Techni-

around CD are going to do back-flips when
you hear the Athena. With an improvement

colored. The 4.6 can be upgraded with the

PS AUDIO 4.6 PREAMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton

PS Audlo 4.6 preampllfer
Solid-state stereo preamplifier. Phono inputs: MM & MC. High-level inputs: 5. Separate tape
control. Ability for 1external loop. Frequency response: 10Hz to 20kHz ±0.1dB. RIAA accuracy:
0.1dB or better. Input impedance: adjustable (100k ohms standard) (phono), 10k ohms (highlevel). Input capacitance (phono): 150pF. Input overload: 160mV (MM), 10mV (MC), 2V (line).
Distortion 0.01% or better. Maximum output voltage: 18V rms. Output impedance 50 ohms in
active, variable in straight wire with maximum of 10k at lowest volume. SIN ratio MM: 82dB Aweighted. MC: 78dB A-weighted (5mV reference). High level: 100dB A-weighted (active),
unmeasurable (straight wire). Power supply: remote. Dimensions: 19" W by 2" H by 7" deep
(plus external power supply transformer, approximately 4.5" W by a5" H by 4.5" D). Weight:
5lbs (estimated). Price: $659. Approximate number of dealers: 120. Manufacturer: PS Audio,
4145 Santa Fe Road, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401. Tel: (805) 543-6655.
Optional M-500 Power supply: 500W. Dimensions: 7" W by 4.5" H by 9" D. Weight: 10 lbs
(estimated). Price: $495 ($445 with standard supply in trade).
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Choosing amoderately priced preamp has

is the hazardous (to your loudspeakers) turn-on

traditionally presented the audiophile with a
host of serious problems. Most attempt to be

pulse of the 4.6 when driving aDC-coupled
amplifier (such as PS's own 200Cx); it is astep
pulse which will drive your woofer cones to

all things to all listeners, expending resources
on bells and whistles which would have been
better expended on basic performance. Few
have anything resembling adecent movingcoil stage. But there have always been afew
designers (and companies) willing to expend
much of their effort at the "low end of the high
end." PS Audio has been such acompany.
Their new 4.6 preamp, an update and cosmetic
clone of the earlier, well-received 4.5, is not
at the top of their preamp range—that honor
belongs to the 5.5—but it is clearly designed
to be more than aprice-point product.
The design characteristics and features of

an alarming offset before it gradually (about
20 seconds) stabilizes and returns to neutral.
When you first turn on the 4.6, and when it's
not in use, Istrongly recommend either disconnecting your speakers or turning the output
control to Off. Leaving it at Off when the system is not in use will prevent inadvertent loudspeaker damage from apower interruption, if
you normally leave your power amp on.
The second significant position of the output switch is the so-called "straightwire" setting. This has nothing to do with the cable
manufacturer of the same name, but is aline-

the 4.6 follow those of the 4.5 closely. In fact,
my sample of the 4.6 had avery thorough 4.5

stage bypass. That is, the power amp is driven
directly from the high-level program source

instruction manual. Either low-output (movingcoil) or high-output (moving-magnet or high-

(je, CD player) or directly from the phono preamp stage, with only the volume and balance
controls of the 4.6 in the circuit (plus, of

output moving-coil) cartridges can be accommodated. The same inputs are used for both,
with internal switch selection and sockets for
adjusting the input load resistance; several

course, the selector switches). PS recommends
using this position whenever possible. They

useful values of plug-in resistors are included.
Full dubbing for two tape decks is provided,

have apoint: if adequate gain exists in the
system, the subtraction of again stage may
well be aplus. But there is adownside: assum-

with the ability to record from one source
while listening to another (there must be ause

ing there is enough gain (and that may not
always be the case), the output impedance of

or demand for this, although to my thinking
it falls abit below year-ahead VCR program-

the preamp will be afunction of the volumecontrol setting (and possibly the balance con-

ming in social significance). But do heed PS's
warning: don't put the tape feed switch into

trol as well). This may have adverse effects on
the system frequency response, depending on

the tape 2position when tape 2is recording.

the length and characteristics of the preampto-power-amp interconnect and the input im-

No, Ididn't try it; Ididn't want to see the opening scene of Back to the Future in my listen-

pedance of the power amp. It is impossible to

ing room. Iam more than alittle uncomfort-

predict how the bypass mode will function in

able with such adesign quirk; someone, somewhere, is guaranteed to do it (corollary 15 to
Murphy's Law, Ibelieve). The warning should
be plastered across the first page of the manual
(the only page that most owners read until
something goes wrong), not hidden on the
bottom of p.8.
Besides rape, two other high-level inputs are
provided. The output control provides two
options which deserve comment (besides the
mono position, which is, Ihope, self-explana-

any particular reader's system. Therefore, most
of my listening to the 4.6 was done with the
line stage in-circuit; in general, Ipreferred this
setting. As with the Sumo Athena, which also
has this capability, the main changes on switching to straightwire were aslight sweetening of
the high end and areduction in dynamics.
My comments generally refer to the sound of
the 4.6 in its standard, non-bypassed mode.
Bypass was sampled, where enough gain was
available, to be certain of my observations and

tory). First, the off position. This does not ac-

ensure that bypassing would not mitigate or

tually turn off the power to the preamp, but

eliminate any aberrations noted. Ilook on bypass capability as abonus—it's there for the

disconnects the outputs. PS recommends using this position at all times when the preamp

trying. But Idon't believe apurchase decision

is not in use (it is also handy as amute func-

on any preamp should be made with use of

tion), but they don't explain why. The "why"

only the bypass mode in mind, unless that pre-
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amp is strictly passive. The bypass mode may

Associated equipment used to evaluate the

well suit your present system, but do you want

4.6 included the

your future choice of components limited to

on aVPI turntable, several power amplifiers

ll-Tempered Arm mounted

those which are compatible with the bypass

but mainly PS's own 200Cx, the Epos 14 (pri-

mode (or be forced to buy anew preamp if

marily) and the VMPS Tower II/R (briefly). In-

they aren't)?
Both the level and balance controls of the

terconnects were all Monster M-1000, speaker

4.6 are stepped potentiometers. Normally Iprefer

cable Monster M-1.
The choice of cartridges to be used to evalu-

non-stepped volume and balance controls,

ate the PS preamp presented an interesting

although the controls on the 4.6 can be set
between steps. Stepped controls seem to be

problem. Finally, two were chosen: the Grado

popular—it must be that "professional" feel.

and was anatural choice to drive the moving-

MCX was the best high-output cartridge Ihad,

Incidentally, the knobs used on the 4.6's con-

magnet stage. Its relative insensitivity to capa-

trols strongly resemble the knobs on aline of
far more expensive preamplifiers from acer-

citive loading was aplus—one less variable to

tain well-known Minnesota manufacturer of

anon-moving-coil) output was aminus: the

tube gear.
In fact, all of the parts of the all-discrete-

be concerned with. But its relatively low (for
straightwire (bypass) mode would not generate
sufficient output with this cartridge. The

designed 4.6 appear to be of very good quality.

moving-coil cartridge chosen was not an ob-

Circuitry is all class-A (pretty much afixture
in preamps these days). The power-supply
transformer (referred to by PS as the HCPS—

vious choice. My trusty Monster Alpha-two
was looking forward to entering awell-earned
retirement from the record-groove wars, but

the high-current power supply) is mounted in

it would not have been agood choice for

an external case and is designed to be placed

another reason: its rising high-end response,

well away from the preamp and tumtable. The

for which my reference Klyne SK-5A is able

optional M-500 power supply, although meant
primarily as frosting on the cake for PS's top-

to compensate, might lead to erroneous conclusions about apreamp, such as the 4.6, without such compensation. A van den Hul MC-

of-the-line 5.5 preamp, can also be used with
the 4.6, although the latter then competes in
acompletely different price class. The cleverly

erence system, but it was not yet fully broken-

named M-500 is a500W high-current supply

in or familiar (to me). It might also be argued

with an extremely large transformer. In the
past Iwould have been skeptical of the need

that a$1000-plus moving-coil pickup is unlikely to be used with apreamp of this price (but

for such apower supply in apreamp, but hav-

the opposite tack might also be taken—feed

One was on hand for imminent use in the ref-

ing heard ademonstration in the VMPS room

the device under test the best signal you can

at the last winter CES of aThreshold preamp

generate). Ultimately Ichose avintage, broken-

driven by aGodzilla-capable, John Curl-de-

in, but otherwise little used (about 50 hours)

signed custom power supply, Iwas anxious to
try the M-500 with the 4.6. My one reserva-

Dynavector 17D. It was chosen because it was
readily available was at one time astate-of-the-

tion is the M-500's price; internal inspection

art contender (it is no longer, of course, but re-

revealed asuitably impressive power transfor-

mains fully competitive with any low-output

mer (it would not have been out of place in a

moving-coil likely to be used with the 4.6),

power amplifier), but little else save two very

and, most important, it does not have arising

small filter capacitors (luE, 250V), asmall rectifier, asmall resistor, fuse, and internal wiring.

high-end response. ,My intent was to use the

My rough estimate of parts costs, estimating

Time did not permit the latter, but neither did

the transformer price from the prices of com-

Iultimately feel it to be necessary.

17D and, if necmary, move on to the MC-One

parably large and heavy units with high amper-

And it did take time to evaluate the 4.6.

age capacity, indicates apossible parts/retail

What we have here is not one preamp but

cost ratio of over 6to 1, higher (but not dramatically higher) than the often bandied-about
figure of 5to I. Ihave no quibble with the performance of the M-500, however, as Ihope to
make clear.
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IWhile the high-end response of any cartridge will measure
differently with different test records. Ihave never seen aI7D
measure with arising high end, either my own (and aprevious
sample measured by me, both with the CBS STR- 100 test
record) or others Ihave seen reviewed with other test records.
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twelve. How's that again? Count 'em: high-

at least through the moving-magnet input.

level, moving-magnet, moving-coil inputs

Only in comparison with afar more expensive

make three; two different power supplies (the

preamp, the Klyne SK-5A (a fivefold increase
in price), did the 4.6 reveal its limitations. To

standard and the optional M-500), sampled
with all three of those inputs, makes six. Normal and bypass modes with all of these possible combinations makes twelve. Whew! To
keep this evaluation from running all year, I

say that the PS failed to duplicate the depth,
air, and overall focus and natural detailing of
the Klyne is perhaps to state the obvious. I'm
continually hopeful that some day abrilliant

concentrated on four possible permutations:

designer will produce that inexpensive preamp

high- and low-level phono stages, and normal

(or power amp/loudspeaker/whatever) that
makes more expensive designs irrelevant,

and M-500 supplies. The high-level inputs
were sampled with CD (using primarily the
CAL Audio Aria player), but this was not as extended as the phono stage evaluation. As to the
bypass modes, these were also sampled where
system gain permitted (as previously noted).
Auditioned through the moving-magnet in-

substituting sheer engineering skill for dollars.
The 4.6 is not quite that preamp, but its movingmagnet stage comes close enough to at least
suggest that it might some day be possible.
But what about the moving-coil input?
Since low-output moving-coil pickups appear
to dominate the high-end scene, this is amat-

put (using the MCX), the PS Audio 4.6 gave
more than ahint of high-end performance.

ter of some importance For starters, the moving-

Recordings which were well-balanced, and

coil input of the 4.6 is, as you might expect,

not recorded from an overly close perspective,

somewhat noisier than the moving-magnet.

were reproduced naturally, with well-rendered

Inever found that noise obtrusive, but with

(but not exaggerated) detail, good transparency

the volume set for moderately high (though
not extremely high) listening levels, hiss was

and soundstaging, and atight, clean low end.
Ilistened to anumber of Opus 3recordings

just audible at alistening position about 10'

through the 4.6; although there are exceptions,
these recordings are, as agroup, as well recorded

from the loudspeakers, the system otherwise
at idle (no playback in progress). Hum was in-

aspatial perspective (not to mention their clean,
transparent overall sound) as any Ihave come

audible under the same conditions. The hiss
was never audible in actual playback—it was

across. Ojebokoren/Cyndee Peters (77-04)

masked by vinyl noise. Variations in system

had agood separation of choral detail. Depth

and listener sensitivity will render it more or

was notable, though not dramatic. Imaging

less obvious; many very pricey preamps will

was excellent. The top end was clean though

do little better in this regard, and I'm not
talking here about the type of thermal noise
tolerated by some listeners in driving atubepreamp moving-magnet input with a low-

abit short of transparency and "air." Music
from Bofors (8101) revealed the same slight
lack of openness, yet hard transients were well
handled. Solo voice was neutral. The same
could be said for the more familiar River Road

output moving-coil!

(8017), a recording with a more up-front
perspective than either of the above. Overall
sound quality on the Opus 3recordings could

the standard power supply, proved something

The moving-coil stage of the PS 4.6, using
of asonic disappointment. There were no real
surprises here; using the Dynavector 17D, the

be fairly described as detailed yet natural, with

nearly realized high-end ambitions of the

well-defined imaging, depth, and overall

MCX/moving-magnet stage dissolved into a

focus, and no tendency to over-etch or exaggerate in any fashion.

merely competent overall sound. The Dyna-

My listening sessions with the PS were not

and detail than the MCX (the latter counters

restricted to Opus 3 recordings, of course.
With recordings having more robust high-

with amore relaxed, sweeter, slightly warmer
sound, less cool and analytical). Transparency

frequency content, the 4.6 did reveal atrace

with the 17D into the 4.6's low-level input (set

of brightness, aslightly "electronic" tinge But

for a100 ohm load) seemed limited; perspectives were flattened, although some depth

vector pickup inherently has more sparkle

it was well-controlled and not aserious flaw,
certainly not in a"budget" preamp, and my
other impressions continued unchanged. This

remained. Those Opus 3 recordings were
still clean and listenable, but were abit for-

is an exceptional performer in its price range,

ward and lacking in openness. The sound was
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not at all irritating, just uninvolving; my notes

now excellent. Soundstaging, including overall

refer to the sound as "OK," but not much

depth, was very well rendered. Overall sound

better. Comparisons with the Klyne took little

was consistently lean, taut, and detailed—

time here; with the moving-magnet input
and Grado the two preamps had been, sonically,

probably both its greatest strengths and its
most potentially controversial attributes. It was

far closer. Switching the 17D from the Klyne

never hard, harsh, or in any way irritating, at

to the 4.6 on Star of Wfmder (Reference Record-

least to this reviewer, but some will find it
somewhat lacking in warmth, and very subtly

ings RR-21) resulted in a major loss of air,
three-dimensionality, and transparency Ihad

"clinical." But those are also characteristics of

to look to be certain Iwas listening to the

the 17D, and possibly (though my assessment
of the amplifier is as yet incomplete) of the

same side of the recording (I was).
My definite recommendation for the 4.6,

200Cx as well. The conclusion is clear: the

using its standard power supply, would be to

4.6/M-500 is capable of excellent moving-coil

stick with the moving-magnet input and a

reproduction, but you should choose your

good high-output cartridge. My experiences

associated equipment carefully.

using the Grado MCX indicate that such a
combination is distinctly more satisfying than

the high-level stages of the 4.6. In afew words,

the combination of the (spectrally) neutral 17D
into the 4.6's moving-coil input. Icould live

Ihaven't yet discussed the sound of CD into
it was neutral and open, leaning more toward
the sweet than the punchy and dynamic.

quite happily with the former combination

While it lacked the palpable sock and drive of,

over an extended period, but not with the lat-

say, the Sumo Athena, it made up for it in im-

ter. While amoving-coil with arising high end

proved depth and dimensionality. Inner detail
was plentiful but never exaggerated on well-

might compensate to some extent for the
slightly veiled sound Iexperienced using the
PS's moving-coil input with arelatively fiat

recorded program material. But good as it was,

cartridge, Iprefer to avoid known colorations

the M-500 power supply added significantly
to the overall performance. Midrange and

where possible (there are enough unknown

highs were more open; individual voices in

colorations to go around). If you already own
agood low-output moving-coil cartridge, you

choral works were better defined, instrumental
separation was enhanced, and dynamics im-

may find the low-level input of the 4.6 accept-

proved noticeably. Bass, already very good,

able But other than alack of irritating qualities,

was tightened. The improvement was not as

Idid not find it exceptional.

significant as with the moving-coil input, but

But stop the presses! There's more! We now
have the "other" PS 4.6, the one with the optional M-500 power supply. True, with this

was definitely worthwhile.
My experiences in using the M-500 with the
moving-magnet stage of the 4.6 were less con-

combination we're no longer talking moderately

clusive. With certain combinations of asso-

priced preamps; the $495 cost of the M-500

ciated equipment, addition of the M-500 made

runs the total up to $1094. (I know, Iknow—

the sound more incisive. Bass was stronger

that doesn't add up. The difference is a$50

but, curiously, less taut than with the standard

trade-in allowance for the basic HCPS.) And
at that price you can consider PS's own up-

supply, although the differences weren't all

market 5.5 preamp (well, nearly—the 5.5
is $1195), which itself can be used with the

the PS 200Cx driving the Epos 14s—I actually
preferred the standard power supply with the

M-500, which in turn will run it up well above

Grado MCX as the program source. Ihave no

the price of the 4.6/M-500—I surrender, Paul.

ready explanation for this; given the improvements noted with the M-500 when

that pronounced. With at least one setup—

Ican't comment on the 5.5, not having asample on hand, but that's an option Iwould at

using the high-level inputs and the moving-

least investigate before running out to buy an

coil stages, Ihave to conclude that the PS is

M-500 to use with the 4.6.
With that caveat, however, Imust say that

more accurate with the gigando power supply.

the 4.6/M-500 combo was asignificant im-

supply may be preferred.
Even with the standard power supply, Iwas

provement over the 4.6 alone using the
moving-coil input. Focus tightened up.
Transparency, air, and overall openness were
98

But there will be situations in which the basic

very impressed with the 4.6. Used with either
ahigh-output cartridge or CD, it performed
Stereophile, September 1988

flawlessly. More to the point, it didn't keep

preamps which sound different, to be sure-

reminding me that Iwas listening to abudget

the 4.6, even with its trick supply, is unlike-

preamplifier. Add the M-500 power supply

ly to warm the cockles of atube-lover's heart.

(which you can always do at alater date), and

But it will take asignificant jump in price-

the clear improvements in moving-coil and

to the $2000 range and more-to clearly im-

CD performance make the PS an all-around

prove on its performance. Istrongly recom-

excellent performer. You'll find competitive

mend you give it alisten.

WHO STOLE THE BASS?
John Atkinson reviews mini-monitors from
Acoustic Energy, Celestion, and TNT Lines
Acoustic Energy AEI: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" magnesium alloy-dome
tweeter, 4.5" woofer with a3.5" anodized-aluminum cone. Crossover frequency: 3kHz (3rd& 4th-order Butterworth slopes). Frequency response: 80Hz-17kHz +1.5dB, 70Hz-22kHz +3dB,
55Hz-30kHz ±4dB. Harmonic Distortion: less than 0.1% 2nd harmonic, less than 0.02% 3rd.
harmonic, both at 98dB at 05m (frequency not specified). Power compression factor: less than
1dB at minimum impedance (200Hz) with an increase of 16dB (1W:40W ratio); frequency
response within +0.5dB at 40W ref. 1W. Sensitivity: 84dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: not
specified (minimum of 8ohms at 250Hz, maximum of 40 ohms at 30Hz). Amplifier requirements:
up to 200W program. Dimensions: 11.6" H by 7" W by 10" D. Weight: 17.6 lbs each. Price:
$1500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 4. Manufacturer: Acoustic Energy, 3A Alexandria
Road, London W13 ONP, UK. Distributor: Acetrain Inc., 8300 Tuckerman Lane, Potomac, MD
20854. Tel: (800) 527-7161.
Celestion SL700: two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker with Aerolam enclosure. Drive-units: 1.25"
aluminum-dome tweeter, 6.5" Kobex-cone (PVC) woofer. Crossover frequency: 3kHz (2nd-order,
12dB/octave, low-pass slope, 3rd-order, 18dB/octave, high-pass slope). Frequency response:
high-end not specified; low-end, -3dB at 63Hz. Sensitivity: 82dB/W/m. Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Amplifier requirements: up to 120W on program. Dimensions: 14.75" H by 8" W by
9.5" D. Enclosure volume: 12 litres (0.4 cubic feet). Weight: 13.75 lbs each (stands weigh 41.5
lbs each). Price: $2999/pair including stands. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Distributor:
Celestion Industries Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (508) 429-6706.
TNT-Lines Ml: two-and-a-half-way, reflex-loaded, loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" inverted harddome tweeter, 5.25" Neoflex-cone woofer with twin voice-coils. Crossover frequencies: 350Hz,
3.5kHz. Frequency range: 47Hz-20kHz (-3dB at 47Hz). Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: not specified (minimum impedance 4.1 ohms). Dimensions: 14.125" H by 10.5" W
by 9.5" D. Enclosure volume: 11 liters. Weight: 20 lbs each (estimated). Price: $899/pair (the
appropriate Chicago Speaker Stands Hercules stand costs $149). Approximate number of
dealers: a manufacturer TNT-Lines, 137 Mesa Verde, Santa Fe, NM 87501. Tel: (505) 988-2585.
A continuing source of stress for awriter is

for this review of small box speakers, I'm afraid

thinking up appropriate titles. Ienvy Ken

Ijust couldn't resist stealing the title of a

Kessler's ability, as expressed in Hi-Fi News &

feature that Anthony H. Cordesman wrote for

Record Review, for example, to continually

Stereophile 18 months or so back. ,

think up suitable puns (though Iseem to
remember in my time at that magazine that Art

fundamental design decision, at any price

For the designer of abox loudspeaker, the

Editor John Gash always came up with the best

level, is how much bass extension to aim for.

ones). For most reviews, Stereophile retreats

It will always be possible to design aspeaker

into amere statement of the model number,

with extension down to 20Hz, but will the

which, if you think about it, is the most effi-

result be musically and commercially successful? Will the designer end up with a

cient usage of type But with amultiple review,
Ilike to convey the thread that ties the review
models together. When trying to think of atitle
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speaker hypertrophied in that one area at the

tion of low bass. But, as Larry Archibald will

expense of every other? Will, indeed, the

testify, having listened to my system on many

result be feasible technically? For example, for

occasions, it has enough low frequencies not

agiven cabinet volume, gains in low-frequency

to offend, allowing its uncolored midrange
and holographic imaging to shine forth. An
area where Ithink it is flawed, in the sense that

extension have to be balanced against corresponding drops in sensitivity, and it is quite
possible that to go for 20Hz extension will

listeners will either love or hate it, is its

result in a60dB/W/m sensitivity, equating

depressed top octave, something that deprives

with aspeaker that only plays extremely quietly, and thus of no use to anyone.

transparency in this region. The SL600 also

In his article, while Mr. Cordesman did allow
that "it is still possible to make aloudspeaker

compresses dynamics somewhat at the top of
its loudness range. But as every loudspeaker,

with a midrange good enough to partially

even the most expensive has asignature, Ido

recordings of sufficient "air" and reduces

compensate for the fact that it will not play

not think these negative aspects are bad

loud or low," he concluded that "virtually all

enough to outweigh the positive and preclude

of today's small 'monitor'

recommendation. You have to spend a lot
more money than the SL600's $1899 to get

speakers are

measurably incapable of high-fidelity reproduction, and have no place in adecent audio
system." If money were no object in both the
design and purchase of loudspeakers, this

superior performance in the areas where it
shines.
Which brings me to the three subjects of

would be afair statement. But Isuggest that

this review. All are small two-way designs,

it is unrealistic in terms of the laws of physics
when constrained by the demands of budget.
When the designer is given his head, sure, he

stand-mounting being mandatory to allow
them to work as their designers intended. All
will play reasonably loud, providing strain-free

can go for the maximum low-frequency extension without worrying that something must

reproduction into the high-90dB SPLs. None,
however, will reproduce music's lowest octave

be given up somewhere else. But when the

below the lowest reach of the double-bass, the

speaker has to be affordable, then there are

region between 20Hz and 40Hz. "I‘vo give con-

really only two strategies available. The first
is to use the largest box available at the price,

siderably short measure in the octave above
that, while the third can't be said to be

and arelatively small magnet for the woofer.

"generous" in this region. Two are reflex

A speaker with such ahigh-Q bass alignment

designs, one uses sealed-box loading. One is

will play loud and go deep, but at the expense

relatively inexpensive, under $1000/pair; one,

of high levels of midrange coloration and a

the smallest, costs $1500/pair; while the most

boomy, ill-defined midbass. (In addition, as I

exotic goes for ahair under $3000—true highend territory, where competing designs often

pointed out last month, abig enclosure will
be inherently more colored than asmall one

have excellent bass extension. Two have very

due to the larger size of its panels.) The alter-

limited distribution, one being from arela-

native, which Isuggest is more true to the

tively new US company, the other from a

needs of "high-fidelity reproduction" as defined

British company new to the US. Yet every one

by Mr. Cordesman, is to sacrifice ahalf octave,
one octave or even more of deep bass to allow

of these models promised enough in at least
one area of performance that Ieagerly an-

other important areas of performance—mid-

ticipated the auditioning.

range clarity, evenness of dispersion, HF purity,

The test procedure followed, with minor

stereo imaging—to be optimized. And, dependent on the tastes and preferences of every

changes, that established for my previous

listener, this could well outweigh the loss of

with aKrell KRS2 /KSA-50 combination and

weight to bass instruments and the reduction

the Linn LKULIC2 remote-control amplifica-

in apparent hall size due to the LF truncation

tion system. The Acoustic Energies were also
auditioned with a pair of Mark Levinson

of the reverberation.

loudspeaker reviews: each pair was used both

Such is the case with the Celestion SL600,

No.20s and aNo.26 preamplifier; a pair of

which has remained my personal reference for

VTL 100W tube monoblocks was also used to

five years now, along time for aloudspeaker.
Yes, it is asmall speaker, with amiserly propor-

consisted of a1985 vintage Meridian Pro CD
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drive the Celestions. Source components
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player—I've been feeling alittle nostalgic of
late for this classic 14-bit machine—a 1987
Linn Sondek/IttokrIloilca combination sitting
on aSound Organization table, and a1975 vintage Revox A77 (unmodified) to play my own
15ips master tapes. Interconnect for the Krell
system was Monster M1000, with Monster MI
speaker cable. The Linn system was used with
Linn interconnect and speaker cable. All
loudspeakers were carefully positioned for optimum performance, and the stands were all
coupled to the tile floor beneath the rug with
spikes.
The frequency response of each speaker was
measured in the listening window—spatially
averaged to minimize room standing-wave
problems—using a 1
2 -octave warble-tone
/
generator; in addition, the nearfield low-frequency response of each speaker was measured
with asinewave sweep to get an idea of the
true bass extension relative to the level at
100Hz. The change of impedance with frequency and the voltage sensitivity (using

Acoustic Energy AE1 loudspeaker

pink noise centered on IkHz) were

operate in severe overload at anything approaching realistic levels. Yet, if you glance at

also measured.
As was the case with my last loudspeaker

the specifications at the head of this report,
you will see that Acoustic Energy is honest

report, this review took place while Iwas mov-

enough to talk about the compression, or to
be exact, the AEI's lack of compression. (Not

2 -octave
/
1

ing house. The listening sessions had to be
broken into two distinct periods. The first,
which included all the measurements, took
place in my old room, with whose acoustics

just minimonitors, but nearly all conventional
dynamic speakers suffer from compression effects: the harder they're driven, the hotter the

and idiosyncrasies I am, of course, very

voice-coil gets, increasing its resistance and

familiar. The second set of listening sessions
took place in my new room—"A Matter of
Taste" next month will include details of how

changing the tuning of the crossover filters.

and where the two rooms differ. In addition,
as with the Canadian speakers reviewed in

degree of over-engineering the drive-unit
designer has managed to incorporate at agiven

Whether the inevitable heating will produce
audible aberrations or not depends on the

August, William C. Taylor of California, the

price. 2)What's going on here? Has this new

winner of the drawing at our Santa Monica
show in April, took part in some formal listen-

British company managed to pack aquart,

ing tests during his visit to Santa Fe.

package?
The answer is yes and no—Love that

Acoustic Energy AEl:
$1500/pair

equivocation!—or, rather, no and yes.

perhaps even ahalf-gallon, into apint-sized

The AEI is asmall box and suffers from the

AEls, previewed in last month's issue by Alvin

inevitable consequences: low sensitivity and
restricted LF extension. However, the drive-

Gold, are the most likely to bring down the
wrath of Mr. Cordesman, being tiny—almost

units employed have very high power handling, and are said to be linear over a wide

LS3 /5A-sized—and featuring, of all things, a
41
2 "woofer with a31
/
2 "cone! Good grief!
/

dynamic range. The woofer, in particular,

Of the three speakers, the Acoustic Energy

Some people would think that on the small
side for amidrange driver.
In addition, apart of the Cordesman case
against minimonitors was that they are said to
Stereophile, September 1988

designed by Acoustic Energy's Phil Jones and
2There are other reasons for compression, the most common
being saturation of the ferrite core of acrossover inductor.
But as we all use loudspeakers where the designer has not cut
corners by using under-specified inductor cores. Iwon't
mention it
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assembled by the British Elac company from

who believes what they read in adverts?).

components manufactured by Acoustic Energy

Acoustic Energy's driver is different enough,
however, that they have applied for aUS patent

is intriguing in that its cone is fabricated from
metal rather than the ubiquitous paper or
plastic To be accurate, the cone (straight-sided

(No.I33,020).
The bass loading is reflex via two ports on

rather than flared) is spun from aluminum

the front panel, each 11
4 "in diameter and 5%"
/

alloy, with agraded thickness across its profile,

deep and profiled to reduce wind noise. The

and is then hard-anodized black on both sides.

tweeter is a version of the Monitor Audio

The anodized layers take up almost athird of
the cone thickness, so the cone should really

magnesium-alloy dome unit, which also ap-

be regarded as asandwich of alumina (alumi-

pears in the British Fidelity speakers and is
related to the unit used in the Epos ES14.

num oxide) and aluminum, which should be

Manufactured by Elac and using an edge-

both stiffer and better damped than apure

wound aluminum-ribbon voice-coil and fer-

metal. (The anodized layer is a very tough

rofluid damping, this drive-unit and its variants

substance—when Iused to teach science, one
of my favorite lessons would be to get the
children to anodize pieces of aluminum rod,

have rapidly gained aname as some of the
most neutral HF units around. The crossover,
which is mounted on the rear of the recessed

then hold the rod in aburner flame. The metal

terminal panel—good-quality five-way binding

would melt, but would be held in abag formed

posts are fitted—acts at 3kHz and consists of

by the oxidized film.)

athird-order Butterworth, 18dB/octave high-

A straight-sided, cone-shaped dust-cap is
added, the cone then being attached with a
thermally conductive glue to a11
4 "aluminum
/

pass leg and a24dB/octave low-pass leg with

voice-coil former. The voice-coil itself is made

high-pass air-cored coils. Both use low-loss

aphase-compensating network. The low-pass
section uses iron-dust-cored inductors, the

from edgewound copper ribbon, and the

polyester capacitors. (I must admit that Iraised

whole is said to be capable of a20mm peak-

an eyebrow at this, polyesters, in my opinion,

peak excursion without the coil moving from
the linear region of the magnet gap. And when

not being as neutral as, say, polypropylenes.)
Eschewing the stiff-but-light approach

the voice-coil gets hot from those large excur-

pioneered by Celestion, which aims to push

sions, the cone acts as aheatsink with afair-

the inevitable panel resonances above the

ly large time constant, keeping the coil temp-

critical midband, Phil Jones has gone for more

ature relatively uniform. It has been leveled at
metal-diaphragm drivers that well, yes, they

of abrute-force approach. The cabinet is made

do act like perfect pistons until such frequency

from 22mm medium-density fiberboard, then
a"high-density finite is poured in and allowed

as they do go off—and then they go off like

to set asymmetrically so that the internal sur-

abell. The AEI's cone is said to be well-be-

faces are not parallel. This both damps the

haved in its passband, any problems being of

cabinet walls and spreads out the air-space

high Q, and thus not easily excited, and at a

resonances in frequency Finally, the cabinets

frequency where the drive from the crossover
filter is well down in level. In addition, the

have the corners rounded and are finished in
an attractive rough black finish.

half-roll surround is said to terminate the cone
in such amanner that the resonances will be
appropriately damped.

The sound: Acoustic Energy recommends
that 24" stands be used with the AEls; as

The idea of metal-cone drive-units is not

matching stands were not available (they will

new—GEC's Hugh Brittain designed awell-

be by the time this is printed), Iused the 24"
Celestion SL700 stands, each AEI sitting on the

respected driver over 20 years ago in the UK;
again in the UK, Ted Jordan designed ametal-

three upturned cones on the base's top plate.

cone full-range unit for Jordan-Watts, then

Chicago Speaker Stands' Hercules model

went on to produce first his classic 50mm unit,

would

and recently awoofer used by Elite Town-

stands is not recommended, the sound of the

shend; in the US, the metal-cone drivers from
Hartke are in much demand by bass guitarists

AEls from above being too nasal.) The AEls
were used off and on over aperiod of four

(their adverts say that The World's Most
Dangerous Band's Will Lee is afan; but then,

of Mark Levinson No.20s, then by a Krell
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also

be agood match. (Use of lower

months: in my old room driven first by apair
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KSA-50; in my video system driven by the Linn

with competing spectra played loud (the gong

electronics; and in my new room driven by the

clash at the end of the tune's statement, for ex-

Krell. Often the designer of asmall speaker, the
Linn Kan, for instance, will optimize the design
for positioning close to the rear wall to boost
the midbass. Alvin, for example, last month

obscure the tonic-dominant timpani beats),
the AEls still let everything be heard.

said that aspacing of 10" was necessary for the

of the best string tones Ihave experienced

AEI. Ihave to disagree, however, finding that
the AEI works best out in free space, aspacing of between 18" and 48" from the rear wall
working well, with at least 3' clearance from
the side walls necessary less than that and the
upper bass takes on too much of abloom, I

ample, which by rights would be expected to

And higher up the band, the AEls had one
from aconventional moving-coil box speaker.
No wiriness, no excess acidity; no false smoothness, no "mellow" tone; just the correct mix
of sweetness and astringency. Voices, too, were
natural, having an even tonality throughout the
various registers, with no undue emphasis in

feel, to the detriment of the speaker's trans-

any particular region. The high treble, how-

parency.

ever, was perhaps alittle too sweet for some
tastes.

The first aspect of the sound to strike the
listener is the lack of deep bass. The second,

The AEls' ability to float a stable stereo

to borrow aphrase from the Audio Cheap-

soundstage completely detached from the

skate, is the palpable presence of reproduced

loudspeaker positions was on alevel with the

instruments and voices. From then on, you
tussle with the fact that this is one of the most

SL600s'. Instruments and voices just hung in

transparent dynamic speakers ever produced—
from 200Hz up—and would it really be worth
giving up low frequencies for ever?

space, with the appropriate depth perceptible
according to the amount of recorded ambience associated with each. And, as Bill Taylor
wrote in his notes, whereas the speakers disap-

Actually, it does have relatively good subjective extension for such asmall box, only the

peared regarding the images corresponding to

lowest notes of the double bass and the lowest

hiss locked into the speaker positions, allowing
them to be separated from the music and thus

register of the piano being reduced in level to
the point where it interferes with the music.

musical information, surface noise and tape

ignored. Bass instruments, however, were a

And even then, that was not always the case.

little bit recessed, presumably due to the

— Texas Woman Blues" on Taj Mahal's great—I
use the term advisedly—Recycling the Blues

speakers' inability to present low bass fundamentals with sufficient weight.

album sets awalking double bass line against

Faults were few. Bill Taylor noted aslight

the Pointer Sisters' vocals, abass line that the
AEls delivered in full measure, apart from

nasality at high levels; Ifelt there to be aslight
honk in the lower treble also at high levels,

when the bassist (l'aj himself) drops down to

which could be due to the cone finally being

his open Estring. But such is the lower midrange clarity of the AEls that you have no trou-

excited enough to go off. Though the quality

ble telling that his last note is astopped note,

of the upper bass was excellent for areflex

not the open A string.

design, male voices having normal-sized
chests, it occasionally went alittle "fluffy" par-

It was this ability to present low-level details
within the sound without their being ob-

ticularly when simultaneously hit with very
high levels of low bass. Overall levels of col-

scured by high-level information that set the

oration, however, were low.

AEls apart from the pack. One of Martin Colloms's "acid-test" music tracks is the beginning
of the last movement of Rachmaninov's Sym-

Measurement: A notable point about the plot
of the AEI's impedance against frequency

phony 1 (the Concertgebouw/Ashkenazy

(fig.1) is its high value. My measured minima

recording on London, 411657-2), where the

were 8 ohms at 200Hz and 10.5 ohms at

"big" tune stresses just about every aspect of

2900Hz and 5430Hz; other than at those fre-

the reproduction chain. The level is high, the
scoring complex, yet on speakers like the AEls,

quencies, the impedance rarely dropped
below 11 ohms, suggesting that just about any

every detail remains clear, and the wide, deep
soundstage is not affected by the tremendous
dynamic contrasts. Even with instruments

as long as it can swing enough volts. The use
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amplifier will be capable of driving the AEls,
of ametal cone for the woofer obviously hasn't
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in-room response

resulted in any sensitivity penalty (as would

frequency roll-out is alittle more severe than

be indicated, for example, by avery low im-

Iwould have liked to see, but is basically

pedance in the lower midrange/upper bass).

smooth and well-controlled.

Other than that, there are no surprises, the
basic box resonance being tuned to ahigh
86Hz and the twin ports to astill high 55Hz.

Conclusion: Acoustic Energy's AEI was apparently originally intended for use as anear-

Despite the highish modulus of impedance,

field monitor in recording studios. It is agreat

the voltage sensitivity was pretty much on

shame, however, that it has not been widely

spec at slightly higher than the reference

adopted for that use, as it would tell recording

SL600 at 83.5dB/W/m, though this is still low

engineers rather more about the success or
failure of their efforts than the ubiquitous

in absolute terms (one of the consequences of
the small box size).
Measured in the nearfield, midway between
the woofer and one of the ports, the LF -6dB
point lay at 42Hz, the approximate frequency
of the double bass's bottom Estring. Being a
reflex design, however, the roll-off was quite
rapid, as can be seen from the spatially averaged

Yamaha NS10. 3
Ihave to say that the AEI is one of the finest,
most transparent cone speakers Ihave heard.
Its ability to float astable, deep, well-defined
soundstage, only rivaled in the world of box
loudspeakers by the Celestions SL600 and
'700, is awesome, which, coupled with its

in-room measurement (fig.2). There is useful

ability to play without strain, immerses the

bass down to 50Hz, but then zip. The in-room

listener in the music. Less colored in the mid-

response is distinguished by aslight rising

band than the similarly priced, similarly

trend through the midrange, but with avery

balanced Monitor Audio R952 /MD, it only
loses out to that speaker in the extension and

smooth characteristic overall. As always seems
to be the case, there is alittle too much energy

the ultimate quality of its low frequencies. If

in the room in the lower octave of the tweeter's
passband. This, however, doesn't necessarily

you have asmall room, or value midrange

mean that the direct-field response of the

of your listening room disappear above bass
extension,* then the Acoustic Energy AEI

speaker has apeak in this region, interpreta-

transparency and the ability to make the ends

tion of these in-room graphs not always being
straightforward. The peak you see here be-

should be on your short list of speakers to

tween 2kHz and 8kHz is primarily due to the
fact that the tweeter virtually radiates into a

the art of miniature speaker design.

hemisphere at these frequencies, as its dimensions are smaller than the wavelength of the
soundwaves. These frequencies will therefore

audition. As far as I'm concerned, it redefines

Celestion SL700: $2999/pair
As Imentioned earlier, the Celestion SL600 has
been my reference box loudspeaker for five

make alarger contribution to the room sound,
which is reflected in my measurement. I
therefore have to use some caution when
deciding whether there is too much of apeak
in this region. In this case, there seems to be
just about the right amount of low-treble
boost in the room measurement to suggest a
flat treble response overall. The extreme high104

3Is it the fact that Ihave turned 40, or are we in the biggest
slump in popular recording quality ever? With very few exceptions, the highest technology ever available to the pmfessional engineer is used to turn out dreck that doesn't sound
as clear, as undistorted, even as exciting, as the recordings
Buddy Holly made with Norman Petty 30 years ago!
4As Iwrite this conclusion, Ihear that Acoustic Energy has
announced anew model, the AE2, which combines the same
tweeter with two of the aluminum-cone woofers in alarger
reflex cabinet. That could be some speaker!
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woofer to increase the intrinsic dynamic range,
Ithought that a replacement for the '600
couldn't be far behind. Iwas wrong, of course
It wasn't until the summer of 1987 that the '700
was announced, and not until earlier this year
that production samples became widely
available.
Although ostensibly the '700 is very similar
to the '600, in that it uses an identically dimensioned cabinet fabricated from Ciba-Geigy's
Aerolarn honeycomb material, with anominally identical drive-unit complement —metaldome tweeter and 61
2 "Kobez-coned woofer—
/
it is actually avery different animal.
But first, what is special about the cabinet
construction? What's wrong with God's own
wood? Though in general it is reasonably welldamped, wood in the form of panels does
ring—consider the sounding board of agrand
piano, for example. And the panels that comprise atypical speaker cabinet don't behave
any differently. They have their own preferred
frequencies where they ring like a(dull) bell.
A traditional way of dealing with these cabinetwall resonances has been to add mass and
damping to the usual fiberboard panels to
reduce the amplitude of the resonances and
move them down in frequency, away from the
critical midrange. But as this also lowers the
Q of the resonances, they are more likely to be
excited, and the overall sound may become
worse. Furthermore, by adding mass, you increase the energy storage problems—you are
increasing the size of the mechanical "capacitor"—and the time performance of the
cabinet, the "smearing" of musical transients,
could also worsen. It seems that this approach
only works when the cabinet is sufficiently
small that the fundamental resonances are high
enough in frequency to stay out of the critical
region when modified by mass-damping: the
Acoustic Energy AEI, for example. Or when
the amount of mass added is extreme enough,
and well-damped enough, that the cabinet
becomes truly dead, as in the case of the
Wilson WATT.
The approach chosen by Graham Bank for
Celestion SL700 loudspeaker

the original SL600 was to replace fiberboard
with amuch lighter substance. For the same

years now, though this is not to say that 1 stiffness, panel resonances are pushed up in
haven't been looking for areplacement. In
frequency, to 1.2kHz in the SL600, over an ocfact, when the SL6S was announced in late '85,

tave above the subjectively crucial midrange.

with its aluminum-dome tweeter replacing the

Because there is less mass involved, there is

copper dome, and adual-surround for the

much less stored energy able to be released
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after the event, the result being a "dead"

the tweeter. Internal wiring is all via oxygen-

cabinet, with very little sonic signature. How-

free, single-strand copper wire, and high-

ever, as the walls are more transparent than

quality components are used, including low-

usual to the internal air-space resonances,
much more care has to be taken to damp these

loss capacitors. Electrical connection is via two
pairs of 4mm sockets, the two halves of the

effectively. In addition, the '700 enclosure
features the figure-8 bracing seen in the '6S,

crossover being electrically separated to allow
bi- wiring and bi-amping, if so desired. For

which should push panel resonances even

conventional single wiring, solid-core jumpers

higher in frequency, and is painted in agray,

terminated in stackable banana plugs are

textured, Nextel finish.

supplied.

The result should be anon-cabinet, where
the sound you hear is the true sound of the

Unusually, but agood thing too at the price,
the SL700s are supplied complete with match-

drive-units alone. As implied earlier, the '700

ing stands, also finished in gray Nextel. A

uses aversion of the aluminum-dome unit first

single-pillar design, these are made from

seen in the SL6S. Whereas the '600's copper

aluminum and are supplied packed flat and

dome has abreakup mode fairly low in frequency, the '700 dome doesn't go off until

structions are very clear, and once assembled,

have to be assembled by the owner. The in-

above 24kHz, doing away with the need for

the extruded pillar is filled with sand and lead

an individually tuned notch filter. In addition,

shot (supplied) to give a total weight with

the "mellow" treble balance of the '600 was,
in my opinion, largely due to the fact that the

speaker of 55¼ lbs. The base has four adjustable spikes, to enable the stand to be leveled

designers just couldn't squeeze any more sensitivity out of the tweeter. The top octave may

on any surface and to provide agood mechanical ground for the speaker, while the top plate

have been depressed, but it was all you were

has an array of three upward-pointing cones

going to get from the relatively heavy dome.

which make contact with matching recesses

The aluminum dome, being lighter, gives more

in the speaker's base to provide the maximum

HF level with the same amount of drive,
resulting in amore balanced treble.

coupling. Two bolts then lock the speaker to
the stand.

The tweeter crosses over below 3kHz to a
61
2 "-cone, cast-chassis woofer, designed by
/

The sound: The well-written booklet sup-

Graham Bank and developed with the aid of

plied with the SL700 gives excellent, unam-

laser interferometry to allow the woofer to act

biguous advice on siting the speakers for the

as apure piston over its working range At low

best performance, as well as instructions for

frequencies, the entire cone acts as apiston;

bi-wiring and bi-amping. Unlike the SL600s,

as the frequency increases, then the radiating
area inevitably decreases, but instead of the

the '700s need to be relatively close to the
room boundaries: Ifound that le out from

rest of the cone going into uncontrolled

the rear wall was optimum. Celestion recom-

breakup, which is often the case with paper

mends that the side walls need to be between

cones, it supports traveling waves in the cone

2' and 4' away from the speakers. This wasn't

material, which do not transmit energy to the

possible in my room, and Isettled on 5' as giv-

air and which can be absorbed by careful

ing the best balance between stage width and
LF-response uniformity.

choice of surround material. This drive-unit
actually has atwo-piece surround, the inner

Istarted off using conventional wiring with

concentric ring of which is of PVC, to correctly

Monster MI with both the Krell KSA-50 and

terminate the midrange traveling waves in the

VTL 100W monos, then switched to bi-wiring

cone The outer ring is made of soft rubber, to

with two runs of MI. The difference is subtle

give a freer action at lower frequencies,

but important. A slight propensity for treble

resulting, it is said, in better articulation. Both

hardness and too much "grain," particularly
with the VTL amps, completely disappeared

drivers are manufactured by Celestion.
The crossover, supported by the internal

in the bi-wired set-up. The degree of bass con-

acoustic damping material rather than attached

trol with the VTL when bi-wired approached

to the cabinet rear wall, features a2nd-order,

that of the single-wired Krell. The bi-wired

12dB/octave, low-pass slope to the woofer and

Krell went subjectively deeper than the single-

a3rd-order, 18dB/octave, high-pass slope to

wired. All my serious listening was done in bi-
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wired mode, which Iregard as mandatory if

is going on, but the slight nuances of detail,

you are to obtain all the performance you have

particularly concerning the leading edge of the

paid for with this speaker.

sound with its rich and complex spectrum, the
detail which distinguishes different players and
different instruments, can easily be overlooked.

So, the sound: Coming so soon after the
Acoustic Energies, it was ashock to hear how
similar these two speakers are Both project a

One ends up with ageneric bass-guitar sound.
But with the '700, even more so than the '600,

holographic stereo stage. Both give asuperbly
natural string tone—even on vintage record-

one can effectively rejoice in the differences

ings like the Bruno Walter Mahler 1! Both
reproduce human voice par excellence. But I
found the SL700 edging ahead in the

roar of Marcus Miller; to the subterranean 16'
purr of Anthony Jackson; to the bloated power

straightaways: the sense of depth with the

revealed: from the plucked and hammered

Celestions was—well, you could consistently

of Phil Lesh; to the Rickenbacker twang of
Chris Squire; to the bubbling funk of Willie

hear the recording venue just that little bit
more clearly. Instruments were presented

Weeks's Fender Precision; to the steely, allthumbs staccato of Larry Graham's Fender

with—here's that phrase again—palpable

Jazz; to the combination of legato fluidity and
hard harmonics produced by Jaco Pastorius's

presence, but it was just that little bit more
palp.. .
real. In the session that produced the
E-major Chopin Waltz for the HFN/RR Test

fretless Jazz; to the wiry electronic sound of
Stanley Clarke's Alembic; even to the less in-

CD, Ialso recorded Anna-Maria Stanczyk per-

spirational sounds of my own 1964 Precision—

forming Chopin's Op.81 Scherzo. This heroic
work starts with adouble run in the bass up
to the dominant F—buddle-up buddle-up.

all stand revealed by the '700, even though by

Anna plays with more of astaccato feel than,
say, Ashkenazy, and in the abrupt silence

the standards of many it doesn't have asufficient measure of low bass.
As good as Ifelt the Celestion SL700 to be,
there were still some problem areas. First was

following each "buddle-up," you bear the

a thickening in the bottom of the lower

walls, way beyond and behind the speaker
positions.

midrange that became noticeable at high

The low frequencies, however, were where

Linn 'table—"paranoia strikes deep" —but it
was apparent also on CD. At the time of

the SL700s gained acommanding lead. Still
depressed in level compared with models having true 20Hz extension (and the real thing, of

levels. Ithought at first that this was due to the

writing, however, it needs alot more listening
to determine whether this is acharacteristic

course), there was nevertheless sufficient low

of the SL700s or whether it was due to my new

bass to support the music's infrastructure In

room, the VTL amplifiers, the Monster M1
cable, or acombination of all three. Second,
Istarted off my listening sitting closer to the

Mahler's Symphony 4, for example, the third
movement features some of the most suspenseful string writing ever, with long cadences
that are almost painfully sweet in their partial
or full resolution. There is one passage where

speakers than the 7' Iended up with, but the
sound was then too forward in the upper mid-

the music hinges on apedal G to plunge down

band. It seems that the '700s need alittle space
for the sounds from the two drivers to in-

to the double bass's open 32Hz C, doubled an

tegrate properly.

octave higher. Live, you shudder; Iconjecture

But to return to the auditioning, anyone can

that via the Infinity IRS Betas you would shud-

throw ahandful of audiophile recordings at a

der; via the SL700s, you almost shudder,

component and come up with areview opinion. However, if Ithink I'm on the trail of

astonishing bass performance for a 12-liter
enclosure And in the Chopin Scherzo recording, the left hand of the piano almost gets full
measure when it thunders out low B-flats.
The difference between ordinary box

something hot, Iprefer not to play audiophile
recordings. Why? One, because Ithink that it
is more valid test to play areal-world record,
with all its faults; two, if I'm going to spend a

loudspeakers and high-resolution models like

lot of time listening to records, then Iwould

the SL600 and SL700 can be characterized in
the different ways in which they reproduce my

prefer that they had some music in the
grooves. My auditioning of the Celestions,

own instrument, bass guitar. A conventional

which had started off with ahandful of recordings of known quality—the Wilson Audio

speaker allows the listener to appreciate what
Stereophile, September 1988
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Beethoven violin sonata, the HFN/RR Test CD,

engineer pushes up the wrong fader in avain

the Sheffield Lab Mozart wind ensemble
recording—rapidly expanded as the speaker's

attempt to give the sax some level. He finally
brings up the mike on Capaldi's ride cymbal

sheer listenability, coupled with its ability to

instead, so that it sounds like afizzy gong, but

present detail without shining aspotlight on

by this time who's counting? The soundstage
presented by the SL700s is so real that you

the recording, tempted me to put on LPs that
hadn't seen the light of day for years.
For example, take Traffic's final LP, Last Exit
from 1969. Many, I'm sure, would point to the

forgive the faults, just as you would have done
at the original event.)

1967 Mr Fantasy as the definitive Traffic LP,

When the band changes gear for the fuzz
organ solo, dropping from A minor to G

but my choice is Exit, the second side of
which is the real stuff, unlike the post-pro-

minor, a19-year-old shiver went down my
back; after they'd found their way back up a

cessed pap that passes for live recordings these

tone so that Stevie could take his keyboard for

days. Recorded at the Fillmore West and pro-

alittle walk about the home key before the

duced by Jimmy Miller, this side, when played

colla voce ending, Iwould have sworn that

over speakers like the SL700s, gives the listener

Nixon was still President, that Rolling Stone

as vivid an impression of the concert as if he
or she had been up there on stage, hiding
behind aPA stack.

still had integrity, and that the transistor was
just an ugly rumor.

It opens with good old lighting buzz, 60Hz
hum, and Hammond organ tone-wheel

apologizes Stevie, the audience claps politely, and you're left wondering what went

breakthrough, just as in real life. Sporadic

wrong with popular recording in the two
decades since that San Francisco concert.

handclaps, left-hand organ bass vamping—
maybe it's even pedals—typically loose Jim
Capaldi drumming, and flute doodlings from
Chris Wood lead the listener into ashattering

"Well, surprisingly enough we did it!"

That is the kind of musical experience
typical of alistening session with the SL700s.

reworking of a Lesley Bricusse/Anthony

Measurement: Fig.3 shows the manner in

Newley song, "Feelin' Good." Yet the balance

which the SL700's impedance varies with frequency. The box resonance can be seen at

is perversely ridiculous: Stevie Winwood's
voice floats higher than high, sure enough, but

62Hz, with aminimum of 3.7 ohms above it

the dominant instruments in the mix are the

at 135Hz. Comparing it with the impedance

organ and aride cymbal; Wood's saxophone,

plot for the SL600 (fig.4) reveals that, unlike
the earlier speaker, it does not have the "trap"

on the right of the stage and set well back, apparently behind the front-line amplification,

or notch filter to compensate for the metal-

is on the edge, but not over it, of inaudibility,
even during his solo when it is supported

when the middle of the dome is going

by absurdly LOUD, LOUD, LOUD Hammond

dome tweeter's "oil-can" resonant mode,

riffing from Winwood; and levels go up and

backward while the outer edges of the dome
are going forward. This can be seen very clear-

down randomly, as though the engineer
couldn't work out which fader affected which

pedance peak at 22kHz). Despite the dips to

instrument. (In the next track, "Blind Man,"
there is acone-shattering organ blast as the

4 ohms in the bass, the SL700 should be a
much easier speaker to drive than the SL600,

4148

ly on the SL600's plot (the very sharp im-
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even though its measured sensitivity is iden-

then being aslight suckout at the top of the

tical at 82dB/W/m.

woofer's passband, and apeak developing

nearfield, was identical to that of the Acoustic

above crossover. The moral: use the supplied
stands, which place the listener's ears at

Energy AEI at 42Hz, -6dB. However, aglance

tweeter level.

Low-frequency extension, measured in the

at fig.5, the SL700's spatially averaged room
response, shows that, unlike the reflex AEL the

Conclusion: It is no secret that the Celestion

sealed-box Celestion rolls out much more

SL700 was the result of the joint efforts of consultant Martin Colloms, Celestion's chief

gradually in the bass, there being useful output
in-room down to just below 40Hz. (Even the
32Hz V -octave band is down by just 8dB inroom, compared with the level at lkHz.)
Overall, the SL700 room response is
smooth, and it is instructive to compare it with
that of the SL600 (fig.6), which was taken
under identical conditions in the same room
with the speakers in identical positions. Lowbass extension is virtually the same (which is

designer Graham Bank (freshly returned from
Wharfedale), and the drive-unit design skills
of Celestion's Bob Smith, who managed the
project team and was responsible for the
tweeter, and Ed Form, now no longer with the
company but with Tammy. Iremember Martin
telling me two years ago that one of the design
aims was to try to solve what they felt to be the
SL600's problems but without losing its intrin-

what you would expect from an identi-

sic musicality. Well, in my opinion, they have

cally dimensioned enclosure with an almost

succeeded. The SL700 equals the performance

identical drive-unit). The '600's upper bass is

of the earlier speaker in the areas where it ex-

alittle less well-controlled, however, while the

cels and exceeds it in bass quality, dynamic

midrange is slightly less even. The main difference lies in the treble, where the more sen-

range, and treble balance. It is perhaps even

sitive aluminum-dome tweeter of the '700

depth, and is never unmusical. Yes, it does not
present atrue degree of low bass, but the bass

gives 2-3dB more output. (Remember my

better in the ability to present images with

comments in the AEI review concerning the

quality is among the best Ihave heard. (While

shape of the curve in the treble, which will also

you might think it an excellent candidate for

be affected by the tweeter's wide dispersion
in the low treble) As Iperformed the series of
tests individually on each speaker, Igot an

use with a subwoofer—Celestion's System

estimate of the closeness of the response

that the compromises necessary to cross over
to asubwoofer will reduce the integrity and

matching between the pair. In this case, the
pair-matching was about the best Ihave seen,
there generally being less than 1dB difference

6000, for example, would seem to be ideal—
Celestion advises against it, on the grounds

purity of the upper-bass response.)
However, even considering that the price in-

in-room between the two from the lower
midrange upward. This care taken in quality

cludes excellent stands, it could be argued that

control should be reflected in superbly precise

speaker.

lateral stereo imaging.
Though not shown in fig.5, the above-axis
measurements indicated that the SL700 should
not be listened to above the tweeter axis, there
Stereophile, September 1988

$3000 is alot of money for asmall box loudIt is.
But what alternatives are there? The MartinLogan CLS, Quad ELS-63, Thiel CS3.5, and
Apogee Duetta are close in price. Of the four,
109

the Quad is the closest in resolving power and
neutrality of tonal balance. But it won't play
as loud as the SL700, has less good LF extension and bass quality, and, with suitable stands,
costs $750 more. The CIS exceeds the SL700
in its ability to analyze arecording, but has an
under-damped bass with less extension than
the Celestion and, in my opinion, can often be
alittle too ruthless for its own good. The Thiel
is less transparent than the British speaker
throughout the audio range, and has an unforgiving high end. However, it has much
better bass extension and can play much
louder. The Apogee has aless neutral balance
than the other four speakers, and makes extreme demands on the matching power
amplifier. It has the lowest bass extension of
the group, however, as well as perhaps the best
midrange quality, and is possibly consistently
the most musical.
Isuggest, therefore, that even at $3000, in
this context the SL700 can be seen to be acontender, atrue high-end loudspeaker that, while
unable to compete with the very largest
speakers in the ability to present the true scale
of live music, does present aunique balance

TNT-Lines M1 loudspeaker
loudspeakers.

"There's something about

designing speakers that's magic," says Tom,
"like when you first drive amotorcycle and

of performance unobtainable elsewhere. (To

realize that you don't have to pedal!"
The MI is the middle model in the range of

be honest, Celestion's own '600 and the
Acoustic Energy AEI do come close, at nearly

commercial production. Ostensibly asimple

three loudspeakers Tom intends for full-scale

two-thirds the price when stands are included.

two-way design, things are more complicated

And don't forget Monitor Audio's R952 /MD.

under the surface of the attractive oak-ve-

Or even the Epos ESI4.) The box speaker that
closest approaches the '700's balance of virtues

neered cabinet. The drive-units are both
sourced from the French Focal company and

and offers true low-bass extension is Lewis

are matched for each pair of Mis. The tweeter,

Lipnick's beloved B&W 801 Matrix, but that
costs almost $5000. The SL700, therefore, can
be highly recommended, particularly to the

the inverted-dome unit that also appears in the

pure in heart.

TNT -Lines Ml: $899/pair
Probably more so than in any other field of
high fidelity, loudspeaker design seems to get
into the blood of those involved. Such has
been the case with TNT-Lines' Tom Thompson, who has been designing speakers since
1962. Once auniversity professor with aPh.D.

which handles frequencies above 3500Hz, is
VMPS Super Tower and (in amodified version)
in the Wilson WATT. The concave dome offers
better HF dispersion than the conventional
convex form and is made from fabric impregnated with a cured resin of some kind to
render it very stiff, thus enabling it to act as a
true piston to higher frequencies than anormal
soft-dome. The version used by TNT has a
1.5-lb samarium/cobalt magnet and is sur-

in English, he changed careers in mid-life, ac-

rounded by aring of anti-diffraction foam.
The mid/woofer is the expensive 51
4 "Focal
/

quired degrees in electronics and laser tech-

unit with acast frame and aNeoflex cone.

nology, and went to work as an engineer at

Unusually, this has two voice-coils, which

Sperry Flight Systems. In recent years, dissatisfied with the atmosphere that permeates

operate in parallel in the bass to give more
drive current at low frequencies and better

adefence contractor, he decided to turn his

power handling. The second voice-coil is

hobby into afull-time career and started TNT-

rolled off at 6dB/octave above

Lines, to manufacture and market his own

ferrite-cored series inductor, giving so-called
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350Hz with a
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"two-and-a-half-way" operation. The main

be relatively lightweight and overdamped,

crossover, with 18dB/octave high- and low-

despite the near-wall placement. The cabinet

pass slopes, is constructed from high-quality
components, including air-cored coils and
Solen polypropylene capacitors bypassed with

seemed commendably inert, with very little

Wonder Caps. Connection is via recessed fiveway binding posts on the rear panel.

above middle-C (approximately 340Hz).

panel resonance audible, though there did appear to be an internal mode around the F
Uniting to music tracks—as Tom Norton

Bass loading is via al.5"-wide port, 5.75"

recently said in Stereopbile, does anyone really

deep, on the rear panel, on the opposite side
from the drive-units, which are mounted vertically in-line on the sloping baffle but offset

know what pink noise is supposed to sound
like?-1 was surprised by the fact that the bass
response sounded a lot deeper and more

to its inside edge. The cabinet is constructed

powerful than Ihad anticipated. "Cool, cool

from 14" industrial high-density particle

water," from the Beach Boys' Sunflower

board, veneered on one side. The inside sur-

album, for example, features asynth bass line

face is coated in M6 » Masonite, held in place
with silicone glue, which is then covered with
"glop," amixture of fiberglass resin and sand.
Glop is also applied to the woofer frame Finally,

with an octave jump from alow C. The fact
that the lower note had a32Hz component
was both audible and measurable on the MIs!

aSonex-type foam covers all the internal surfaces and the cabinet is cross-braced, front-

that aware of the lightweight nature of the

In fact, on rock music in general, Iwasn't made
bass. It was only on piano and orchestral

to-rear and side-to-side, the result being a

recordings, where the left-hand register and

quite dead enclosure.
An aspect of the M1 that caused comment

double-basses sounded "small," that the Ws'
low frequencies sounded meager. And organ

in the Stereopbile office, both for and against

recordings didn't work at all, I'm afraid, the 16'

regarding the aesthetics, was the semicircular
hardwood moldings adorning the front baffle

register just not having enough weight to

and sides. Their positions carefully determined,
these are said both to promote even horizontal

ultimate quantity, the quality of the low frequencies was excellent for aported design,

dispersion and to damp what panel resonances
remain.

bass guitar having agood "snap" to its sound,

The sound: Tom Thompson recommends the
Chicago Speaker Stands' 25" 910P "Hercules"

and double-bass being well-defined.
Farther up the band, the midrange was
basically clean, though some coloration in the

model for the Mis —the upward-facing spikes
on the stands lock into battens on the

lower mida could be heard on piano which
reduced the differentiation of the sound of the

speakers' bases—and adds alayer of acoustic

different octaves alittle This lack of clarity was

foam to the stand's top plate to damp the

less obvious on orchestral music, the different
woodwind tonalities coming over fine though

speaker's base. After some experimentation,

underpin the music. However, if lacking in

there being no upper-bass boom to speak of,

Ipositioned the MIs on these stands, about 9"
out from my rear wall (which consists of open-

strings were rather forward, "shouting" alittle.

fronted record cabinets and bookshelves) and

treme high frequencies were alittle high in

Overall the treble was excellent, though ex-

6' apart, each speaker about one-third of the

level, adding an emphasis to tape hiss, and

way in from the side walls. This gave the best
balance between soundstage centerfill and

making female voices sound a little too
"phlegmy." The voices on the 7)-jo album, for

bass power. My listening scat placed my ears
midway between the woofer and tweeter;
playing pink noise confirmed that this gave the

example, already overcooked by George
Massenburg's heavy hand on the treble EQ,

most neutral balance (Above the tweeter axis,
the high treble gets peaky, with acrossover

point where Istopped enjoying the music). lb

"notch" developing and alack of energy in the
lower-midrange) Ifelt, however, that the two

became over-sibilant (although not to the
put the MIs' treble in perspective it was much
cleaner than the typical soft-dome tweeter
sound; this Focal tweeter is obviously funda-

drive-units didn't integrate quite as well as I mentally agood performer.
had expected, there being some midrange emIhave left the best aspects of the MI until
phasis. The noise signal revealed the bass to
last: its dynamics and imaging. Isuspected the
Stereophile, September 1988
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latter would be good from the double-mono

physically, the TNT Lines MI is undoubtedly

announcer's voice on the HFN/RR Test CD.

areflex design, as can be seen from its im-

(Who can forget those immortal lines, "Left

pedance plot (fig.7), which has the double-

channel. ..
Right Channel ...
In Phase"?) The
image of the voice in each position was narrow

peaked bass typical of the genre. The port is

and well-defined, implying that the MIs would

tuned to 49Hz, with the main box resonance
at 74Hz. Apart from that, the plot is absolutely

equally well decode recordings that had
preserved the inter-channel amplitude infor-

midrange, reaching aminimum of 3.4 ohms at

mation necessary to create atrue soundstage.

250Hz. This is due to the woofer having its

Such, indeed, was the case, the imaging being

two voice-coils connected in parallel below

stable and almost holographic, if not quite up

350Hz. Coupled with the dip below 4ohms
in the low treble, between 3500Hz and 6kHz,

to the standard set by the other two speakers

normal, though it dives alittle low in the lower

in this report. Not only that, the soundstage
was deep, with instruments well-defined in

this current hunger implies that low-powered

space. (The only exception concerned instru-

tube amplifiers or inexpensive Japanese solid-

ments like the harpsichord, with ahigh content

state amplifiers would not be agood match
with this speaker, even though its measured

of HF transients; these were not placed suffi-

sensitivity is high for the box size, being

ciently far back in the stage, in my opinion,

average at 89dB/W/m.

leading to arather exaggerated perspective.)
Looking at my listening notes, Isee that I

peared higher than those of the other two

kept coming back to the spatial aspect of the

speakers in this report, at 55Hz, but as the

The measured nearfield -6dB point ap-

Mis' performance Listening to Bemstein's '70s

reflex port is on the rear panel, this measure-

recording of Mahler 2 on CBS, Inoted the

ment doesn't take its output into account.

speakers' ability to "decode space" while

Some reinforcement in-room is to be expected, therefore (Both drive-units rattled and
chuffed below 40Hz during this test; Ican only

listening to the offstage horns and trumpets at
the beginning of the last movement, then was
horrified by the solo flute sounding as though

assume that the reason Ididn't hear such

it were in an anechoic chamber—and the

misbehavior during the auditioning was due

player sitting on my lap! Ithen put on the 1977

to the nature of music's power spectrum,

Abbado performance of the same work,

which only very rarely has frequencies below
60Hz present at levels approaching those in

noting with surprise how the TN'lb presented
layers within the orchestra—on aDG recording, no less!
There was also avery good sense of the

the midband.) Measured in the listening room
with afree-space positioning, however, the
bass was still lightweight (fig.8), the gentle

recorded acoustic on my own recordings,

slope down below 300-400Hz, implying that

made with the Calrec Soundfield microphone

aposition near the rear wall would be more
appropriate This will reinforce the bass at the

Iwas satisfied that the TNTs were very accurate in this respect. Dynamically, the Mis

expense of evenness of response, an ines-

were also good, there being no sense of strain

capable tradeoff. The peak at 40Hz that can be

to the sound until peak midband levels were

seen in fig.8 is aresonance in my old room,

approaching 100dB. The opening of the fourth

one that always seemed to be more easily ex-

movement of Rachmaninov's Symphony 1

cited by speakers with rear-facing ports, for
some reason.

(Ashkenazy on London) was as powerful as I
have heard it on record, for example. The
drum track on the HFN/RR CD 5 also reproduced in apowerful, lifelike manner, although
tom toms and kick drum were alittle small in

12

size and the hi-hat had too much sizzle.
Measurement: Even without examining it

4

t
IX Lan NI

5 This test disc, which Iproduced when at HFN/RR, is
distributed in the US by Music and Sound Imports, 30
Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. Tel: (800)
331-4315. Price: 122 plus SISO postage and handling.
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balance, which will be unkind to inexpensive
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LP players and cheap solid-state electronics.
Despite these reservations, the TNT MI is
always musical, and worth an audition. At a
hair under $1050 including stands, however,
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position, including the Vandersteen 2C and
Spica Angelus, both of which have amore
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FIG. 8 Spatially averaged, 1/
3-octave,
in-room response

balanced, er, balance Ilook forward to hearing
Tom Thompson's next design.

Overall Conclusion
In the treble, there is aslight lack of energy

What amonth's reviewing! First to hear the

at the top of the woofer passband, which

Acoustic Energy speakers and be bowled over

could magnify the sense of depth. Though the
low treble response is alittle exaggerated, it

by them, then to hear the Celestion SL700s
perform as well as the smaller speaker in most

is not excessively so; the slight brightness
noted could have been more due to the adja-

defined, more extended bass. Ithen visited

areas and better in some, and to have abetter

cent area of weakness leaving this region

Gordon's listening room and was exposed to

somewhat isolated. Other reviewers have

the $10,000 Infinity IRS Betas—an awesome

noted that this inverted-dome Focal tweeter

experience indeed, particularly when listening

has aresonance problem on-axis in the high

to my own tapes! Iwas immersed in both the
sound and the performance in amanner that

treble. Here, it can be seen that there is too
much energy in the room in the 16kHz

Irarely have been before from reproduced

2 -octave
/
1

band. Due to the MI's sloping baffle, however, which positions the listener

music. But, thinking rationally about the experience, as much as Iwas impressed by the

below this axis, you would have to be standing
to be aware of this phenomenon.

Betas' neutrality, LF extension, and dynamics,
and the way they added to the musical ex-

Conclusion: As the first design from anew

ing environment. My 19 1
2 '
/
x16' room is just

company, the TNT Lines MI is apromising ef-

not big enough to accommodate the IRS Beta's
four towers and allow me to sit the requisite

perience, this is not relevant to my own listen-

fort. The clean treble, excellent imaging, and
good dynamics offset to alarge extent the lack
of ultimate low-frequency extension, par-

10' or so back. Its 20Hz bass extension might
also prove to be aproblem in that it would ex-

ticularly with nonclassical music. The well-

cite room resonances to agreater extent than

damped bass would mate well with amplifiers

would asmaller speaker. For those of us with
relatively small rooms, therefore, Isuggest that

having the opposite characteristic, such as the
Cheapskate's fave rave, the 138/K ST140. Good
should be used on their 4-ohm taps.

awell-balanced minimonitor, driven by highquality electronics, is the best choice. Of the
speakers in this report, the Acoustic Energy

To be set against this is the lightweight bass
noticeable on orchestral and piano music, the

and the Celestion can be recommended as being sufficiently good in nearly all other areas

coloration and loss of clarity noted in the

of performance that their absolute lack of bass

lower midrange, and the rather uptilted tonal

can (almost) be ignored.

tube amplifiers would also do well, but these

dbx 0(1 PREAMPLIFIER 8( BX1
CONFIGURABLE POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt
CX1 Preamp: Solid-state video/stereo audio preamplifier/control center. Audio frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.09dB; 2Hz-200kHz +0/-3dB. RIM accuracy: +0.15dB, 20Hz-20kHz.
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Video frequency response: -2dB at 10MHz. Distortion (all types): below 0.01% up to 2V out. Rated
output: 2V RMS. Maximum input: MM, 150mV; MC, 15mV (20dB gain setting); or 7.5mV (26dB
gain setting; line 9V RMS. Maximum output: 9V RMS. Slew rate: 9V/fs. S/N ratio: 78dBA on
MM phono, 79dBA on MC. Dynamic range: 120dB. Separation: 80dB at 1kHz, 60dB at 20kHz.
Source/source crosstalk: Audio -80dB, 20Hz-20kHz; video -45dB to 7MHz. Input impedances:
Line 48.5k ohms across 200pF; MM phono 47k ohms across 50, 100, or 200pF; MC 50, 100, or
200 ohms across 1000pF. Output impedance (main, tape loop): 332 ohms. Maximum gain: MM,
35dB; MC, 55-61dB; line 18dB. Tone controls: Bass (300Hz) ±3dB at 300Hz and ±11dB at 20Hz;
(120Hz) ±3dB at 120Hz and +10dB at 20Hz. Treble ±3dB at 4kHz and ±7dB at 20kHz. Tilt:
±1dB/octave above 200Hz, ±7dB at 20kHz. Low-pass filter 12dB/octave above 8.5kHz. Noninverting circuitry. Surround-channel digital delay: Input level adjust with LED indicators; sample
rate 12MHz; second-order noise-shaped sigma-delta-modulation encoding; frequency response
20Hz-8kHz with 1dB/octave above 3kHz and -1.3dB down at 8kHz; dynamic range 93dB; delay
set at 19.1 and 21.8ms, internally adjustable 13.7 to 32.8ms in 2.7ms increments; dematrixing
L/R, separate L-R/R-L, and L±90 R. Dolby Pro-Logic Surround: Five output channels (Front
L, Front Center dialog, Front R, Rear or Sides Land R; calibration modes for input and output signal levels. System mute: automatic -50dB at power On/Off, manual full mute from frontpanel switch. Dimensions: 17" W by 31/
2 "H by 15 1
/
2 "D. Weight: 17 lbs. Price: $2500.
BX1 Power Amp: Power output: 2-channel mode, 400W into 8 ohms, 1200W into 1 ohm;
4-channel mode, 100W into 8ohms, 400W into 1ohm. Current capability: 20A continuous into
1ohm, 100A peak into 0.1 ohm. Distortion: 0.05% or less to rated output. Slew rate: 200V/fs.
Sensitivity: 1V for full output. Bandwidth: -3dB down at 3Hz and 160kHz. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz ±.075dB. Noise: 96dB below 1W. Damping factor: Greater than 100 at 20kHz.
Separation: 90dB at 1kHz, 70dB at 20kHz. Input impedance: 48k ohms across 200pF. Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H by 24 1/
2 "D. Weight: 84 lbs. Price: $3700.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: dbx, 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02195.
Tel: (617) 964-3210.
While most audiophiles will grant that dbx has

The Preamp

made some very good signal processors

The CX1 has 10 pairs of stereo audio inputs,

through the years, no high-end purist has ever

marked Phono MM, Phono MC, 'Ruler, CD,

really taken them seriously in terms of sound

Aux, External Processor, and 'Pape 1, 2, and

quality. The idea that adbx product could

as well as three video inputs (Main, Tape 2,

3,

3). The front-panel control lineup con-

compete sonically with Threshold or Krell or

Tape

Mark Levinson has been unthinkable. But

sists of five Source buttons (Video, Aux, CD,

when dbx's PR person Fran Dym told me

'finer, Phono), four Monitor buttons (Tape 1,

some time ago that they were "committed to

Tape 2/VDP, Tape 3/VCR, and Source), a

breaking into high-end audio," she obviously

Record Out switch (1 to 2and 3, 2to 1and 3,
3to 1and 2, Source, limner), aseparation con-

wasn't kidding. These are two of the most
impressive-looking components I've seen for

trol (from L+R to L-R), a pair of channel

along time.
The CX1 "preamplifier" is not just afull-

Reverse buttons, Bass and Treble controls, LF
and HF turnover buttons, atone control In/

featured audio preamp. It is also avideo switcher

Out button, alow-pass "scratch" filter button,

and a Dolby Pro Logic surround-sound

External Processor buttons which insert the

decoder. The huge BX1 power amplifier,

device in-circuit or connect it ahead of atape

which looks like something Krell might have

recorder, Volume and Balance controls, sur-

produced, is afour-channel unit which can be
reconfigured as two bridged stereo amps of

round Input Level and Balance/Calibrate controls, and an Ambience Recovery Mode switch.

equal power or as three of unequal power. In

On the back panel are controls which select

two-channel mode, the rated per-channel

and set the level of acenter-channel (dialog)

power is 400W continuous into 8 ohms, or

output, and aswitch that selects amoving-

1200W (briefly) into 1ohm. Output current

magnet or amoving-coil phono source and

into 0.1 ohm is rated at an impressive 20 amps

provides achoice of capacitive loads for the

continuous into 1.0 ohm, 100 amps peak

MM input. Internal switches adjust MC load,

into 0.1 ohm.

MC gain, and delay time for each channel.
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dbx CX1 preamplifier
Outputs include main video (to monitor), one

low impedance makes it abetter match to the

tape video, three pairs of tape audio, one

high-current low-voltage output of aMC car-

center channel audio, and one pair each of

tridge than aFET would provide, while not
being low enough to affect aMC cartridge's

Front and Rear audio signals.
Both the CX1 and BX1 appear to be very well
built, with well-fitting chassis parts and neatly

loading. iWo bipolars are cascaded and fed to
the MM input, and the entire head-amp circuit

laid-out and cleanly soldered PC boards. The

is DC-coupled.

capacitors are polypropes and polycarbs, the
resistors are 1% metal-film types, all receptacles are gold-plated, and the circuit boards

The line section uses FEB throughout, with
high-current types driving the main outputs.
(This is necessary because acertain amount of

are glass-epoxy. The power supply looks alit-

power is needed to drive long interconnects.)

tle skimpy, though, for all the circuitry it has

Input switching is done at the back of the

to support. All controls and receptacles are

chassis, near the input receptacles, by means

logically laid out, making the unit reasonably

of flexible mechanical cables running from the

easy to install and operate. My only gripe,

front-panel pushbuttons. All unselected inputs

ergonomically speaking, applies to all dbx
products: gold lettering on ablack background

are grounded through 1k-ohm resistors to
minimize crosstalk, and all input signals—

is not the most legible combination for small-

including those from tape decks and the EPL

print control identifications. (White on black
is best.)

loop—go first to an isolating buffer stage that

The MM preamp uses large-geometry FEB

level stage The tape Outputs too are at low impedance from isolation buffers, and aRecord

in adifferential configuration, to minimize RFI
and to ensure that the cartridge loading is

delivers alow-impedance output to the high-

Out selector allows dubbing from any deck to

purely afunction of the selected termination.

the other two. The Channel buttons allow for

(Bipolars tend to add additional loading to a

any desired routing of input signals; depressing

high-impedance cartridge, because of their

either one feeds that signal to both outputs,

low input impedance.) The output of the first

while depressing both interchanges the channels, left for right.

FET pair feeds a current-source-loaded
voltage-amplifier FET, which then feeds a
complementary common-collector output
stage that functions essentially as alow-output
power amplifier. This allows the use of alowimpedance feedback RIAA EQ network, to
keep noise and RF pickup at aminimum. Finally, afixed low-pass filter at the preamp-section

An unusual feature of the CX1 is its separation control, which provides continuously
variable adjustment from mono A+B (full channel blending) to full difference signal (A -B),
with no mono component. This allows awide
range of control over spaciousness and soundstage width, while adetented center position

output removes ultrasonic garbage (from im-

gives a"normal stereo" frame of reference for

perfect groove tracing), to prevent it from pro-

evaluating loudspeaker placement and recorded

ducing audible difference components due to

soundstaging.

nonlinearities in later stages.
The MC section is aseparate "head amp"

The external processor loop is like atape
monitor loop in that it allows an external

with dedicated inputs and switchable outputs.

device (equalizer, dynamic-noise expander)

The input stage is abipolar transistor, whose

to be inserted into the signal path or switched
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out as desired. In the CX1, as in other preamps,

from warm though neutral to cool or sparse.

the EPL is normally inserted at apoint in the

The CX1's tone controls affect only the three

circuit following the preamp's Tape inputs, so

front stereo channels, which Ithink is amis-

that the processor can be used with all signal

take The controls are not suitable for matching

sources. The CX1, though, has aswitch that
allows the EPL to be relocated at the tape out-

different front/rear loudspeakers, only for program correction, which is okay. But making

puts, where it can do its thing to the signal that

such corrections in the front channels only

is being tape-recorded.
The volume control is afive-ganged 31-step

will thwart any effort the user may have made

detented switch, using individually trimmed
discrete voltage-divider resistors for high track-

loudspeakers in asurround system.

ing accuracy. It simultaneously controls the
stereo fronts, center front, and two rear out-

to match the sounds of his front and rear
There comes atime when Stereopbile must
assume that most of its readers are knowledge-

puts, in increments ranging from 1.3dB beyond

able about atopic. As far as I'm concerned,
that time has arrived for Dolby surround, so

the 12 o'clock position to 3.25dB and more
below the 9o'clock position. The balance con-

Dolby MP decoder, without going into tedious

trol is aganged potentiometer (rather than a

detail about Dolby MP all over again. It carries

Ishall simply say that the CX1 is afull-logic

switch) with adetented center position at the

the designation Dolby Pro-Logic, which—

point where atap is drawn off the element,

according to Dolby licensing requirements—

assuring precise channel balance at the mid

means it must conform in all performance

setting.
The CX1's only unmistakable concessions

aspects (matrixing proportions, time constants) to the professional MP decoders Dolby
manufactures for use in movie theaters. This
also means, in theory at least, that any home

to mid-fl are the tone controls. These can be
bypassed via afront-panel switch, which of
course every purist will do before all else but

decoder made to Dolby Pro-Logic specs

the fact is that these tone controls have little

should perfectly decode every Dolby sur-

effect on the sound when in-circuit but set for
Flat, and they are quite useful when needed.

round program. But dbx implies that these
programs can be decoded better by the CX1

The bass control has two operating modes,

than by professional Pro-Logic units, because
dbx's implementation of the standards exceeds

selected from afront-panel switch: 120 and
300. In the 300 position, LF boost hinges

that of the professional units in the areas of

around 300Hz and shelves out ,at 100, so the
entire range below 100 is varied by about the
same amount. In the 120Hz position, the hinge

noise and distortion, and in accuracy of logic
steering at low signal levels.
A provisional requirement of Pro-Logic is

point is 120Hz and the amount of boost or cut

that the decoder include aspecial test-signal
generator for balancing out the four or five
channels of afull surround-sound system, and

continues to increase with falling frequency,
down to around 30Hz.
The Treble control also has two modes,

the CX1 includes this. Pulling out the Surround

marked 4kHz and Tilt. The 4kHz one also has
a shelving action, allowing the brightness

narrow-band pink-noise signal, switched

Level control knob turns on the test: afiltered

curring excessive action at extreme high fre-

every few seconds into adifferent channel so
that the noise seems to rotate around the

quencies. The Tilt feature is similar to that of

listener from speaker to speaker. When all

range of the sound to be adjusted without in-

aconventional fixed-inflection (fixed-hinge)

channels sound loud on the test signal, front/

treble control, except that it affects the entire
frequency range above 200Hz. Instead of
brightening or dulling the sound, as is usually

back and left/right balance should be correct

the case with atreble control, Tilt affects the
entire "temperature" of the sound, varying it
A tone control's hinge point is that frequency above or below
which it affects the reproduced frequency response. Shelving
refers to the fact that, at some point away from the hinge point,
the equalization flattens out again (that is, boost or cut ceases
to increase and becomes constant), providing flat response
from there out to the frequency limit of the device.
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for the majority of Dolby-encoded films.
(Note: "should" does not mean "shall.")
This test signal can also be of some value for
matching the quality of asurround system's
front and rear speakers. While it is not necessary,
and is usually impractical, to use identical
speakers for all four channels of asurround
system, it is important that they sound as
much alike as possible, at least through most
Stereophile, September 1988

of the audio midband. Few people are pre-

a back-panel switch and different speaker

pared to pay as much for apair of surround

hookups, for four-, three-, or two-channel

speakers as for their main front pair, not to
mention giving up that much room space for

operation.
For what would one be likely to need four

them. The rears are usually chosen for small
size, which means they are very unlikely to

channels of power amplification? The most
obvious application would be, of course, for

sound similar to the front pair. This makes the
rear channels sound disembodied from the

Dolby Surround reproduction, although 100W

front, and can lead to audible pumping as the
logic circuit pulls sounds from the front and
reproduces them at adifferent level from the
rear. With the pink-noise test signal and an

for the rear channels is rather more than would
ever be needed here. Bi -amplification of apair
of stereo channels is another obvious application, but the value of athree-channel mode

equalizer on the rear channels, it is usually

may be less apparent.
In three-channel mode, one of the BX1's

possible to get amuch better front/rear match

stereo pairs is strapped while the other pair re-

than when using all the speakers as-is. 2 (You

mains unchanged. The strapped channel can

may have to readjust levels as you do the

thus deliver as much power as in 2-channel
mode—something that would rarely be needed

EQ'ing, because one will subjectively affect
the other.) The importance of this front/rear
matching cannot be overemphasized; it makes

when driving a center dialog speaker, but
is definitely useful for driving asubwoofer. (A

the difference between apumping, seesawing

front center dialog channel is usually high-pass

sonic mess and the ability to produce aseam-

filtered above about 150Hz, to allow asmall

less, integrated 360° soundfield.
Like most Dolby-MP decoders, the CX1 has

speaker to be used without cone bottoming
on heavy bass.) But the matter of which

aseparate input level control for the surround

speakers are supposed to connect to which of

circuitry, but dbx is the first decoder manufac-

the BX1's outputs is one of the only areas of

turer (to my knowledge) to explain why this

real confusion in dbx's instructions for these

is important, aside from preventing overload

units.

of volume peaks. Actually, it should be obvious

None of the power amp inputs is identified
as to channel; they are merely numbered 1

if you think about it. The rear channels are
processed by amodified Dolby-B NR decoder,

through 4. The instructions imply that num-

and because Dolby NR varies the signal's HF

bers 1and 2are for the front stereo speakers

response according to signal level, improper

and 3 and 4 are for the rears, but in the 3channel mode, the main speakers are fed from

input signal level will cause incorrect NR tracking, resulting in dulled or exaggerated high end
from the surround channel.
Like all Dolby-licensed SS decoders, the CX1

channels 3and 4, while channel 2goes unused.
This is hardly acrippling flaw, but it would
have made more sense had the BX1's rear out-

has the requisite delay in the rear channels (to

puts been strapped when in 3-channel mode,

improve apparent front/back separation when
there is inadvertent leakage due to poor pro-

rather than the front ones. Simply renumbering the back-panel connections so they read

gram material 3), but unlike any other decoder

from right to left would have made things less

Iknow of, it uses slightly different amounts of

confusing.

delay in each rear channel, to create "a diffuse,

The BX1 uses discrete bipolar devices in full

non-localizable ambience in all [surround]

complementary differential configuration

modes."

throughout, with "a moderate amount" of

The Power Amp

cuitry except for loudspeaker fuses, which
should have no effect on sound quality be-

negative feedback. There is no protection cirThe huge BX1 is unique in that it is three-way
configurable. It is basically ahigh-powered
four-channel amp that can be strapped, using

2 For more accurate front/rear speaker matching, awiderband signal is needed. Good ones are the rain sequences on
Platoon or Romancing (be Stone; ideal ones, because they
are even more broadband. arc the waterfall sequences of
Predator or The Mission
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3Ifeel amore relevant way of looking at the inclusion of delay
to the rear channels is that it allows the listener always to hear
the wavefront from the front speakers first. The precedence
effect thus ensures that even if there is in-phase leakage from
the front to the reaz front images remain to the front and don't,
disconcertingly, snap to the rear and back again (something
that used to annoy the hell out of me in the days when Iwas
painfully trying to get surround sound from SQ- encoded
records).
— JA
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dbx BX1 power amplifier
cause they are included in the feedback loop.
Though the power amp is DC-coupled through-

High-end audiophiles will also lift aSpockian

out, it does have DC-blocking capacitors at the

eyebrow at the statement that "Sonically, it
makes little or no audible difference (whether

inputs because "it is genuinely dangerous to

you leave your power amp turned on all the

be able to amplify direct current." (In fact,
several high-end designs which are DC-

some audiophiles believe leaving an amp on

coupled have adequate protection against the

time or shut it off between listens), although
improves its sound, and it is true that, as with
all amplifiers, the BX1's measured performance

effects of aDC input offset.) Each of the four
channels has 44,000uF of capacitor storage,

becomes optimal after afew minutes' warmup."

and there are two separate power supplies,

After reading this, Iwas tempted to review the

sharing only acommon, very heavy-gauge AC
cord. (It looks like about 12-gauge.) The amp

minute's warmup, but that wouldn't be fair,

is true dual mono in stereo mode.

BX1 right out of the box, after just a few
would it? (Though dbx could hardly have
complained.) Many of us do, in fact, find that

Documentation
Imust comment on the instructions supplied

(many? most?) electronics to perform at their

with these, because they are unusually thorough
and well-written, obviously by someone who

best; rather than wait the prescribed period
before listening, we just leave everything on

knows the high-end audio field but is not

all the time. (Unless the amps are class-A or
tubed.) Unfortunately, after all these years, we

always sympathetic toward it. Long sections
are devoted to some pros and cons of audiophile gospel, and while many Stereopbile
readers will bristle at some of the assertions,
it must be said that most of them are difficult
to dismiss. For example: dbx contends that all
power amplifiers have negative feedback, and

it takes at least an hour of warmup for some

golden-ear types still can't legitimize much of
what we hear with measurements. But if dbx,
or the writer of its instructions, is willing to
grant the possibility that some sonic qualities
are not yet measurable, he/she should also
grant the possibility that they will improve

that literature which claims otherwise is "not

beyond that period of warmup required for

on the level." This is, in fact, true, in that any

optimal measurements, and should at least

un -bypassed cathode or emitter introduces
local negative feedback (because that element

suggest that CXI/BX1 owners try leaving their

is in-phase with the input signal and is thus

then ascertain for themselves whether they
can hear adifference.

180° out-of-phase with the output). But the
ensuing assertion—that negative feedback is
"a very good thing" —conveniently ignores

equipment on for acouple of days straight and

In other words, there is alot of interesting
reading in the CX1/BX1 instructions, which

the fact that it can cause as many problems as

can be digested at one's leisure after the system

it solves. Like many other things, it depends

is up and running. But don't expect to find it
relaxing reading.

on how it is used.
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Listening Tests

loudspeakers it is used with, and their sound

Equipment used for the first round of tests, in
my audio room, included the Ortofon MC3000 cartridge with and without its matching

depends on the amplifier. For example, there
is no such thing as an ideal bass alignment for
a woofer, because high damping is incon-

T-3000 step-up transformer, the Versa Dyna-

sistent with amplitude linearity. Thus, every

mics 2.01 LP player, aStuc Quattro CD player,
aPCM-Fl digital tape system, and Sound Lab

design must compromise one or both of these
parameters. As aconsequence, the amplifier

A-3 full-range electrostatic loudspeakers.

which produces the "most neutral" bass—that
is, the tightest and most extended low end—
from agiven loudspeaker is simply that which

Audio interconnects were Monster M-1000,
speaker cables were Audioquest LiveWire
Clears, and the listening room is extensively

best complements the speaker's LF design

treated with ASC lübe 'Daps. Program material
consisted of CDs and analog discs from Shef-

compromises. The "most neutral" amplifier,

field, Opus 3, Telarc, and Reference Recordings. In the video room for the Surround tests
of the CX1 only, associated components used

then, is merely that which yields the least
colored sound from the statistical majority of
those loudspeakers which are priced high

were aPioneer PR-82 LaserVision player, and

enough to allow the designer(s) to go for what
they feel to be the best possible sound. And

Electron Kinetics Eagle 2A amplifier for the
front channels and aJensen-Stereo-modified

which sound the least colored on the statistical

Dyna Stereo 120 power amplifier for the rears.

the most neutral loudspeakers are simply those

Program material consisted of Dolby-sur-

cross-section of those amplifiers which sound
the least colored on the most neutral loud-

round-encoded LaserDiscs from Paramount

speaker systems. See how simple it is?!

Home Video, MGM/UA, Warner Home Video,

The situation isn't really as befuddled as it
may seem, though, because the best (read

and CBS/Fox, and aselection of conventional
stereo and SQ-encoded CDs played through
the Quattro player. And, despite dbx's assurances that it wouldn't matter, both products
were allowed a48-hour warmup.

"highest-priced") power amplifiers seem to
resemble one another in sound according to
the classic bell-shaped probability curve. No

Despite the relative complexity of these

two are identical (as anyone who reads our
reviews knows), but from the majority of them

devices, and the ambiguous speaker-hookup

emerges apattern of what is, if not "right," at

recommendations, installation was simple and

least typical. Bear this in mind when one of

straightforward. They were evaluated individually first, and then working together.

our reviewers reports that an amplifier has
heavy bass or adull high end. It isn't necessari-

Performance

atypical, and will probably be less-than-

ly that the amplifier is flawed, simply that it is
First, the BXI power amp. This was used initial-

typically neutral on amajority of "neutral"

ly in its strapped 2-channel mode, as aconventional stereo amplifier driven by the Threshold

speaker systems.

FET-10. The first and lasting impression was
of tremendous solidity and imperturbability.
The sound has an ingratiating quality of relaxing ease to it, at listening levels up to the positively insane. (Consider: With aloudspeaker
of average sensitivity-90dB or so—and
relative freedom from compression effects,

Having said that, Iwill report that the BX1
is not altogether typical in two areas: low end
and overall balance. The bass is definitely on
what Iwould call the "lean" side, which is to
say it is alittle sparse. How can this be, from
an amplifier that measures virtually flat down
to 20Hz, and is only 3dB down at 3Hz? 1attribute it to nothing more than the input block-

600W of input signal will generate asound

ing capacitor, whose LF phase shift dbx claims

pressure level of almost 118dB—just 2dB

has no effect on the sound. (It has in every

below the threshold of physical pain. And

other power amp I've heard that had an input

that's just from one channel. Two of them add

capacitor, so why shouldn't it in this one?)

another 3dB!)

Bass detail is absolutely superb, though, as
are its heft and impact. Not surprisingly, LF

have mentioned in the past the impossibility of ascertaining the accuracy of a power
amplifier, but the point can bear repeating:

detail is subtly but perceptibly better in
2-channel mode than in 4, although the quali-

The sound of an amplifier depends on the

ty of the BX1's bass is much better than average
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even in its 4-channel mode. Idid not try it

point of how neutral it sounded under bypass-

driving the Infinity IRS Betas' low end, because my first BX1 sample blew up the first

test conditions. It wasn't. dbx's literature makes
no mention of bypass testing, yet the CX1

time Itried it with that system. Idon't know

proved to be one of the most nearly perfect

whether that was coincidence or whether the

preamps, in terms of accuracy, Ihave audi-

amplifier and Infinity's electronic crossover

tioned. It is not "warm" or "cool" or "clinical"

just took an instant dislike to each other, but

or "analytical."

Iwas not prepared to sacrifice our second sample until Ihad finished listening to it on other

But this is not to say, unfortunately, that it
is aperfectly clear window on the input signal.

loudspeakers.

It does not have quite the detail and focus that

The BX1 also has, overall, what Iwould

I hear from, for example, the Threshold

describe as asubtly warm sound, unrelated to

FET-10. You could not describe its sound as

its low end, and more related to avery slight

veiled; it isn't. But lengthy listening com-

rounding-off of sharp edges in the signal,

parisons with the Threshold, or with its by-

much like what most superb tube amplifiers

passed signal, revealed aslight loss of definition
and snap. Neither does it have quite the

do to it. This was, in fact, the biggest difference
between the BX1 and the no-holds-barred best

FET-10's LF detail and soundstage depth,

of the competition. Given achoice, though,

although it does have just as much of that

Imuch prefer aslight loss of detailing to the

superb preamp's soundstaging spaciousness.

hyper-analytical razor-edged presentation of
some other solid-state electronics I've heard.

(Some of the depth and breadth seemed very

Soundstage presentation was judged to be
excellent, although alittle stronger on spacious-

subtly diminished when the tone controls—
set for Flat—were switched in, but the difference was so slight that Icould never be cer-

ness than on rendition of depth. Though most

tain Iwas actually hearing achange Thee did

tube amplifiers and afew solid-state ones (the
Krell 100W monoblocks and the Mark Levin-

not appear to be any change in any other

son No.20s, for example) have better depth,

feel about tone controls—and these proved to
be very useful with some program material—

very few have awider soundstage (the VTL

aspect of the sound. Regardless of how you

300s do), and only the VTLs and the Audio

you have to admire tone-control design of this

Research M-300s (of the current crop that I've

precision.)

heard) present amore distinct impression of

The phono preamp stages were apleasant

the soundstage boundaries—the side and
rear walls.

surprise, too. The MM input, which Iused in

All in all, one hell of anice power amplifier,

conjunction with Ortofon's T-3000 step-up
transformer, measured as having better RIAA

at avery reasonable price when you consider

accuracy than my inverse equalizer; the 0.2dB

what it buys you.

errors observed at 20Hz and 20IcHz were those

The CX1 preamp is complex enough that,

of the network itself, and if it was adding

even for one who's been messing with this

anything to the sound, Iwas unable to hear it.

stuff for almost half acentury (my God!!), it
took awhile to find my way around all the

Overall, the sound was almost more tapelike
than master tape, in that direct-to-disc record-

controls. Ispent the first half hour diddling

ings also had that very subtly rounded-off

with everything, just to see what did what, but

quality characteristic of analog tape, even at

it still took aweek of frequent use before Iwas

30ips. There was no trace of edginess or harsh-

able to reach for the right control without first
having to peer at the labels.

ness from disc, which made it possible to en-

Overall, the dbx CX1 is one very suave-

joy listening even to some of CBS's and Deutsche
Grammophon's worst mid-'60s efforts. Low-

sounding preamp. While it doesn't have quite

frequency extension was superb, but the bass

the limpid ease and openness of asuperb tube

had the same very slight heaviness Ihad

preamp, it shares much of the smoothness and

observed from the high-level section, in-

musicality we have come to aweiate with the

dicating that the preamp stage was having no

best tube equipment. And, considering how
much circuitry there is in this, its sound is sur-

additional adverse effect on the low end.
The MC input, which Iloaded down to 50

prisingly neutral.

Another manufacturer,

ohms for the very-low-impedance MC-3000

whose preamp Itested recently, made abig

used "straight," sounded almost exactly like
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the MM input except for an extremely small

rear-channel balance in surround modes. The

loss of depth, but the ability to use the car-

detented center position provides precisely the
correct mix of sum and difference to reproduce arecording's soundstage accurately. This

tridge straight-in, without its step-up transformer, resulted in atightened low end and
some improvement in detail. Even at the 20dB
MC gain setting, there was plenty of reserve

is where Ileft the control when Iwasn't playing games with it.

on the volume control, and both hum and hiss
were below audibility at all volume settings ex-

The high-cut filter, which, like the tone controls, affects only the front channels, does not

cept those bordering on the insanely loud
(105dB). I did not try using the Ortofon

have aparticularly sharp cutoff (12dB/octave),

MC-2000, whose 0.05mV output has frustrated

Nonetheless, it has what Ijudged to be an ap-

every MC prearnp Ihave tried it with, but it ap-

preciable dulling effect on the sound, although
this may be preferred by many listeners to certain kinds of background hiss, so the option

pears that the CX1 should be able to cope with
every other MC or MM cartridge in existence.
High-level gain seemed excessive, though.

and takes effect at a relatively high 8kHz.

to use it or not is there for the choosing.

With most input sources, and power amps and

Iconducted my quality evaluations of the

loudspeakers of average sensitivity, "com-

CX1 on my main audio system, concluding

fortable" listening levels requited avolume con-

with abrief listen to the front channels only

trol setting of around 12:00, where the step in-

in the unit's various Surround Modes. Since

crements range from 1.3 to 2dB. With some

the non-Dolby settings process only the sideor rear-channel outputs, which were not used,

signal sources-5V-output CD players, for
instance—I had to run the control into the
2.5dB-step region, and as aresult, there were

they had no effect that Icould hear on the

times when Ifelt that an intermediate setting

however, exhibited the same behavior as that

front signals. The Dolby Surround setting,

between what was available was exactly what

in the Fosgate 3602, producing what sounded

was needed. Because this is amulti-position

like moderate, rapid pumping from time to
time in response to rear-encoded signals. This

switch and not adetented pot, though, intermediate settings were not attainable by set-

is as it should be, and is aresult of the device's

ting the thing between detents. (There is a
vernier level control—the Surround Input Level

mation to the rear channels while attenuating

control—available when using the surround

it at the front. Without rear speakers con-

modes, but it should be used sparingly, to keep
the level within the range indicated by the
green panel light.)

nected to take over when the sound is directed
toward them, the effect is an abrupt loss of sur-

The stereo dimension control was fun to
play with, but Ifound it to be of little value for

logic-steering, which directs surround infor-

round level from the fronts.
To check surround-sound performance, I
moved the CX1 to my video room and installed

music listening. (It is, however, of considerable

it in place of the Fosgate unit Ihad been using.

utility as atest provision.) IshareJAs view that
soundstaging should be optimized through

My surround speakers are high on the walls at
the rear corners of the room, rather than at the

loudspeaker placement, for a wide cross-

sides of the listening area as suggested by dbx,
but Istill found the CX1's decoding of Dolby-

section of well-miked recordings, and then left
alone. If arecording has too wide or narrow

encoded material to be excellent—actually a
bit better than that of the Fosgate in separation,

asoundstage, so be it. Those who disagree on
principle, though, will find the CX1's Stereo
control useful for trimming apoor soundstage

and ashade richer in sound quality. Icould not
be sure whether the "richness" was because

For test purposes, the full A+B setting produces pure mono, useful for checking loud-

because the dbx softened hardness in the pro-

speaker phasing and center bunching—which

gram source, but on the basis of my previous

the Fosgate added a trace of hardness, or

latter must be extremely tight in mono in order

listen to the CX1, Isuspect the latter. The

to be able to produce stable, specific phantom

separation improvement noted was mainly
curing low-level surround passages, such as
from crickets and gentle rain, when the dbx

images of the correct width in stereo. The full
A-Bsetting is pure difference signal, stripped
of all center-front information, and is invaluable for checking front-channel nulling and
Stereophile, September 1988

gave amore pronounced separation of rear
from front, and vice versa.
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Rear bleed-through of sibilance from im-

put that money into better circuitry and

balanced soundtracks was judged to be no better or worse than that from the Fosgate, but

parts?") The very combination of audio and
video features that makes the CX1 so versatile

was alittle less rough in quality As for the staggered rear-channel delays chosen by dbx, this

few serious audiophiles are seriously into

did, in fact, seem to enhance the illusion of

video, and acasual audiophile will consider

will be aput-off to many people. Relatively

ambient space at the rear, and acted to reduce

the CX1 much too costly and complicated for

the audible difference between front-to-rear
and rear-to-front-moving images, but com-

his needs. Of those who share an interest in
both high-end audio and high-end video, few

pletely shot down the system's ability to pro-

care to or have seen fit to combine both media

duce solid side images—something the

into one integrated system, preferring adedi-

Fosgate does quite well.

cated system for each. (This makes sense,

The other surround modes produced in-

as the requirements for loudspeakers and their

teresting and impressive effects with some pop

placement are in many respects quite dif-

material—particularly SQ-encoded recordings
like Dark Side of (be Moon and Firesign

highest-end home electronics components

ferent.) And at atime when even many of the

Theatre's We're All Bozos On This Bus, but

have infra-red remote control, the lack of this

were no more successful on most classical

provision in the Oa will be viewed by many

recordings than previous efforts in this direc-

prospective buyers as adefinite liability.

tion. The problem seems to be that there isn't

What's the competition? It's really hard to

enough antiphase content in most recorded
reverb to produce a decent rear-ambient

say, because both units are quite unlike anything else I've encountered, or even know

signal, and the lack of specific Dolby encoding

about. Clearly, if you have no interest in video,

prevents them from being used with the logic
steering turned on. As aconsequence, the am-

equivalent sound for less money, or better

there are many preamplifiers that will give you

bience directed to the rear does not subtract
from that in the front, and the result is simply
too much ambience. Yet turning down the

sound for the same price, than the On. The
case for the BX1, though, is less clear-cut; even

rears has the effect of markedly diminishing

amplifier (strapped for two channels), it can

the feeling of asurrounding space, diluting the
effect one is trying to achieve. (I got the best

if you never use it as anything but astereo
hold its own with some of the most respected

results from early stereo recordings, SQ-

power amps around. For example the Wingate
2000A, for slightly more money ($3900), is

encoded ones in particular, because these were
rather drier to begin with than most contem-

and upper ranges, but the dbx beats it out in

slightly better than the dbx through the mid

porary recordings, which, in my opinion, all

low-end authority (despite the slight leanness).

have too damned much reverb on them any-

The Motif MS-100 ($3250) has comparably

way. 4 But none of them could approach in

detailed soundstaging capability, but ashade

realism an average Ambisonic reproduction.)

less LF control, aslightly drier (but more open)
high end, and aless neutral upper midrange,
being somewhat withdrawn. And so it goes.

Soberly Considered
Conclusion

another amplifier which surpasses the BX1 in

These are superbly thought-out and engineered

all areas, which is ameasure of the success of

products, but Iam uncertain what their market
niche is. Although their prices are certainly low

dbx's design efforts here.
Ican recommend these highly to anyone

enough, considering what you get for the
money, they are too expensive for the casual

who wants the versatility of a high-end
Japanese electronics product with most of the

You have to pay at least $1000 more to get

audiophile, and too feature-laden for the audio

sonic attributes of the best American elec-

purist, who equates versatility and complexity

tronics. They are certainly well worth their

with compromised sound. ("Why don't they

cost, but the perfectionist audiophile may still
prefer to opt for greater accuracy and less flexi-

4This is typical Western thinking. If something is good. thine
can't be too much of it. Once upon atime, people believed
there could be "too much of agood thing." Nobody seems
to any more.

bility in pursuit of his perhaps-misguided
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image of atruly no-holds-barred audio product. That's his choice, of course.
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dbx TX1 AM/FM TUNER
Don Scott

dbx TX1 FM tuner
AM/FM stereo tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.7uV/9.8dBf mono.
3uV/14.74dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 28uV/34/14dBf with noise reduction, not
measurable without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.3dB. Selectivity: 75dB alternate channel,
18dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 82dB mono, 78dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.4%. Stereo
separation: 53dB. SCA rejection: 80dB. AM suppression ratio: 60dB. 19 and 38kHz products:
70dB. Power consumption: 14W. Dimensions: 17 1/
8"W by 10 1
/
4 "D by 11 3
A6"H. Weight: 5.3 lbs.
Price: $800. Manufacturer: dbx, 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02195. Tel: (617) 964-3210.
The

TX1

matches

the elaborate

digital

ambience-recovery CX1 preamplifier ($2500)
and the 2/4 channel BX1 amplifier ($3700).

Dynaural Noise Suppression that launched that
company in 1947?) What's new?
It has been my experience that the Schotz

These living-room components are anew ven-

circuit used in the Proton 440, and Hailer's

ture for dbx, and, based on four months' ex-

design in the DH-330, work the best. "Best"

perience with the tuner, are worth evaluation

is defined as being able to tell the circuit is

for potential purchase.

operating only by the drop in noise level. In
all other cases, the dynamic noise-reduction

The 11% 6 height and minimum bells and
whistles make for avery professional-looking

systems either had severe pumping or sounded

black, all-metal tuner. The front panel, from

like alittle guy was inside the tuner hammering

left to right, contains controls for power

down the dynamic peaks. In the case of the

on/off, IF bandwidth (selects narrow or auto),

TX1, the Schotz noise reduction works with

mono/stereo (auto switching or mono lock),

little pumping and breathing, though its total

Schotz noise reduction (in-out only with fairly
weak to moderate signal levels), muting,

noise reduction is not quite as dramatic as that

FM/AM, six AM and six FM presets and
memory, and an analog-feel tuning knob for

offered by the aforementioned Proton and
Hailer tuners.
Pitting the Schotz vs the conventional high-

the digital tuner. Centered are a5-level signal

blends, Ifavor the latter; they are not signal-

meter and a5-digit frequency display. 'Tuning

strength-dependent, and the constant, rather
than dynamic, out-of-phase high-frequency

is in 100kHz steps; all operating modes are lit
green or red.

cancellation often cleans up transmitted signals
with inherent high-frequency gnmdge or

Schotz NR

noise, regardless of signal strength or cable. Of

The Schotz dynamic high-blend circuit

course, stereo separation is decreased, but I'd

derives its operating cues from both RF signal

rather listen to clean semi-mono than noisy or

strength (a rough indication of S/N) and program high-frequency content. Blending only

distorted stereo. I'm not depluming Larry
Schotz; his design fulfills its intentions of

occurs when there is too little high-frequency

preserving stereo separation and reducing

energy to create astereo image in the first

noise on weak signals. But it's amatter of what

place. Therefore, a6-10dB improvement in

tradeoff yields the best fidelity.

stereo S/N ratio takes place without collapsing
the stereo image.
The Schotz noise-reduction concept has
been/is used in ADC, Crown, prototype Mc-

Specifications and
RF performance
100dB image rejection, 80dB SCA rejection,

Intosh, NAD, Nakamichi, and Proton tuners.

70dB subcarrier and AM rejection, 26dB

Similar circuits are used by Kyocera and Haller.

adjacent-channel selectivity, usable mono sen-

(Can anyone remember the similar H. H. Scott

sitivity of 1.6uV/9.4dBf, and 50dBf stereo
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quieting at 21uV/31.64dBf all sound like a
dream list. Of these superb claimed specifications, Itake issue with two: adjacent-channel

certain that, although three steps above many
tuners, the objections Ihave to the listenability
of the dbx TX1 occur in its audio output stages.

selectivity does measure 26dB at 104.7MHz vs

My objections are: noticeable harmonic distor-

104.9MHz, but averages 18-20dB at other fre-

tion, some suppression of dynamic peaks, and

quencies. Second, mono sensitivity is good,
but slightly shy of specs at amore typical

strong but ill-defined bass. Stereo separation

1.8uV/10.31dBf, or marginally better. At 96.9
MHz the TX1 does achieve spec of 1.6uV/

there is no undue noise. However, it doesn't
make Class A, just C, because its total audio
quality falls short of super-clean- and smooth-

9.28dBf. However, at other dial settings on the
weakest stations, in side-by-side comparisons
with the Onkyo T-9090 II and the JVC FX-1100,
the TX1 was slightly noisier and produced

is above 50dB, tonal balance is correct, and

sounding tuners such as the JVC FX-1100, Luxman T-117, and Onix BWD-1.

more background hash when signals faded to

AM Section

nothingness. In stereo, however, the TX1 is

dbx claims response beyond 5kHz. Well, the

quiet with signals at 60% of what is necessary

AM stereo section of the now discontinued
Sansui TU-D99AMX has useful response out

on conventional tuners. But the JVC FX-1100,
Proton 440, Hafier DH-330, and Luxman
T-117 are equally quiet.
The TX1 shines in image rejection. The

to 12.5IcHz. Therefore, Idid not find anything
special about AM on the TX1. In fact, the bar

tuner receives nothing but what the display
shows, and does not overload on strong

reception, adistinct disadvantage.

antenna is fixed and can not be rotated for best

signals. SCA rejection is also superb. 80dB

Conclusion

down translates into no trace of birdies or additional high-frequency IM added to program

pearance, ease of operation with analog-type

The TX1 wins laurels in professional ap-

material. Other specifications are typical.

tuning, good weak-signal stereo separation,
and reasonable audio Is it worth $800? If these

FM Audio

accomplishments meet your criteria, yes. If

Both IF bandwidths are ideal RF windows.

nearly equal performance without the narrow-

"Wide" suits strong stations, and "Narrow"
sounds noticeably cleaner when additional

($240) is agood buy. If nearly ultimate audio

selectivity is needed. The icing would be to

and equal performance with digital tuning will

have athird super-narrow IF-bandwidth position for the stations this tuner can not receive

bandwidth position is enough, the Proton 440

do, I'd opt for the $600 Luxman T-117. In cases
where image rejection is not aproblem, the

However, within its receptive capabilities, I JVC FX-1100 ($475) is awinner. Overall, however, the new dbx tuner should not be over-

have no evidence that the RF circuitry contributes to audible distortion. Therefore, Iam

looked. Recommended with trial.

YAMAHA GH1B DIGITAL HOME
MUSIC SYSTEM
Brian Cheney
Yamaha GH1B digital home music system. 63" D by 38" H by 56" W. Weight: 330kg. Clearance
height for dustcover: 67". Price: $7355. Manufacturer: Yamaha Intl., 6660 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: (714) 522-9240. Source: dealer loan.
The single-brand, self-contained music system
has been popular at both ends of the price
spectrum. A few hundred dollars at Macy's gets
Biographical Note Brian Cheney is aloudspeaker manufacturer hiding somewhere in Northern California.
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you arack chock-full of offshore electronics,
big speaker boxes, one plug (for the AC outlet),
and—bingo!—instant music. Or, call your
local Cello specialist and spend 60 times that
amount, to roughly the same effect. Now
Yamaha, aheavyweight in things from threeStereophile, September 1988

wheelers to VCRs, offers this imposing piece

changed to van den Hul Silver or even MIT

of satin-black furniture to the audio enthusiast

Music Hose However, it is time to focus on the

willing to invest more than the usual amount
of effort in order to hear his favorite tunes.

more problematic aspects of the unit, which
are operation and sound quality.

The GH1B is afull-digital system with both

This is very much a"sweet spot" system: the

data entry and playback in real time. The

solitary listener is restricted to asmall area near

10-digit system is expandable, with difficulty

the data-entry keypad (itself nonstandard in
that it is neither QWERTY nor Dvorak, or even

(and alittle expert help), to 20 digits; technologically informed readers will immediately

alphanumeric). From this position, the per-

recognize its limitations in adequately resolv-

ceived soundstage is both narrow and shallow,

ing complex musical events. Front-panel con-

with no more than 4' or so of stereo spread

trols, while numerous, lack nomenclature,

and maybe an equal measure of front-to-back

LED displays, or CRT readouts; in fact, apart

depth; many audiophiles will find such performance suggestive of mono, rather than

from the manufacturer's logo, the only labeling
on the business end of the system is atwo-

high-end stereo. There was no real vertical

shade monochrome color coding (excuse the

depth, with all sound emanating from aplane

oxymoron). There is no provision for data

about 30'' off the floor.

compression or speeding up the infernally

Due to the unusual nature of the equipment,
Iinvited apanel of experts, all well-known
reviewers for "underground" audio publica-

slow (EST) clock rate. Programmability is
severely limited—more on this later. A programmable remote control, called the Vorsetzer,

tions, to conduct asingle-blind (sorry, but I

is available through Superscope dealers, but
be warned, the AC-operated remote is near-

had to know what was happening) comparison

ly as complex and expensive as the main

tem installed in alive-end/dead-end environ-

system itself.
This is not aunit for neophytes; Ican only

ment adjoining the area where the Yamaha
stood. A wide variety of program material was

warn the unsuspecting of the considerable ef-

played and, to make along story short, our ex-

of the GH1B against a$30,000 reference sys-

fort and expense necessary to boot up the

perts preferred the reference system over the

equipment and get it to do what you want it

Yamaha just about every time Prominent com-

to. Expert installation by the factory techni-

plaints about the sound of the GH1B included:

cians who truck this Stanley Kubrick spaceopera monolith into your listening room is

"hard trebles," "trebles and mida hard and forward," "clangorous," "wiry," "percussive," and

followed by yet another factory-trained technician who laboriously tweaks the unit into a

these comments to digital artifacts which Ifelt

"doesn't sound like my IRS." Iascribe many of

tonally coherent state, and whose services will

were readily audible at all times when the

be required more often than you re-tube your

Yamaha was playing. The lone female panelist

M300s! These visits aren't cheap, averaging

was quite dismissive of the Yamaha, saying: "It
doesn't sound like live music to me!" The

around $75. Once the system is in place, you
might want to invest in climate conditioning:

reference system was found to be mellower
the manufacturer's tutorial (very skimpy, I and more euphonic, while still musical. Howmight add) warns against placement near a ever, the GH1B did score well on some pro-

window, in direct sunlight, or in aroom subject to humidity or temperature fluctuations.
(What? ILInperature and humidity do fluctuate

Jerry Lee Lewis.

at your house? For shame!) The system is

jective evaluations and therefore undertook

equipped with alarge dustcover which should

aseries of measurements, never forgetting the

remain open during play.

audio reviewer's ultimate byword: if it

gram material, such as Mozart, Scarlatti, and
An engineer by trade, Idislike purely sub-

ITICUSUreS

Internal wiring, in lockstep with latest

bad but sounds good, it's good, and vice versa.

audiophile thinking, consists of varying gauges

Frequency response was smooth but restricted,
with 29Hz the low-frequency limit and

of solid-core wire which is not, however, of
OFC copper or precious metals. According to
the manufacturer, this wire is an alloy of cop-

4192Hz the upper-frequency fundamental

per, tin, and nickel; one can only wonder how

RTA to beyond 20kHz, it was much reduced

the sound would improve if the wiring were

in level. It would be charitable to call this

Stereophile, September 1988

limit. While some response was evident on the
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measurement indicative of high-fidelity per-

suitable software, but, gee whiz, the little tykes

formance On TRI) tests, large amounts of 2nd

would have more fun with an Amiga, acolor

and 3rd harmonics were present at every test

monitor, and some music floppies. Besides, the

frequency, sometimes in double digits. This

latter system will play itself, something which

large harmonic content probably accounts for

cannot be claimed for the GH1B. As the kid-

the colorations and characteristic timbrel

dies get older, I'd teach 'ern to twiddle the

qualities of the unit. IM distortion was also
high, particularly at 1572Hz and above where

knobs of Dad's Mark Levinson. Learning to
decode this system's software and enter the

the system becomes undamped and rings like

data proficiently could literally consume years

abell. This also, by hi-fi standards, is poor per-

of your valuable time. There is no provision
for error concealment or error correction; I

formance. At zero output, S/N ratio was excellent, with noise lost in room ambience, but

would be more than usually worried about

there were some audible noise components
during play, often sounding like thuds, clicks,

embarrassing dropouts, memory failures, and
garbage playback with the Yamaha than with

or squeaks. The system could be cranked up

just about any other home music system I

loud enough to drive my wife out of the room;

know.

unless your spouse is fond of black (lots of it),

All in all, avery mixed bag. Ishould point

the Wife Acceptance Factor of the Yamaha has

out that one critic/panelist, whose writing for

got to be close to nil.
For proper operation, the user employs pro-

a competing publication has a tediously

prietary software which he decodes himself;

system was agood value for the price, and he

system-language training is therefore man-

was willing to live with its considerable limitations. A minority voice, indeed. For you, dear

datory. Far from the "user-friendly" operation

musical orientation, felt that the Yamaha

of many PCs, this system can only be dubbed

readers, Ican only recommend this system to

"user-exhaustive." Started young enough,
small children might have the patience to learn

those few who absolutely, positively, must
have agrand piano in the house.

the Yamaha programming language and find

Pardon me, Imust practice now.

DIGITAL DONE RIGHT
Introducing the Theta DS

Prer

Digital Signal Processing Preamplifier,

a whole new kind of component for the Digital Age,
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NOT JUST ANOTHER 2 BIT IMPROVEMENT
Only computing power an order of magnitude beyond any CD player can recapture all the information digital has to offer.
With the power of 80 IBM PC's and ultrasophisticated programming, Theta
delivers a signal perfect in phase and time. All other digital sections randomise
time. Correct spacial cues Cimaging," "dimensionality") come only from a timecorrect signal.
Forget fancy analog fixes — all they can do is obscure problems created by
Inadequate digital sections. Digital done right sounds right.

Theta Digital Corporation
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High End Mail Order
Southern Style

nstead of ' shipping prepaid and
insured," what if the component(s) you purchased were delivered to your city and installed
in your home, free? Imagine
special instruments ...
A.C. Direction Finders, Flux Busters, Gauss Meters, Spectrum
Analyzers, etc.. ..
calibrating all your components, new and old! Suppose the installer
tuned your system as if it was his own, using
his master tapes as afinal reference for musical
accuracy?
Too good to be true? For ten years, Audition
has been reaching out to music lovers throughout the South. Over 75% of our High End
business comes from repeat/referral customers. This level of commitment even includes
free loaners if service is required!
Live music is our reference. We are involved in over 50 recording sessions annually.
Our master tapes facilitate product selections,
store demos, and home installations. When
tuning your system with our recordings, we
strive to recreate the original soundstage,
instrumental timbre, and the overall presence
of the live performance.
You are not alone. You don't have to commit
mail order! Since 1979, Audition has come to
music lovers wherever they live, staying until
their system reaches its potential. It's really the
only way to serve the music.
"High End Mail Order ...
Southern Style."
At Audition, it means getting the most music
for the money. Now, ya'll come ...

International Viewpoint
"The Goldmund dealer must maintain alevel
of professionalism that sets standards among
his peers, and adedication to musical performance that exceeds that of his most demanding
customers. It is easy to see why Jim Smith (of
Audition) is one of Gokimund's most successful
dealers."
—Michel Reverchon, Goldmund S.A.,
Genet!, Switzerland
"Audition is avery rare stereo shop. Ican
think of only ahandful in the entire world where
the staffs knowledge and understanding of
music in all its forms is matched by their knowledge of the equipment needed to recreate it in
the home."
—Ross Wallcer, Quad, London, England
"At Spectral, the same engineers who have
made some of the world's most highly acclaimed recordings also utilize their master
tapes as references in the design of our components. At Audition, their experience producing live recordings serves in the design of
music systems which offer superior fidelity to
the source."
—Rick Fryer, Spectral, Sunnyvale, CA
"Thiel dealers are selected because of their
ability to assemble musically satisfying systems
Audition exceeds even our high standards.
Many customers have told us about Audition's
personalized on-site installations. They report

that Audition's thorough set up provides the
highest quality performance of their audio
system, and delivers alevel of satisfaction
beyond their expectations."
—Jim Thiel, Thiel Audio, Lexington, KY
"Audition has reached out to many audio customers who had not been able to find quality
audio in the South. And quality audio means
music at Audition. That's because of their expertise in recording live music and their expertise in putting together systems that recreate
that music."
—Karen Sumner, Transparent Audio,
Hollis, ME

Southern Accent
"Before setting up my Goldmund turntable,
Audition insisted on using their master tapes
to tune my system! They knew how the original
sounded, so they worked hard to recreate that
sound in my room with my electronics and
speakers. It took them many hours just to provide areference for making the final adjustments on my turntable!"
—M. Grew, Shreveport, LA
"Jim Smith (at Audition) possesses the discerning "ear" and the meticulous attention to
detail to achieve the ultimate potential in any
system. Installation required PNO 48-hour visits,
including a24-hour stint with only 2hours
sleep before he was satisfied with the sound!"
—J. Walker, Gainesville, FL

"In addition to the consistently excellent home
service and the warm friendships that have
evolved, the seminars sponsored by Audition
(like the one by Michel Reverchon of Goldmund) have been especially rewarding for me."
—B. Camp, Oak Ridge, 77V
"Jim at Audition has always spent whatever
time necessary to properly set up and adjust
the sound of my systems. Ihave dealt with him
since 1973, and always have been impressed
with his attention to detail, his knowledge, and
his integrity. He's simply the best in the
business!"
—B. Read, Newport News, VA
"Audition and Jim Smith are unique to the
audio retailing field. Their commitment to the
audiophile and his enjoyment of recorded music
is complete. Icannot recommend their services
highly enough."
—B. Patterson, Russellville, AR

To receive asubstantial "care package"
from Audition, send $5.00 for shipping and
handling. Be sure to provide acomplete name
and address for postage. Our package includes
acopy of our informative newsletter Musings,
literature from Goldmund, M IT, Quad,
Spectral, Thiel, VanDenHul (MC's), and
Well-Tempered. Also included is abrochure
on recording and a$50 gift certificate useable
with your first purchase of acomponent!

Representing
Adcom •Apogee •B& O •Canon Video •CWD •Goldmund •Grado •Janis •KEF •Linn •
Lwunan •Magnepan •MIT •Meridian •NAD •Nalcamichi •Phase Technology •Pioneer
Video •Polk Audio •Proton Video •Quad •Rega •Shure HTS •Spectral •Stax •
Thiel •VanDenHul MC •Well-Tempered
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overs of the musical theater have had
ahard time of late. Excerpts from cur-

Robert Deutsch
reviews the
past year's best
recordings
of niusi,cals

using equipment that does not even approach
Stereophile's Class D. While Iwould not want

rent musicals performed at recent Tony

to argue that listening to arecord can fully cap-

Awards shows often give the impression that
the "fabulous invalid" may not be quite on her

ture the magic of alive theatrical performance,
an audiophile with agood system listening to

deathbed, but probably shouldn't be out of
bed for too long. The trend is for shows with

sound is actually "better than live."

agood recording of ashow can claim that the

clever lyrics, wonderful scenery and costumes,

Seen in the context of the last few years'

lots of energetic dancing, performers who

paucity of good show scores/recordings, the

look good and some who can even sing well,

past year has been an exceptionally good one.
The British takeover (paceJA) that began with
Jesus Christ Superstar is continuing, and, with

and music that is instantly forgettable. For me,
impressive production and clever lyrics are
well and good, but without good tunes it is all
to no avail (another instance of Linn dictum?).

Les Miserables, even the French are getting into the act (via Britain, natch). Revivals—often

There is also the sort of show that manages to

featuring extensive revisions and new orches-

contain one or two good songs, and, having

trations—are allowing us to appreciate some
neglected shows. The following are my per-

bought the record, you discover that that's all
there is. (A Little Night Music and Big River
come to mind.)
At least, a record won't set you back as

sonal favorites, records Ican listen to repeatedly with enjoyment, records that variously
amuse, excite, or move me.

much as seeing ashow in New York or London. In fact, for the fan of the musical theater
who is also an audiophile, the comparison of
live performance with its recording presents
an interesting paradox. Almost all live performances of musicals are heavily amplified, often
with EQ and other electronic manipulation,
so that what is nominally "live" represents a
mixture of live sound and amplified sound
130

Les Miserables, Original London Cast
Martin Koch, cond. Music by Claude-Michel Schoenberg.
Lyrics by Herbert Krrtzmer, Main Boublil, Jean-Marc
Natel, Trevor Nunn, and John Caird
REL 88561-8140-2 (2 CDs). David Hunt, cog.; Alain
Boublil and Claude-Michel Schoenberg, prods. AAD(?).
TT: 9724

The theatrical history of Les Miserables is by
Stereophile, September 1988

now almost too well-known to recount. Originally presented in Paris, it was translated and
revised by Alain Boublil, Herbert Kretzmer,

voices is sensible (keeping in mind that in the
theater the sound is heavily but very carefully
amplified), the sound is generally smooth and

and others, produced in London by the Royal

unstrained, with just abit of (digital?) hardness

Shakespeare Company and Cameron Mackin-

creeping in at times.

tosh, eventually opening on Broadway in

Ishould emphasize that this review deals
with the London, not the Broadway, recording. The latter (listened to via LP, Geffen GHS

March, 1987. Music is by Claude-Michel Schoenberg, French-born of Hungarian parents.
(Oh yes, someone named Victor Hugo had

24151) is pleasant enough, but the music has

something to do with this work.) The show is

afast, bouncy feel that is effective in some of

much-hyped and extremely popular (ticket

the numbers but tends to rob the lyrical pas-

scalpers in New York and London love it),
which to me does not necessarily indicate that

sages of their emotional impact. Cohn Wilkinson repeats his aljean; with the exception of

I'm going to like it.
In any event, Imust admit that listening to

strongly characterized Thenardier, better than

the London cast double-CD won me over

London's Alun Armstrong), individual per-

his performance and that of Leo Burmester (a

completely. What we have here is the genuine

formances generally fall short of what was

article (or as close to it as we're likely to get in
the 1980s): music that is tuneful and theatrical-

achieved by the London cast. "I Dreamed a
Dream" is agood example: Broadway's Randy

ly appropriate, lyrics that are at least serviceable, and deeply felt, committed performances.

unlike Patti Lu Pone, she does not quite con-

Graff seems to make all the right sounds, yet,

The show is not a "rock opera" (although

vince us that this is awoman whose heart is

some of the singers have rock-theater voices),

broken.

but in fact akind of opera-as-musical, owing

So, which recording should you buy? If you
haven't bought either version yet and you're

much in style to Puccini. with influences from
Kurt Weill and Andrew Lloyd Webber. Some
of the songs ("I Dreamed A Dream." "In My

on a'one recording per show" budget, buy
the London version. If you already have the

Life," "Bring Him Home") have melodic/

Broadway version, buy the London version as

harmonic lines that are almost achingly beauti-

well—even if you are on abudget—and find

ful, others ("Do You Hear the People Sing,"
"One Day More") are effective in astirring,

out how much more involving this show
can be.

Marseillaise manner. the lyrics are sometimes
infelicitous (rhyming "I have never heard him
*ooh' and •aah" with "It's better than an o-per
a" seems just .
atad forced), but the overall impression is one of considerable poignancy.
The show is highly emotional in style and
content; 1defy anyone to sit through alive performance of it without benefit of Kleenex. (So

FOLLIES, Original London Cast
Martin Koch, cond. Music and lyrics by Stephen Sondhcim
First Night CD3 (2 CDs). David Hunt, en.; Chris Walker,
prod. DDD. Tr: 74:22

The current London revival of Follies refers to

sue me, I'm sentimental.) Much of this emo-

it as a"Broadway Legend," with some justifica-

tion comes through on the recording. For me,
the most affecting performances are by Patti
LuPone (Famine) and Rebecca Caine (Cosette).

tion. When the show first opened on Broadway in 1971, it had mostly positive reviews but
no audience. It ran for ayear, but the backers

Both are excellent at the purely vocal level,

lost all of their investment. Through the years,

but, more than that, they use voice to communicate character and emotion. CoIm Wil-

there has been enough interest in the show to
sustain the continued availability of the ori-

kinson is apowerful Valjean (at his best in

ginal Broadway cast recording (Capitol SO
00761), and there is also afairly recent concert

"Bring Him Home"), but some of his excursions into falsetto kept giving me the eerie feeling that Iwas listening to Judas from Jesus
Christ Superstar (I found out later that he had
indeed played Judas in London.)

recording of the score (RCA HBC2-7128,
RCD2-7I28).
The London production is actually much
more than arevival: the book was completely

Technically, there is little to fault in the

rewritten by James Goldman, the original

recording: the balance between orchestra and

author, and Sondheim's score now includes

Stereophile, September 1988
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"Preserving the Past ...
Creating The Future"
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS—GREAT PERFORMANCES
From the Original Two -and Three Track Master Tapes
NEW ON LPI
CR6 Brahms: Symphony No. 4IFritz Reiner /Roui Philharmonie Uahcs:ra
AIM) AVAILABLE ON CHESKY COMPACT DISC CD6

LP 114 98
CD 114 98

CR7 Bizet: Symphony in CI
Tchalkovsky: Francesca da Rimini I
Charles Munch /Royal Philharmonic Orchestra LP $14 98
AIM) AVAILABLE ON CHESKY COMPACT DISC CD"
CD $14 98

CD's NOW $14.981
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE OUR NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART FILTERING PROCESS MAKES

NEW ON COMPACT DISC!
CD12 Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto, Etc. /11/hak Perlman. twith

Sle.98 CD only

CDI 3Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. I; Dohnanyi: Nursery Song Variations /Earl Wild. piano S14.98 CD only
CD16 Mozart: Symphonies 35&41; Haydn: Symphony No.104 I
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra /Josef Krips &Rene Leibowitz,
conduoors
$I4.98CD only
CDD Beethoven: Symphonies 2&5; Leonore Overture No. 3/Rent Leibowitz /
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra SI4.98CD only

ALSO AVAILABLE
RCIO Prokofiev: It. KW/Stravinsky: Song of the Nightingale IFritz Reiner /
Chicago Symphony Orchestra

114.98LP only

RC I1 "The Reiner Sound" (Music of Ravel and Rachmaninoff) IFrio Reiner /
Chicago Symphony Orchestra 114.98 LP only
Available In Fine Audio and Record Stores or by Direct Mall.
Send Check or Money Order plus 12.00 postage and handling (add 8% % tan in New York Stunt
Send to:

Chesky Records

Radio City Station PO. Box 1268. New York, New York 10101
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four songs not in the Broadway version. On
stage, Follies emerges as a brilliant work:

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, Original London Cast
Mike Reed, cond.; music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics

clever, funny, and touching—a show to be
enjoyed rather than just admired. The story

by Charles Hart
Polydor 831 273-2 (2 CDs). Martin levan, eng.; Andrew
Lloyd Webber, prod. AAD. TT: 100:35

(yes, this Sondheim musical has an actual
story) unfolds at aparty by aZiegfeld-type
producer for former Follies girls and their
escorts. The main focus is on two girls and
their husbands (former beaux). They are

Phantom of the Opera is the latest work by
Andrew Lloyd Webber, the man whose seven
previous shows have all, with one exception,
been successful. (The flop,Jeeves, has ascore

joined by youthful versions of (literally) them-

that Iactually prefer to that of some of his hits.)

selves, and by fully costumed Follies girls who
wander through the stage, phantom reminders

Phantom, like Les Miserables, is a London

of the past.

it, having refused to part with £150 for apair

All this may sound like Sondheim at his

ticket-scalpers' dream show. Ihave not seen

most intellectual/analytical; in fact, the show

of tickets. (They were offered with the comment, "Cheap, innit?") As Iwrite, the show has

manages to stay within the mainstream musical
theater tradition, and has at last found its

box-office advance in Broadway history.

audience. The score has a"Busby Berkeley

(Scalpers are reportedly asking t350+ apair;

tinged with sadness" quality that distinguishes

maybe Ishould have paid the £150.) As a

it from pure pastiche such as Dames at Sea,

theatrical experience, the show is apparently
quite stupendous. But what about the record?

and atunefulness missing from most of Sond-

just opened on Broadway, with the greatest

heim's other scores. The documentation for

No doubt about it, the man can write tunes!

the 2-CD set does not provide any plot infor-

There are some deliberate opera pastiche

mation, but does include all of the lyrics, so

pieces that lampoon operatic conventions

that one can savor lines like "In the depths of
her interior/Were fears she was inferior/And

while being delightful in their own right, and

something even eerier/But no one dared to
query'er/Superior exterior."
The mostly British performers sing with

the major numbers ("The Music of the Night,"
"All IAsk of You:' "Think of Me," and "Phantom of the Opera") have acatch-the-ear quality
that eludes so many composers. Charles Hart's

American accents that sound authentic (at least

lyrics are generally fine. Criticisms? Well, the

to Canadian ears). The cast is a large one;
almost everyone has at least amoment in the

tunes do tend to be short-winded, and are

spotlight and takes good advantage of the op-

reprised so many times in slightly different
forms that one occasionally gets the feeling

portunity. The biggest "name" is Diana Rigg
(Phyllis), who does afine job with "Could I

Also, close listening reveals instances where

that the music is stretched just abit too thin.

Leave Your with hardly atrace of Emma Peel

the lyric does not match the musical emphasis,

in her voice, but the show's emotional core is
provided by Julia McKenzie as Sally. Asuperb

sometimes even working against it.

actress and singer, she has the rare gift of sing-

The casting of Michael Crawford as the
Phantom is inspired. Best known for playing

ing every line as if she really means it. David

wimps (eg, Cornelius in the movie version of

Healey does well in the technically demanding

Hello Dolly), he can be pathetic or terrifying—

role of Buddy, song-and-dance and fast pat-

sometimes both. His voice is not abeautiful

ter hiding awounded heart. Special mention
should be made of Delores Gray, whose ver-

one, but he uses it with skill. Sarah Brightman

sion of "I'm Still Here" is not likely to be

(Christine)does have abeautiful and distinctive
voice, and handles the role's considerable

surpassed.

vocal challenges well. Iwas also pleased with

Technically, the recording has the familiar

the strong singing of Rosemary Ashe in the

digital clarity, with quite good depth and am-

role of Carlotta, prima donna at the Paris

bience, and rather less of the hardness than the
medium is prone to. (They are learning, I
think.) Overall, this First Night recording
(presently available only as aspecial import)
effectively supersedes both previous recordings of the score.
Stereophile, September 1988

ISome would question the use of the word "write" in this
context. Some of Mr. Lloyd Webber's melodic lines bear striking resemblances to the work of other composers. Take the
opening phrase of "Don't cry for me Argentina" and compare it with the standard song "'Aims": apart from the repetition on the first note of the former, they are, for want of abetter word. identical.
—JA
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MasterCard or American Express

butors This means any new pro
duct you
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to

HC

card ready
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All you need to do is keep acopy o'

NOTE Toll-free number not avail-

your original invoice from us
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Your order will be shipped from our

products on hand in our ware-
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house This means faster delivery

In the event your order is out-of -

to you And when we do run out of
stock on the item you've ordered

stock, we will not charge your credit
card until it is shipped And when

we tell your You won't get the "run-

the items you've ordered return to

around" at HCM AUDIO

stock your order receives immedate priority handling

CALL US AT
1-800-222-3465 or 1-916-345-1341
FOR PRICES ON THE FOLLOWING BRANDS OF EQUIPMENT
AND A COMPLETE LIST OF SPECIALS, CLOSEOUTS & DEMO'S
Alpha Genesis *AR *Audioquest *B+K *Blaupunkt * Bose
Boston Acoustics *Celestion *Grado Signature * Hafler * Harman Kardon
JBL * Last * Livewire * Mod Squad *Monster Cable * Musical Concepts
Nitty Gritty * Premier *Signet *Sony *Sota *Stax *Straightwire *Sumiko
Superphon *Talisman *Thorens *Van den hul Cable *and more!

CALL 1-916-345-1341 FOR INFORMATION OR ADVICE
WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS

SEND ORDERS TO:
HCM AUDIO
1600-B MANGROVE

Returns must be made within 7 days
and have our return authorization
number on the outside of the box or it
will be refused

There is a 15% re-

stocking charge on all returns

WE

WILL NOT accept returns on phono
cartridges, fluid products. speaker
cable, or custom length interconnect
cables

AUDIO

CHICO, CA 95926
Open Monday thru Friday
6a.m. to 6p.m. (Pacific Time)
Open Saturday
9a.m. to 6p.m. (Pacific Time)

Opera. Since she is the one that is replaced by

in the series, CBS's South Pacific, again co-

Christine (a chorus girl, but, we know, the one
with real star quality), it must have been
tempting to cast aweak singer in the role.

starring Carreras and featuring Sarah Vaughan,
was acomplete disaster: somnambulistic con-

thereby maximizing the contrast. They didn't,

aNew Zealand soprano trying (unsuccessfully)
to sing in the Broadway "belt" style, atenor

and the contrast works even better. Steve Barton is effective as Raoul, the romantic lead.
Recording quality is variable. There are
some strongly atmospheric passages and good
cavernous horror-movie organ-music effects
("scary stuff," as Count Floyd would say), but

ducting (by Jonathan linick, agifted arranger),

singing arole written for abass, and ajazz
singer sounding like—well, ajazz singer.
Thus it was with no great anticipation that
Ipicked up My Fair Lady, starring Kin Te
Kanawa and Jeremy Irons (whew, not Car-

the big ensemble numbers tend to be mud-

reras). Te Kanawa is at last in her element; the

dled. Also, Sarah Brightman's sibilants often
spit at you in amanner that, were this not a

part lies well in her range, she has fun with the

CD, would make me suspect that my movingcoil cartridge is deteriorating. (She doesn't
sound like that on other recordings.) Two par-

Cockney bits, and her ladylike persona is well
suited to the transformation that Professor Higgins effects on Eliza. She does not quite erase
memories of Julie Andrews (who would want

ticularly annoying aspects of the CD set are the

to?), but it is an attractive, spirited perfor-

gross inadequacies of the documentation (no
printed lyrics or summary of the complex plot)

mance.

and the fact that each CD consists of one continuous track, which makes finding individual
songs extremely difficult.

Iam somewhat less happy with Jeremy
Irons as Higgins. He works hard, sings more
of the notes than usual, and deliberately does
not follow in the footsteps of Rex Harrison,
but, unlike Ian Richardson in the underrated

MY FAIR LADY
Kifi Te Kanawa, Jeremy Irons, John Gielgud, Warren
Mitchell, Jerry Hadley; John Mauceri, LSO. Music by
Frederick Loewe, lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner
London 421 200-2 (CD). Stanley Goodall, eng.; Paul
Myers, prod. DDD. Tr: 7028

The late '50s and early '60s seem, from today's

1976 Broadway revival recording (Columbia
KST 34197), he does not really make the part
his own. Warren Mitchell is afine, conventional Doolittle, and Jerry Hadley sings "On
the Street Where You Live" better than Ihave
ever heard it sung. (He is almost too good: I

vantage point, to have been the golden age of

wanted Eliza to marry him rather than stay

musical-theater recordings. In addition to
recordings of new shows, record companies

with Higgins.) John Gielgud as Col. Pickering
makes no impression whatsoever. Musical

also routinely produced studio recordings of

direction, by John Maucieri, is exemplary: the

classic shows, using performers experienced

man clearly knows how this sort of thing
should go.

in the genre (eg, Shirley Jones, Jack Cassidy,
Gordon MacRae). Since that time, the market

Apart from the casting, this recording is

for recordings of musicals has shrunk, and the
major companies still want solid assurance that

notable for containing music not found in any

they will make aprofit on each recording. For

other recording, including the complete "Embassy Waltz," apiece that Ithink Strauss or

studio recordings of classic shows, their solu-

Lehar would have been pleased to have writ-

tion is to use big operatic names, with perhaps

ten. (The first few bars do bear acertain resemblance to the Merry Widow Waltz.) The

awell-known jazz artist thrown in for additional appeal.
The London My Fair Lady is the third in a

sound, on CD, is atouch bright but not hard.

series starring Kin Te Kanawa. The first, DG's

Miscellany

West Side Story, conducted by Bernstein and

The CBS 2LP/CD set of Of Thee ISing and Let

co-starring Jose Carreras, had too many strikes

'Em Eat Cake (F2M 42522) represents an
ambitious attempt to present "authentic"

against it to work properly, ie, serious miscasting of the leads, actors with clearly different voices doing the spoken passages, and

recreations of these seldom-recorded/per-

somewhat harsh sound. (As abusiness proposition, the record was asuccess: it sold in great

formed shows. While much of this is intriguing
(did you know that the Gershwin brothers
wrote extensively in the Gilbert & Sullivan

numbers and received aGrammy.) The next

style?), there is such an air of solemnity and

Stereophile, September 1988
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At Lyric, you'll find more turntables, tonearms
and cartridges to choose from. And along with
all the brands and models on display, more
knowledge and experience. More service, too.
Which explains why more people around the
world make Lyric their source for quality
audio components.
Come in and audition turntables from Ariston,
Goldmund, Oracle, Rega, Sonographe, Sony,
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New York. NY 10028
212-439-19M

2(105 Broadway
New York. NY 10023
212-769-4600

146 East Post Road
White Plains. NY 10601
914-949-7500

reverence to the proceedings that Ikept wish-

ing (in Renders case, not all that well, and with

ing that the performers and conductor Michael

an intermittent fake rural-American accent).
Only Sarah Brightman's Carrie has the right
sort of voice combined with some sense of

Tilson Thomas would worry less about authenticity and allow themselves to have more
fun. Imust also report—at the risk of being
considered irreverent—that there are relatively
few good tunes in these scores. Mostly for diehard Gershwin (and perhaps G&S) fans.

characterization. The new orchestrations fail
to improve on the originals, and the LP sound
quality is on the harsh side. Either the movie
soundtrack (Capitol CDP 746635 2) or the Lin-

Carousel (MCA 6209) is yet another studio
recording gone wrong. Despite the involve-

coln Center revival (RCA 6395-2-RC) is

ment of such highly experienced hands as

Me and My Girl (Manhattan PV 53030),
revival of a1937 musical, was ahit in both Lon-

Thomas Z. Shepard (producer) and Paul Gemignani (conductor), this recording of one of
Rodgers & Hammerstein's greatest works
comes off as sluggish, uninvolving, and lacking
in theatrical feel. Barbara Cook may have been

preferable to this effort.

don and, surprisingly, New York. The surprise
derives from the fact that it is an "old-fashioned" English musical of the sort that tends
not to cross the Atlantic well. Ifound it rather

the ideal Julie 20 or 30 years ago, but she

charmless on stage, but parts of the record are

sounds too mature for the role now. Samuel
Ramey (Billy) has amagnificent voice, but it's

and 11 that cover the mediocre-to-poor range.

abass rather than the high baritone that the
role calls for. Except for the Soliloquy (trans-

very enjoyable The score has four good songs,
Although this may not seem to offer outstanding value, those four songs really are terrific.

posed down atone), he has no problem with

The big ensemble number, "Lambeth Walk,"

the range, but the lugubrious quality of the

is amazing: the tune has an eight-bar chorus

voice simply doesn't fit the character. (Why
didn't they use him in South Pacific?) Neither

that is repeated 18 times (with one key-change),

he nor David Rendall (Mr. Snow) is able to give

careful, or you'll find yourself whistling the
darn thing.

the impression of doing anything more than

yet somehow it doesn't get boring. But be

standing in front of the microphone and sing.

Best Results start At $549"
Send For Brochure
And See Review In The Absolute Sound' Issue 52
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Dealer), Spica. Stax, Straightwire, Sumiko. Synthesis, Threshold (#1 NYC. Dealer), Tice Audio (#1 U.S. Dealer). Van Den
Hul (#1 U.S. Dealer), VPI (#1 U.S. Dealer), Versa Dynamics (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer) Well Tempered (#1 E. Coast Dealer).
Wheaton Triplanar, etcetera.
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Beethoven
Piano
Concertos

Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5
Daniel Barenboim, piano/director; Berlin PO
EMI DSC 47974 (3 LPs), CDS 747 9748 (3 Cos). Wolfgang
GuLich, cog/prod. DOD. TT 18116
BEETHOVEN: Plano Concertos 1-5
Steven Lubin, fortepiano; Christopher Hogwood,
Academy of Ancient Music
L'Oiseau -Lyre 421408 1(3 LPs), 421 408-2 (3 cps). John
Dunkerly, en,; Pater WadLand, prod. ODD.
165:28
BEE'THOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5, *Wppassionata"
Sonata
Claudio Arrau, piano; Alceo Galliera, Philharmonia
Pantheon D15070 (3 CDs). ADD. TT: 202:31

first record at 11 (a Kabalevsky sonata, for
Philips), and his early Westminster discs included both the Beethoven "Hammerklavier"
and Diabelli Variations. He was only 24 when
he came to London and began the extensive
series of EMI recordings which included all the
Mozart Piano Concertos, Beethoven Piano
Sonatas, Concertos, Trios. and Violin Sonatas,
and many orchestral works with the English
Chamber Orchestra, etc. Nowadays, he is seen
in London less frequently than, say, Serge

S

any longer seem "special."

Daniel Barenboim, Iwould be very in-

Otto Klemperer's famous double-take, "You

terested to see whether it was felt he had

want it—slower?", will be familiar to anyone

achieved in maturity what his rise to stardom

who has the 1967 cycle of the Beethoven

in the '60s had promised. Barenboim made his

Piano Concertos with the Philharmonia Or-

hould someone undertake an informed
study of the artistic path taken by
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Cambridge CD2 16x16...$1,695
THE RESOLUTION REVOLUTION the Cambridge CD2 16x16 completely
eliminates the need for analogue filtering devices. You'll hear accuracy of
detail, subtle totality, enormous sound stage in razor sharp focus and
amazingly live dynamics. Come hear the machine that's turning the CD
industry on its ear.
Also available:
Cambridge CD1, MKII $4,000

seteo
e-ic\-e\oe
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chestra, produced by Suvi Grubb, in which
single takes embraced complete works. Now,

of his own devising); but it is quite obvious
that these were taped by Arrau separately and

Barenboim has set another precedent: he is the
first pianist to record all five Concertos direct-

edited in place.
Of the three sets (and this piece is not meant
as an overview of the complete field—which,

ing from the keyboard. (Most pianists would
go no further than 1and 2.) Ihear that Vladimir

on CD, now has some attractive bargains, such

Ashkenazy has taken up the challenge too!
In this context, he has no-one to share
musical responsibilities, and has also acted as

as the Kempff/Leitner "Galleria" reissues, the
Brendel/Haitink Fourth on Philips "Silver

artistic producer here. Barenboim conducted

Decca "Ovation," etc.), Iwould be happiest

Line," Ashkenazy's virile Chicago Third on

these works on record in 1975, when he part-

with the Arrau. But that is partly because his

nered Artur Rubinstein with the LPO at

old Fourth was my very first LP purchase (it

Kingsway Hall (RCA). Incidentally, there was

was lately in the Quintessence LP catalog), and
therefore much played. Yet it was the Kempff

talk, some years ago, of his recording the Concertos with Bernstein for DG. The new EMI set
was done in the Berlin Philharmonic.

series Iwent on to collect; the appearance of

Very different from the cultivated sounds of

sue others in the Galliera series. The recorded

the Berlin Philharmonic are the period-

sound of these very early stereo productions

instrument timbres in the Steven Lubin cycle,
with Hogwood conducting. This is the first

may be dated, but to set against that are the

the Arrau/Haitink set meant that Idid not pur-

beautiful orchestral playing by the vintage

complete set with authentic instruments,

Philharmonia Orchestra—Alceo Galliera was

although Melvyn Tan's series with Roger Nor-

clearly an underrated conductor—and a

rington's London Classical Players is under way

freshness and ease in the solo playing, which

(and, apparently, will be issued piecemeal

inevitably changed as Arrau grew older. The
Dresden/Philips cycle with Sir Colin Davis is

rather than as aboxed set). Lubin performs on
four modern copies of fortepianos—after

now complete (though No.3 has yet to be

Walter, Fitz, and Graf—selected for suitability

issued), and sagacity has replaced the virtuosic

to the scale of Beethoven's writing over the
15-year span. For these sessions Hogwood

manners of these '50s versions. One or two

gradually increased the string complement

of how today's record productions are much

from 14 (C major) to 44 ("Emperor"); the three
later Concertos were recorded at adifferent

more carefully tailored to "perfection."
Rehearing the Fourth shows that my attach-

venue, too. The composer's cadenzas, which

ment to it was not merely sentimental: I

rough edges in these recordings are indicative

were not contemporary with the works

recently had an interested letter about it from

themselves, were not necessarily considered

concert pianist Peter Katin, who also felt the
intimacy achieved in the slow movement

appropriate, so Lubin plays his own for Nos.!
and 2. The CD booklet includes acomplicated
essay suggesting that the whole of the G major
Concerto was related to the mythological story

(breathtaking) was perhaps without equal on
records.
The Lubin/Hogwood cycle ought to have

of Orpheus, not just the dialogues of the slow

been arevelation. A more despairing colleague

movement. It seems that the portrait of the

said of them, "For people who want to hear

composer by Mahler from that period contains

the period instruments, that's fine. But that's

many symbolic details.
Finally, there is aCD-only reissue of Claudio

about all you could say ..." Certainly
Hogwood sets out the exposition to No.1 at a
lively pace, with some sharp accents on tim-

Arrau's EMI recordings of these five works,
spanning from 1956-58 (No.4 is in mono), and

pani. The tempo is not new to anyone who has

with the "Appassionata" sonata (1961) a

the Brendel/Levine set, which includes some

welcome filler to the third CD. Producer/

pertinent comments on tempo markings, accu-

engineer credits are not given, but the Hunt/
Pettitt Philharmonia discography shows that

mulated tradition, etc. As Brendel said, "the
Czerny metronome markings ...
give agood

the Abbey Road Studios were used. Arrau plays

idea of the freshness and electricity. ..very dif-

the Beethoven cadenzas throughout (Baren-

ferent from the festive solemnity that is usually

boim now plays the composer's in No.1,

expressed." (Eschenbach/Karajan provide the

whereas in the Klemperer set he played one

extreme example of that.) But those elements
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are not, Ithink, manifest in Lubin's reading—
take, for example, the downward scale that
leads back to the recapitulation in (i). There is
aflat neatness about Lubin's playing, and all
too readily Hogwood returns to the Romantic tradition of slowing for lyrical passages.
Over the months my reaction to Lubin's performances has been frustratingly consistent.
Every time Isample the set Ithink how fresh
and attractive it promises to be; then little
details irk, and Ibegin to feel the lack of
musical revelation, the lack of that "rightness"
we hear with the great Beethoven pianists,
who get to the fundamentals of phrase and
emotions. What is the relevance of the twee,
feminine cadenza we are given in the First

Barenboim sounds so alert that he might be

Concerto? Why must we have an arpeggiated

on pep-pills. The fact that he shapes both the

chord at the start of Four? In the booklet,

orchestral and the solo lines inevitably leads

Lubin explains that Czerny authorizes it. Isn't
that like excusing the hacking about of a

to adegree of homogeneity that makes you
question the validity of this exercise Icertainly

Bruckner score because Schalk, or whomever,
thought it an improvement?

would not say he supersedes his old cycle with

As critic Robert Phillip has said, here no ex-

years have allowed some traits to creep in,

Klemperer at the helm, and the intervening

pressive style has replaced the conventions of

such as an over-articulation of the music's

the 19th-century keyboard schools: there will
be slowings for emphasis, accents and hesita-

structure: little ritardandi and tenuti at the
ends of phrases that signpost the music alittle

tions which sound (to me) more like expres-

too insistently. Barenboim is far too sensitive

sion for expression's sake than anything genuinely illuminating. In principle Ican accept

and intelligent to allow anything downright
eccentric to intrude, but the general feeling is

the twangy fortepianos (which are helped by

one of the solo playing per se pushing the feel-

the balance engineers in this set: in reality the
instrument has avery small voice, and barely

ings for the music into the background; some
allegros have ahectic rush, and repose has

carries afew yards). But surely we demand

been lost (important in aclassical concerto).

more musical substance? The Melvyn Tan solo
disc of three Beethoven Sonatas on EMI sug-

the Fourth, Barenboim protracts the slow

gests that his Concerto readings will offer far
more; meanwhile Isee that German Harmonia

the shaping of phrase is very sophisticated: it

The finale of the "Emperor" illustrates this. In
movement; although the tempo is agreeable,

Mundi has recoupled the excellent BaduraSkoda recordings for the Fourth/Beethoven

tells the listener what to think.

Mil* (CD: 769 2782), interpretations of greater

Fourth, with Sanderling and the Leningrad PO,

penetration than anything in this L'Oiseau -

you will experience the ideal: the pianist an

Lyre album.

impersonal vehicle for the writing. Technically

In all formats, the Barenboim set has the

If you can hear the Gilds/Chant du Monde

the "Emperor" finale on the LP—which is not,

flawless, Gilel's playing has amiraculous translucency, and Beethoven's thinking (whether or
not about the Furies and Orpheus!) is crystal-

however, a"gap." Sonically the LPs and CDs
are hardly distinguishable Barenboim stretches

clear—notwithstanding Sanderling's way of
phrasing the string staccati in "spasms." The

order 1&4, 2&3, 5(,5), with ascroll cut before

the link at the close of 5(fi), and there is atiny

Third Concerto, with avery spacious opening

waver in the sustained horn note, which you

exposition, works very well in Barenboim's
faintly deluxe, mannered way: the bright colors

might suspect (on the LP) as acentering fault.
The sound is very beautiful, especially pianotone, clean and ringing; the strings tend to
slight opacity here and there. There is agood
sense of depth to the image.
Stereophile, September 1988

of the cadenza and the luminous touch in the
Largo show that, as aBeethoven pianist, he is
not to be dismissed. Ihope he'll re-record the
Concertos in adecade or so.
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or CD Players
Audioquest (AO) CD Stabilizer Rings
Starter kit
15 Rings with locator
Complete kit 25 Rings with locator
Bonus kit
50 Rings with free locator
AO Sorbothane CD Isolation Feet
CD—Amp passive preamps:
DBP-2NC 5inputs &volume control
OED COP volume control &selector switch

ctnt:t
19
29
49
(4)19

95
95
95
95

99 95
99 95

Interconnects: Aural. Cardas. Distech.
FMS. Livewire. MIT, Monster, Van den Hul
Magnavox C013470 CD Player
CDB472 Player with remote
CDB473 Player w/vol on remote
COB486 CD Player/Changer 'New
Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
VPI Magic Bock CD chassis damper

Cali
149 95"
179 95' •
249 95"
.299.95' •
23.50
30.95

For Turntables:
Audiophile Records &CD's:
Chesky RC-11.Reiner 13 99 RC-10. Lt Kijie
13 99
Proprios Jazz at the Pawn Shoppe
(set)33 95
Record Clamps:
AO Reflex clamp
Ref RR-25.Nopma
15 49 RR-25.Redheads
15 49
Sota Reflex clamp
89 95 VPI Reflex clamp
Sheffield Moscow Sessions
(set)39 95
Record Cleaning Solutions:
Many, many other records &CD's available
Call
Torumat TM-7XH
16 oz
AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet
(4)3,195
VPI Fluid 8oz
495 1gal
AR ES-1 Tumtable MAO Tonearm
639.95"
Record Mats
AD-Sorbothane
AR ES-1 Turntable only
399 95*
Sota -Acrylic
129 95 Sumiko-Acrylic
Precut Metal AR Armboards-MMT.AR.RB300
34 95
Stylus Pressure Gauge: Shure Gauge
Cartridge Alignment Protractors
Electronic stylus pressure gauge
DB Protractor
24 50
Sumiko Products: FB -1 MC demagnitizer
Dennesen Metal Soundtractor
149 95
P113-1 Tonearm adapter cable w/box
VIA-16 VTA adjustment for MMT arm
Grado Phone Cartridges: TIE +1
15 00
Tip Toes/Counter Feet for turntables
Signature 8MZ. MCZ.TLZ
Call
Signature Styli 8MZ, 95 00 MCZ
139 95
C-3 For AR turntables
Headshells:
A0-16 (MC)
49 95
C-17/37 For VPI/Sota tables
Sumiko HS-12
19 95 VandenHul S300
27 95
C-10/12 For Oracle/Alexandria
Headshell Wires:
AQ/Lwewire
695
Tonearm Utters (Auto arm pick up)
Sumiko HL -29
995 SME Litz
21 95
Alphason Tonearm Lift
LAST Record Care Products:
AO Prolift
#1 Power Cleaner
11 95 #4 Stylus Cleaner
795
Tonearm Interconnects. DIN to RCA.
#2 Preservative
14 95 #5 Stylast
16 95
AO Sapphire Tonearm Cable 4ft
Monster Genesis Lightspeed Tonearm 15M
#3 Record Cleaner
795 #6 CDNid Cleaner
11 95
SP-100 Power Cleaner
16 oz
79 95* • Van den Hul TSF TAC 15M
SP-200 Preservative
16 oz
105 00" Turntable Stands:
Lead Balloon
Nifty Gritty "First" Record Cleaner:
Sound Anchors SSTA
6oz
14 95 16 oz
24 95
Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
Record Cleaning Brushes:
AO brush
795
Target TT-1L For Large/Heavy Tables
VPI Record Cleaning Machines
Nitty Gritty
995 VPI brush
19 95
Hunt EDA Mark 6brush
VPI PLC Power Line Conditioner
19 95

4iimim

39 95
45 00
14
19
31
84
14
99
209
69
74

95
95"
95
95
95
95
95
95
95

495
895
895
29 95
39 95
89 95
159 95
89 95
239 95'
659 95'
99 95"
149 95"
Call
Call

,
e*

Vibration Dampers

Powerline Filters

AO Sorbothane Products:
AO Feet Large (4)34 95 Small
(4)19 95
AO Sorbothane Sheet with adhesive backing
6" x6"
12 50 12"x6"
24 95
Monster Footers: NAVCOM vibration damper
CDF
CD Player damper
(4)74 95
Tip Toes dCounterfeet
C-3
3/4" with wood screw
495
1/2"
Tip Toe without wood screw
450
1
/"
2
1
Tip Toe w/o wood screw
650
11
/"
2
Tip Toe with wood screw
895
C-10
For Oracle Delphi. Lead Balloon.
ARCICI Quad Stand. Vandersteen stands
895
HW-54b
Magic Brick 34 94

Datagard Une Alters:
The Power Strip
6outlet, on/off switch
14 95
The Datagard Strip 6outlet. 3stage filter
34 95
Deluxe Datagard
6outlet, 7stage filter
49 95
TrIpplhe Line Filters:
18-4
4outlet. 2-stage filtering
69 95
IB-8
8outlet. 4-stage filtering
99 95
Trippilte Conditioner/Regulators:
Tripplite LC-1280
4outlet. 2stage filtering,
-65db noise reduction. 1200 watt max
199 95' •
Tripplite LC-1800
6outlet. 3stage filtering,
-85db noise reduction. 1800 watt max
289 00'

We also sell electronics, speakers, etc
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1:Irder Toll Free 1-800-669-443
(Cables

&Cable Accessories

Interconnect Cables:
Aural, Cardas. Distech,
FMS. Livewire. MIT. Monster, VandenHul
Can
RCA Connectors:
Mogan 7551 (7mm) 395
AD RCA 7mm/9mm/10 5mm
795
Tiffany RCA 4mm/5 5mm/7mm/9mm
(pr)13 50
(pr)14 50
—Female chassis-mount RCA
(pr)36 95
WET 0101 9mm RCA
(pr)34 95
WET 0200 female chassis mount
Speaker Cables:
....._FMS, Livewire MIT. Monster
Spades Lugs: Monster
75
VandenHul 6ga
(4)6 95

Aural. Cardas.
Cable
Esoteric 8ga
2ga

stech.
Call
120
(4)13 95

lag
bag

(Speaker Stands

Call
Call
Call
(4)49 95
Call

Shipping Charges (UPS, Insured, 48 Stales)
Accessories One Item
Each Extra Item
•Turntables/Stands
••Electronics
Express delivery available. We deliver worldwide.
FAX 616-451-0709 Service 616-451-3868
Business hours M-F 9-7 EST Sat 10-3
Prices subject to change without notice
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(4)29 9.5
(pr)44 95
999
29 95
59 95
595

14 9
)
Ca

9995 139 95'
99 95 —
Call
69
139
199
209
245
259

95"
95"
95'
95'
00'
95'

RAM Tubes

Misc. Accessories

{

79
(pc)2495
(pr)44 95

Equipment Racks

Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
Target TT-IL for large tables
.81 95' •
OED WF-1 for CD players
Paulson Isolation Platforms
134.95'
Target Equipment Stands/Racks:
139.95'
AIE
3" amp isolation base
119.95'
72
20" stand with 2shelves
169.95'
113
33" stand with 3shelves
219 95'
7399
33" with 2record shelves
199.95*
PS3
33" large size stand
199 95'
TT5T 40" stand with 5shelves
-be /roan UPS 'novae SPeu7 .NTC O' Sucs tcflb
24C9a5ll

Chicago Speaker Stand:
-rigid steel stands with cone points, matte black
BB-02 8"
49.95 R.1-10 10"
..
Hercules—with NAVCOM vibration damper plate:
12"
129 95 15"
20"
134.95' 25"
ARCICI Rigid Riser Stand—adjusts 20-36"
ARCICI Quad ESL-63 Stand
Sound Anchors for Vandersteen IIC
Sound Anchors for Spica IC-SO
Sound Anchors Universal Stand
Target Speaker Stands
\...Target ET-I
tilting wall bracket

ACS Tube Trap Acoustic Room Dampers
'(,les AudioNideo Switching Systems
Ailes Infrared repeater systems
Sono: Juniors: charcoal, beige, brown or blue
2'x2'x2" Squares
Regular Sonex &special products
Speaker Switching Boxes:
Niles SPS-1 4pr winded matching
Niles HDS-4 4pr for heavy cables
OED UHSS2 2pr w/headphone lack
Tape Deck Switching Selectors:
OED TSU2P 2tape decks
OED TSU3P 3tape decks
Tweek: for all electronic contacts
\,......2.11-mount audio switches 8controllers

Bananas: King Size Dual 8ga
Monster X-terminators
WET 0600 expanding banana
Speaker Cable Binding Posts:
Tiffany
1/2".1"or 15" 5-way post
WBT 0700 massive 6-way terminal
Silver Solder: Wonder Solder 1.5 oz.
WET 0820 250g roll, 8mm
WET 0840 500g roll. 15mm
Soldering iron kit with accessories
Tweek: contact conditioner
Video Cables

74 95
139.95
79.95
79 95
99 95
14 95

395
125
12 95
895

Hi-grade replacement tube sets
89 95 CP SA -12
ARC SP6,8
64 95 CP SA-20
ARC 589
69 95 Dena PAS3
ARC SP11
64 95 NYAL Solent
ARC Amps
Call Hemet 8. A
49
95 Sloscode 600
Audible 1.12
69 95 Moscode 300,150
CJ PV2/6
99 95 Ouckulve, Monos
CJ PV5
99 95 12 AX7 so. 60J8 'S Reg
Prense, Ill
CJ Amps
Coil
Standard
CP SA3/7
49 95
Premurn
CP SA-5
159 95

54 95
99 95
49 95
49 95
49 95
159 95
79 95
159 95
995
16 95
42 00
Call
250
100

Gold Ateo Premium
Sorbothane Tube damper rings
Hi-temp Tube damper rings
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Pure Power
We couldn't believe our ears. When we tried
the Tripplite LC-1800 Power-Line Conditioner
on several preamps the improvement we heard
was startling. Every preamp sounded like a
dramatically upgraded model — both tube and
solid state — from the DH-101 to the SP-11.
The music was smoother, less grainy, more
relaxing, instruments and voice had more
body and bass was tighter, more defined.
Once we heard the improvement we couldn't
listen to the system without the LC-1800!

How the LC-1800 works
This high-current i1800 watt) regulated power
supply protects equipment from damaging
surges, smooths out voltage peaks and dips
and filters out line noise caused by appliances,
motors, fans, etc. Each outlet is independantly
filtered to reduce interference between the
components you plug in.
Order the LC-1800 for only $289.00 plus $9.95
shipping in the US. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Charge it! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

1-800-669-4434

FAX ci]ti— 451-0700

Service 616-451-3868

r

The Tripplite LC-1800

Customer comments:

"Wow, you were right! This LC-1800
really smoothed out my SP-11. Ihear
more detail and better bass, too. Send
me another one for my second system in
the family room." LC, St. Paul.

can't believe this Tripplite! My friend
brought one over and we listened to it
on his PV-2ar. The improvement was a
shocker. It made an even bigger difference on my DH-101. Send me one!"
ID, Rockford.
'Ican tremember when a product has
impressed me more. DR. Miami.

New AR ES-1 turntable
Best Buy tonearm, too.
Audio Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the
Audioquest PT-5 — astraight, medium-mass
arm with rich champaign finish and excellent
internal wiring for clean, clear sound. The
PT-5 works with almost any cartridge.

Exclusive metal armboard

Great belt-drive sound!
Classic design others have copied
and charged much more for!
By arrangement with Acoustic Research,
Audio Advisor, Inc. announces that the
"Legend" lives. The ES-1 turntable is available
now and better than ever ...with new longlife sapphire main bearing and improved mat.
Stereophile lists the ES-1 in Recommended
Components. Vol. 11, No. 4, pg. 96. "This is
one low-cost turntable we can heartily recommend.' With its real walnut veneer, the ES-1
looks worth twice the price and sounds it, too!

Audio Advisor offers our own aluminum armboard option — pre-drilled for your arm, and
custom installed when you buy the table with
arm. This armboard couples the arm more
rigidly to the suspension for more dynamic
sound and tighter bass.
Order the table and the PT-5 for only $639.95
plus $14.95 shipping and handling. Add $34.95
for metal armboard. The ES-1 table alone,
w. o arm, is $399.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Charge it! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

1-800-669-4434

auc io
ocKiisor, inc.
225 OAKES SW •GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
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RECORD REVIEWS

Classical
BACH: Sonatas for Viola da Gamba, BWV 1027-29
HANDEL: Sonata in g for Viola da Gamba, HWV
364b
Lynn Harrell, cello; Igor Kipnis, harpsichord
London 417-646-2 (CD). Paul Myers, prod.; Stanley
Goodall, eng. DDD. Ti': 48:36

The gamba family of fretted viols was on the
way out by the time Bach wrote (or, more likely,
transcribed) these sonatas for gamba and harpsichord. This sort of thing never bothered JSB,
who wrote happily for whatever instrument
was at hand; given this, we can scarcely object
to hearing these works played on a cello,
especially when the playing is as restrained
and articulate as it is here We should recognize
however, that acello is not tonally the same
as agamba, nor is amodern cello (even gutstrung, as here) tonally identical to the Baroque
instrument. But if this is not exactly the sound
Bach and Handel might have heard, it is avery
pleasant one for us, Baroque purists or no.
The three Bach sonatas for gamba are among
the most familiar works for that instrument,
and numerous recordings exist (Kuijken and
Leonhardt on gamba, Ma on cello, to give afew
easily acquired es:amples); this version is worthy
to take its place alongside any of the others.
Harrell and Kipnis are an ideal combination,
virtuosic only when necessary, and always sensitive to the composer's intentions. There is
also the bonus of the Handel, which Ihave not
heard before, performed here with the same
skill and attention to detail that marks the Bach
playing. We are clearly in anew age of Baroque
playing. If it has been the authenticists who
have led the way thus far, the more traditional
players are no longer very far behind.
Ihave listened to an awful lot of harpsichord
recordings of late; hardly an onerous burden,
even if Ihave referred to it on occasion as the
Plague of Harpsichords. This one is sort of a
middle-grade production: sound is clear
enough, with the details of Kipnis's expressive
playing well captured, but with the hall amStereophile, September 1988

bience and body tone of the instrument both
lacking to various degrees. The same is true of
the cello sound, where Imiss entirely the
woody resonance that ought to be there. I
have read any number of comments in the last
year or so about how good recording is
becoming commonplace. This may well be
true, but it is equally true that genuine excellence remains as rare as it always has in this
business.
—Les Berkley

BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 1
Keith Jarrett, piano
ECM New Series ECM 1362&3 (835 246-1, 2LPs; -2, 2
CDs). Manfred Eicher, prod. Martin Wieland, eng. TT:
104:43

The old masters knew things; that is, they were
aware on an intuitive level of certain realities
that today we have either forgotten or chosen
to ignore. The religious would call this faith;
Colin Wilson (in The Stargazers) attributes it
to the equality of left- and right-brain thought
in pre-industrial humanity, which he calls "the
bicameral mind." If Iwax atouch mystical, you
may blame it on the excellent essay by
Wolfgang Sandner which accompanies this
recording. (No, Ihave not been sniffing the
Peter Belt Magic Fluid again.) It seems, on
listening to this performance that Keith Jarrett
is well aware of this quality in the music of
Bach. He says, "When Iplay Bach, Ido not
hear the music, Ihear almost the process of
thought." It is the best tribute 1can pay to his
realization, to say that we can hear it too.
Everyone who plays Bach on the piano is
compared to Gould: it is as inevitable as next
year's recording of The Four Seasons. Iwould
never give up Gould's interpretations; as personal as they are, they are still illuminative of
Bach's writing, and valuable for their sheer intensity. This said, Ido not think it is too much
to argue that Jarrett is much closer to the composer, producing areading that is far more
well-tempered—as the pianist himself says,
"nice and singing."
14 7

the idea of transcription itself. There is a
superb sense of forward momentum in these
performances, as well as an awareness of the
tension in Bach's writing and an understanding
of how to relax when that tension is dissipated.
These are most persuasive renditions, quite
riveting in their impact, and the sound of the
marimba has been most effectively captured.
With the guitar, of course, there is alarge,
many-centuried body of original repertoire for
plucked instruments on which performers can
rely. It will be recalled, however, that the guitar
for along time was considered avehicle for
popular expression, an attitude that applied
just as much to the first half of the 19th century as during the '60s and '70s of our own
time. Furthermore, as a popular means of
dispersing music of all kinds, the guitar ahundred and fifty or so years ago served just as effectively as did the piano roll during the first
quarter of our century, or as do any of today's
means of electrical reproduction. The idea of
keyboard.
opera overtures transcribed for two guitars is
In addition to his musical interpretations,
thus not so very strange at all, although one
Keith Jarrett had avery specific idea about
how he wanted this recording to sound. He
might bear in mind that these versions are
was aiming for asound somewhere between
comfortable to the ear, often fun for both
player and listener, yet in no way really a
Gould (too dry) and Andras Schiff (allegedly
substitute for the orchestral original. They date
too reverberant—I've not heard). ECM seems
from between 1812 (Mauro Giuliani's quite efto have provided pretty much what he was
fective Clemenza di Tito) and 1835 (Alexander
looking for: not what Iwould call ademonHeeser's hard-going Nozze di Figaro), with the
stration recording, but clear, sweet, and welllion's share of the transcribing having been
defined enough. (They made Jarrett's home
done by Francois de Fossa, aParisian amateur
studio sound abit like agood seat in Alice
who developed atechnique of playing har'nifty Hall.)
monics on the guitar.
Ihighly recommend this recording. If you
Michael Newman and Laura Olunan provide
want more information, Ialso recommend the
attractive performances which feature generFanfare interview, but whatever your leanings—purist or jazz—please give Jarrett a ous dynamic contrasts as well as dynamic
gradations. There are some fine moments,
chance. Idoubt you will regret it—Les Berkley
when, as at the conclusion of the Spontini, the
BACH: Bads on Marimba
spirit is irresistible, but throughout Iwish that
Leigh Howard Stevens, marimba
the duo played with rather more personality
Musicmasters MMD 60124F (CD). Craig Dory, Kevin
and excitement instead of living-room gemutBoutotc, Ross Richie, Mary Van Houten, engs. DDD.
lichkeit and measured literalness. More rhythTi': 50:34
mic alacrity and sharper accents might have
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA—Opera Overtures
ltanscribed for Rim Guitars
added the necessary sparkle. The intimate
Michael Newman and Laura Oltman, guitars
reproduction, with both instruments clearly
Musicmasters MMD 60134V (CD). Harry Munz, ens.
separated, is close-up (hand shifts are very
DDD. TT 60:52
clear); the room gives the impression of smallness without any distinguishing ambient
In the Bach recital by the 35-year-old Americharacteristics.
— Igor Kipols
can marimbist Leigh Howard Stevens, any feeling that this is repertoire intended for other
BARTOK: Bluebeara's Castle
media (harpsichord or clavichord, lute, church
Samuel Ramey, Bluebeard; Eva Marton, Judith; Adam
choir, or unaccompanied violin) is quickly
Fischer, Hungarian State Orchestra
dispelled by the sheer musicality of the playCBS MK 44523 (CD). Jeri° Simon, Georges Kadar, prods.;
ing. And, in fact, so far as Stevens's consumIstvan Bercnyi, Katalin PUSZUSÍ
,engs. DDD. TT 61:51
mate technique is concerned, after hearing just
Iwas really looking forward to this release.
afew of the pieces in this collection, one no
Bartok's only opera—and amasterpiece of
longer even thinks of possible technical limitations for the instrument, or, for that matter, of static drama it is, indeed—has been recorded

You may well wonder, in this age of authenticity, why Jarrett has chosen to play the WWITempered on aSteinway C. In abrief but very
informative interview in Fanfare (Vol.12 No 3),
he states that he wanted to "avoid too many
shocks to the audience," and to emphasize the
"give and take" between the right and left
hands, which he felt could better be accomplished with the piano. Your authenticist
reviewer has no qualms whatsoever in agreeing with this attitude, although he looks forward to Jarrett's forthcoming Goldberg Variations on harpsichord. (And would like to hear
what Pinnock or Kipnis would do with the
WTC on the latter instrument.)
Iimagine that there will be those disappointed with this recording; those who had
expected "Bach jazz," or improvisations on the
themes of the W7C. Ionly hope they will continue to listen anyway, to discover, as so many
have, the innate beauty of Bach's music for
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often and well, but Ihad been dissatisfied with
the only other fully digital (and only other CD)
version available Hungaroton's's 1985 recording
(HCD 12254) sounded wonderful—the cavernous room in which the work is supposed to
take place was accurately captured, the sound
was full, from ppp to fff with no need to adjust the recording levels, and the voice/orchestra balance was superb. Sadly, Elena Obratsova's tone was too often covered, and Evgeny
Nesterenko failed to portray the tragedy of
Bluebeard; without two convincing leads, the
entire work goes for nil.
This new performance, too, is adisappointment. Ramey is busy showing off his gorgeous
voice here; he's too sonorous, too conscious
of the "round sound." He gives the feeling of
offering asinging lesson rather than portraying
a tortured individual. Marton's proficiency
with the language and the sheer size and healthiness of her voice are atreat, but the color and
weight are wrong. Bartok wanted amezzo and
he was right: the role sits (with the exception
of the glorious high C at the opening of the
fifth door) right in the middle of the voice—it
should be a rich, dark-hued sound. When
Judith nags, it must convince us of her determination, and Marton makes it sound abit too
easy and bright. Adam Fischer leads the Hungarian State Orchestra with authority but little
real feeling. In short, this disc leaves me cold.
What this great, moody work needs, in addition to agreat singing/acting mezzo-soprano
and bass/baritone (and asuperb, idiomatic orchestra and conductor) are three things: atmosphere, urgency, and finally, asense of both
sadness and resignation. Of course, it also
needs arecording of great depth—and Iuse
that word advisedly—to bring out all of the
above. CBS and Hungaroton, who have coproduced the release under consideration
here, have pulled out all the stops, but they
haven't altogether succeeded. The problem is
obvious from the start: the opera opens
pianissimo, but the effect here is so quiet that
volume has to be turned all the way up to hear
the music at all. As any of us familiar with von
Kara Jan's recordings from the '70s knows, this
leads to trouble: at forte or louder, the
neighbors call the cops. In addition, both
Bluebeard and Judith first appear at stage rear,
at the top of along staircase—all of the recordings Ihave heard, except this one, begin
with the characters in the distance, very effectively. Marton and Ramey sound as if they're
in the room with us, and singing far too loudly,
Imight add. Without driving the point into the
ground, Ialso have to add that the voices and
orchestra in this recording sound as if they
were recorded at different times. Bartok comStereophile, September 1988

posed this work so that the voices and instruments would be part of the same fabric; this
doesn't come across here.
It can be done: the 1966 Istv-an Kertesz performance with Chrism Ludwig, Walter Berry,
and the LSO (London 414 167-1) is close to
perfect: the recording is resonant at all ends,
orchestral detail crystal clear (the xylophone
at door one gives chills on London; on CBS it
sounds like areally loud xylophone), effects
splendid (listen for the groaning—it's audible
and spooky on London, barely either here).
And the singing! Ludwig and Berry in their
prime—the mezzo's frightened cry of "jaj!" as
she hears the moans, Berry's pleading with her
to stop—it all adds up to agreat reading. For
a brief time there was another impressive
reading under Boulez available (Columbia
34217) with Troyanos and Nimsgern which
was almost as good—Boulez's understanding
of the score is something special—but it has
been unavailable for awhile. My advice is to
look for the Kertesz on black disc and/or hope
that London will transfer it to CD soon.
—Robert Levine
BERNSTEIN: A Quiet Place
Beverly Morgan, Dede; Wendy White, Dinah; Jean Kraft,
Susie; Clarity James, Mn. Doc; Peter Kazaras, Francois;
Charles Walker, Funeral Director; Douglas Perry,
Analyst; John Brandstetter, Junior; Edward Crafts,
Young Sam; Chester Ludgin, Old Sam; Theodor Uppman, Bill; John Kuether, Doc; Louise Edeiken, Mark
Thompsen, Kurt Oilman, Trio; Leonard Bernstein,
Austrian Radio Symphony Orchestra
Deutsche Granunophon 419 761-1 GH3 (3 LPs), 419
761-2 GH2 (2 CDs). Jobst Eberhardt, Ernst Koehler,
engs.; Hanno Rinke, prod. DDD. Tr: 149:06

The protean talents of Leonard Bernstein have
been recognized, acclaimed, and documented
internationally for decades. It seems that
everything he undertakes, whether as pianist,
conductor, composer, music analyst via the
printed word and television, and, occasionally,
social commentator, bears an almost largerthan-life trademark of theatricality. His hordes
of admirers, including this one, have impatiently
waited these many years for Lenny to publicly
acknowledge his lyric muse and harness his
uniquely appropriate gifts to create a(the?) truly
great 20th-Century American Opera.
His 1983 offering, A Quiet Place, despite
many pages of eloquent, sometimes exquisitely
lovely music, regretfully doesn't make it. It falls
considerably short of the theatrical-cummusical standard of distinction that we have
avirtual right to expect from this master musician. It is, in this opinion, inferior as an opera
to West Side Story. Without conjuring up the
inconsequential (and indeterminable) arguments re the definition of the thin line separat149
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ing the Broadway musical from an acknowledged opera, amuch thinner line since the
emergence of Bernstein's erstwhile collaborator Stephen Sondheim as acomposer, there are
areas in A Quiet Place where the musical inspiration appears to vacillate between both
media, without fully appeasing the appetite for
either.
Bernstein's only previous attempt at bona
fide opera composition was the 1952 one-act
Double in Tahiti, asomewhat trendy, cutesy,
and disappointing theatrical experiment. Notwithstanding anumber of pleasing tunes, the
emphatically more Broadway than Lincoln
Center show has lain almost dormant these
many years. Ever the would-be social commentator, Bernstein, acting as his own librettist, endeavored to portray the emptiness
of his two central characters' marriage and
suburban existence, despite the external appearance of connubial bliss. An exercise in
pretension, both story and characters appeared
bland, contrived, and not very interesting, notwithstanding their enhancement by vibrant
melodies and adroitly conceived integrations
of popular forms and rhythms with Lenny's
distinctively pleasing classical eclecticism.
When Bernstein and librettist Stephen
Wadsworth first discussed collaborating on a
sequel to Druble in Tahiti, they had both suffered recent bereavements. Perhaps this is why
A Quiet Place presents arather mournful impression; even the opening scene is set in a
funeral home, some 30 years after Tabiti's story
ends. The mourners are gathered for the
funeral of Dinah, the principal female character of the earlier opera, and adispiriting picture of American suburban life unfolds. Junior,
son of the late, lamented Dinah, and described
in the libretto as "a crazy queer who skipped
the draft," is there with his sister Dede. She is
accompanied by her husband Francois, who,
it transpires, had also been Junior's lover. It is,
however, the father, Sam, who emerges as the
pivotal figure; his relationship with Junior being the most interesting gambit of astory short
on interest. Both composer and librettist appear more interested in shock value than really
engrossing theater.
Act 2 re-presents 7kouble in Tahiti as a
flashback, an unusual device that saved composer and librettist agood deal of time and intellectual wear and tear. Originally the collaborators had intended the performance of
A Quiet Place as asingle opera to be followed
by Tahiti on adouble bill. However, at the urging of conductor John Mauceri, they rearranged
the two short works into the current three-act
form which was initially presented under
Mauceri's leadership at La Scala, Milan, June
Stereophile, September 1988

1984. The third and final act presents amore
affable Sam welcoming Francois into the
bosom of the family and making peace with
Junior; everyone presumably lives happily ever
after.
For me, the concocted decadence of the
drama (a word Iuse advisedly), replete with
pseudo-overtones of Eugene O'Neill seasoned
with asoupcon of Tennessee Williams, is too
dependent on salacious shock value, couched
at times in rather juvenile doggerel. Ifind it impossible to summon up much interest in these
convoluted characters. Additionally, Iconfess
that many of the score's felicities were not fully
appreciated until Ilistened most attentively to
the opera anumber of times; it took me that
long to fully absorb the ingenuity of the
writing. Perhaps Iwas diverted by my disaffection for the libretto. Nonetheless, the score's
finer pages—for example, an ethereal first-act
postlude and delightful preludes to the second
and third acts—must rank among Bernstein's
finest orchestral compositions. They permeate
the listener's sensibilities in apost-Mahlerian
glow of bucolic lyricism. As with Britten's
glorious orchestral Peter Grimes interludes,
these relatively short pieces deserve to be programmed with increasing frequency at orchestral concerts, and should be recorded on
their own.
In this work, Bernstein is less adept at utilizing the infinite expressiveness of the human
voice. He has given Dede, Sam's daughter,
some endearing flights of lyrical fancy; her
third-act aria, "Mommy are you here", with
its haunting brass interpolations, being afine
and memorable example. It is when the composer sounds as if he wishes to impress with
technique, as in the explosive, twelve-tone
first-act recitatives (Sprechgesang, off-Broadway style), that interest—mine, anyway—flags.
The performance, recorded live at the Vienna
State Opera in April 1986, is praiseworthy in
all aspects. It is also another undeniable
testimony to the desirability of recording opera
during actual performance in the theater, when
artists' abilities and perception are honed to
their keenest edges. Who cares if asinger fiats
once in a while if his/her characterization
achieves adegree of spontaneous artistic continuity and communication seldom achieved
under ad hoc recording-studio conditions?
Bernstein's catalytic music direction is aresounding plus. As ageneral rule, composers,
whether exercising proprietary dogma or exposing insufficient baton skills—or acombination of both—prove their own worst enemies
as podium interpreters of their progeny.
Definitely not so with the celebrated Lenny,
one of the finest conductors extant.
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The entire cast, seemingly inspired by his
leadership, responds superbly. Of particular
distinction is soprano Beverly Morgan's exquisite portrayal of Dede; also deserving
special mention is mezzo soprano Wendy
White's affecting Dinah in the Tivuble in Tahiti
flashback. The men, too, admittedly less vocally
outstanding, project intense theatrical images
with occasional overabundances of histrionic
emphases; le, servings of prosciutto. It's good,
though, to welcome back that fine veteran
baritone, Theodor Uppman, the original protagonist of Britten's Billy Budd at the Royal
Opera, Covent Garden, in 1951. Californian
Uppman was, of course, apopular Metropolitan artist for many years.
Commendable for clarity, balance, and a
spatial sense of theater, the LP engineering is
first-rate. Ican detect little difference between
LP and CD sound except, of course, for the
former's occasional ticks. The accompanying
booklet, one of the genre's better examples,
presents auseful, lengthy essay by Wadsworth,
biographies—very important as many of the
singers are new to recording—and photographs, plus afour-language libretto.
Though conceptually blemished largely
because of prosaic, uninspired dramaturgy, A
Quiet Place has intriguing moments; Bernstein
has created much that endears. His excursions into stylistically episodic composition,
which sometimes take eclecticism to apoint
of no return, interfere with the musical flow
and diminish synergistic possibilities. Yet, the
longer Ilive with this flawed work, the more
conscious Ibecome of its musical strengths,
the less of its weaknesses.
—Bernard Sou
BRUCKNER: Requiem: Psalms 112, 114 (116)
Joan Rodgers, Catherine Denley, Maldwyn Davies,
Michael George, Corydon Singers. Matthew Best,
English Chamber Orchestra
Hyperion CDA 66245 (CD). Antony Howell, eng.; Mark
Brown, prod. ODD. Tt 55:41

Matthew Best and the Corydon Singers have
already made two highly recommendable
recordings for Hyperion of Bruckner's sacred
music, one of motets (CDA 66062), the other
of the E-minor Mass with the ECO Wind
Ensemble (CDA 66177). With this present disc,
however, Ifeel they are scraping the barrel a
little, for despite avery fine performance of the
Requiem, these works could hardly be considered masterpieces or even, for the most
part, particularly interesting musically. The Requiem and Psalm 114 (which receives here its
first recording, the score having been completed by Best himself) were both composed
before Bruckner put himself through seven
years' arduous musical training with Simon
Stereophile, September 1988

Sechter. Although the Requiem is often
beautiful in its simplicity, aquality wonderfully
captured by the atmospheric acoustic of the
church venue, some vocal lines and "boldnesses" of tonality are embarrassingly naive.
This is even more true of the fugal finale to the
so-called Psalm 114, with its rather ugly German translation of the words to Psalm 116.
Although Psalm 112 was composed immediately after Bruckner's stint with Sechter,
its qualities are not fully realized by this performance: the Corydon's chording sometimes
sounds raw here, and the ECO is simply
scrappy.
Happily, the recording has much to commend it: clarity of line and the choir's superb
diction have been excellently reproduced, and
the soloists are held in sharp focus, though
sounding alittle too detached by their close
balance. So, if you are interested in mapping
Bruckner's development as acomposer, and
enjoy the Masses and Symphonies of his mature
years, this disc will provide afascinating bridge
between the before and after.—Barbara Jahn
CHOPIN: Piano Music
Alfred Cortot, piano
Four Ballades, Op.23, 47, 38, & 52; Berceuse in D-flat.
Op.57; 24 Preludes, Op.28
Music & Arts CD-317 (CD, mono). Disc to tape transfer,
Seth Winner. AAD. TT 70:20

One might well inquire why amonophonic
recording, one which in fact emanates from
78rpm discs made as long ago as 1926 (the
Ballades and the Berceuse) and 1929 (the
Preludes), is being reviewed in the pages of a
magazine devoted to the most current, up-todate software. If the continuing surface swish
of a78 is really abhorrent to you (I do know
afew listeners who are very put off by this),
go on to the next review. But, if music and performance remain paramount, please recall that
Alfred Cortot (1877-1962) was one of the great
pianists of his time, aperformer with an enormous, varied discography that dates from 1903
until just afew years before his death. As a
technician, he was always subject to some
criticism—mistakes abound in his performances, although he could be absolutely
dazzling when in good form. As an emotionally
unbound yet aristocratic poet of the piano,
however, he was unrivaled, and no less than
Harold Schonberg has described him as "one
of the most important pianists of the century."
Cortot recorded the 24 Preludes four times:
the present one of 1926, the better-known version of 1933 (reissued at one time on EMI's
Great Recordings of the Century), a1943 set
of limited circulation, and ataped live Munich
performance of 1955 which has been made
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available on CD on both Hunt 510 and Suite
1-6003. The confirmed Cortot collector (yes,
lam one) will want as many as he can get, for
the pianist was an incredibly spontaneous soul
and no performance is exactly like any other.
So far as the 1926 Preludes are concerned, and,
for that matter, the Berceuse (the second of
three that he made) and the first version of the
two sets of the complete Ballades, this is
Chopin on a rare level: highly committed,
elegant performances, wonderfully paced, exquisite in their tonal shadings (in spite of their
age), and stressing individuality but without
fabricated eccentricities. The transfers, made
in 1987 and not the same as the previously
issued LP on Discocorp RR-317, are amazingly
good. This CD presents aunique opportunity
to hear the kind of superb playing that might
otherwise be lost because of its vintage—and,
perhaps not so surprisingly, Ifind that it speaks
to the heart more effectively than most Chopin
of our own time.
— Igor Kipnis
MAHLER: Symphony 2("Resurrection")
Kin Te Kanawa, soprano; Marilyn Home, memo-soprano;
Tanglewood Festival Chorus; Sel ji Ozawa, BSO
Philips 420 824-2 (2 CDs). DDD. TT 8003

It's odd that this magazine should praise a
PolyGram CD for sonics over performance,
but that's precisely what I'm going to do. This
is one of the most spectacularly naturalsounding "Resurrections" on CD or LP. It is
almost impossible to mistake the recording
venue, so well has the unnamed recording
team succeeded in reproducing the depth,
breadth, and signature reverberance of Boston's
Symphony Hall. The same holds true for
dynamic scope: it is usually difficult to convey the ranges of volume to be heard in a
Mahler symphony, from muted string and
wind-quintet sonorities up to the relatively
few moments when the orchestra opens up in
full tutti. This CD captures it, not only in loud,
undistorted climaxes, which may well send
you lunging for the volume control to avoid
interrupting the sleep of your neighbors, but
also in the quiet music, where CD doesn't
usually hold up. ,
Best of all is the capture of the character of
the individual Boston musicians, especially the
liquid-sounding brass players, so vital to this
heaven-directed music. It is this brass sound
that maintains connection with the days—up
until Charles Munch's death two decades
ago—when the 13S0 was affectionately known
ITheoretically because of the larger nonlincarmes inherent
in transitions between quieter sounds, which arc represented
by fewer bits than louder sounds.
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as the best French orchestra in the world. The
horns and especially trumpets come forth
clear and pure as those of l'Orchestre de Paris
or the Montreal Symphony, but better on CD
as in real life because fuller and less nasal. The
CD reproduces the other orchestral sections,
and the space they occupy, just as faithfully.
My only complaint is predictable, and that is
the massed strings, whose overtones CD still
cannot reproduce as well as merely adequate
LPs of yesteryear.
What about the performance? This isn't the
assembly-line Mahler which critics lambaste
so often nowadays, but Ozawa isn't exactly
transcendent, either. He has in the past hardly
distinguished himself as an avatar of the architectural argument in Germanic music, nor
of the 20th-century idiom. Instead, he gives
us gorgeous Mahler moments; great brass
climaxes and chamber music in the outer
movements; an unashamedly romantic Andante which, had it amore natural feel for
Austrian portamento, would be among the
best on record. The superior recording reinforces the visceral and emotional appeal of
Ozawa's reading. But there is no enduring
statement to be found here, no vision of Christian redemption nor assertion of the sustained
existence of the individual hero in the 20th
century. In other words, Ozawa misses the
several possible paths to epiphany in this symphony, but his moment-by-moment result is
so magnificent that it almost doesn't matter.
Useful parallels can be drawn with his decidedly romantic and 19th-century recording of
Schoenberg's Gurrelieder, or Michael TilsonThomas's Frenchfield Boston recording of
Stravinsky's Sacre du Printemps. Trouble is,
Stravinsky and even early Schoenberg are
more amenable to such Gallic treatment than
Mahler.
The Tanglewood chorus sings beautifully,
as does mezzo Home, though her deadpan
singing of the "Urlicht" genericizes the music
past any feeling of closeness to the Almighty.
Things are more convincingly devotional in
the finale, though Horne is again too objective,
and Te Kanawa struggles in this big music with
the transition from her chest register to her
high. She really does better in work on a
Mozartean scale.
This CD-only release is an excellent choice
if you must have the best reproduction of the
"Resurrection." While hardly revelatory,
022W2'S performance is good enough to maintain interest, and clear enough to serve as a
vehicle to learn the work. Would that the
recordings from Klemperer, Bernstein, Walter,
and their ilk had been treated to this kind of
sound.
— Kevin Conklin
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MESSIAEN: Saint Francois dAstise
Christiane Eda-Pierre, Angel; Jose van Dam, St. Francis;
Kenneth Riegel, Leper; Michel Philippe, Leo; Georges
Gautier, Masseo; Michel Senechal, Elias; Jean-Philippe
Court's, Bernard; Seiji Ozavra, Paris National Opera
Chorus & Orchestra
Cybella CY 833/6 (4 CDs). Michel Lepage, eng.; Guy
Chesnais, prod. DOD. TE 23226

mance of such alengthy work brings, they
have chosen to give us the distraction of
numerous tape edits, with their inherent alterations of ambience and changes in vocal quality.
Even the stage-prompts have been preserved
for posterity, interesting at the first hearing but
maddening on subsequent occasions. Yet
anyone wanting to learn more about this
fascinating composer should find the effort of
negotiating these hurdles, and that of the
frustrating booklet (with Messiaen 's enlightening introduction only in French, and the libretto
only in English), justly rewarded.
—Barbara Jahn

This work is quintessential Messiaen: theistically
inspired, it displays both his complex rhythmic
formulae and his modes of limited transposition, an infinite variety of birdsong, and aharmonic structure experienced, at least by
Messiaen, in terms of acolor spectrum—but
all this shaped by the forms we have already
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5
come to understand and absorb from his
Mariss Jansons, Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra
works of the '40s, '50s, and '60s: Poemes pour
Chandos CHAN 8576 (CD), ABRO 1271 (LP). Ralph
Mi, Harawi, the 7Urangallla Symphony,
Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DOD. TT: 38:14
Reveil des oiseaux, and Cbronochromie. Many
of the developments of his most recent works
This is amajor scoop for Chandos, considering
are conspicuous by their absence here, and I that the Leningrad Philharmonic has not been
wonder if this is the result of acertain relucrecorded outside Russia for nearly 30 years;
and how interesting it is to hear aRussian ortance, and therefore unease, on Messiaen's part
chestra and conductor interpret the work of
to compose "an opera" in the first place.
afellow countryman, in the light of the many
In answer to acommission by Rolf Libermann in 1975 on behalf of the Paris Opera,
rival Western versions in the catalog. This is a
Messiaen finally agreed to write awork about
rough-hewn view of Symphony 5, a rawedged and exciting performance, with snapping
the Saint "most resembling Christ," and who,
like the composer himself, had aspecial love
rhythms and brutally driven tempi, highlighting
the grotesque elements of Prokofiev's score in
of birds. The poem, music, orchestration, and
preference to the more luscious balletic inparts took Messiaen eight years to complete,
fluences drawn with such sensitivity by Slatand although recorded live from two perforkin/St. Louis SO. Ilike it as much for this altermances given only days after its premiere, the
work has taken another four years to find its
native view, and find the confident, unabashed
way onto disc.
statements made by Mariss Jansons, MravinSaint Francois dAssise has none of the
sky's Associate conductor, totally convincing.
There is much fine playing from the orchesdramatic progression or characterization of the
tra here too, incisive, characterful, and instincstandard opera, but is purely aseries of eight
tive in its easy grasp of the idiom. String tone
tableaux illustrating scenes from the life of the
Saint. The impact of the libretto is, then, of
is particularly fine and heard in its true colors
on LP, CD lending aslightly more clinical edge
great importance, and it needs to be clearly
If this recording lacks the spaciousness of
heard. If the choir is sometimes disappointing
Slatkin's RCA issue, it is still well-balanced and
in its diction in this performance, the soloists
clean enough to reflect all aspects of this vivid
are, by contrast, very fine under the inspired
score.
direction of Seiji Ozawa. But it is probably the
Brian Couzens, the Managing Director of
tireless dedication of the orchestra, especially
Chandos and producer of this disc, has said in
the much-called-upon wind and tuned perdefense of its rather short playing time that he
cussion, that deserves the highest paeans.
was restricted by the Phil's tight schedule and
Characteristically, Messiaen uses the ondes
martenot to fine effect (three here for good
the fact that he had permission to record only
those works that were being played in concert
measure), and everything is vividly captured
during the orchestra's visit to the West last
by asharply focused recording, impressive in
autumn. Iwould say that the quality of perforits balance of orchestra and voices, though not
entirely natural in that respect, and redolent
mance on this disc gives value for money,
whatever its playing time
—Barbara Jahn
of the spontaneity, vividness, and extraordinary staying power of all concerned in this
TCHAIKOVSKY: Pique Dame
four-hour musical feast. But, sadly, those at
Vladimir Atlantov, Herman; Tamara Milashkina, Lisa;
Cybella have determined to capture "the"
Valentine Levko, the Countess; Vladimir Valaitis, Tomdefinitive performance too, for rather than stay
sky; Andrei Fedoseyev, Yeletsky; Mark Ermler, Bolshoi
with the inevitable mistakes that alive perforTheatre Chorus & Orchestra
Stereophile, September 1988
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Philips 420 375-2 (3 CDs). G. Braginsky, mg. ADD. TT:
159:53

This, arguably the greatest and most rivetingly
stageworthy of all of Tchailcovsky's operas (yes,
even greater than the point-proving-preachy
Eugene Onegin, pageantry and all), has not
fared well on disc. This recording dates from
1974 and was long available on Columbia
Melodiya M3 33828; no company has recorded
it since. It's amixed bag.
Perhaps its greatest plus is the conducting
of Mark Ermler, who elicits fine, idiomatic
playing from the Bolshoi forces, actually convincing them to tone down their brass section
in softer passages. Isuspected that this might
have been achieved by the engineers, but
returning to my non-digital LPs Inoticed the
same happy truth. Similarly, the string tone is
lush and the chorus is at their most effectively
show-offish. Other positive aspects to be
found here are the Yeletsky of Fedoseyev and
the Tomsky of Valaitis: both of these characters, though not leads, are crucial to the work's
overall effect, and these two low-voiced men
shine.
The Lisa of Milashkina (her name is misspelled on the presentation box—good marketing, Philips) is abit mature and she suffers
from Slavic upper-edge disorder, but the aria
before her final-act suicide is Shakespearean
in its tragic intensity. Valentina Levko is afine
mezzo but lacks the real crackpot sound Ilike
in the almost sprecbstimme role of the old
Countess. Her musings on her past are effective, but she's not crotchety enough.
Herman is, of course, the pivotal role in this
work, and the Bolshoi offers us its greatest
tenor, Vladimir Atlantov. Herman is absolutely
nuts, and he gets worse as the opera progresses—a great Herman can actually make the
audience nervous. Atlantov, trumpet voice and
all, only comes close to this in the opera's final
scenes. Until then he seems satisfied to sing as
loudly as possible, with no variation. The effect is numbing. The sound itself is impressive,
but he misses out on most of the character's
inner torment, and what's Herman without
angst?
Inever did like this recording, and still don't.
It always sounded as if taped in ahuge, empty
sports arena, with an abnormal amount of
reverberation, and the digital remastering has
not helped. The arena sounds larger and
phonier. Iwish agreat performance of this
work were on the market so that more people
could become familiar with it. My recommendation is to buy the videocassette, available on
Kultur (also with Atlantov and MiLlshlcina), but
that's no real advice for astereophile. Still, as
Stereophile, September 1988

an introduction, this Philips set isn't bad—it
just should have been better.—Robert Levine
WAGNER: The Ring Wiltboul Words (arr. Maazel)
Lorin Maazel, Berlin Philharmonic

itlarc CD-80154 (CD). Jack Renner, ens.; James Mallinson, prod. DOD. TT: 69:47

Maazel's concept is mildly interesting: a
seamless "suite" some 70 minutes long comprised of Der Ring des Nibelungen's greatest
hits, every note of it Wagner's own. The reality
however, is anew nadir in Telarc's seemingly
never-ending quest for tastelessness.
Bleeding chunks, indeed. To the serious
Wagner listener, the standard concert excerpts—the Entry of the Gods into Valhalla,
the Ride of the Valkyries, the Forest Murmurs,
Siegfried's Rhine Journey and Funeral
March—are wrenching enough, as often as not
conducted by those with little or no knowledge of the Ring's overall architecture, let
alone of the significance of the many leitmotifs
that appear even in these brief edits. But at
least these standard selections, for the most
part arranged by Wagner himself, are (with the
exception of the Rhine Journey/Funeral
March) lifted whole-cloth from the Ring. Not
so in this "medley." The seams are ragged,
square-holed/round-pegged, ill-fitting at best.
If Wagner's was "the art of transition," arranger
Maazel's is the art, no better than tape-splicing,
of jarring, continuity-destroying juxtaposition.
This might have been less offensive had
Maazel's conducting been more incisive and
less hacking, had he been interested in something besides rushing off to the next overblown climax. But Maazel waxes bone-crushing, bellicose, and boorish, reducing Wagner's
rich, fascinating music to abad film score.
Even Maazel's humorous liner notes have more
lasting value, and the BP0 may as well be the
Cincinnati Pops. I'd much rather have had a
"Ring Without Words" than what Telarc has
given us: aRing without music.
What's the point? Surely Wagner's music is
well-known enough by now to be spared such
Classics Illustrated treatment. This is the sort
of thing only Stokowski could have pulled off.
Maybe. Those unfamiliar with or prejudiced
against Wagner will only have their worst
preconceptions confirmed here. Granted, it's
interesting to hear afew passages you'll never
have heard before without singers, but all that
does is underline just how important the
voices really are in Wagner's music dramas (as
do Maazel's pale substitutions of instruments
in vocal lines).
The sound is bloated, puffed-up, suffering
obesely from midrange bulge. Sure, the timpani are great, and the engineers have fun with
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the thunder and Nibelungs' anvils, but this
release is handled with all the sonic finesse of
Hollywood's Greatest Hits and Round-Up.
Enough already, Telarc.
— Richard Lehnert
WOLF-FERRARI: II Segreto di Susanna
Renata Scotto, Susanna; Renato Bruson, Gil; John Pritchard, Philharrnonia Orchestra
CBS MK 36733 (CD) Roy Emerson, prod.; prepared for
CD by David Mottley & Mike Trevor-Ross, engs. DOD.
TT: 48:38

If this sweet, vaguely inconsequential, yet intelligent opera is your cup of tea, this recording is for you. The plot centers around the fact
that the Countess Susanna smokes cigarettes—
a shocking thing in Victorian times—and
when her husband smells the tobacco he immediately presumes that she's having an affair.
He's outraged, she's independent, there's a
mute servant (if he could talk the opera would
last for three minutes) who knows everything,
and in the end, when the truth is known, the
Count joins his wife for asmoke. "With cigarettes in their mouths, they dance round and
round like two children," read the stage
directions.
Too zany? Actually, the music is sort of
delicious. This miniature's overture lasts for
less than three minutes, but is the most energetic part of the whole opera. It has plenty of
good musical ideas (some of which are brought
back later) and is aperfect curtain raiser. In
fact, much like its traditional role-model,
Pergolesi's La Serva Padrona, 11 Segreto seems
like an introduction or an intermezzo. Not a
criticism, merely an observation: it's lightweight, but it has an effect.
This 1981 recording finds baritone Renato
Bruson at his most polished and dedicated; his
Count Gil is properly outraged and upset over
the prospect of his wife's infidelity. Scotto is
sassy and independent, giving languorousness
agood name in her cigarette-enjoying stupor.
Luckily, the role never gets into her vocally
troubled spots and she's easy to listen to
throughout. Sir John Pritchard leads the Philharmonia Orchestra in away that could make
one believe that this music was important. A
good time is had by all, including the listener.
The recording has anice sitting-room intimacy which is just right, but CBS has, peculiarly, offered only four cueing points, one of
which is almost 37 minutes long. There was
room to break that one alone into three or
four—the duet, intermezzo, return of the
characters following the intermezzo, etc —but,
Iguess, since this is the only available recording, the companies need not try too hard to
please the listener. If you want Susanna, this
recording is for you.
— Robert Levine
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Jazz
BLAZING REDHEADS
Reference Recordings R12-26 (LP), RR-26CD (CD). Keith
O. Johnson, Paul Stubblebine, engs.; J. Tamblyn
Henderson, Jr., Paul Stubblebine, prods. AAA/DDD.
Ilk: 43:54, 38:45'

If you don't live in the San Francisco Bay Area
you've probably never heard the Blazing
Redheads, agroup which has attracted asizable and loyal following there. Chances are
you've never heard of them, either; this is their
first recording and first bid for national
recognition.
According to the album liner notes (which,
unfortunately for adebut recording, provide
little useful information about either the artists
or their music), the seven women who comprise the ensemble worked in a variety of
stylistic settings (including salsa, rock, jazz,
and Latin jazz) prior to their incarnation as
Blazing Redheads. Not surprisingly, the
musical result is asonic amalgam of these experiences, with adecided emphasis on the
Latin. Indeed, rhythmic patterns from south
of the border permeate each of the 13 originals
contained on the CD (three less on the LP).
All the material was composed by Redhead
members Deborah Hungerford (keyboards),
Susan Colson (electric bass), Donna Viscuso
(sax, flute, harmonica), Michaelle Goerlitz (timbales, percussion), and Klaudia Promessi
(saxes, flute). Percussionists Danielle Dowers
and Judy Grayboyes round out the group.
The harmonic underpinnings of the South
American montuno are also almost constantly
in evidence. First brought to the attention of
jazz buffs during the late 1940s and early '50s
by such bellwether "fusion" pioneers as Dizzy
Gillespie, Chano Pozo, and Machito, the montuno typically consists of two chords which
alternate ad infinitum. John Coltrane later
assimilated the device in his history-altering
improvisations.
Although the montuno provides a composer or performer with ahandy and convincing organizational tool, it also presents a
formidable challenge: how to sustain interest
and generate variety within its limited confines. While the Blazing Redheads have neatly
homogenized the various elements in their
music, this listener finds little in the way of
originality or invention, and misses the ring
of real authenticity.
Judged by standards of pleasant listening,
the results are much more successful. And they
certainly kindle the urge to dance—a quality
which may, in fact, have been the main intent
behind the music's creation. Colson's "Sea
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Level" is effective mood music, as is the opening and close of Hungerford's "February
Song," which unfolds with Debussian piquancy
over an insistent Fpedal point. The percussion
on Hungerford's "Santa Fe" is infectious, and
Goerlitz's "Mozambo" is graced by solid teamwork and more simmering percussion. Viscuso's "Get Down and Stay Down" is far and
away the most involving inclusion in the set,
sporting awonderfully funky sax duet and a
contagious sense of humor as well.
Unfortunately, the solo playing of the Blazing Redheads (none of whom, by the way, has
red hair) does not live up to the ensemble
finesse they achieve; most of it is anonymously
generic and some of it close to amateurish.
Guest keyboardist Patricia Thomas stirs up a
few moments of welcome excitement on
Goerlitz's "Mozambo" and "My Picasso,"
though her improvisations, too, fail to compellingly explore the music's potential.
The sound quality attained by Reference
Recordings' Keith Johnson in both the digital
and analog formats is quite another matter. It
is, in aword, sensational. The "feel" of alive
performance is at times almost palpable, and
although the potency of the illusion will surely
vary from system to system, this is definitely
state-of-the-art sound retrieval. The differences between the all-digital CD and allanalog LP are subtle; 1found the CD more immediate and abit brighter, the LP atad more
convincing in terms of ambience. But when
you're dealing with recording technique as advanced and masterfully realized as this, you
won't go wrong in choosing either version except for the obvious long-term advantages of
the little silver donuts. — Gordon Emerson

CBSS SERIOUS-SUITED YOUNG JAZZMEN
V/YNTON MARSALIS QUARTET: Live at Blues Alley
Wynton Marsalis, trumpet; Marcus Roberts. piano; Robert
Leslie Hurst III, bass; Jeff Watts, drums
Knozz-Moe-King (4 takes), Juan (3 takes). Just Friends.
Cherokee, Delfeayo's Dilemma, Chambers of Pain, Au
Privave, Do You Know What It Means To Miss New
Orleans. Autumn Leaves, Skairis Domain, Much Later
Columbia PC2 40675 (2
C2K 40675 (2 CDs). Tim
Cretan. eng.; Steve Epstein, prod. DDA/DDD. TT
II - 39
BRANFORD MARSALIS: Random Abstract
Branford Marsalis. saxes; Kenny Kirkland. piano; Delbert
Felix. bass; Lewis Nash. drums
Yes and No. Crescent City, Broadway Fools. LonJellis. I
Thought About You. Lonely Woman. Steep's Theme.
Yesterday's. Crepuscule With Nellie'
Columbia OC 44055 (LP), CK 44055 (CD). Tomoo
Suzuki. eng.; Delfeayo Muses, prod. ADA/ADD. TM:
5846. "4:10'
HARRISON/BLANCHARD: Black Pearl
Terence Blanchard, trumpet; Donald Harrison. saxes;
Cyrus Chestnut. piano; Reginald %tal. bass; Carl Allen.
drums
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Sean Sind. Black Fran. Ninth Ward Strut, Infinite Heart,
The Center Piece, Somewhat, Dizzy Gillespie's Hands,
Toni. Birth of the Abstract
Columbia FC 44216 (LP). CK 44216 (CD). Tim Williams,
eng.; George Butler, prod. ADA/ADD. Ti': 53:09

"Jazz isn't dead—it just smells funny," said
Frank Zappa in 1974. Back then, in those dark
days of Fusion, one could be forgiven for
thinking that jazz's greatest years were over,
that the form bad died, or at least mutated
enough, in its wooing of the huge, buckswielding rock audience to be unrecognizable,
or at least unlovable. Then, in 1982. fresh from
Art Blakey's band (Blakey remains aseemingly
bottomless well of fresh young talent; Harrison/
Blanchard, too, worked with him), Wynton
Marsalis's eponymous debut LP was released.
This was possibly one of the most important
jazz releases of all time, not so much because
of its musical content as its stylistic choices:
intelligent, hard-edged, fully fledged acoustic
jazz in the style of Miles Davis's second great
quintet. Marsalis, in fact, used most of that
quintet on half of that release, the other half
his new band of Kirkland, Watts, Moffatt, and
brother Branford. But the return to that classic
style of acoustic music by unsmiling young
black men in dark suits and ties and no African
names, would have remained an anomaly had
not the music been so relentlessly excellent,
so impeccably crafted and intensely played.
Regardless of what you ultimately think and
feel about Wynton Marsalis's music—and it is,
if not universally loved, at least universally
respected—he, more than any other single
person, is responsible for the miraculous
resurgence of serious acoustic jazz in the '80s,
of which the bands of Branford Marsalis and
Harrison/Blanchard are now, perhaps, even
more important than his own.
What then, exactly, do you need to know
about these recordings? Only that all are excellent; that there are no wrong choices to be
made in choosing one over the other; that you
should buy all three; that you'll be hearing
some of the finest jazz ever recorded. Three
different kinds of '60s/'80s jazz are presented
here, all recognizable as different stages of
Miles's second quintet of Shorter. Hancock,
Carter, and Williams: Wynton mines the early,
hard-blowing vein of Plugged Nickel and
Heard 'Round tbe World; Branford jumps all
over the place but seems centered in Four and
More and Miles Smiles; while Harrison/Blanchard move out of these areas, explored in
their previous albums, to the rarefied, oblique
musings of Nefertiti, Sorcerer, and Miles in tbe
Sky. Taking them in turn . .
Wynton's position as the man who has
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singlehandedly turned jazz around is adifficult
one which he, by his public statements, has
made even more so. Iread the jazz press. Italk
to jazz musicians. Whatever respect Marsalis
garners these days seems increasingly begrudged. People are tired of the hype, the
endless Grammys, Marsalis's musical and sartorial stylistic conservatism, his tireless pontifications. All these reservations make sense
to me, too. Until Ilisten to his music.
The fact is, no-one else is making music like
this. No-one ever did, notwithstanding the accusations of "Throwback!" and "Museum
piece!" Marsalis is doing exactly what he's
always claimed: making new statements in the
established jazz language of classic black
American music And Irealized something else
while listening to Blues Alley—whatever the
dimensions of Marsalis's egomania, he keeps
it out of his playing and bandleading.
The Wynton Marsalis Quartet recorded here
has since been replaced by an entirely new
(and, as yet, inferior) band. Recorded December
19 and 20, 1986, the tapes constitute the first
group's swansong. It'll be hard to top—this
band may well be remembered as one of the
three or four greatest jazz groups of all time.
As impressive and formidable as Marsalis's
talents as atrumpeter, arranger, and bandleader
have been from the beginning, I've always
been bothered by apervasive tight-assedness
in his playing—the guy never seemed to just
let loose and blow. In alive club setting, I
thought, I'd get to hear ahotter side of this
master of premeditated cool. Marsalis and his
new band came to Santa Fe in April, but the
music was still so. ..careful, particularly Marsalis's own playing. Live at Blues Alley is
something else again.
Marcus Roberts has come fully into his own.
His furious intelligence shouts of McCoy
Tyner, but he seems more flexible, more
lyrical, without lyner's excessive reliance on
that patented wall of piano sound. While
listening, there were times when Isquirmed
in my seat, trying to absorb all of this man's
thick, rich, dense playing at once, but there is
too much of it.
Robert Hurst puzzles me—I can't figure out
if he's simply the most tastefully understated
bassist I've ever heard, or just supremely adequate Then Ilisten to Ron Carter, and it all falls
into place. Hurst's playing is taut, concise, controlled to afault. Though he's no Carter, Gomez,
Haden, Peacock, or Mingus, he is aconsummate accompanist of inspired conventionalism, drawing no attention to himself. Ihave
to work especially hard to listen to him; not
because his playing is uninteresting, but
because it so seamlessly supports.
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Jeff Watts is simply remarkable. I defy
anyone to hear his work here—especially his
solo on "Chambers of Tain" —without being
reminded of their first exposure to Tony Williams. Watts's drumming is that multi-layered,
that energetic, that sensitive, that witty, he
listens that carefully.
Marsalis himself plays with an abandon I'd
only ever hoped for before: long, long lines
and snarling, dirty tones abound along with
the full, round, warm sonorities we're used to
from him. This is fully muscled, strong, healthy
playing. Marsalis has always owed more to the
hard blowers—Hubbard, Brown, Morgan,
Navarro—than to introspectives like Miles,
Wheeler, and Baker; and his rhythmic inventiveness, like aural break-dancing, seems
endless—I know of no other horn player so
meticulously creative in this regard.
In short, these guys cook. Iwon't go through
the tunes; it's enough to know that each one
bursts with the true, deeply felt music possible
only when musicians of this caliber play with
total commitment and telepathic ensemble.
The CD of this digital recording does sound
quite abit better than the LP, with particularly
convincing highs on cymbals and drums. The
LP sounds muffled and recessed (as CBS crams
up to 32 minutes of high-volume music per
side, it's not surprising). The soundstage is accurate, if unconvincing: everything in the right
place, horizontally and front-to-back, but it
never quite gels into ayou-are-there feeling.
If you can own only one Wynton Marsalis
jazz album, this is the one.
His brother, Branford Marsalis, again fulfills
his growing reputation as one of the finest jazz
soloists on any wind instrument, even more
satisfying in this role than Wynton. Random
Abstract is atour de force, each tune performed
in the style of adifferent sax master, from
Ben Webster through Omette Coleman, John
Coltrane, and Wayne Shorter to Jan Garbarek.
Although brother/producer Delfeayo Marsalis's
refreshingly engaging liner notes (those of
Wynton's album, by Stanley Crouch, are pretentiously fatuous) somewhat spoil the fun by explaining all this, it still, unlike most conceptions of this kind, works remarkably well. It's
refreshing to see someone so talented so
publicly humble in paying respects to his
mentors.
Shorter's "Yes and No," in the hard-edged
quartet style offu fu, the album on which it
first appeared, contains Branford's fully realized
reproduction of Shorter's woody, thick-reeded
tenor sound and the fast, furious playing of
that album. "Crescent City," aslow, dark blues,
is Branford's tribute to both his hometown of
New Orleans and Coltrane, with dense drum165
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ming, thick comping by all, and the leader's
hot, sexy sax—the guy is atotally satisfying
soloist, and the best of these three bands.
Lugubrious Ben Webster returns from the
grave on "I Thought About You," and Omette
Coleman's blues style is given aworkout on
the slow bebop "Broadway Fools." But it's on
Coleman's own "lonely Woman" that the real
shocker appears: a totally convincing recreation of Keith Jarrett's Belonging quartet,
(Jan Garbarek, Palle Danielsson, John Christensen), complete with Garbarek's cold, clear,
monolithic, frozen-butter tenor tone, Jarrett's
chiming chords, and Christensen's cymbal
washes.
Agimmick? You bet. Does it work? Absolutely.
Marsalis's own voice emerges clearly on
"Yesterday's" and Monk's "Crepuscule With
Nellie—more blues balladeering, with beautifully constructed sax solos. Monk's halting
though deliberate melody on "Nellie" is given
areading of gorgeous dynamic range, an etude
in the graceful bridging of awkward intervals
and rhythmic shifts. Truly masterful. Digiphobes will have to bite the bullet on this one,
however; these last two are available on CD only
At this point it's no surprise that Branford's
band follows him effortlessly through all of
these face-offs and put-ons. Kenny Kirkland
remains a miracle of a jazz pianist, whose
reputation, solid as it is, has yet to catch up
with his talents. Listen to him on "LonJellis"
as he comps with wild, but always musical,
abandon behind and beside Branford's Steve
Grossman-style soprano. Drummer Lewis
Nash, though not quite aJeff Watts yet, has at
it with fury and taste, while Delbert Felix's fullvoiced bass lines have great verticality and
freedom of range. A topnotch band, and the
first with which Branford has cut an entire
album.
The highs are brighter, fuller on the LP
(which is cut at quite alow level to include
almost an hour of music), but the CD has those
extra cuts. ..There's asense in all three of
these recordings, by three different producers,
of the instruments being suspended in space,
not grounded on afloor or stage. They hang
together well enough as bands, but not earthly
ones.
A remarkable album. No lover of mainstream jazz should be without it.
Or Harrison/Blanchard's Black Pearl. Wayne
Shorter's influence is even stronger here, Is it
was during the last few years of Miles's late60s
quintet. Those bleak, lonely, elliptical melodies
looping out into space are much more
prevalent here (though, with the exception of
Bernstein's "Somewhere," all tunes are originals) than on H/B's previous record, Crystal
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Stair, which ran much hotter, though to no
greater effect.
Blanchard has nowhere near Marsalis's
chops, but does possess Davis's timing and
courage. Harrison, amore graceful and fluid
soloist (if less elegant than Blanchard), primarily plays the C-Melody saxophone It's ashame
the horn is no longer manufactured; though
notoriously hard to play in tune, its sound, falling squarely between alto and tenor, should
definitely have a place in jazz. Harrison's
unplaned tone is warm and cool by turns,
whimsical and brave. The soloing of both is
consistently intelligent, graceful, and tasteful
without compromising itself.
Of the rhythm section of Chestnut, Veal,
and Allen, only drummer Allen impresses to
any degree—the rest, though supportive and
more than adequate, were thin gruel after the
Marsalis Bros. bands.
Harrison does for "Somewhere" what Miles
did for "Someday My Prince Will Come" —
the song is raised to the level of an intensely
spiritual anthem, all with an utter minimum
of notes. Again, elegant. "Dizzy Gillespie's
Hands" is hard playing with asprung rhythm
that, purposefully, never swings. Though Blanchard can't hope to match Gillespie's technique, he implies it by the tension he builds so
formidably here. "Toni" and "Selim Sivad"
(that's right, spell it backward) are atmospheric
Shorteresque ballads, and "Birth of the Abstract," while not exactly equalling or even
conjuring Oliver Nelson's Blues & the Abstract
73.uth, still is entirely satisfying, chunkily dense
playing in the classic Bluenote/Impulse style.
The CD is remarkably similar in all ways to
the LP—I could hear no difference worth
mentioning.
What's most important about Black Pearl
is the fact that Harrison/Blanchard have opened
yet another cool, spacious corridor of American jazz music to the light of today; it's ablessing that, 20 years on, the air is as fresh as ever.
Highly recommended.
—Richard Lehnert

Popular
BIG PIG: Bonk
ARM 6-5185. Producer/Engineer: Nick Launay. AM/ TE
43:05

Q: What has three drummers, two percussionists, akeyboard, aharmonica, and afemale
lead singer from Sri Lanka, all wearing black
uniforms that make them look like an Easternblock gymnastics squad?
A: Big Pig, aseven-piece band from Australia
that has to be heard to be believed.
A knowledgeable friend suggested Igive the
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album alisten; he'd heard acut and thought
it terrific, despite the fact the group lacked a
guitar. Ialso saw that afew of the songs were
starting to get airplay on college radio stations
around the country (usually an accurate
barometer of the next big trend). It was time
for me to give Bonk atry.
Iwas bowled over. What Iheard was ablend
of rock, funk, and blues, but with asensibility
different from any I've ever heard. Big Pig grew
out of aperformance-art group in Australia:
large numbers of people who played giant
musical tube-like drums fashioned from PVC
pipes (as in plumbing), striking them with
thongs or floppy beach sandals. That evolved
into numerous drums-only groups of varying
sizes, finally coalescing into the current configuration.
Reviewers in their homeland say Big Pig has
the ability to strip the rock skeleton bare and
reassemble it in an artfully fresh manner.
They've also commented on the group's live
performances, and the lack of amplification
needed at those concerts.
Bonk is eleven songs, with simple titles like
"Iron Lung," "Hungry Town," "Big Hotel,"
"Boy Wonder," "Tin Drum," "Money God,"
and "Fine Thing." The lyrics are mostly forgettable, having to do with heaven and hell, God
and the devil, money and sin. But instrumentally, "Big Pig" is worth remembering.
Listening to the layers of percussion carrying
the rhythm, the melody carried by lead singer
Sherrie's powerful, expressive voice, is aterrific experience—one worth finding out about
for yourselves.
Ionly got to listen to the LP before writing
the review, but Ican say that the recording
quality is good. If there's agood college radio
station in your area, give alisten (good advice
at all times—you might get to hear agroup like
Big Pig). On the other hand, if you decide to
search the album out, don't be put off by the
cover—the artwork will never win any awards
(unless someone is giving out prizes for ugliest
cover for adebut album by aseven-person
Australian percussion-rock group). \Veil worth
the effort, though.
—Gary S. Krakow
BOB DYLAN: Down in the Groove
CBS OC 40957 (LP). Stephen Shelton. Coke Johnson,
engs. AAA? TT: 31:53

There're only afew pop singers whose every
word sounds, to me, sung from the heart —
Van Morrison, Janis Joplin, Elvis Costello, Steve
Earle, Delbert McClinton. Bob Dylan, always
more of aconsummate vocal dramatist than
asinger, is not one of these. On only three
albums, Ithink, did Dylan ever transcend his
Stereophile, September 1988

own posturing enough to sing it straight from
the heart: Anotber Side of Bob Dylan, Blood
on the »tacks, and, believe it or not, Nashville
Skyline. Yet Dylan is more important to me
than any of the others.
I've paid my dues: I've got—and, more to
the point, Iknow—every Dylan album ever
officially released, plus another 20 that
weren't. The guy's crucial to American music;
not agod, and only sometimes ahero, but absolutely unavoidable. Imay not always like the
way he drives, but he built the road. Irespect
his work and the prices he's paid to do it.
In his last interview in Rolling Stone, Dylan
said how relieved he was that he could still
make aliving writing and singing songs. A few
months later came Knocked Out Loaded, with
barely awhole (W, not co-written) Dylan song
on it. Two years on and we're given Down in
the Groove, with two genuine Dylan tunes,
one of which had already appeared, with two
more Dylan performances, on last year's
Hearts of Fire soundtrack (CBS SC 40870).
Well, Iguess he can still make aliving singing.
"Death is Not the End" and "Had aDream
About You, Baby" may be the best things on
Down in the Groove, but that's saying next to
nothing. This demo of an LP is all slapdash
filler. I'd call it acontractual obligation album
but for the fact that Dylan doesn't sign contracts like that. He must actually have wanted
to put this thing out, hard as that is to believe
(except for those who've seen the Dylan/Petty
video).
The singing's more nasal and bleating than
ever. Dylan slams through every song in exactly the same way (shades of Hard Rain and Live
in Budokan), regardless of whether or not the
style has anything to do with the song.
"Ugliest Girl in the World" is supposed to be
funny, Iguess, but it's embarrassingly, demeaningly lame. "Silvio" sounds like atune by Bob
Weir (who sings back-up vocals with Jerry
Garcia). Dylan co-wrote both with Grateful
Dead lyricist Robert Hunter, but the songs add
up to nothing. I've always trusted Dylan to
keep quiet long enough to have something to
say by the time he broke radio silence. He
evidently no longer trusts himself.
Dylan is in fine snarl throughout, but there's
nothing here to snarl about. He manages adecent enough croon on "Death is Not the End."
"Had aDream About You, Baby" has astrong,
organ-driven rock'n'blues feel to it, but ...
"Shenandoah"? "Rank Strangers"? A singer
has to give himself to these songs to make
them work. Dylan just takes. Are we really in
the position of awarding Dylan medals for
merely being alive? No thanks. Survivalism for
survivalism's sake just ain't worth it.
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is encoded at alower level than the Capitol;
The sound is diffuse, chalky, muddy. No
that is, the same preamp gain setting will proproducer is listed. Not surprising—Dylan's
duce aquieter sound, represented by alower
always believed in spending only aday or so
binary number. One might suspect therefore
in the studio to cut an album, getting it all
that the MFSL will produce quiet sounds with
down in one take. OK, but that presumes two
less discrimination than the Capitol. Not so—
things: that you do get it all down in one take,
the gold disc reproduces the diminishing
and that there's something to get down in the
diastole of the notorious elephantine heartbeat
first place. Strikeout here.
more clearly, as well as the decay around Clare
Dylan, the consummate rock'n'roll survivor,
Torry's voice. Even low-level musical sounds
now seems to make records simply because he
are better on the Ultradisc; the Capitol is just
can, not because he needs or wants to; he cerplain gritty. At the loud end, there's no contest.
tainly doesn't seem to enjoy the process.
The MFSL CD is cleaner and less likely to
Who'd have thought, afew years back, that,
overload electronics in its quest to contrast big
faced with an album that makes Self Portrait
sounds with soft. Imaging is marginally betlook like awork of genius, I'd be looking back
ter than Capitol.
to Saved and Shot of Love as the good ol' days?
MFSL's remastering also preserves more abFact is, if this wasn't a Dylan album 1
solute phase information. My preamp has an
wouldn't give it asecond listen. Were used to
absolute phase switch, and listening through
paying alot for Dylan's best; his music has
it has brought me to the conclusion that CDs
been, by turns, erratic, offensive, intolerant,
are inherently more ambiguous in reproducing
crude,
misguided,
self-righteous ...
but
absolute phase than properly recorded LPs.'
disposable?
—Richard Lehnert
Not so here. In fact, it is difficult to tell exactly
when the Ultradisc is in phase. One can inPINK FLOYD: Dark Side of the Moon
stead hear the obvious: that Dark Side is the
Mobile Fidelity UDCD sr (CD) (Reissue of EMI/Harvest
result of the careful mixing of myriad tape
SHVL-804) Alan Parsons, mg.; Pink Floyd. prod Krieg
tracks, not always in absolute phase with each
Wunderlich, digital remastering. MD. TT: 4258
other. Take for example "Breathe," where the
Another chapter in the never-ending story
vocal is clearly out of phase relative to synthesizer, electronic effects, and rhythm guitar.
wherein everyone's favorite vision of pop
On MFSL, the song sounds best when the
apocalypse—and the biggest-selling record of
the '70s —gets yet another audiophile revocal is switched to sound "out of phase"; it's
subjectively recessed and less present, with inissuance. This time it's the 24-karat gold Ultradisc, made for Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab by
struments kept forward.
Ultech of Japan. MFSL claims that the gold surHow does the gold disc compare with the
two LPs? It's easily better than my (admittedly
face is less prone to degradation and conseaged) MFSL LP, whose superior image projecquent digital dropout than aluminum CDs. In
tion and somewhat fuller midrange is outStereophileVol.11 No.2 Itook to task an earlier
Ultradisc release for its Duncan Hines garnishweighed by the Ultradisc's dynamics and
richer overall tonal quality. This LP is also the
ment of some Joe Jackson swill. Here the
material is more appropriate for enshrinement:
worst of the four issues at retrieving ambience
and making clear the cryptic speech fragments
Dark Side of the Moon has long been an
scattered through the record. Perhaps because
audiophile touchstone, one of the handful of
of half-speed remastering, its bass is so poor
records that, given the right playback, comthat there is audible effect into the lower
bine great dynamic range, past-the-speakers
midrange.
spaciousness, and full-blooded tonal balance.
The garden-variety Capitol LP presents a
As abonus, it's also superb rock'n'roll.
How does the Ultradisc compare with
more interesting comparison. It sounds more
previous Dark Side masterings? Ihad on hand
sibilant and edgy than either CD, more conthree other versions: the current Capitol CD
gested when loud than the Ultradisc (not
because of mistracking; Icarefully mounted
(CDP 7 46001 2), MFSL's half-speed LP reanew van den Hul stylus and cartridge before
mastering (MFSL 1-017, nia), and the current
beginning this review). This may be no subCapitol LP (SMAS-11163). The Ultradisc holds
jective minus: remember that Dark Side is
its own against the alternatives, especially the
Capitol CD. There is, of course, the expected
rock music, and can benefit from alittle harshness. Through the roughness emerges arich,
CD advantage of dynamic range We have been
amazed for 15 years at the record's superb
IPresumably because of phase shifts, nonlinear as to frequendynamics, but the Ultradisc surpasses not only
cy, introduced by the steep low-pass films necessary for P(31
every Dark Side LP I've heard, but also Capitol's
digital recording. Of course these arc also those who maintain
that absolute phase can have no audible effect
silver disc. One reason may be that the MFSL
Stereophile. September 1988
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forward midrange sound, supported by the
fullest bass of the lot. While it doesn't literally
image as well as the gold disc, Capitol's LP
does project midrange sound to make Dick
Parry's saxophone palpable. Perhaps surprisingly, this LP was also best at retrieving ambience, and rendering the speech fragments
decipherable.
There emerge from the survey two clear
choices: the new Ultradisc for those who must
have the cleanest, most refined sound, and the
standard LP for those who can live with some
dirt in the grooves as the price for gutsy excitement. Amazing to consider that, despite the
subsequent introduction of the digital/analog
dialectic, the subjective outcome of this survey
should hinge on nothing substantially different
from the old Japanese remastering vs domestic
LP debate; but that debate also involved a
choice between Japanese refinement and
domestic immediacy. Perhaps the best version
of Dark Side may still be agood copy of a
Harvest import from the UK or Canada—
British imports tended to be the most satisfactory rock LPs—but Ihad none on hand. (According to MFSL, the new Ultradisc is astraight
digitization of the unremastered British tape.)
Considering digital technologies alone, confirmation of Ultradisc's benefits will ultimately
depend on thousands of hours of listening by
audiophiles and fellow travelers. MFSL's goldplating sounds like an audio advancement so
far.
—Kevin Conklin
PRINCE: Lovesexy
Paisley Park 25720 (CD). Engineers/Produccrs jOf
Blaney, Eddie Miller, Prince. A?D. Ti': 44:56
PRINCE: The Black LP
Bootleg cassette, only song titles provided. TT ca 40:00

At the beginning of his newest album,
Lovesexy, Prince declares "Welcome to the
New Power Generation". ..
akind of warning
of what has come to evolve from rock's bad
boy. Prince has never been one to allow his
musical style to be pinned down for very long.
The last outing, the 2-LP set Sign O' The
Times, was very psychedelic (in Prince's own
way, of course). This time around he's named
his music "New Power Soul."
Lovesexy wasn't really the follow-up to Sign.
Back in January, Warner Bros. was all set to
release an eight-song collection called The
Black LP (supposedly named for its plain black
cover). For some reason Prince pulled the
album, and Lovesexy was released a few
months later. But legend has it that anumber
of UK-pressed LPs had survived destruction,
perhaps giving us atrue glimpse at what Prince
had in mind.
Ipurchased The Black LP in aNYC record
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store for $10. Recorded on a TDK D-60
cassette, this bootleg's sound quality, like most
that have preceded it, is terrible. At best, portions are only slightly over-modulated. (I
didn't have the nerve to ask about Dolby.) But
getting past the grundge (lots of low end, no
highs; probably a 20th-generation dub), I
found some great music. From beginning to
end it's straightforward down'n'dirty funk, a
combination of Sly Stone/George Clinton
hard-driving dance music There's even an extended instrumental (sounds live) on side 2
called "2 Nigs United For West Compton" that
would have any diehard non-dancer you
know trying to do their best John liavolta imitation on the dance floor.
There's alot of speculation as to why Prince
didn't want this collection released. Perhaps
he felt it wasn't commercial enough, or too
abrupt achange in style from his last album—
or perhaps Prince just wanted it to be abootleg release, keeping the distribution underground while providing enough hype/mystique
to keep his work in the limelight. At some
point Ihope he'll reconsider and release The
Black LP I'd love to hear what it sounds like
on LP or CD.
Now, as for Lovesexy...First, no plain
cover—once again there's a nude shot of
Prince, this time sitting on white and purple
flowers. At first the music sounds slightly
familiar, too; the first cut, "Eye No," begins
with psychedelic babbling as of old, the warning
that the album contains "new power soul," and
an anti-drug warning—but then the new
rockin' begins. While it's abig departure from
his last outing, on Lovesexy Prince has chosen
to take the middle road between Sign O' The
Times and Tbe Black LP Nine cuts combine
hard-driving rhythms and soulful ballads
(Prince style), including "When 2R In Love,"
the only carryover from The Black LP Don't
get me wrong; Lovesexy is not laid-back. With
help from afantastic back-up band, including
Sheila Eon drums and percussion, Prince has
once again woven his genius by producing an
album with awarm, rich sound while keeping
his arrangements simple and sparse. Taken on
its own merits, it's agreat album. It's just that
the album Prince has allowed us to have is
slightly disappointing compared to the black
LP we almost had.
At the moment, The Black LP is available
only as abootleg of quality so questionable it's
probably not worth hunting down. On the
other hand, Lovesexy is a well-produced
analog recording (no mention as to how it was
mastered) sounding equally good on CD and
LP, and deserves to be auditioned.
— Gary S. Krakow
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—Alvin Gold
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Quad/Ross Walker

loudspeakers and hear slight differences in
pink noise (even if they are closely matched).

Editor:
Whatever can be wrong with Ken Kessler that

Iguess that we are really incapable of matching

aperfectly harmless press release and aletter

two loudspeakers over a15Hz to 20kHz band-

to Hi -Fi News should provoke 135 lines of

width any closer than ±1dB. Differences this

breathless prose? Have Iinadvertently trodden

small usually can be trimmed by the plethora

upon one of his subjective corns?
Ihappily admit that Quad makes fine prod-

of controls provided on the IRS Beta. But to

ucts for acertain type of customer, and agree
to disagree. However, Quad will continue to
advocate ascientific approach to the design

the extent that JGH is correct and some of
these small fluctuations interfere substantially
with image specificity, we will have to develop
other, more sensitive, measurements.

of product. If, from time to time, that advocacy

Finally, Imust confess my personal bias for

causes Ken to feel uncomfortable, then Isuggest he pick up the telephone so that we can

vacuum-tube electronics; however, Ihave heard
some mighty musical sounds emanate from the

discuss the matter and come up with some-

Betas using top-end solid-state electronics.

thing that really is worth writing about.
Ross Walker
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd.

Again, on behalf of all of the staff at Infinity, we would like to thank JGH; and let's hope
we can all keep those "goose bumps" alive.
Arnie Nudell, President

Infinity IRS Beta

Infinity Systems, Inc.

Editor:
First and foremost, we are pleased that JGH

Acoustic Energy AE1

was able to achieve the high level of sound

Editor.

quality from our IRS Betas. We know the tedi-

Thank you for your very favorable review. The

ous job of positioning and subsequently balan-

AEI was designed as the first exponent of our

cing the system to optimize all its parameters,

metal-cone technology and we are delighted

and we applaud JGH's obvious tenacity. Some-

that it should be described as the state-of-theart miniature loudspeaker. By the way, the

times the results obtained from speakers like
these are directly proportional to the effort expended in the set-up procedures. Again, thank
you for your patience, Gordon.
On another subject, and just to clarify alittle

84dB sensitivity under anechoic conditions
becomes 88dB in-room, as measured by Martin Colloms (Hi -Fi Choice, June 1988).
Phil Jones

ancient history, we sent JGH apair of original

Technical Director, Acoustic Energy

Servo Statik-I loudspeakers even before the
High Fidelity review. We were very pleased that,
at that time, they also gave him "goose bumps:'
With respect to matching pairs of IRS Betas,

Celestion SL700
Editor:
We are obviously pleased with John Atkinson's

Infinity QCs every driver and component (as

review of the SL700 and would like to take the

opposed to AQL which only samples some

opportunity to express our appreciation to the

fraction of each component). Even with these
strict standards, we can only match to ±ldB

dealers and customers (and reviewers!) who
patiently waited for the arrival of this product.

across the audio band. Sometimes one can

Our feelings match Js comments. The SL600's

hear slight differences in the sound of pink

performance has been surpassed in virtually

noise even when Beta screens are matched so

all respects (at an extra cost, of course), par-

closely that one cannot even measure adiffer-

ticularly in the low frequencies, where there

ence. These speakers can be so revealing that
they can even reveal inconsistencies in them-

is an underlying solidity and ease. We have not
experienced the thickening in the lower midrange at high level referred to in the review;

selves. Furthermore, one can pick apair of any
Stereophile, September 1988
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—Ken Kessler Hi Fi News & Record Review, January 1988
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perhaps further experimenting on John's part
will throw some light on this.

gives maximum realism. In order to get this
right, every component in the chain must have

Just aquick comment on the review that

excellent phase characteristics. The worst of-

readers, owners, or potential buyers may find
useful. Inotice that John mentions the two

fenders are bad CD players, poor interconnects,
and cheap amplifiers, given speakers with good

bolts that lock the speaker to the stand. These

phase characteristics. The Mrs are treated very

bolts are supplied as safety devices to avoid a

unkindly by such equipment, and do not tol-

situation where the speaker may get knocked

erate it. For example, Iregularly use the 7kio

off the cones on the stand top and do serious

CD to test CD players and interconnects, with

damage to avery expensive cabinet. The bolts
should not be allowed to touch the stand or

MIs as monitor speakers. When the ancillary
components are smooth and coherent, the

the rubber washer that it passes through, as

sibilance mentioned by JA disappears, reveal-

this will degrade the performance through im-

ing asmooth high-frequency response. The

proper coupling of the speaker to the stand.

highs on the Ws have been purposely left

There has always been an element of excite-

strong, so that the high-frequency response

ment attached to the concept of getting "more
from less." Graham Bank and his team have

in the listening room can be tailored to get it
just right. This is done with the judicious use

shown, yet again, their expertise in refining

of Sonex, drapes, wall hangings, and rugs. It

this specialist art

takes alittle work and trouble to tweak the

Barry Fox. Marketing Manager

room, but the resulting realism is well worth

Celestion USA

the trouble. _Ks listening room is actually abit
large for the MIs, giving the light bass response

TNT-Lines M1

he mentions. In asmaller room, no such lack

Editor:

in the bass is apparent. Also, Focal has an-

This commentary is dedicated to the music

nounced anew "U" (for "Low") version of the

lover who has tried for years to get high-grade

514 "driver, which will be used in production

sound out of small rooms. Bass extension is no

models of the MI.

problem in large rooms; TNT-Lines makes
several transmission-line designs using Focal

mentioned: its resolution of musical detail at

One area in which the MI excels was not

Neoflex or the new Kevlar-cone woofers. But

very low listening levels. This could be impor-

these speakers just don't work in the room in

tant to apartment dwellers who get few chances

which the MI was designed. When Anthony

to play their systems loud. The holographic

Cordesman asked, "Who Stole the Bass?", the

sense is retained even at whisper levels.
The controversial hardwood moldings on

answer is, for small rooms, quite simple: the
room stole the bass. My experience has been,
time and again, that speakers with response

the MI are very carefully placed by experiment
to break up diffraction "hot spots," thereby

below 40Hz set off intolerable resonances and

smoothing the response. JA mentions aslight

howling in small rooms, and reproduce bass

coloration in the lower mida which shows up
on piano. Imust admit that this was not appar-

garbage that truly spoils the music The MI was
designed in one of the worst possible rooms,
12' by 14' by 8' high. Such dimensions are all

ent to me, even after listening to areal grand

too common in today's apartments and houses.

ear is abit more sensitive or trained in hear-

Such rooms cannot sustain low bass at all; the

ing that band of frequencies. In fact, Iwould

sound waves are simply too long. The best ap-

like to thank John Atkinson for all the trouble
he has taken in giving the MIs afair review.
Dr. Thomas N. Thompson, President

proach to this problem is to design aspeaker
with all the bass the room can produce, and
no more. The design will give the maximum

piano three times aweek, but perhaps John's

TNT- Lines

clean bass response and the best subjective effect, with plenty of dynamics, clarity, punch,

PS Audio 4.6

and snap.
Next we must overcome the actual boun-

Editor:
Thanks for agreat review! And congratulations

daries of the small room by creating an illusion
which makes the room boundaries and the

phile into afirst-rate publication. You guys

speakers themselves seem to disappear. This

have done agreat job and we encourage you
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to keep up the good work.

our straightwire feature simply allows you to

Ifelt that Tom Norton wrote avery compe-

play your phono, tuner CD, or whatever through

tent and honest review with personal opinions
that were heartfelt. 1can ask no more than that

avolume and balance control directly into

from any man. However, there are afew points
I'd like to clear up.

you don't have enough volume, engage the

your power amp. No electronics. However, if

First, we do not use astepped "potentio-

high-level stage and you have plenty. Simple!
Well...sort of.

meter" for abalance control. Our work has
shown that two pots in arow (balance control
feeding the volume control) sound unaccept-

record straight on this often-misunderstood
switchable feature ever since we introduced

Ihave itched for an opportunity to set the

able. We use, instead, a 12-position rotary

the concept to the audio world 10 years ago.

switch with silver contacts and 1% Roederstein
resistors.

Since then, the marketplace has seen anumber
of "passive preamps" (pots in abox), and afew
people who have even made their units switch-

Second, Iwas more than alittle confused
reading Tom's description of the "off' switch
on the pre-amp. 1was left with the impression

able, as we have. So what's the beef? Well, the
bottom line is, does the variable-output im-

that if it was used there would be aloud "turn-

pedance of the pot make adifference or not?

on pulse." Please allow me to clarify: Under
normal use there is absolutely no turn-on or

Tom referred to this in his review: "This may
have adverse effects on the system frequency

turn-off "pulse" generated by the 4.6. In fact,
because the preamplifier is on all the time,

characteristics of the preamp-to-power-amp

there is not even apossibility of athump. What
Tom is referring to, no doubt, is the inevitabil-

power amp. It is impossible to predict how the

ity of apulse if you should unplug the preamp

response, depending on the length and
interconnect and the input impedance of the

from the wall, under certain conditions. Those

bypass mode will function in any particular
reader's system."

conditions are:
1) If you leave the preamp in the high-

Well, let's step back and try to make afew
predictions anyway. Iwill use our preamp for

gain mode.

an example, as Ibelieve other people have

2) If you are in phono with the volume
turned all the way up.
Ido not recommend that you unplug any
preamp from the wall under the above conditions.
Some preamps will automatically mute, but
not all.
This, 1believe, is anon-problem.
In fact, out of the thousands of preamps we
have sold, Idon't believe we have ever had a
complaint about "turn-on thumps." The re-

made serious mistakes in their designs of "passive" components. 1will explain that comment
shortly.
The equations involved are quite simple.
They use the balance control/volume control
as aseries R and the cable as ashunt C. The
power amp is ashunt R, but because of their
relatively high input impedance (ours is 100k),
they tend to not be afactor. And therein lies
the key to this problem—you must use alowimpedance volume control (or fool around

quired conditions being quite rare, we feel the

with higher-impedance ones to lower their im-

benefits outweigh the chance of aproblem.

pedance, as Stereopbile did in its passive pre-

Benefits? Yes, there are several good reasons

amp project [Vol.10 No.2]) in order to keep the

we chose this controversial route. As most of

roll-offs at an acceptable level!

your readers are aware, electronics sound better after substantial warm-up. Leaving the

With that in mind, let's look at areal-life
situation. The 4.6 uses a10k pot. Worst usable

preamp on all the time allows us to guarantee

case, we'll say, is 50% rotation. Log-taper pots'

aconsistent-sounding product the second you

impedance ratios are typically 80/20 at this

turn it on. In addition, the necessary output
relay used to automatically mute some pre-

rotation. Therefore, the series Ris 8k, with the

amps during apower outage does, in our opin-

vided we have alow source impedance feeding the pot (rarely do you not), this will give

ion, too much harm sonically.
Now, let's jump to something near and dear

remaining 2k in shunt with the capacitor. Pro-

to my heart: "straightwire." For those of you

us atotal parallel impedance of 1.6k at 50%
rotation. We will therefore use 1.6k as our ser-

who have not read the review or are confused,

ies R. We'll then use an average figure of 20pF
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Light at the end of the CD Tunnel
"The joy of hearing music in
such anew light makes the
Prism the best value in CD
players today, as well as the
best CD player period."
J. Peter Moncreiff

"The Prism is significantly more open and
dynamic than any other CD player Ihave
heard to date It delivers the dynamic range
that CD has promised since it first appeared
but has never quite made good on"
Anthony H Cordesman

Enough said. Now is the time to listen. Call us
(619/436-7666) and ask for the name of your
local full-line Mod Squad Dealer, or write to 542
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per foot of cable capacitance. , A one-meter
cable would then give aroll-off of 2MHz! The
-3dB point will only go up as the volume
goes up. Certainly nothing to worry about.
How about alonger length of cable? Let's
say a20' length! Here, the roll-off with our
preamp lies at 240kHz! And remember, that's
aworst case. Most people listen at the 3to 5
o'clock positions, and the roll-off is then
significantly higher. Anyway, still nothing to
worry about.
Why all the fuss then? Well, if you use 2100k

trol up to achieve the same listening level.
Iwould guess that 70 to 80% of our customers use their preamp in straightwire mode
Now, the last subject. The moving-coil stage.
Tom found that it didn't quite measure up to
the moving-magnet stage till he hooked up the
huge M-500 power supply.
Iwould not argue that the M-500 makes it
better. Quite the contrary; Iagree. However,
the difference he heard between MC and MM
is interesting, considering the fact that the two
stages are one and the same. That's right, the

pot, as many manufacturers do, then your 20'

moving-coil "stage" is the moving-magnet

of cable will give you a24kHz roll-off. ..
and
that you do need to worry about. You will

stage with its gain increased. No extra elec-

hear it!

tronics are put in the signal path.
Bob Odell and Idesigned the 4.6 with the

One last point here. Tom says in his review

majority of our efforts devoted to moving-

that he used the high-level stage because

coils, and no M-500. So how come we're so far
apart in our opinions?

he wanted to make sure". ..
that bypassing
would not mitigate or eliminate any aberrations noted." Considering that again stage can

My answer is simple. Cartridge loading, and

only increase aberrations, Iguess Iwould be

cartridge selection. A Dynavector 17R? Tom,
please. Surely your Alpha, with its rising top

confused by that statement, were it not for the

end, would have been abetter and more en-

knowledge that Tom believed there could be

joyable choice Anyway, that's just my opinion.

some high-frequency loss (aberrations) due to

Now, on to the real point: loading.

cable capacitance.
As Idemonstrated above, that is not the case

makes atremendous difference in all the areas

with the set-up he used. In fact, using the

Tom mentioned: soundstaging, dynamics, spar-

As most of you know, cartridge loading

high-level stage and the volume control at a

kle, etc. Had Ibeen asked, Iwould have told

lower setting than would be used in straight-

Tom to use ahigher value than 100 ohms for

wire presents two problems.

that cartridge (it's mentioned in the owner's

First, any gain stage cannot help but mess
up the sound to some extent. Now, of course,

manual in avery general sense); say, 1000 ohms.

all us designer guys hope that ours do it bet-

All of asudden the soundstage will dramatically improve, along with dynamics, etc.

ter. .. but nothin's perfect. Design of elec-

Why, then, did the Klyne sound better at the

tronics always involves tradeoffs. Therefore the

same setting? Here's my opinion (aside from

elimination of electronics is sometimes the

the over-5x cost difference, as Tom notes): car-

best tradeoff of all. Second, the less we turn
down the volume, the better the sound.
Allow me to explain: Volume controls are

tridge loading has, in general, more to do with
the way apreamp responds to acartridge than
cartridge damping.

like brakes, not gas pedals. In other words, you

That's right, the preamp—not the cartridge

don't make volume with them, you mm down

This is acritical point, and Iwish Ihad more

the volume. The higher you turn up the vol-

space to elaborate on this subject. For now,

ume control, the less series impedance you
have to listen through. Use of the straightwire
function forces you to turn the volume con-

let's call this simply adifferent viewpoint than
normally accepted, but one that perhaps should
be considered.
Our preamp, we believe, happens to be

IIn my experience, this is on the low side of "typical." Measuring the capacitances of the various cables to hand in my office
(with ameter. not abridge) gave arange from 35pF/m for unshielded. spaced-pair Tiare cable, through 160pF/m for
Monster Cable M1000, to 280pF/m for Siltech 4-24. (All
measurements are ±5% and include the RCA plugs on each
end.) This doesn't affect the validity of Paul McGowan's argument, hut in the exurme case of such apassive volume control
followed by, say, 3m of Siltech, the treble will he definitely
somewhat dulled.
— 1A
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capable of better performance with higher impedances than many other preamps. In fact,
we designed it with that goal in mind. If you
unload acartridge into most solid-state preamps,
the top end will be ragged and overemphasized. That is because, in my opinion, they
cannot handle the quicker, undamped output
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of the cartridge and will sound like they are

adding an external power supply, we contend

overloading. "But don't MCs have arising top

that the same $500 invested in upgrading

end when they are not properly damped?"
Yes, of course they da In fact, some do even

Tom's Grado and/or Dynavector to an Alpha
Genesis would allow him to properly appre-

when damped to the manufacturer's specs. But

ciate the sonic attributes of Athena.

here, again, is acase of advantages outweighing disadvantage.
Whether you agree or disagree with me, I
simply ask each and every music lover out
there to do me one favor: trust your ears. Please!

Athena was not designed to fit amarketing
manager's wet dream of aprice niche. That
Athena can be sold for only $650 is aresult of
the fact that highly sophisticated circuit design
can bring incredibly favorable tradeoffs to the

Paul McGowan, President

audiophile if the engineer possesses the ne-

PS Audio

cessary state-of-the-art design skills. We object
to the idea that because we chose not to sur-

Sumo Athena

round our circuit design with cosmetic embellishments and jack the price up to $2000+,

Editor:
Upon reading Thomas J. Norton's opening

we get pigeonholed into a"budget-priced"

statement, "Sumo is one of ahandful of Amer-

category of equipment and evaluated using

ican audio manufacturers dedicated to produc-

associated equipment that is simply not in the
same class as the Sumo electronics. Put bicycle

ing moderately priced products aiming for
high-end sound," the few milliseconds of con-

tires on a BMW and see how well it goes

cordant thinking we apparently achieved with
Tom was most gratifying.

around corners!
To be fair to Thomas Norton, he seems quite

Unfortunately, further reading brought us

sincere in his review comments. Also, one

to the uncomfortable conclusion that we must

should not assume Mr. Norton is incapable of
"listening through" any system of deficiencies

respectfully disagree not only with Mr. Norton's few negative comments, but with his

and remaining emotionally detached from the

favorable comments as well!
In the full year that Athena has been in pro-

enticements of more luxuriously priced equip-

duction, it has been our experience that the
majority of audiophiles find plenty of gain
using Athena in the bypass mode; and 100%

ment. So how do we sleep nights, knowing
that Tom loved Athena's CD input and only
likes the phono section (when we expected
the opposite)?

prefer bypass to non-bypass sound. We tend

We pray that Tom will be blessed with anew

to think of the high-level gain stage as akind
of turbo boost—to be used only when max-

cartridge; spend some more time with Athena;
and next time not "kill the messenger" when

imum eardrum compression is required.

he doesn't like what he hears.

Should anyone gain the wrong impression

Michael D. Custer, President

from the Stereophile review—Athena was not

Sumo Products Group

designed for superior CD reproduction with
phono -cartridge amplification taking aback
seat. Quite the contrary, 99% of our own lis-

dbx CX1, BX1, TX1

tening evaluation work was vinyl-based. Al-

Stereophile has captured the spirit of the dbx
tuner, audio/video preamplifier, and configurable power amplifier in its reviews.

though quite listenable, our reference CD
player has yet to meet the standards of our

Editor:

SOTA Star Sapphire/SME V/Alpha Genesis

dbx's experience in meeting the demands

1000 phonograph reference source. We flatly
disagree that Athena is less than aworld-class

of the professional audio world was instru-

phono reproduction device—provided the
signal source is of equally high quality.
Herein lies the core of opposing philoso-

mental in producing the kind of product that,
according to Mr. Holt, ". ..shares much of the
smoothness and musicality we have come to
associate with the best tube equipment."

phies and, therefore, perhaps the difference

Our aim was to build apreamplifier that has

between what Tom hears in his system using

complete video capability, but that would prove

Athena and what we know to be true Whereas

entirely satisfactory to the audiophile. It is the

Mr. Norton would take his extra $500 and

first preamp that can be used unhesitatingly

make amediocre preamp arguably better by

in both an advanced home theater system and
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in an audiophile-quality music system. The

Indeed, the Dolby MP Stereo system cannot,

development of the amplifier was another step

and was not intended to, produce discrete side

in our mission to enable the serious videophile
and music lover to achieve aremarkable audio

images. While one can argue that this would
be aworthwhile enhancement, our intent was

and video experience

to allow the user to recreate the producer's inJohn Stiernberg

Vice President, Marketing, dbx

tentions as closely as possible (that is, what he
heard when the film was mixed over what is
essentially aPro Logic system).

Editor:

Gary Hebert

The first sample which, per Mr. Holt's review,

dbx Engineering

"blew up" when used to power the low-frequency section of the Infinity IRS Beta, worked
fine when it got back to us. We are not aware

Sims Vibration Dynamics

of any specific incompatibility with this loudspeaker system and would be interested to

First, Iwould like to thank Stereopbile's readers
for their support. Itruly believe that the CD

hear how the second sample performed under

Sound Ring is aproduct worth investigating

Editor:

the same circumstances.

for all Stereopbile readers, and that there is not

We do not believe that the power supply for
the CX1 is "skimpy." Mr. Holt may have been

another product in the audio market today that

somewhat misled by the fact that not all of the
por-supply circuitry is underneath the power-

can show as much sonic improvement for so
little cost.

supply shield. For some circuitry, filtered DC

Second, Iwould like to point out that in the
Cheapskate's article, Iwas quoted as saying that

is fed from the main power-supply section for

anew, wider ring being developed showed lit-

further filtering and regulation close to the actual circuit load.

tle sonic improvement over the narrower ring.

Mr. Holt noted the inability of the Dolby Pro

context: we are still developing the wider, thinner ring, and it is too soon to quantify how

Logic circuitry to "produce solid side images."

That statement was taken somewhat out of

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Accuphase
ADS
Adcom
ASC
Aucloquest
Audio Research
Bryston
Cambridge Audio
CVVD

Duntech
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature

Mondial Designs
Monster/Alpha
MIT

SOTA
Spectrum

Magnepon
Magnum Dynalob
Martin-Logan

NAD
Nakamichi
Niles

Meitner
Meridian
Mod Squad
Mission Electronics

Oracle
Sennheiser

Thiel
Thorens
Threshold

Signet
SME

Vandersteen
Vpiodyne

Stax-Kogyo
Surniko/ Talisman
Target

VPI
Well-Tempered Labs
Wilson WATT
Yamaha
VIDEO
Muitiyision
Pioneer
Proton
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whimey
Mon.,Tue.,Wed.,Fn.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat.,10-5,

Io

Ave., New Haven, CT 06510

MCN1SA/AMEX/TAICE 8Charge
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much audio improvement will be recognized.
Hopefully, it will show positive improvements,
but it is too early to tell. What is known at this
time is that, because it is athinner ring, it will
fit in more players.

ster Cable has taken the CD Sound Ring and
will become the Master distributor. This will
enable the CD Sound Ring, for the first time,
to be much more widely available and at a
lower cost.
Steven C. Sims, President

Third, Iam pleased to announce that Mon-

Sims Vibration Dynamics, Inc.

You could pay more...

...for adiscrete FET Class A
preamp. But you wouldn't get
low distortion CMOS electronic
switching, premium German
polypropylene capacitors, gold
plated jacks and the sonic
excellence of the Parasound
P/FET-900.

...for an AM/FM quartz synthesizer tuner. But you wouldn't get
such wide IF bandwidth for pure
audio response, high sensitivity
and the sleek fluorescent display
of the Parasound 1/00-260.

But why 7

...for a2x90 watt high current
amp. But you wouldn't get
lightning-fast 60MHz outputs,
costly German polypropylene
capacitors, 260 watts in mono,
relay protection, level controls
and the rock solid imaging of
the Parasound HCA-8001I

When Parasound offers you awhole range of extraordinary
components with more quality for your money.

Parasound Products, Inc.
950 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
415 397-7100
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Canadian llselbutor
Pro Acousfics
227 GBrunswIck Blvd
Pogue Cleft. Quebec H9R 4X5

ti

DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
3254 Fifth Street, Oceanside, New York 11572

(516)764-1121

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
•Counterpoint SA-11
Preamplifier with Wireless
Remote Control
•Eminent Technology
LFT Ill Planar Speakers

•Spica Angelus
•Magnum FT-101 FM Tuner
•MI-330 Shotgun Cables
Loudspeakers
•Mod Squad Prism CD Player •Vandersteen 2W
Subwoofer
•Rowland Research
•Virtuoso DTi MC Cartridge
Mono Amplifiers

542 Coast Highway 101
Leucadia, California 92024

by I
hc

(619) 436-7692
Tu. Th, Fri & Sat 11 am-6pm; Wed 11am-8pm

Audioduest
B8rK Components
Grado Labs
Nutty Grutty

Oracle
PolyPhasots
Rote

SOTA
Stroughtvore
Sumukc

SME Tonearns

Supephon

Tube Traps
Vac Tube Logur
van den HO
Well Tempered Lab

PLUS a complete selection of the very best LPs and CDs
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in Stereophile should telephone Reba Scharf (505)982-2366

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
430 Greensprings Hwy #34
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
3963 Cottagehill
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks
405 E Northern Lights BI
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W Main Si
Phoenix
Tower Records
3949 E Thomas Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E Edgemont SE
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Capitole
Cymbaline Records
1475 41st Ave
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill #139
Omega Music 8 Video
228 W Bonita
Concord
C8M Stereo Unlimited
2151G SaIv*
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek BI
Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 E Croll Cl
El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
7265 Ventura BI
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave

Fairfield
C8M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E Main St
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W Lancaster BI
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N Hwy 101
Los Angeles
Bel.Air Camera 8 Hi-F,
1025 Westwood BI
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 N. Robertson
Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire BI
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy CC
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Monterey Park
Gene Rubin Audio
529 S Lincoln
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado BI
Riverside
SpeakerCratt
6282 Magnolia Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 D St
Neal's Speakers 8 Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel St
Digital Sonics
336 El Camino Real
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Claremont Mesa BI
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena BI
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San Francisco
Audio Excellence
425 Washington St
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Garland Audio
325 S Monroe St
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
360 S Hope Ave
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanade Ave
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave .400

COLORADO
Boulder
AD Systems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Teton
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Fairfield
Audio Design
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave

Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St. Ste 22B

New London
Roberts
90 Bank St

Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire BI

Stereo tab
140 Bank St

Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt I

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Laser Sight 8 Sound
4723 Concord Pike

Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire BI
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Needle in a Haystack
1990 K St
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura BI

FLORIDA

Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia

Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy

Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
23232 Hawthorne BI
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe BI
Victorville
Protech Audio
14153 Kentwood BI
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W Sunset BI
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach 81
Woodland Hills
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura BI
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura BI

Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE 06
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 S 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside BI *10
Jupiter
Sound Wave
4050 US cl
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy

Preston Trail Audio
proudly introduces
the
First Annual

Southwest Audio Show
"Meet the face behind the faceplate"

You are Invited to attend the
premiere of the Southwest Audio Show,
September 28th and 29th, featuring seminars
by company officials from some of the world's finest audio
manufacturers. Please call for details.
Apogee •B&W •Boston •CAL •Carver •DCM •Denon •Krell
Monster •Luxman •Mark Levinson •Philips •Rotel •SOTA •VPI
And other fine lines

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
PRESTON at CAMPBELL, DALLAS

(214)248-9104

The Mirage
M 1signs on.
Seldom has anew recruit arrived at the Music Brigade's boot camp
so well prepared to vanquish nasty distortion. Each channel's slender,
five-foot panel houses abipolar, dynamic speaker system capable of
electrostatic transparency, impeccable sound-stage, realistic depth and
thundering dynamic range. At four-grand per pair, they're the cat's
backside and slick to look at, too. Be sure to stop in for alisten, or call
for the particulars. We're sending 'em into battle, soon.
Accuphase •Acker:» •Apogee •ARC •Basis •Belles •B&W
Carnegie •Counterpoint •CWD •Denon •Duntech •FMS •Jadis
JSE •Koetsu •Krell/Reference •Lurné •Meridian •Mirage •Mission
Monster •NAD •Pro Ac •SME •Soto •Spica •Velodyne •VPI

AUDIO

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
, 1060 Massachusetts Avenue

e

188

E

•
,..

Arlington, MA 02174

617 648-4434
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Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
1579 N Decatur Rd
Music, Music, Music
Buckhead and
N Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
LlIburn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAVIL411
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania 0207
Sounds
502 Kaaahr St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Take One Audio Video
203-D W NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Acme Audio A Recording Co
3821 N Southport
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson BI
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Route 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W JeKerson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort

Peoria
Sound of Peona
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash, Ste S
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio
5357 N. Keystone
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton BI 038
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabel
New Orleans
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple Sr
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Dr
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
LuthervIlle
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave
Towson
Discerning Ear
834 Kenilworth Dr
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
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Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury Sr
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
O Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas Het Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Ballwin
Flip's Stereo Place
15050 Manchester Rd
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood BI
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Natural Sound
233 N 48th St. Ste P

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main Si
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc
402 Amherst St, Ste 310
Salem
Cuomo's
291 S Broadway
NEW JERSEY
De
Hi Connection
z'ni
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Cl
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage, Ste A
NEW YORK
Astoria
Steinway Sound
25-15 Steinway St
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St

UM.
•

dill ,•7 Iii
10 11

Accuphase
Concord
Mission

r

4*

1011 1

Allà7

'Op iv il ete

A.D.S.

Audio Pro

Quad

Bang & Olufsen

Mondial Aragon

Robertson 4.- SME

\

M I

Un link

Linn Products

Conrad Johnson
Mission Cyrus

-4.-

h

I

California Audio Labs 4
, Carnegie

Magnepan 4.-Mark Levinson
Monster/ALPHA

NAD

u

Meridian

Orade

Proton

Sound Engineering , Sound Organization 4- Sonographe

Soundstream -,- Synthesis

Thiel

Yamaha

•5Demo Rooms •Custom Home and Car Installations our Speciality •Entended Warranties •
•L,beral trade up •Single Speaker Demo Room •Monthly Specials •Personal Appointments Available'

ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR MUSICAL ENJOYMENT
Accuphase DP 80/DC 81 C.D.-t' California Audio Labs Aria C.D.
Premier 3 & Premier 4 4- Linn LP 12/Ittok/Troika 44LX 1 2, D.M.S.

Conrad Johnson
Magnepan 2.5 R á 3A

MARK LEVINSON No. 29 Reference Mono Amps, No. 23 Amp, ML7A Pre Amp
SME

4.
-

Carnegie One -4.- Thiel 3.5 -4- Quad ESL 63 USA (New)

THE SOUND CONCEPT/ 2314

AUDIO GROUP

Sound Engineering PFM-1

Monroe Ave /Rochester. N Y /716-442-6050

Monday thru Friday 10-9 Saturdays 10-5

St. Louis audiophiles

4.
-

MC VISA AMEX. DISCOVER

BILAY II Passive Line Drive

is your area dealer for
ARISTON •ALPHASON
B&K •CAMBRIDGE •CREEK
CELESTION •DUAL •DNM •EPOS
HEYBROOK •JA MITCHELL •JPW
NELSON REED •NITTY GRITTY
ORTOFON •ONIX •QED •RATA
REVOLVER •SUMO •SUPERPHON
SYSTEMDEK •TARGET
WHARFEDALE •WBT •AND MORE.
By appointment only. Call
314-768-5610.
GOLD LION (
INDIA)
12AX7/ECC83 TUBES
Freshly imported, limited quantity -S11.
SUMMER SPECIALS
ORTOFON XIMC (high output MC) -$79
OR1OFON X3MC (high output MC) -$140
SUPERPHON DM220 -$740
CELESTION SL6s -$799

190

••
• Four inputs, tape out with gold plated jacks.
• Separate record and listen switches.
• Top quality CERMET VOLUME POT.
• Minimalist high gain design with finest parts.
• Enclosure designed by Michael Januen, internationally
acclaimed designer.
• INTRODUCTORY PRICE. $150, half the
norm — considering quality of parts.
• 15-day no-obfigation trial.
• Available exclusively thru AUDIO GROUP.

DNM (
BRITISH)SOLID
CORE INTERCONNECTS
With Gold Phono Plugs. 1/2 Meter Pair -$40
IMeter Pair -550. 2Meter Pair •560
DNM SOLID CORE Speaker Wire $2.50/ft.

Call

AUDIO GROUP

at

314-768-5610.

Free catalog and advice.
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Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St

Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. RI 347

Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Moms Music Systems
1593 Central Ave

Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie BI E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy

Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110

White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy

Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave

Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd

Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Route 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
6th Ave Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave

Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 S Boulevard
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Canton
Needle in a Haystack
4338 Avondale St NW
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Needle in a Haystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 N Main SI
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
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Jamesons'
3417 Dort St
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K- Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
Waynesburg
IC Audio Toys
RD 2. Box 1
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T P,nero

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research BI
Cochran Corporation
2830 Real Street
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 1D
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr *106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington BI
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excallbur
323 S Washington

SOUTH CAROLINA

Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products 8 Svcs
215 Main St

Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Operation Audio
437 N Pleasantburg Dr
Sound Source
941 Haywood Rd
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd

Murfreesboro
Hi Fi Buys
854 NW Broad
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd

Springfield
Needle in a Haystack
Springfield Mall

Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Landing Discs 8 Tapes
1307 11th St

Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park Sq

1') 1

54444141Aegeal

The BEST Audio Equipment.
.AR •Adcom •Alphason
•Apogee •Audible Illusions
•Audio Research •Bang & Olufsen
• Belles • B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
• Dahlquist •Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado •Hafler •Janis •Kinergetics
•Koetsu •Live Wire •Magnavox
. Monitor Audio • Monster/Genesis
• NAD •NEC • Nakamichi •Philips
• Pioneer Elite • Polk Audio • PS Audio
•Shure Ultra •Signet •Sota •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdek
.Target •Thorens •Ultra •VPI. Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
. Magnavox • NAD •NEC •Philips
. Pioneer • Proton •Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises In Manhattan.
The BEST Advice.
At Audio Breakthroughs, when you
talk to a salesperson, you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.
The BEST Quality.
Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.

The BEST Locations.
Easy to reach from anywhere in the
tri -state area. Open late Monday.
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

AudioBreakthroughs
•Nevi York City -199 Amsterdam Ave. at 69th St
•Manhasset 1534 Northern Blvd. on the Miracle Mlle
•Woodbury -Turnbury Commons on Jericho Tpke

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171

1
-119k -End Audio
CANADA'S PREMIERE SPECIALTY AUDIO DEALER
22164 Queen St. E Toronto Ontario. Canada

(416) 699-3060

GRADO •TALISMAN • KOETSU •GOLDMUND •VP! •CHESKY •SME
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY •SUMIKO •CARDAS • MORRISON • PERKINS
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •COUNTERPOINT •QUICKSILVER • RAY LUMLEY
KLYNE • MF'A •AUDIOQUEST • MONSTER CABLE • MIT •ARCICI • BSr
ENTEC •TANNOY • WONDER CAPS • MARTIN-LOGAN
WELL TEMPERED LABS • MAGNUM • MOD SQUAD •TARGET • LAST
CLASP •WILSON AUDIO •VERSA DYNAMICS •JADIS

FEATURING
- FIRST IN CANADA - VERSA DYNAMICS ARM/ TURNTABLE SYSTEM - CLASSE AUDIO DR-7 PRE & DR-9 POWER AMP - WILSON WATT/GIBRALTAR STAND WITH ENTEC LP-SO SUD WOOFERS
- VPI DELUXE (TRIPLE-PULLEY) TURNTABLE -JADIS JP-80 PRE & JA-80 POWER AMPS -

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
fts• WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN CANADA •
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Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hats Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe 02
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S
CANADA
National Distributor
Fenwick, Ontario
Ruehle Marketing
850 Roland Rd
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Straight Gain
Electronics
2220 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Eu phonics
687 Bank St
Sam's
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 /
2 Bank St
1
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great American Sound
402 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W
Essex Audio Consultants
322 Pelissier
QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

National Distributor

Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5 Speedvale Ave E
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
Globe Discount
217 King St E
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St

Aalborg
AC Radiohuset
Boulevarden 16
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekirnon-Cho
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D R Britton Ltd
3Sydney St

AUSTRALIA

MANITOBA

NEW BRUNSWICK
FredrIcton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St

Vejle
SK Sound
Vissinggade 7

BERMUDA
National Distributor
Hamilton
Sound Effects, Ltd
King Street
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Bristol Stereo Center
Fredenksberggade 28
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
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NORWAY
National Distributor
Oslo
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
B1-03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Saule Audio Elite
Padre Jot re, 22
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Zurich
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H Annoni Strasse 23
Ch-4132 Muttenz
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Tailu Electronics
Chung Ching S Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
388 U-Chareon Village
Rachada Rd
Huay-Kwang BKK 10310
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
Periodicals in Particular
Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Sir 2b
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dateline Equipment
& Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word, no minimum: Commercial. $1.65 per word, $60 minimum per insertion. Multiple
insertions must be prepaid: we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC, Visa, and American Express accepted; send
card number and expiration date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. The deadline for classified ads is the first working day of each month, two months
in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

ANNOUNCEMENT: NOW YOU CAN PHONE IN YOUR CLASSIFIED AD FOR AUDIO
MART. Please compose your ad before calling us, and be prepared with your VISA, MC, or
American Express number and expiration date. We do not bill for Audio Mart. The minimum
for apersonal phoned-in ad is $10. The minimum for acommercial phoned-in ad is $60. Call
(505) 982-2366, ask for the Classified Ad Department.

For Sale
PS AUDIO ELITE PLUS H integrated, mint, originally
$970, asking $395. Call Andy (812)354-8500 days
or (812)789-2339 evenings till lOpm CST
MONSTER ALPHA GENESIS 1000, new, in sealed box,
with warranty, $525. John (312)398-0280.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END: B&K, Musical Concepts,
Angstrom, Merlin, Kinergetics, AR turntable, Straight
Wire, Chicago Stand, Echo Muffs, & others. Ariel,
Carmel, IN 46032. Visa/MC. (317)846-9766/(317)
841-7154. Eves./W'kends.
IF YOU SAW Robert Hesson's spectacular review of
Songs My Mother Taught Me, the critically acclaimed
debut recording by violinist Arturo Delmoni, in the
June, 1988 edition of Stereophile and wondered
where you could get it, read on. An all-analog LP or
chrome cassette from 2 30ips two-microphone master
(CD also available). Worlcs by Kreislet Dvorak, Brahms,
and others. Glorious, natural sound, and "the most
Romantic playing you've ever heard." Nord, Star
Retools, Inc., 116 Chestnut Street, Providence, RI
02903; (800)346-2706. Visa/MC. Dealer inquiries
welcome.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, special
MFSL collections: MFSL Stones collection (11 discs),
$175; MFSL Sinatra collection (16 discs), $200; MFSL
Woodstock (out of print, 5discs), $75; MFSL UHQRs,
$25. Postage included on the above items. Accessories
by Audioquest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem,
PO Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)
825-8609.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista t1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
SOUND EXCHANGE—Utah's new, used, demo, classics store. Examples: Audio Research SP-6B; PS Audio
5.0; Melos Preamp; Sumo Athena; Tympani 1Ds;
Acoustat Ills. Call for mailing list. Sound Exchange,
5130 South State St., Suite C, Murray, UT 84107.
(801)268-6066.

WARNING:
MART PUBLICATIONS INC., 2901 Dorchester Lane,
Cooper City, FL 33026. Stereopbile carried adisplay
advertisement from this company in %b1.11 No.6 (June
1988), p.239. We have received complaints from
readers who sent money to Mart Publications in
response to this advertisement that they have not
received the advertised newsletter. The 800 number
listed in the ad has been discontinued; two other, different telephone numbers are apparently not
answered during business hours. We advise our
readers not to send any money to this company, and
Stereophile will not carry any more advertising from

them.

NEW CANAAN, CONNECTICUT: Opening September
6. Audio Images, Main St.
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of used McIntosh
and JBL Alnico components Reproduction Hartfields,
amust-hear for 8-10K speaker system buyers. Free
audition, transportation with purchase. Call for details. John
(313)229-5191.

woe

TRANSFORM YOUR CD PLAYER MID A MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT Our highly innovative mods offer maximum performance at realistic prices. Products include DC Servos, pin modules, power supply mods,
FET op-amps, and more. Please call (512)821-6119
or write Soloist Audio, 332 Tuttle, S.A., TX 78209.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END—ASC 'Rabe 'Daps, Audible
Illusions, Audioquest, B&K, Celestion SL, Chicago
Stands, Kimber Kable, Kindel, Magnum Dynalab, Merlin, Mod Squad, Morel Acoustics, Niles Audio, PSE,
Sonrise, Velodyne, CD players, and more. For more
information or free brochure and free literature, please
call (301)890-3232. J.S. Audio, One Cbildress Ci.,
Burtonsville, MD 20866. Audition by appointment.
Monday through Friday, lOarn to 7pm; Saturday, 11
to 5. MC/Visa, Amex.
READ THE STEREOPHILE REVIEW, then hear for
yourself just how excellent the MSB CD player is.
Modify your existing Magnavox for $500, or buy a
complete new 472 modified for $749. Satisfaction
guaranteed on the completed unit. lb find out more,
C2Il (800)346-9183. Audio Concepts Inc, 1631 Caledonia St., La Crosse, WI 54602.
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POWER BLOCK
A.C.

POWER

LINE

TICE
AUDIO

BY

CONDITIONER
•Designed specifically for audio
•Eliminates R.F., EMI, Hash & Spikes
•10% Voltage boost or reduction
•Radically improves every system
•L. 18 1/2"xW. 10" xH. 81/2"Wt. 60 lbs.

Home trials available at:

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
oVPI
oKlimo
oBelles
oSystemdek
oJS Electrostatics

oENS
oFried
oLazarus
oQuicksilver
,British Fidelity

oMFA
oSumiko
oPS Audio
oWin Labs
oAudible Illusions

516-360-8815

oSpica
oKindel
oMagnum
oTerpsichore
-Eminent Technolony

oTice
oTarget
oGarrott
oChicago
& Much more!

Smithtown N.Y.
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2151 G SALVIO ST., CONCORD, CA •••
2020 N. TEXAS ST., FAIRFIELD, CA •••
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1988 TWEAK MANUAL-200 pages of the best
audiophile accessories, components and recordings
from around the world plus more editorials, howto articles, technical white-papers, product reviews
and helpful hints than you'll ever find in one publication. From interconnects to capacitors, magic bricks
to damping materials, platforms to platter mats, tube
gear to tonearms, Cl) to DD, Beer Budget to Lunatic
Fringe, we've got 'em all! Just send $10 to The Item*
Shop, 3700 Montecito Ave, Santa Rosa, CA 95404.
(707)575-8626.
THE FINEST EQUIPMENT EXPERT ADVICE, outstanding prices! Krell, SOTA, Apogee, Quad, Counterpoint, Wilson Audio, Maplenoll, Eminent "kchnology,
VPI, Meitner, Audible Illusions, Entec, California
Audio, Quicksilver, more! Virtually all cartridge and
cable lines. Free newsletter. Galen Carol Audio,
(512)494-3551.
PASSIVE PREAMPS AT WHOLESALE PRICES: Factory
direct. Beats the Mod Squad Line Drive. 2-week
money-back guaranty. Standard and custom models
available from $40. Write for deuils: Electronic Visionary Systems, 2531 Regent St. #17, Berkeley, CA
94704.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES, Esoteric Audio brings you
the best in the Southwest. New arrivals: Sonographe
SG-3 turntables are back, $495; SOTA Panorama
Speakers, introductory priced at $1095. Demos/
clearance: Adcom GFA-535 power amp, 8175; Grado
MC8, $100; & MOC cartridges, $150. Call for appointment or shipping information. In Scottsdale, AZ.
Esoteric Audio (602)946-8128.

EASY UPGRADES
BY TWEAKING
"The simple replacement of nit prearnplf
fiers power cord with the new MÁS POWERMASTER AC Power Cord brought out adistinct improvement in my system. Idid not have
w upgrade to amore expensive unit. The entire
sound spectrum became smoother and more
detailed."
-Ron Lee, Los Angeles audiophile
Join the other audiophiles who are discovering they do not have to buy expensive new
equipment to upgrade. For an investment far
less than the cost of new components, MAS
Power Cords, Interconnects and Speaker Cable
will reveal sonic improvements you never
dreamed were in your system. You have our 30
day money back guarantee on it!
MAS POWER-MASTER
AC Power Cord
MAS Silver/Tenon Interconnects
Imeter pair
MAS Multi-Strand Speaker Cable
8' pair

70

s

180
» 400

MasterCard & Visa Accepted

Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315

or

(215) 357-7858

MUSIC 84 SOUND IMPORTS

30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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QUALITY
IS
THE
OBJECT
AT
UPSCALE
AUDIO

If "cost is no object," then what is?
At Upscale Audio our central
goal is to offer ultimate performance
and the best possible value.
Surprisingly, many of the products
we showcase and advocate are not
the most expensive. Or the best
known. Or the subject of the current
Breathless Review of the Month.
Just the finest sounding.
It is this strict adherence to
quality and product integrity which
has distinguished us among
Southern California salons. And
gained us a loyal following over the
last two years. (Of course being a
division of amajor audio/video
retailer with access to their buying
power and other resources
probably hasn't hurt either).
All in all, you might say we
march to adifferent drummer. But
then, after you've heard adrummer
through our reference system,
you'll understand why.
Upscale Audio.
Cost-is-no-object audio in scenic
Canoga Park,
Acoustat, Alpha Genesm, Audio Beeearch Corporation,
Beveridge, Caldorma Audio Labs, Celestaon,
Counterpoint, InhnIty, Magnum.Dynalab, Martin Logan,
The Mod Squad, Nitty Gritty, Oracle Audio, Ortolon,
SME, Sian Koqyo, Straight Wire, Swink.", Sumo
Products Group, %Waco, The Well Tempered Lab

U

SCALEAUDX)

F:tOGERSOUND•LABS

8381 Canoga Ave, Canoga Park,
CA 91304 (818) 882-3802
Send for acopy of Upscale4 our
relevantly irreverent newsletter.
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Announcing:

Belles 50 Series

Niiti le/
MIR
utilizing new audio technology to
give you the sound performance
of the 90's.
Belles Research Corp.
1237 East Main St.
Rochester, NY 14609
(716) 482-8850

ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K amps &
preamps: most sonic improvement for 1$ invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass!! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Cburcb St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping.
(203)584-0131.
NORTHWEST AUDIO LABS presents our Legend
series of modification services. Specializing in Adcorn and Hailer amplifiers. Discover for yourself why
custom upgrades are the key to sonic perfection.
Hearing is believing! Write or phone for free brochure.
.Vortbsvest Audio Labs, Inc, 1557 NW Monroe, Corvallis, OR 97330. (503)753-0472.
ADCOM GFP-555
(219)269-1 742.

power

amp,

$475.

Mint.

INTERCONNECTS FACTORY TERMINATED. 1.0
meter apair MIT 330, $119; Shotgun, $359; Thunderline, $179; Pandora, $389; Original, $259. Speaker
cable 10 ft/pair MIT 750 Music Hose, $339; MIT PC18,
$129. Space and lime Phase I, $89; Phase II, $149.
Superphon Revelation II Prearnp, $529; DM 220 Amp,
$679. Call (604)594-3046, Bibe Sound Inc.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, I2AX7, 12BFf7,
6EQ7, 6166C, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000 types
stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, ltlefunken, Gold
Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, same-day
shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics,
'110 DeCelis Pl., PO Box 7323-Dept SP Van Nuys,
CA 91406. In California, (800)422-42 7 7 Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
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FEATURING THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS:

PROAC Mini Tower Loudspeakers /JANIS Stereo Bass System
ALPHASON Sonata Turntable /SME Series V Pickup Arm
KOETSU Signature Rosewood Sapphire Cartridge /MILBERT Car Amplifier
QUICKSILVER Preamplifier & KT-88 Amplifiers

I
NCLEVELAND PARK, WASHINGTON DC •TELEPHONE 202/362-3466
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SHURE

• MONSTER CABLE

We /he Pos1 (7.

qeddesine

ALARGE SELECTION OF:

•ORTOFON
•SHURE
•GRADO
•DYNAVECTOR
•AUDIO TECHNICA

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
TOLL FREE

rz (800) 342-9969 M&Y CO.

le ft
i24ahh4
SIGNET

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
HAD. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
M & K•MARIAH
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM
THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
analogue & c.d.
sources

ADCOM •CARNEGIE
DUAL •DYNAVECTOR
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SHINON
SME IV & V
SONOGRAPHE
SOTA •SUMIKO
THORENS •VIRTUOSO
cables
AUDIOQUEST
M.I.T. •MONSTER
STRAIGHT W RE

• GRADO

8344 Melrose
Los Angeles

• ORTOFON

•PICKERING
•SIGNET
•NITTY GRITTY
•STANTON
•BEYERDYNAMIC
•AUDIOQUEST
•STAX
•CARNEGIE ONE
•THORENS
•AR
•MICRO SEIKI
•AND MANY MORE

•

AllIkiD AIIIN

DYNAVECTOR

•

• BEYERDYNAMIC

the best in audio technology,
combined with old-fashioned hospitality
• ON LONG ISLAND

•

for music lovers who seek out excellence
APPOINTMENTS ARE REQUESTED

You don't want to be rushed. You and your audio consultant should be
talking in depth with each other. When you are ready to audition equipment, the demonstration you are given in astore should be really meaningful. The equipment's performance should be neither embellished (by
gimmickry), nor tarnished (by incompetence). An honest, thorough demonstration takes time, and commitment. So, to reserve time in one of our
demo rooms, do please call us in advance.
FOUR LARGE DEMO ROOMS

Well travelled experts have told us that our demo facilities are among the
very best in the country. Make an appointment to visit us, and see if you
don't agree.

.tAudierel
^N

I1

nov

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components on display: Counterpoint
SA3.I, SA12; PS4.6, 100C; Conrad-Johnson PV8 (replaces PV5), DF1 CD; Audible Illusions 2C; Mod
Squad Prism CD (IAR la rating); Acoustat Spectra
22&33; Spica Angelus; Well-Tempered 'table; Velodyne subwoofers; Magnum tuner; Fosgate surround
sound; Beyer, MIT Motif, Sonographe, Adcom, Et&K,
Superphon, Music Reference, Vortex, Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundiab, VPI, Maptenon, Systemdek,
Surniko, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vd Hul, Monster,
Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413, appointment.
SONIC FRONTIERS—CAPAC1TORS: Aselco, Chateauroux, Rel-Cap, WanderCap. Resistors: Resists, Hole°
Vishay. Wire/Cable: van den Hul, MIT, Cardas. Connectors: Royce, Tiffany, WBT Many other products.
Custom modifications. Call/write for catalog. 181
ICenilwortb Ave, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4L
3S7. (416)691-7877.
BRISSON/MIT CABLES, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA
POLYPHASORS, MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, the only hi-flexibility all-MIT tonearm sets,
Camacs for Levinson, XLR balanced, meticulous
workmanship! Brisson hookup wire for internal
rewiring, Vacuum Tide Logic, Clements Speakers, MIT
wiring harness & mods for Infinitys, custom-threaded
Tiptoes, ASC Tube Traps, Chateauroux, Sidereal,
Wonder Caps & solder, Resistas, Wfff & Tiffany connectors, many accessories, SI catalog. Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-7181.
TANDBERG 3018A & 3026A new in box. Received
in trade for services rendered. List $4200. Sell $2700
or best offer. Call (215.1233-0718.

A
I
Sound
Foundation.

&

PinPoints'
Enhance the performance of your
audio system by creating a sound foundation under it. PinPoints transfer and
eliminate unwanted harmonic vibration
and excessive resonance from your components, cabinetry and speakers into
flooring. PinPoints also:
•Stabilize your speakers and audio
cabinetry on deep pile carpeting so
they can't be easily knocked over
•May be threaded Into the base of your
turntable, metal or wood shelves supporting a turntable, audio cabinetry,
metal racks and subwoofers
•Support a load of 25 lb. each
1 set of 4: $7.95 2 sets of 4: $14.95
Dealer ik OEM Inquiries Welcome
Bulk Packaging Available

AudioPrism
P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027
Tel: 206.392-0399 FAX: 206•392-8413
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PRECISION AUDIO D1 ANALOG REPLACEMENT for
Sony and Magnavox CD players. Why pay twice the
price for half the performance? See Fall issue of Sensible Sound for review. Only Precision Audio offers
adiscrete component transirnpedance amplifier. Not
amodification but an entire analog replacement on
an independent PC board. Fully class-A balanced circuit, no VI limiting or coupling capacitors. DC Servo
amplifier. Hear the high-end sound buried in your
midpriced CD player without investing in asecond
mortgage Sony or Magnavox machines, $450. Pricing
on complete new machines also available. For more
information call or write: Precision Audio, 223-47
65tb Ave, Bayside, NY 11364. (718)631-4669.
SPECTRUM ANALYZERS—Heath Model AD-1308
new, professionally assembled, calibrated. ". ..
accurate, convenient analyzer that supplies useful
readings ..." (Bill Sommerwerck, Stereopbile
No.6, June 1988, p.145). Without the hard work. One
year p&I warranty, $620. Call for more information.
Personal Systems, Ltd., (213)540-3417.
FOR SALE: SPATIAL/MOD SQUAD TVA-1 preamp,
$550; Carver "The Receiver," $425; Robertson 4010
amp, $400; Fried Satellite Monitors (with Type 0
subwoofers & supertweeters), $500; Magnavox 3040
CD player, $100. Wanted: Eagle 2A, Mk.II. Call
(718)335-4170.
FOR SALE: WILSON AUDIO WAT1b, $4000; can be
sold through adealer. Rowland Research Coherence
One preamp, $3000; can be sold through Rowland
Research. Sumiko Virtuoso DTI, new, in factorysealed box, $900. This equipment is factory mint.
Phone (604)278-2467.
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The Stuclio SLwas de-

Studio

signed for the listen-
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straight wire for the listen-
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er who needs
flexibility in his

system.

Studio SL

PRE

AMPLIFIER

Professional Systems Engineering Inc.
7401 Lyndale Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
(612) 866-4984
A Fu//Line Manufacturer Since 1973

Ró

KIMBER KABLETM
ACCLAIMED AS A LEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE) WITH 100% TEFLON CONSTRUCTION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET INSTALLATIONS. KCI INTERCONNECTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!! ASK YOUR KIMBER
KABLE DEALER.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR-$1.00/ FT •4VS-S2.00 /FT •4TC-$4.40/FT
81C-$7.80/FT •KCI 468.00/Meter Pair
8LPC-$6.00/ET •16LPC-$10.00/FT •4AG-$100.00/FT
8AG-$180.00 /FT •KCAG-$350.00/Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

ete,te•e±

0
In production for
almost a decade,
the acclaimed
Rogers Studio One
and LS7 loudspeakers have
been redesigned.
Hear the exciting,
new bi-wireable
Studio lA and LS7t
at one of our
dedicated Rogers
Dealers.

Call or write for your
nearest dealer.

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range
coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For eight years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design bi-monthly,
has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether it's electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order six issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or your money
back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will not be
disappointed.

better botto M

r.

th
g estandard in loudspeakers...

O are

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $35.
Send me one year (six issues) for $20.
Ienclose $

in aCheck/MO

Please charge to my E Master Card /Visa

NUMBER

[II

EXP

NAME
STREET
CITY

ST

SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494, Dept. K77. Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders: (603) 924-9464. Monday-Friday, 9-4
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MONSTER CABLE GENESIS 1000 MC Phono Cartridge. Approx. 20 hrs. of use, asking $475. Eric
(718)424-1002, evening.

DEMO SALE: Conrad-Johnson MV-50, $1150; Spica
Angelus, $850 pr; Parasound DAS -1000 amp, $450;
Onkyo DXC-600 disc changer, $375; AR X-06 re-

KEF 105.2 SPEAKERS, like new, $1750. By owner,
(213)276-7905, evenings.

cavet, $350. Used: C-J PV-7, $425; Parasound PR200
preamp, $125. Hawkeye Audio 401 S Gilbert, Iowa
City, IA 52240. (319)337-4878.

MERRILL MODS. For the AR turntable. Acrylic subchassis, acrylic lead planer, replacement motor, center
spindle, center clamp, spring kit, and mort The mostasked question, "How does the modified AR sound?"
The Merrill modified AR turntable is capable of outperforming most of the frequently reviewed and
highly touted turntables. Call Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave, Memphis T7V 38104 (901)272-1275.
PAS-01 PASSIVE PREAMPLIFIER KIT as featured in
Stereophile Vol.11 No.2 (February 1988). Authorized by Stereopbile; three inputs; complete apart from
enclosure and RCA plugs; all parts as specified by Ben
Duncan (Holco resistors, Bourns pots); upgrades
available; $100 including shipping. (New Jersey
residents add 6% sales tax.) Orders to The Audible
Difference care of Stereopbile PO Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. (505)982-2366.
NO RISK GUARANTEE! AID SYSTEMS LTD. In stock:
Nelson-Reed Pro System (8-04/B loudspeakers w/
1204 subwoofers); van den Hul Silver (interconnects
& speaker wires); Tice Power Block & Titan, AC
power line purification & conditioning system, AC
energy storage system; Paulson Isolation Bases, air
suspension! CD stabilizer rings by Sims—a must!
Classe electronics (DR-3-VHC amp!) inquiries, mailing
list, newsletter: 2525 Arapahoe Ave, Suite E4-284,
Boulder; CO 80302. Visa/MC/Amex. (303)443-4443.
$6 for analog list.

- AFTER

A DECADE OF R & D-

A&S SPEAKERS offers the nation's widest selection
of speaker systems, kits, drivers, and crossovers. Audition Dick Olsher's Dahlia/Debra or the Bill Reed
6-02A in our showroom, or use our extensive mailorder catalog. Free literature. ASS Speakers, 3170 23rd
St., San Francisco, CA 94110. (415)641-4573.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
STAX, Nakamichi, NAD, Niks, Ortofon, Sumiko,
Grace, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court
Street, Saginaw, M148602. (517)792-3816. No mail
orders, please.
COMPONENTS: Sony CDP-620 ES II disc player,
$525; Sony EVS-700U Hi -Fi 8rtun VCR w/PCM,
$575; HK CD 401 cassette deck, $385; Sony PT-77
programmable time $145; Shure V-15 MR cartridge,
$75. All mint with manuals & cartons. (404)471-1786
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed, Quicc II recordings. 2000 available.
Great prices—emunple: Dark Side of Moon, $45. Elusive Disc, 733 West Naomi, Unit I, #106, Arcadia,
CA 91006. (213)388-7176.
RCA ISC SHADED DOGS, Mercuries. 90,000, New
Large List. Send SASE, PJF, 160 Walnut St., Nutley,
NJ 07110.

DON'T SPEND
$300 or more to upgrade your stereo
system until you hear the stunning
Clarity Audio Interconnect Cables.
They will make your existing components sound better than you ever
imagined.
Clarity Interconnects are hand crafted
from the finest wire and individually
tuned and matched to provide the most
accurate transfer of music from source
to amplifier. Your existing components
are better than you realize. Hear for

This patented design allows an $850
pair of loudspeakers to outperform
speakers costing many times their
price.

yourself. 15 Day Money Back Guarantee. $295 per one meter pair. Dealer
Inquiries Invited,

Clarity Audio Systems

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

808 Post Street. Suite 709

Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.

San Francisco, CA 94109

(716) 244-6027 • 2604 Elmwood Ave
Suite 105 • Roch, NY 14618
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(415) 641-7130
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Boulder

OAS21 SELECTOR SWITCH

RECORD SELFCT

SOURCE SELECT
PE10113
CD
TUNER

Acoustat •Apogee •Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&W •
Celestion •CWD •dbx •Dual
•Energy •Fried •Hafler •
Infinity •JSE •JVC Video
•Koetsu •Krell •Magnum
•Meitner •Meridan •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Aux
.2

TAPE
TAxE 2

FOR THE SELECT FEW
When too many outputs meet
too few inputs something has to give.
The MS21 Selector Switch
offers apassive solution.
The Switch is on... to Boulder

Sound C3. Music

Boulder Amplifiers, Inc.
4850 Sterling Drive, Boulder, CO 80301

Sales & Service • 351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547

303-449-8220
Telex: 6503085376 MCI UW

KINERGETICS KCD-30

Celestion •Counterpoint •Virtuoso •SME

GOLD SERIES

Well Tempered • Kinergetics Subwoofer

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Eminent Technology Speaker • Aragon

MIT Audio Cable • Vacuum Tube Logic

British Fidelity •Audio Concepts CD •MFA
Musical Concepts • Tube Traps • Grado
Introducing

The State-of-the-Art
in compact disc players

Magnavox CD video • VPI • Superphon
B&K • Maplenoll •Chesky •Onkyo • LAST
Siefert • Spectrum • Thorens
van den Hul
and others

THE ULTIMATE IN 16 BIT
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE AIR AND OPENNESS OF
THE FINEST ANALOG DISCS.
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KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

I
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9029 RESEDA BLVD • TARZANA. CA 913S6 • MIN US-28 51
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THE
ESOTERIC EAR
Is YOUR
HIGH END AUDIO DEALER

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hafler, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman/Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Unman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amensound Sales, Inc., Jacksonville, FL 32241. East:
(904)262-4000. Wks!: (818)243-1168.

* Three Single Speaker Soundrooms

PREMIERE FT-3 TONEM1141. New in box, only $250.

*The Ultimate Audio Gear For Your Budget

Bob, (303)442-513 7.

* Expert Consultation and Advice -Free

SUBSCRIBE TO THE AUDIO CRITIC, the quarterly review that prints what the undetground amateurs

SimplyPhysics •VPI •Soto *Arcici Stands
Sound Anchor •Eminent technology •Premier
Audiosprest • talisman •Alchemist •Virtuoso
Magnum Dynalab •Counterpoint •Lararus
kl FA • Discrete technology • Melt» • Rotel
Mas rick aConsergent Audio technology •Focus
Kauai* Vandersteen •Martin I.ogan •Sound Iab
Chesky • Reference Recordings •Sheffield Lib
DMP • MI-SI •Opus .1 •Batnbridge Records
Audio Adsancements •Audiophile Accessories
Audiophile Magarines
Free Newsletters

* By Appointment Only

I
be

Housso sIs

RICK 11081 R IS
end suallo sls.à1.

,

713-537-8108

don't know and what the top professionals only tell
their friends. Start your 1-year, 4-issue subscription
with No. 10, which explains the ground rules, and
get No. 11 and No. 12 (the latest) at the same time.
Send $22 (no Canadian dollars, $10 extra for overseas
delivery) to lbe Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville,
NY 10708.
JAPANESE PRESSINGS! Also CDs, LVD, CD-V, resealable outer sleeves, rice-paper inner sleeves. Send for
ordering instructions and free list of best sellers.
Wholesale available Jukebox Japan, PO Box 35780,
Los Angeles, CA 90035. (213)857-5701.
FOR SALE: MARK LEVINSON No.23 power amp, 6
months old. Price is negotiable Ask for Tom. Call
(214)980- 7386.
THE ULTIMATE ANALOG SOUND SYSTEM under

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

AUDIO OUTLET

The High End Mail Order Store
P.O.Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
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$1500. Ariston, Nagaoka, Rotel, Artisan, and Apature.
This isn't "Hi Fi" you say! You're right, it's music!
PAUL specializes in affordable high-quality sound
systems. Precision Audio Utilization by Laletin. The
Sound Solution. For appointment call (212)874-6904.
SIEFERT RESEARCH MAXIM III, mint, $350. (219)
269-1742.
EAGLE 2AMP, mint, $575. Call (404)371-0393 (Atlanta, GA). Leave message if no one answers.
MCINTOSH MI-3, $800; MPI-4, $1350; MR-55A,
$275; MR-66, $475; MR-74, $475; MR-71, $600;
MR-67, $475; C-4, $125; C-28, $275; MC-2205,
$1100; C-11, $600; PR.MC-30, $600; Mc225, $600;
MC-40, $225; MAC-1900, $600; MAC-I500, $400;
C-22, $1300; Marantz 3300 Preamp, $200; Pr. 2s,
$1650; Pr. B&O 3702 speakers, $150. ARC D-115,
$2150. SP-6B, $650; EC-21, $650; Pr. White series
4000 Ve octaves EQ. $1250; Counterpoint SA-2 preamp, $450; Precision Fidelity C-9 preamp, $1250;
Quicksilver MS-190, $1300; 1MS-190, $775; Sencorc
SG-165 AM FM st. analyzer, $650; Viking 87Q tape
deck, $250; RR, Thorens TD-147 TT, $250; Sony
SB-500 tape sel., $50; Realistic TM152 AM st. tuner,
$50; TV-100 st. rec., $75.; Recoton Universal TV st.
decoder, $85; H.H.Scott 330C AM FM tuner, $100;
LT-10 FM tuner, $45; 830 MPX gen., $150; Sansui
TU -70 AM FM st. tuner tube, $150; TR-700 FM rec.,
$100; Dyna ST-70, $100 as is; FM 1, $45; FMX-3 st.
decoder kit, $75; EICO HFT-92 AM FM tuner kit,
$125; HF-86 amp kit, $150; HF-87, $100; MX99 MPX
decoder, $100; Knight KS-10A MPX decoder, $75;
Y777 amp, $100.1.1? Evans, 877 Bettina Cl. #643,
Houston, 7'X 77024. (713)973-9480.
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MUSIC BY
CUSTOM

HOME

STEREO

When You're Ready To Own The Best.
The most exciting and revolutionary components in
the world, selected and matched to suit your needs.

EXCLUSIVE MARIN COUNTY DEALER FOR:
Audio Research •Vandersteen •Counterpoint

Roksan
ProAc
DNM
Onix
JPW
Rotel
Target
Revolver
Heybrook
Acoustic Energy
and more

Eminent Technology •Spica •Infinity
Oracle •Well Tempered •Mod Squad
Vacuum Tube Logic •SME •Athena
Audible Illusions •B+ K •NAO
MIT "Shotgun" •Monster "Genesis"
Talisman •Kinergetics •Magnum Dynalab
PS Audio •Audioquest •Grado
Spectrum •and many others

at
SELECT
SOUND

!VACUUM TUBE SPECIALIST!]

415 332-2142

WATCH FOR THE OPENING OF OUR NEW

L.

STORE ON LONG ISLAND'S NORTH
(516)484-9299

SHORE!

.J111

CHICAGO r
SPEAKERWORKS
designs 8z builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VP!
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
211 i

ell
/Si/WO

107 Caledonia Street, Sausalito, California 94965

• audiolechnica
re'

YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!

to%
LU

10E—

ZMMI7ei

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli

'g (800) 221-0906 s
s
i
D
o
CALL TOLL•FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
• VISA
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
NY STATE (516) 599.1112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG

r.Teetz

LOA

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. S. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon .Sat 9 am-8 pm

orrofon SHURE

STa1 It )11
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SOUND THAT

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
SPECTRAL

•

SOTA

•

BOSTON

MAGNEPAN •MONSTER* XYLOPHILE
NAKAMICHI

• GRADO

SIGNATURE

LAST • NITTY GRITTY • MADRIGAL
CARNEGIE

1 • STAX

• KYOCERA

THIEL • M & K • ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA

• PS

AUDIO

• ADCOM

B & W • VELODYNE • PIERRE LURNE
SME • MIT • SUMIKO • SHURE ULTRA

SINCE 1968

.0011CUSTIONI
011111011111CS
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha, NE 68114

Sound performance
that deserves a
standing ovation!
•High quality, home audio &
video entertainment systems.
•Over 38 years of expertise.
•Custom installation
Mark Levinson •Conrad Johnson •Thiel
Motif •Meitner •Sota •Bang & Olufsen
Talisman •Monster-Alpha Series •Sumiko
Velodyne •Nakamichi •Rotel •Klipsch
KEF •a/d/s •Yamaha •Denon •CWD

HALS
STEREO &VIDEL
The sound decision that excites your senses.

609/883-6338
Alt. US Route 1and Texas Avenue
Iawrenceville, New Jersey 08638
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LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review, December 1986. 821.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Roma Lubricant Ca, Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
FOR SALE: LUXMAN PD-300 BELT-DRIVE TT with
Premier FT-3 arm, $550; ProAc Pablettes (black ash,
original version), $325/pr w/out stands; Audio Research SP-7 preamp, $525; Denon PRA-1000 Ineung
$200; Yamaha CD-2 CD player, $225; Yamaha B2X
power amp, $550; Sumo Model 9power amplifier,
$350; Pioneer LD-1100 laser disc player. $275. Call
¡ben at (702)452-3644 evenings and weekends (POO.
PS AUDIO 200C AMPLIFIER, late edition, transferable
warranty, $1050. Dave, (919)469-9808.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV5, 6 months old, w/carton,
like new, $1250. Own the prearnp amajority of TAS
reviewers own. David (312)975-6214.
TOP DOLLAR FOR AUDIO RESEARCH, Krell KMA
& KSA, Conrad-Johnson, Mark Levinson 20 & 23,
Threshold. For sale: Motif MC-8 preamp, mint,
$1300. Monster Cable MI, 15' pair $225. Call Bobby,
(718)459-7236 evenings, NY
AUDIOQUEST, AURAL SYMPHONICS, B&K, BEL,
13erning, Cardas, Chesky, Clearaudio, Eminent Technology, Focus, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos,
MFA, Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield, Straight Wire, Superphon, VPI, and more.
Audio Abode, Dallas, TX (214)369-2092 evenings
and weekends.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA: stackable,
portable, oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapes. Ask for
free mail-order brochure (please mention Stereopbile): Per Madsen Design, (415)928-4509. PO Box
330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardas wired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio preamp
(outstanding musical excitement), Wingate class-A
amps, Sound Anchor equipment racks and speaker
stands. Audio Arrbives, (619)455-6326.
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS, ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, & Rowland Research, in good condition. Pickup amps from your
home or just ship UPS/COD. Call CA(213)257-6726
Sennie
FRIED STUDIO1Vs with latest high-power tweeters,
$850. Duntech PCL-3 wall speakers, $400. Call Tony
(617)478-0426 evenings, MA.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS—SOUND ADVICE is determined to provide its patrons the finest recording
technologies available, such as new releases by Chesky
Records, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Mobile
Fidelity, Wilson, Nautilus, etc. ..UHQRs, collections
also. Sound Advice, 8215 Grand, Kansas City, MO
64114. (816)361-2713.
AUDIO RHAPSODY cleans closet on new, used,
and demo equipment. Kindel, B&K, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Systemdek, Rotel, Audioquest, Apature, Kimber, etc. Call or write for free Newsletter,
PO Box 90101, Long Beach, CA 90809-0101. We ship.
(213)597-1157, appointment.
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IT'S ALL HERE
ELECTRONICS: Krell. Cello. Audio Research. Meitner. PS Audio,
Aragon. Electrocompaniet. Acoustic Electronics. Ram Labs. Hailer
Tandberg. Carver. NAD. Kyocera. Denon. kcupnase
SPEAKERS: Duntecn.

the.

Prok. Soto. Acoustal. Rauna. Drin

Danlows!, ITC, ESB. Geer, Acoustic Electronics, Velodyne, ADS
Boston Acoustics, Mission, PSB
TURNTABLES: Versa Dynamics, Lurne, Sota. Well-Tempered
VPI. Linn LP12, Dark Star. Denon. Linn Mis. Dual

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
tor the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN PAEFfeu MARTIn LOGPfl
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

Threshold

F.s Al-J1=110

SDICO
... Phone

conrad.lohnson

MIT N)Infnity

for evening appointment.

THE

SHCPPE

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374.0150

TONE ARMS: SME IV 8. V. Well-Tempered. Linn Wok. Odyssey
Premier Dark Star JSE. Linn Basik
CARTRIDGES: Kcetsu, Cello. Carnigie. Krell. Audio Ouest. Linn
Van Den Hal Talisman. Monster. Grado. Signet
CO PLAYERS: Accuphase. Sta. Analogic. Kyocera. Mission.
NAD. Denon. Carver
CABLES: Krell. MIT .tech. Distecn. Museatec Live VAre, CSI.
Monster. Duntecn
ACOUSTIC TREATMENTS: RPO Dittusors. Sonex. Dstecn. ASC
MEDIA COMPONENTS: Harman Kardon. Sound Concepts.
Shure Mudivision Sonance. NAO Video. Synergex. Pioneer
Video. JVC Video & Super VHS
.

.

(81 ADes
193 Bellevue Ave .Upper Montclair. NJ
201

744 0600

Why Do
the Most
Intelligent
People
Choose the
Speaker Shop?
800-438-6040 USA
800-221-7267 NC
704-376-0350 Charlotte
Authorized dealer for over 300 manufacturers
of high end, high fidelity & professional audio
equipment. 25 years of experience in the
broadcast and recording business means technical advice with no hype! Call toll-free to
find out what lines Icarry. Ask for me, Cal
Walker ...Itry to answer all calls personally.
Ask to be on our mailing list.
CALL OR COME IN FOR AFREE PRICE 8, FREE ADVICE.
1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203 Open 7Days.
All Sales Are Final—Returns Require Written Authorization
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Audio Research •Apogee •B&K
Bryston •Counterpoint •DEA Ovation
Dahlquist DQ-20 •KEF •Koetsu
KRELL •QUAD •Nakamachi
Magnum •MIT •Monster
Sony ES •SME •Oracle
Sumiko •Well Tempered •V.P.I.
We're Known for Our Qua
Service & Friendl,y Advice

SPERHEIg SHOP
UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
Established 1977

3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
716-837-1557
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The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy
Try our prescription for fast relief from
earaches caused by poor stereo performance.
•COUNTERPOINT tube preamplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
•VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers
•SONOGRAPHE music systems: CD
players, turntables, preamplifiers,
amplifiers
Apogee •Ariston •Audioquest •BEL
B & K •British Fidelity •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable •Kiseki •Klyne •Melos •Meridian
MIT •Monster Cable/Alpha •Musical Concepts
Nitty Gritty •Ortofon •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna
Rotel •Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe
Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum •Stax •Systemdek
Talisman/Alchemist •Tube Traps •Van Den Nul
Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •Wharfdale

AUDI® NEXUS
CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-277-0333
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901

NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI, $300; VPI turntable isolation
base, $65; Shure V15MR, $35; Ortofon MC20 &
TIOMC, $125; Denon DL103, $60; 50 ft. Hitachi
SAX102LC-OFC cable, $.50/ft; Sony CDP502ES CD
player, $400; Altai DT139 programmable timer, $135;
Carver TX1-11 FM noise-reduction unit, $150; DBX
3BX111 dynamic range expander, $250; DBX DAV600G program route selector, $350; Pioneer VE -D70
8mm video recorder w/remote, $300; NAD 1130
preamp, $95. Phone (414)248-9610, evenings.
AFFORDABLE HI-END: B&K, Superphon, Magnum
DynaLib, Audio Pro, JPW, QED, Chicago Stands, EchoMuffs, more. Authorized dealer, competitive prices.
Serving mid-north Indiana and areas without representation. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN. Phone
hours, 3-11pm EST, Mon.-Sat., (317)474-9004.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY. Audition
Audio features speaker systems by Magneplanar,
Vandersteen, B&W, Spica, Infinity IRS. Electronics
by Audio Research (SP-9 & the new D-125 in stock),
Mark Levinson, Aragon, PS Audio, Rotel, Adcom, Luxman. Front ends by Lurne, SOTA, Well-Tempered,
SME, AR, Accuphase CD players. Also Sumiko, MIT,
Monster, etc. Three hard-wired sound rooms including anew room built for the Infinity IRS. 2144
Highland Dr, Suite 125, Salt Lake City, UT 84109.
(801)467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
KRELL KMA-200 Mk.II. New, in box, latest model,
full warranty, $6500; other Krell electronics available.
Apogee Scintilla, gray, latest model, immaculate,
$2500 obo. (818)963-6792.

Aud ip
Cdnnection
BELLES RESEARCH
ur Udt. power amps

Music Specialists

BOLERO
for those with asmall room.
but very high expectations
BRITISH FIDELITY
the A-1. any 1can afford
KLIMO
tube electronics for ear & eye
MELOS
CD sound, razor close to analog
MERRILL
aturntable engineered nghtl

moncu

tonearms vvhich are "Spitzenklasse"

NESTOROVIC
majestic, both amps & speakers

Linn •Naim •Creek •
Exposure • Fulton •
Rego •Royd •Rotel •
Monitor Audio Epos
Goldring and more

TICE
Povverblock & Titan. both a"must VANDERSTEEN
alegend indeed
201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona. NJ 07044
Also for sale
occasional close-outs, used equipment
Hours: Mon, Tues. Fri 12-7. Thurs 12-9. Sat 11-6
Closed Sun. Wed Please, call for an appointment!
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1322 Second Street Suite 22B
Santa Monica, California 90401
(213) 458-8148
Trade-Ins accepted
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"THE IMPROVEMENT IS MORE THAN DRAMATIC!
Ithink Ifinally can appreciate what soundstaging
means.. The highs are greatly improved without any
harshness," writes avery satisfied stereophile using
our solid-core T100 interconnects & TFC speaker
cables. Don't
it any longer! Join the growing num
ber of music lovers who have discovered the affordable sonic improvements offered by RMS cable—so
neutral, revealing, and smooth, they are an incredible
value. Very low capacitance, balanced Teflon T100
interconnects: $54/Yam, $58/1m, $70/2m. TFC
speaker cables with prepared bare-wire termination:
$50/10' pr., $75/15' pr., or $2.50P. Free shipping.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or MO to RMS
Stereo, RDe2 Box 120A, Moundsville, WV 26041.
B&K COMPONENTS Amps, Pit:amps, Cramolin, Kimber Kable, Kevek Speakers, Furman Power Line Con
ditioner, lènderfeet, Michell SyncroDec, GyroDec
Tables, Technics Stylus Force Gauge, Amperex
6DJ8/ECC, India 12AX7/ECC83, GE 6550/KT88
MPrs. Vector Electronics, Portland, OR. Visa-MCAmex. Call (503)233-2603.
AUDIOPHILES, AUDITION JSE INFINITE SLOPE
loudspeakers on our 30-day no-risk auditioning program. Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Counterpoint,
Superphon, B&K, Kinergetics, Haller, Magnum DynaThorens, Audioquest, Parasound, Apature dealers.
Est. 1959. Sound Unlimited, 169 Chun* St., Bristol,
CT 06010. (203)584-0131. We pay shipping.

ALPHASON WITH MCS WIRE and warranty; Straight
Wire TM1 and LSI —savings; PS Audio 200C and
more! Call (602)396-9686 and after 6Mountain time.

Wanted
NYAL MINUET IN "A" PREAME (918)298-8502, Mike
ALWAYS PMING TOP $it: Marantz & McIntosh tube;
McIntosh solid state. JBL systems & Alnico components, electronics. Accuphase G-18 equal., Krell,
M. lrvinson and ?John Wolff, (313)229-5191. Please
leave message if machine answers!!
WANTED: AUDIO SALES CONSULTANTS for positions at high-end audio salons in Southern California.
Send resume and picture. MBC Placement Service,
723 East Alisal, Covina, CA 91723.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT We buy
and sell by phone—paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo ?hiding Outlet, 320 Old Ibrfe Rif ,
Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
• AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
recording I
n0ust r
y archives and collectors

PRcusauRn

Tes choke of
around the world
Three preeessers to, reduction of transient and steady state
noises Nis special features for optimum reproduction of old
records. lateral a vertical
Model 323A: $2.550
Write for literature to
P0 Box 335. Dewitt. NY USA 13214-0335
Tel C315) 472.5644

Our speaker cables
interconnects bong
the music back to you

FEATURING
QUAD ESL 63 USA
ORACLE DELPHI MI(111
ELECTROCOMPANIET
EC-1 PREAMP
AND AW 250 AMP
KOETSU VIRTUOSO 011 •SME IV & V
TRIPLANAR •AIR TANGENT •ARISTON
C.A.T. SL-1 •CELESTION •PRO-AC •QLN
JANIS •ROTEL •VAN DEN HUL CABLES
KRELL CABLES •ARCICI •NOVA •ZETA
ARIA RD IBox 310 Stockton, NJ 08559
Call Joseph Del More
EVENINGS &WEEKENDS (609)397-2416

TRI-PLANAR II
PRECISION TONEARN

THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
=
=

- ith unrivaled
=

e transparency,

-Ee

resolution and
tracking ability,
the TRI-PLANAR Il
creates amusical
sound stage unmatched
by any other tonearm
WHEATON MUSIC INC •11230 GRANDVIEW AVE •WHEATON, MD 20902 •(301) 949-1262 (301)949-8392

Itt-i
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophlle is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophlle reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Adcom
Amrita Audio
Apogee Acoustics, Inc.
Arcici
Aria
Ariston
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor, Inc
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Connection
Audio Enjoyment
Audio Group
Audio Influx
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Prism
Audio Products Int .,
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Resource
Audio Shoppe
Audio Stream
Audio Studio
Audio Today
Audio Vision
Audio Visions
Audioquest
Audition
Aural Symphonics
B&KComponents
B&W Loudspeakers
Belles Research Corporation
Boulder Amplifiers
British Fidelity
CSA Audio
Chadwick Modifications
Chesky Records
Chicago Speakerworks
Clarity Audio Systems
Conrad-Johnson
Conrad-Johnson Design
Custom Electronics
D'Ascanio Audio
Definitive Hi -Fi
Discrete Technology
Esoteric Ear
Euphonic Technology
Gala Sound
Gold Aero
HCM Audio
Hal's Stereo
Hansen Ltd. Christopher
Hi Fi Answers
High End Audio
High End Hi Fi Show
Higher Fidelity
Hills Products
Jamo
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
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48
42
38
64
208
28
172
144, 145, 146
192
207
195
190
200
207
203
182, 199
7
36
158
207
66
164
56
188
198
34
128,129
170
211
8
197
202
174
206
208
132
204
201
54, 59
2
205
178
154
186
203
176
150
68
134
205
156
166
192
60,61
206
54
22
200
202

Leonard Radio
Lyle Cartridges
Lyric HiFi
M &YCompany
MFA Systems
Madrigal Audio Laboratories
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Maplenoll
Martin Logan
McIntosh
Medea Ltd
Meitner
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Monitor Audio
Music &Sound
Music By Design
Music By The Sea
Music Hall
Musical Concepts
Naim
Nitty Gritty
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Packburn Electronics
Parasound
Phantom Acoustics
Philips Electronics
Pioneer Electronics
Preston Trail Audio
Professional Systems Engineering
Reel Music Systems
Rotel
Select Sound
Sound &Music
Sound By Singer
Sounds Alive
Speaker Builder
Speaker Shop
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Unlimited
Straight Wire
Sumiko
Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
Take 5Audio
Teac of America
The Sound Concept
Theta Corp
Threshold Corporation
Transparent Audio Marketing
True Image Research
Upscale Audio
Vampire
Vandersteen Audio
Wheaton Music
Wizard Industries
Yamaha

160
204
136
198
182
10. 12
58
172
178
24
30
62
40
73
180
26
196
204
186
126
137
127
180
212
162
208
185
168
15, 16, 17
44, 45
188
199
197
20
204
202
152
202
200
206
138, 140, 142
206
195
132
70
201
184
32
190
64
52
74. 75
174
196
176
168
208
170
50
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THE FINAL WORD
What You Deserve

only be thorough enough to inform your buying decision, but also to ensure that: you will

Last weekend marked our second semiannual
Writer's Conference: lots of audiophile talk,

be unsurprised upon audition of the equip-

heavy hitting over Recommended Components
(to appear in October), and agorgeous night

of poor dealer demos (or write to us in outrage

ment in question; you will persist in the face

at the Santa Fe Opera. Iregret to say that two

if adealer demo far exceeds that which we

of our contributors were too tired to make it

described); and that, two weeks after apurchase based largely on apositive review, the

to Der Fliegende Hollander, and an undisclosed
percentage of the remainder caught up on

product does not reveal hidden, fatiguing flaws

their Zs under the open Santa Fe sky. "The
highs were somewhat muted," Iheard someone say, but the brass was most effective,

that enervate your music listening.
The review, combined with your knowledge
of the reviewer's previous work, must reveal

the singing splendid, and, confirming JA's
opinion, the imaging was quite specific—if

fact, what makes agood reviewer's listening

the reviewer's biases. We all have biases. In

you bothered to notice. It was a landmark

and writing style uniquely valuable is the sum

event for me, the first time I've even beard a
Wagner opera.

total of his or her life experience, which is

This, plus an unusual number of heatedly
critical letters in this issue, led me to ponder
what you, the reader and consumer, can rightly
expect from an equipment review in Stereophile.
Most importantly, you should expect excitement. Music is what it's all about, and re-

revealed as the writer's bias. This bias may be
toward cold, lean accuracy or warm, rich musicality; toward large, amorphous soundstages
or pinpoint imaging. The writer may appreciate
classical music and deplore pop (like JGH), or
the reverse (like Ken Kessler). He or she may

markable reproduction of music in the home

be amusician (LL and JA), arecordist UGH, JA,
BS, GG, Peter Mitchell), or an ignorant by-

is full of excitement. It's our writers' job to
convey to you the excitement of the listening

stander (LA, AB). The writer may love the
liveliness of a"hot" MC cartridge or asmooth

they've done, the excitement of agreat prod-

MM, may hate digital or listen only to digital.

uct uncovered, the excitement of some age-

But if the reviewer is consistent, you will, over

old sonic gremlin exorcised. In real life this excitement will always be muted by inevitable

time (and Istress that element), learn to make
allowances for those biases. The reactions of

set-up problems, the remaining flaws exhibited
by the piece of equipment, or some troublesome interaction with the system—but the

any particular reviewer will almost never coincide with your own, but you will be able to
use those opinions.

original energizing effect of the equipment will
remain.

tion. You must be told what significant prod-

The review must give you buying inforrna-

The product itself may make music boring,

ucts compete with the piece under review,

standing out in relation to the otherwise ex-

whether the price differentials make sense,

citing nature of the reviewer's system or the

whether the company in question has agood

enlivening behavior of some competitive
component.

reputation for service and reliability, excellent
or shabby dealer networks, and whether it's

Or the product may be adog. As delectably

likely they'll even be in business when the time

described by JGH in last month's "As We See

for service or resale comes (though accurately
predicting the latter is almost impossible).

lt," this will provoke excitement of adifferent
kind, and appeal to all that's obscure and

Simple, huh? }bu try it. It's not for nothing

malevolent in the reviewer's dark interior.
The review must tell you bow the product

that JA said (some time ago), when asked why
HP of The Absolute Sound so consistently in-

sounds. Any number of glowing adjectives

veighed against JGH, "It's because JGH is the
other one in auniverse of two"

may be used to great effect, only to founder
if adescription of the product's sonic personality is missing. This description should not
210
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar performer"
HI FI HERETIC FALL 86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN '86

B()
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
B& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road Lackawanna, NY 14218 .1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

Enter The New
Linear 18 Bit Digital Processing.
Musical resolution beyond your expectations.
Acculinear D/A Converters.
Low level musical signals without high level distortion.
Opto -Drive Power Supply.
Optical current source for ultimate stability.
If you would like further information,
write for the White Paper on digital technology.
Artistry in Sound

ON AYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

